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The plant

The plant of leshoma is botanically classified as Boophone disticha (L. f.) Herb., belonging to the 
Amaryllidaceae family 1. It is a bulbaceous plant, with the bulb partially protruding from the ground.

Each year the leafless bulb produces a beautiful fan of leaves which often are wavy in their margins 
at maturity. Once the vegetative stage is over, the plant loses its leaves, and the flowering stage begin. 
The inflorescence is characterized by hundreds of beautiful red flowers. Once the inflorescence has 
reached maturity producing fruits, it can break and roll on the ground thus dispersing the seeds 
(hence the popular names of tumbleweed and wind-ball). A resting leafless period of the plant follows 
which is a quite common pattern in the Amaryllidaceae family (Neuwinger, 1996) (Fig.1).

B. disticha grows in the grasslands and is distributed over a large territory of the African continent, 
ranging from Sudan to the southern tip of South Africa.

Given its use among numerous ethnic groups, B. disticha is called with a long series of 
popular names. Some generic names are: gifbol (“poisonous bulb”), malgif (“mad bulb”), see-

1 This taxon had some transcription problems, because it was published by Herbert on several occasions as 
Boophane and Buphane. Since both terms are not a correct transcription of the Greek terms boos (cow) and phone (poison), 
Boophone was finally chosen (Archer et al., 2001). Anyway, Boophane disticha (L. f.) Herb is an accepted synonym, and 
some authors prefer to continue to use it.

Leshoma, the visionary plant of southern Africa

The bulbaceous plant Boophone disticha – known mainly by the term leshoma given 
by the Sotho ethnic group – is characterized by powerful hallucinogenic properties and is used 
as initiatory and divinatory plant among many southern African ethnicities. Once known as 
the main compound of San arrow poisons, its psychoactive properties have been recognized 
by Western scholars only in the last 50 years, since its ritual use was strictly kept secret by its 
initiates. Through the analysis of the few ancient and modern ethnographic observations that 
have been able to bypass the wall of secrecy that envelop the use of this plant, the Sotho male 
initiation rite (lebollô la banna) and the use of the plant as divinatory “bioscope ” among the 
South African sangoma (healers) are described. As evidenced by archaeological findings, man’s 
relationship with this plant has lasted for at least 2000 years.

Boophone disticha, 
hallucinogens, lebollô, kia, 
Basotho, San, South Africa
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roogblom, Cape poison bulb, wind ball, tumble weed, candelabra flower. One of the most com-
mon popular name is leshoma, originally given by the Sotho ethnic group of South Africa. 2

B. disticha is a plant with visionary effects used by various ethnic groups in southern Africa for at 
least a few millennia. Referred to in the Western literature only since the end of the 18th century, and 
essentially as a poisonous plant, its hallucinogenic properties have been recognized only in the last 50 
years (de Smet, 1996; Sobiecki, 2008; van Wyk et al., 2009; van Wyk & Kriel, 1985). This delay in 
the recognition of a powerful psychoactive plant and its widespread traditional use was due at least in 
part to the fact that its presence in various initiatory rites was to be kept strictly secret.

Below I expose the use of this plant as a visionary source in initiatory rites and in divination 
and healing practices, based on the few ancient and modern ethnographic descriptions in which the 
authors have managed to bypass the wall of secrecy that envelops the use of this plant.

The initiatory rite of lebollô

The Basothos are an ethnic group of Bantu linguistic lineage living in Lesotho. Like many South 
African ethnic groups, they practice a male puberty initiatory rite which includes the practice of 
circumcision, and which they call lebollô la banna. During this rite a “medicine” to the novices is 
administered, among which ingredients the leshoma’s bulb is present.

We know the details of this rite above all from the writings by the French missionary François 
Laydevant (Laydevant, 1932; Laydevant et al., 1951) and by Hugh Ashton (1952).

The first reference to lebollô is dated to 1897 and is present in an article by the missionary Édouard 
Jacottet. It is interesting that it is mentioned a “Mehlabelo, mysterious medicines: there are all kinds 
of ingredients, including parts of the bodies of enemies killed in war” (Jacottet, 1897). For a man of 
church which was there to bring on his missionary duty of converting people to Christianity, it seems 
totally normal to overlook such a complex ritual in detail, or maybe his informants didn’t want to 
share the secrets of their plant. In Basotho language mehlabelo means just “sacrifice”; in other words 
Jacotett was actually told nothing but that he was a perfect candidate for such sacrifice.

Before the advent of schooling and strong missionary influence, the lebollô played a leading role 
in Basotho society; a society whose structure and organization revolved around the figure of the 
leader and the feared secret societies. Missing to be initiated to the rite of lebollô would result in being 
banned from the social group with exclusion from all social roles and from collective meetings. There 
was a widespread opinion that an uninitiated boy would be destined to become impotent.

After undergoing a phase of strong social conflict, promoted by colonial and missionary institutions, 
lebollô is still practiced today, but in a transformed and / or partial way, both in terms of different ritual 
practices —for example, the assumption of the leshoma— and in terms of different individual and 
social values associated with it.

2 Follow a non-extensive list of other vernacular names: motlatsia (Sesotho, Lesotho, Africa); inkwadi, iswadi 
(Xhosa, South Africa); ibadui, inkwadi (Nguni, South Africa); incotho, inkotha, bate (Zulu, South Africa); incumbe (Swazi, 
South Africa); kgutsana ya naha (Tswana, South Africa); inqumbu (“queen termite”, isiZulu, South Africa); isibhuko 
(“mirror”, isiZulu, South Africa); mumhandwe (Shona, Zimbawe); ehikihala (Nyanyeka, Angola); lunteunteu (Tabwa, 
Zaire); luteoto (Luba, Zaire); mba dia tseke (Jaka, Zaire); |a’ana (Ju/’hoans, Namibia) (Dold & Cocks, 1999; Gibson, 2018; 
Neuwinger, 1996; Thornton, 2017).
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Below there is a description of the ritual, trying to adhere as much as possible to how it was 
practiced when the assumption of the visionary source of the leshoma was included.

Participation in the lebollô took place around 13-14 years of age. When the child reached the age 
of 8-10, the parents started stressing the child, provoking him with insulting and humiliating phrases 
for the fact that he was still “a nobody”, since he was not initiated on the lebollô. This was intended to 
induce curiosity and desire for this social institution in the child.

The lebollô  rite lasted a total of three months and began with the practice of circumcision; it was 
generally held in February or March (Ellenberger, 1912: 281).

When the initiatory time approached, the head of the social group appointed some people who 
were going to hold important roles during the rite, including a valiant warrior (mohlabani) who had 
to exhort the boys, two guides who had to instruct and supervise them throughout the course of the 
lebollô, the person in charge of the circumcision operation (the “surgeon”), and a sorcerer who had the 
task of magically protecting the group from the harmful energies.

An important tool was a large horn in which the ingredients of the “initiatory medicine” were kept, 
including the bulb of leshoma and the flesh of an enemy killed during combat. 3 This last ingredient 
betrays the original function of lebollô among the Basothos, namely that of forming future warriors. 
This is the reason why, with the arrival of Europeans and the consequent suppression of warrior 
activity among the different South African ethnic groups, the institution of lebollô has seen a strong 
reduction in meaning, with modification in various elements of the rite. For example, instead of the 
brave warrior who had to exhort young novices in the difficult moments of the rite, any other man is 
nowadays chosen by the leader, and human flesh, while remaining a basic ingredient of the “initiatory 
medicine,” no longer comes from the corpses of enemies killed in battle, but it is obtained in other 
ways, for example by travelers killed by brigands (Leyevant et al., 1951: 224).

The young novices had to spend a period in an isolated place, where they remained in contact only 
with the young people already initiated, who guided them in activities such as hunting the nakeli (a 
kind of skunk) and learning secret songs. Assistants, guides, and other adult and initiated men who 
participated in the lebollô were to abstain from contact with women for several days before the time of 
the novice circumcision (Ellenberger, 1912: 281).

When approaching the moment of initiation, the people of the neighboring villages gathered in a 
public place where the novices had already converged and engaged in festive dances accompanied by 
copious drinks of sorghum beer, while the warriors sang war songs celebrating their bellicose deeds.

After three days it was time for the circumcision. This was preceded by the bloody sacrifice of a bull, 
whose shoulder was removed when he was still alive. The shoulder was rubbed with magical ingredients 
including human flesh, and was then roasted, while the animal mooed in pain until it died. The reason 
for this cruelty lay in the belief that the flesh of a living being —man or animal— has greater magical 
power than that of a dead being. For this same reason, Basotho warriors used to detach certain parts of 
the body of an enemy who had fallen in battle while he was still alive (Leyevant et al., 1951: 227).

3 Among the Basothos, especially before the arrival of bottles and other Western-style containers, it was customary 
to store medicines inside horns, both in liquid and solid form. Each group had a special tribal horn where a medicine was 
stored, the ingredients of which were known only to the chief, the sorcerer and a few initiates (Ellenberger, 1912: 259).
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The meat from the bull’s shoulder was prepared in the form of morsels to which magical ingredients 
were added, and they were carefully covered with spit by the elders. One at a time, the novices had 
to try to grasp the morsel of meat with their mouths, which was fixed on the tip of a spear that the 
mohlabani (the warrior) held suspended behind his shoulder. The young men had their hands tied 
behind their backs and were repeatedly whipped until they could grasp the piece of meat with their 
teeth. The reason for the spitting that covers the piece of meat concerned the value covered by saliva 
as an element containing the virtue and wisdom of the individual who emanates it; a value that is 
encountered in numerous ethnographic contexts all over the world (see Samorini, 2012: 13-9). When 
a child is born, the Basothos usually invite a person esteemed for their virtues to fill a mouthful of food 
with saliva which they then put in the mouth of the newborn, with the aim of making him acquire the 
virtues of that man (Leyevant et al., 1951: 227).

The rest of the day and evening was spent by the adult population in a situation of festive revelry 
accompanied by abundant drinks of sorghum beer. The next day the novices were transferred to a 
secluded place where a hut (mophato) was erected and where the novices, one after the other, underwent 
circumcision. The moment in which the cut of the foreskin was practiced was accompanied by the 
songs performed by the other participants, with the aim of covering up any screams of pain of the 
novice, who in any case had to try as much as possible not to scream.

Immediately after the circumcision, a woman carried a large pitcher of sorghum and boiled meat 
into which sehoere, an intoxicating ingredient, was introduced. Though considered a secret element of 
the lebollô rite, some 20th-century European missionaries and colonial officials had learned of some of 
the ingredients of sehoere, including the hallucinogenic B. disticha bulb and human flesh (for the latter, 
Norton, 1909). Leyevant specified that for the Basothos should preferable human flesh of a European 
(Leyevant et al., 1951: 230).

The preparations of the circumcision lodge (mophato) keep the clan busy for several days (Ashton, 
1952: 48), and it should be possible that B. disticha is added to the sehoere as disinfectant to make 
edible the human flesh that could be in a certain  degree of decomposition, and not only for its 
visionary effects. In fact there is no element to suspect of a ritual hunting for human flesh right before 
the opening of the initiation lodge. This kind of anthropophagy pertain to the class of ritualistic 
exocannibalism: ritualistic because human flesh was consumed with the scope of facilitating a rite of 
passage, and exocannibalism because European (exogenous) victims were considered the best source. 
If a White man was not available, any enemy or outsider of the clan would be fine too (Laydevant, 
1932).

In more recent writings on lebollô the form sehwere for sehoere is used sometimes. Van Wyk & Kriel 
(1985) reported that: “This mixture of food and medicine is known as sehwere or boritwe”, and they 
added that “the exact composition of this medicine is a well-kept secret, and it contains in addition 
the meat of a brave warrior (preferably a White one)”. Today, in times of “peace” where there are no 
enemy flesh nor wars to fight, this secret recipe has probably been lost.

It is appropriate to dwell on an inconsistency in Laydevant’s description of the rite which appears 
to be not devoid of meaning: in a previous writing he had highlighted certain functions and values 
given to the heady element of the lebollô rite —the sehoere, with the bulb of B. disticha— which he 
later did not propose again, indeed he denied it. Below the first writing, dated to 1932:
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“Initiates are told that such medicine [the sehoere] will imbue them with the qualities of 
their ancestors and make them become men. When the signs of intoxication produced by the 
mixture become manifest, this is considered a sign that the spirit of virility has entered the boy’s 
body. This medicine is also regarded as a cup of inspiration for the initiates in the circumcision 
hut. During the initiatory period, each boy must compose a piece of poetry or prayer, which he 
will recite publicly when he is released, and the medicine he is given is believed to provide him 
with the gifts of poetry and eloquence” (Laydevant, 1932: 66).

From what is written it can be deduced that it was believed that the intoxication induced by sehoere 
entailed the acquisition of knowledge (of the ancestors) and of poetic inspiration; a datum in perfect 
harmony with the values and effects generally attributed to the modified states of consciousness 
induced by visionary sources. But twenty years later, Laydevant denied that the sehoere brought virility 
and energy, but rather:

“a kind of stoic brutalization as well as indifference to pain and harsh treatment. This 
decrease or wound made on intelligence and will seem to leave permanent marks in certain 
individuals” (Laydevant et al., 1951: 230).

The suspicion arises that this change in value given to the intoxication of the sehoere, with the 
introduction of a moralistic and “ugly” slant, is due to a change in the vision of Leyevant —who is 
still a Western religious missionary— or even of the Basotho society, in a period in which the social 
conflict with regard to the rite of the lebollô was exacerbated by the missionary pressing. The meaning 
of sehoere therefore undergoes a transformation from a visionary source of awareness to a mere narcotic 
medicine used to soothe the physical pain induced by the practice of circumcision.

Hugh Ashton also reported in the mid-20th century that, after circumcision, initiates were given a 
large bowl of medicine, consisting of:

“roasted anhydrous butterfat mixed with a potent narcotic made from the bulb of leshoma. 
Everyone eats a handful and within minutes falls into a deep stupor that lasts for a day or more 
and actually soothes all the pain. The wounds are sometimes sterilized with brandy, or protected 
with the fresh, smooth leaf of the leshoma” (Ashton, 1952: 49).

As mentioned, the intoxicating plant component present in the sehoere was kept secret, and few 
Westerners have managed to learn about it, as was the case with the missionary Laydevant. Another 
Protestant missionary originally from French-speaking Switzerland, who worked among the Basothos 
a few decades before Laydevant, Frédérich Ellenberger, does not seem to have been informed, since in 
describing the lebollô he only referred to the possible presence of human flesh (Ellenberger, 1912: 282).

After the circumcision, the rite of the lebollô continued for a few more months, during which time 
the novices were given new names and taught a secret language and additional songs. The novices were 
subjected to painful physical tests, in practice to real torture, including repeated beatings on the body 
and beatings on the palms of the hands. In the rite of the original lebollô the purpose of this severity, 
accompanied by humiliation and physical suffering, was to induce fear, obedience and fidelity in the 
new adult man of Basotho society.
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During the initiation rite it happened with a certain frequency that some novices died, exhausted 
by physical tortures. It seems that the lebollô was an opportunity to eliminate young people who 
for some reason were not socially accepted (for example orphans) or who were destined to become 
scapegoats for their hesitation and revenge of the adult community (Laydevant et al., 1951: 234-5).

In the modern rite of lebollô, which saw the general abandonment of the leshoma-based potion, the 
practice of wrapping the penis injured by the cut of circumcision with leaves of this plant has been 
preserved (Van Wyk & Kriel, 1985).

The “bioscope” divination employs

Robert Thornton was able to closely observe a divination practice currently widespread among 
various ethnic groups and regions of South Africa in which the leshoma bulb is used. He drew his 
observations from the Swazi-speaking sangoma (healers 4) in the Barberton area, in the Mpumalanga 
region of South Africa. The main purpose concerns the identification of sorcerers who have cast the 
evil eye or otherwise “bewitched” someone. Although divination techniques aimed at identifying a 
person guilty of evil magical acts have long been prohibited by law in South Africa (starting in 1953), 
they are still practiced with some frequency.

In the divination practice in which the bulb of B. disticha is used, this is administered to the victim 
of witchcraft, to set him up in a visionary cataleptic state during which he can “see” the sorcerer 
responsible. It is interesting to note how the identification of the sender is a task of the victim and 
not of the direct competence of the medicine-man, who only has a guiding role in the divination act. 
This divination practice is called in Zulu lispëel, a term that derives from Afrikkaner spieël, “mirror;” 
also in the Venda idiom it is called tshivhone, “mirror,” “vision,” while in English the terms “bioscope,” 
“traditional TV,” or “security camera” are common (Thornton, 2017: 250). Sobiecki (2008: 335) 
reports the Zulu term bhayiskhobho, which would be a deformation of the English term “bioscope.”

Victims of witchcraft usually resort to this practice as a last resort after other practices have failed. 
Here is the description of the technique given by Thornton:

“The patient consumes a part of the bulb by chewing or drinking a water decoction, and is 
then made to sit in front of a blank wall in a darkened room or hut. Hallucinations or visions 
begin to occur as a result of the herb and appear to be projected onto the blank wall in front of 
the patient. This gives the method its names. The patient is then expected to be able to ‘see’ the 
witch that is causing the problem. Both healers and lay people report, however, that the method 
is very dangerous. The patient may die of these poison-induced visions. In local belief, it is the 
witches and malefactors that are seen in the visions that kill, not the poison. In other words, the 
‘intangible persons’ in the dream world kill, while the herbal concoction and the ‘trance’ state it 
induces, only makes these encounters possible. Death is attributed to the witch who, having been 
seen and thus found out, may take revenge by killing the patient before the patient can recover 
and kill the witch” (Thornton, 2017: 250).

4 The concepts of “medicine man” and “shaman” are here avoided; the former being sexist since many “medicine 
women” are recognized in Africa; the latter being misapplied as it is proper of language and ritual patterns of Northern 
Eurasian cultures, as of today it is used in a wider sense by historians of religions and anthropologists to anyone which 
works on the thin line which ties natural and supernatural. To avoid misapplication of terms which are latitude– and 
longitude–dependent, the term “healers” or, if known, any self-referential vernacular term from African ethnical groups, 
are preferred.
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Rather than a “revenge” on the part of the sorcerer who has been discovered, it is perhaps more 
correct to speak of the sorcerer’s “extreme defense”, to avoid being discovered in reality, as well as in 
the visionary state.

The informants speak of a very long recovery period, of several days, in some cases months or years, 
by the victim of witchcraft, which is necessary after carrying out this divination practice (Thornton, 
2017: 251). A case that occurred at the beginning of 2000 ended in a tragic way. A traditional healer 
gave a man 150 ml of a decoction of the bulb of B. disticha to drink, with the aim of identifying 
the person responsible for the witchcraft he believed he was the victim of. Shortly after drinking it, 
believing under the influence of hallucinations that he was being attacked by the surrounding people, 
the man took his gun and fired madly, killing one person and injuring several others (Du Plooy et al., 
2001). In this case it was not a question of toxicological complications, but of behavioral reactions 
induced by the profound hallucinatory state.

Leshoma in the kia ritual?

The !Kung of the Kalahari Desert practice a collective healing ritual called !kia. The core of the rite 
is the achievement of a profound modification of the state of consciousness. The healing ritual is based 
on a dance that lasts all the night, where the women sit on the ground in a circle around the fire, sing 
and clap their hands rhythmically, while the men dance turning around the circle of women. During 
the night in the healers the n/um is gradually activated. N/um is considered a form of energy that heats 
the body until it burns painfully when it reaches a state of “boiling.” The heating of the n/um induces an 
expansion of consciousness which is called !kia and from which the entire ritual took its name. Healers 
heal other individuals by passing them their activated n/um. In the state of !kia healers contact the spirits 
of ancestors, acquire clairvoyant powers, and can walk unharmed on fire (Katz, 1982a). In the course 
of the !kia a number of plants are employed. Richard Katz suspected that two of these has psychoactive 
properties: the root of gaise noru noru (Ferraria glutinosa (Baker) Rendle, Iridaceae family) is used to 
“aid the activation of n/um,” and the root of gwa (species not determined), used in dance with the 
drums “to help induce !kia” (Katz, 1982b: 314-5). The fact that !kia falls within the rites that classically 
induce modified states of consciousness, and probably through the use of psychoactive sources, was 
recognized by Marlene Dobkin de Rios (1986; see also Winkelman & Dobkin de Rios, 1989). Leshoma 
is not present among the plants used during the !kia as indicated by Katz. However more recently, in his 
review of Khoisan materia medica, Ben-Eric van Wyk reported that his “observations in the Kalahari 
Desert strongly suggest that Boophone disticha is of importance in the trance dance or kia healing ritual” 
(van Wyk, 2008).

Van Wyk’s observation seems to be more plausible in the light of Diana Gibson’s recent ethnographical 
data. She studied the Ju/’hoans, a subgroup of !Kung speaking people inhabiting the Kalahari Desert 
in Namibia. The term they give to traditional healers in their language belonging to the San complex 
is n/umkxao (“the owner of n/um”). Some Gibson’s informants reported the use of malgif (B. disticha) 
during the trance cure rite. The following proper usage of B. disticha has been recorded from one of 
these n/umkxao:

“If you take the malgif for himself, in a respectful relationship, not being afraid of each other: 
then he can help you. The bulb is poisonous. If you use it correctly, his nature / being, he is owner 
of power, he becomes medicine or to help you to heal other people. The plant, plants are living 
beings with the knowledge / knowing of nature, the land. You must take / approach the plant 
for himself, from power and the knowledge / knowing of nature. Through that bulb, if you can 
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warm its healing power, you use it for the [trance] dance, then you see what the problem is and 
also the spirits [//gauwasi], but only if all are together / in relation” (Gibson, 2018).

This is an account about how to get in contact to the world of spirits or [//gauwasi] using a sacred 
plant. A plant which bears a soul and a will, and approaching it is a matter of gaining respect. These 
ancestral spirits —[//gauwasi]— bear similar connotations and possible relation with another kind 
of spirit, the !giten of ǀXam-ka ǀǀē San tribes of Northern Cape, which have been studied by Bleek 
and Lloyd (1924; cfr. Also Hewitt, 1986: 298). Among the Zulu, sangoma healers deal as well with a 
similar kind of ancestral beings called lidotli (Hall, 1994: XI).

Also, the San 5 of Northern Cape —which called themselves ǀXam-ka ǀǀē and which were studied 
by Bleek and Lloyd at the end of the XIX century (Bleek, 1875; Bleek & Lloyd, 1924)— knew B. 
disticha, being reported their use only as arrow poison. This subgroup of San is now extincted (the last 
member died around 1910), and unfortunately, we’ll probably never have direct evidence about how 
they secretly used the plant during their dances and initiations.

Archaeology of leshoma

Archeological records concerning B. disticha are scattered in South Africa, and they are of two 
types: findings of plant remains and iconographic documentation.

Concerning the material findings, one of the most important concerns a partially mummified 
body excavated in a cave from Kuoga Mountains near Joubertina, Eastern Cape. He was buried about 
80 cm deep in an area close to the rear wall of the shelter. The burial site was marked with a flat stone 
adorned with San-style paintings on both sides (Pearce, 2003). This mummy was found completely 
covered with external scales and leaves of B. disticha. The antiseptic properties of this plant, together 
with the particularly dehydrated environmental conditions, have allowed the partial mummification 
of the body. The lower part of the body, from the pelvic region to the feet, was wrapped in a fabric 
constructed with Cyperus textilis Thunb (Cyperaceae). The anthropophysical study revealed that the 
body concerned a male individual of 30-40 years of age probably belonging to the Khoe-San ethnic 
group, and highlighted a ritual amputation of the distal phalanx of the left hand; it is a known practice 
among Bushmen, which occurred in early childhood and which had magical-protective purposes. 
Radiocarbon dating indicated a date about 2000 BP (Binneman, 1999; Steyn et al., 2007).

It is uncertain if this ancient San individual was buried with the plant for a ritual reason —as suggested 
by Lewis-Williams & Pearce (2004) considering the visionary properties of the plant—, or whether just 
to preserve the body, as the usage of the plant as wrapping material for storage pits (see below) might 
suggest. It has also been noticed that B. disticha is traditionally used for stuffing mattresses and pillows to 
calm hysteria and to avoid sleeplessness (Neuwinger, 1996: 11), and therefore the presence of the plant 
in this inhumation could assume the meaning of helping the defunct to rest well in the afterlife, and in 
such a way his !giten (“spirit”) will not be angry with the clan (Thornton, 2017: 252).

A further finding, dating back to about 2000 years ago, came to light in the excavations of the 
Boomplaas cave, at the foot of the Swartberg mountains, in the Cape region. This cave was occupied 
several times over a long period of time. In the level corresponding to the Wilton Culture (about 2000 

5 San is used as a wider term to indicate any Bushman, being the latter considered offensive. It is worth noting that 
native people of South Africa often identify themselves in different way and with different terms respect the lessen modern 
literature which may result in disrespect using ancient and inappropriate colonialist words
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years ago), the cave was used as a warehouse and 46 storage pits were found, ranging in diameter 
from 20 to 80 cm. Four pits were found covered with painted stones. The walls of these pits had been 
covered with B. disticha leaves, most likely for antiseptic purposes (Deacon et al., 1976). The wells 
were used to store the fruits of Pappea capensis Eckl. & Zeyh. (Sapindaceae), from which an oil was 
obtained for skin care and other manufacturing purposes (Deacon, 1979).

Remains of B. disticha have come to light in other archaeological sites: in the Kleinpoort Shelter, 
dated to 2000 years ago (Binneman, 1998), and in the Havens cave of the Cambria Valley, dated to 
the 700-800 of our era, both located in the Cape Province. A storage area was excavated in the Havens 
cave in which numerous plant species for food and medicine were deposited; among those medicines 
the most abundant was B. disticha (Binneman, 1997).

Always concerning the material findings, the oldest one so far identified is dated to 900 BC and 
concerns of the plant remains in the Melkhoutboom cave in Eastern Cape (from the excavations of J. 
H.  Deacon in the 1970s, rep. in Lombard et al., 2012: 132).

Regarding the iconographic documentation, it should be reported first the identifications proposed 
in 1933 by Maria Wilman, —geologist and curator of the McGregor Museum in Kimberly— in what 
should be considered the most important monograph of engraved rock art of south Africa. Three 
engraved depictions of B. disticha were identified in her book: plate 58 features two stones, both preserved 
at the McGregor Museum in Kimberly, representing respectively B. disticha bulb and infructescence. 
The first one was found in Bucklands, Northern Cape along Vaal river, while the second one with the 
infructescence was found in Pniel, Western Cape. On plate 59 of the same book a reproduction of the 
plant in vegetative state with its full fan of leaves is depicted. The original, found in Newlands, Eastern 
Cape, at the time of the authoress was covered by water (Wilman, 1933, fig. 58–59). The stone material 
of the three engravings is a kind of smooth, greenish, diorite (amygdaloidal diabase) (Wilman, 1933: 
28). Unfortunately, there is no dating about these findings, as well as for most of the San rock art. A 
possible approach to the problem could be the calibrated method based on erosion phenomena, as 
elaborated by the archeologist Robert Bednarik (Bednarik, 1992, 2019) (Fig. 2).

One more representation of B. disticha appears to be present in a painting of a rock shelter of 
the Thaba Bosiu mountain, in Lesotho. Dated to historical times, it was first identified (Loubser & 
Zietsman, 1994) as Brunsvigia radulosa Herb., another Amaryllidaceous plant with alleged psychoactive 
properties (Crouch et al., 2002). More recently it has been proposed the identification as B. disticha 
(Mitchell & Hudson, 2004).

Ethnobotanical data

The first references to B. disticha in Western literature seem to date back to the second half of the 
18th century, and essentially refer to its poisonous properties, used for the production of hunting arrows.

Lieutenant in the English navy William Paterson was the first to note that the plant was highly 
toxic for the cattle which is fond of it (Paterson, 1789: 169-170). It is interesting to note how Paterson 
seems to specify that the popular name of mad poison given to the plant is due to the fact that animals 
that are wounded with arrows containing its latex go “mad” before dying; and it would be the effect 
of the plant to make them run for a long time before squatting on the ground. So mad poison would 
refer to an effect on animals, and not on humans.
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During a trip to the Roggeveld plateau in South Africa in 1774, the Swedish naturalist Carl Peter 
Thunberg observed the plants of B. disticha and gathered some news among the natives, including 
the belief that plants grown in the shade are more poisonous than those grown in the sun (Thunberg, 
1795, II: 163) (Fig. 3).

The English explorer and naturalist William J. Burchell, in dealing with Amaryllis toxicaria (= B. 
disticha) refers to a composition of an arrow poison in which the bulb of this plant is mixed with 
animal poisons; a combination that will be reported on several occasions by Western observers of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (eg Barrow, 1801: 391-2; Creighton Wellman, 1907; Schapera, 
1923: 200). Burchell also mentions the use of these poisoned arrows not only for hunting game, but 
also as a formidable weapon of war (Burchell, 1822, I: 539).

William Leonard Hunt wrote a book in which he signed himself with the pseudonym of Guillermo 
Antonio Farini. He was known to the general public of the late nineteenth century as “the great Farini,” 
due to his feats as a tightrope walker who saw him cross rivers and waterfalls on ropes, including 
Niagara Falls. To his fame as a tightrope walker was added that of being the first man to cross the 
Kalahari Desert on foot. From the book in which he described this adventure, we read a testimony of 
him concerning the collection of arrow poison from the bulbs of B. disticha, including an interesting 
particular ritual associated with this operation:

“In front of them there were 30-40 bulbs, which I recognized as poisonous bulbs because of 
their fan-like leaves, which bear such a beautiful flower. The ends of the roots were cut off and the 
dry silk-like scales were removed from the outer hull of the bulb, and then a milky liquid dripped 
out. When the juice stopped coming out, new cuts were made about an inch deep and the juice 
flowed back; they did so until the whole bulb was emptied. With each new cut, the Bushmen 
danced in a circle, emitting a kind of grunt and tapping their heels in rhythm. In this way, 2 
quarts [of a gallon, about 2 liters] of the milky exudate were collected in one of our round iron 
pots, which we had previously used to carry the fat for the wagon, and it was put on the fire” 
(Farini, 1886: 328).

Regarding the traditional nomenclature associated with B. disticha, in honor of leshoma the 
Basotho call the month of October mphalane ea leshoma, literally “the stalk of leshoma.” One previous 
translation was “month of B. disticha” (Sechefo, 1909: 935). Anyway, the translation by Laydevant 
(1932) as “stalk of leshoma” is more correct, also endorsed by botany because of the life cycle of the 
plant in such time of the year, being in October the plant fruit ready to detach as a tumbleweed.

The Zulu people use three words to refer to the plant: incotho, which is also how is referred a 
particular head band, made with a pastry of burn scales of B. disticha, reserved for chiefs initiations 
(see below); isibhuko, literally “mirror,” which suggest the effects of the plant and its use in bioscophe 
rites; inqumbu (“queen termite”), because the plant is fierce like a queen termite, when the plant is in 
its leafless resting period it resembles a queen termite, and the bulb growths both above and below the 
ground like the queen’s nest (Thornton, 2017: 243).

Among these Zulu ethnical groups, it is a common habit for sangoma healers to plant B. disticha in 
front of their hut in small gardens confined in stone circles (Thornton, 2017: 247).

The bulb of B. disticha is used in traditional medicines of numerous ethnic groups in southern 
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Africa for a long series of diseases. A widespread use throughout southern Africa is the application of 
the external dry scales of the bulb on the skin, on wounds, burns, boils, in areas affected by urticaria 
and more generally in all dermal affections (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk, 1962: 23).

Another use concerns the treatment of mental illnesses and psychic problems. Bulb decoction is 
administered to violent psychotic patients as a sedative (Van Wyk et al., 2009). In the Karoo, near the 
River Touws, a European remedy for hysteria and insomnia is to sleep on a bulb-filled mattress, and 
it is believed that this mattress should be used with caution (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk, 1962: 23). In 
oral intake, the bulb is administered in states of anxiety, stress, depression, senile dementia (Nair & 
Van Staden, 2014).

In Mozambique the plant is used to increase virile sexual potency. Some slices of the fresh bulb are 
placed in water and the next day are shaken and applied to the sexual organ (Verzár & Petri, 1987).

The bulb of B. disticha is also used to induce suicide, taken as an enema (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk, 
1962: 25), or introduced into the vagina (Juritz, 1914).

Not all the plant parts are venomous. Usage of non-toxic parts of the plant for conservation of milk 
has been observed among the |Xam-ka ǀǀē and the Khoikhoi, where it is a normal habit to scoop out 
a bulb of B. disticha and warm milk in it by putting the bulb on fire. This process also makes milk 
thicker and creamier, probably due to some properties of the bulb scales. Warming milk with this 
technique is also done among the Basotho (Ashton, 1952: 319; Moteetee et al., 2019).

The leaves and scales of the bulb of B. disticha have the curious property of not burning when 
placed on the fire. The scales put to heat give a plastic-like pitch, which is used to build a distinctive 
ring placed on the head, worn by village leaders or other prominent figures. This ring is called incotho 
or incoco, which is one of the names given to B. disticha by the Swazi and the Zulu. This original 
headdress probably once held apotropaic functions (Thornton, 2017: 245-6).

Concerning the chemical active principles of the bulb, early investigations were carried on at the 
beginning of the XX century, with the extraction of some pure and some mixed alkaloids (Lewin, 1912; 
Tutin, 1911, 1912). Further studies identified eleven different alkaloids (Hauth & Stauffacher, 1961). 
One of these alkaloids, nerbowdine —previously called haemanthine— evidenced pharmacological 
effects similar to those of scopolamine (Gelfand & Mitchell, 1952).

Careless consumption of the B. disticha bulb, both for therapeutic and intoxicating purposes, 
causes more or less serious intoxication in South Africa and other southern African nations, which 
in some cases can lead to death. In 1979  a case was reported about three adolescents from Gadu 
district in Victoria admitted to the hospital being heavily intoxicated with B. disticha. Two of them 
were recovered in hallucinatory state and released in 72 and 48 hours respectively. After recover they 
confessed, they took a decoction from the bulb to “get high” (Laing, 1979).

Conclusions

Among the entheogenic plants of Africa another important visionary source is the perennial 
rainforest shrub Tabernanthe iboga Baill. going by the common name of iboga, used in the syncretic 
cult of Bwiti (Samorini, 1997a; Swidersky, 1965, 1970, 1981): the hallucinogenic powder obtained 
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by grinding iboga roots serves as communion in most of Bwiti rituals (Samorini, 1995: 108); iboga 
and its main active alkaloid ibogaine have been intensively studied in the last six decades as a cure for 
heroin addiction (D’Arienzo & Samorini, 2019: 550-553), iboga lacks of any archaeological report as 
of today and there is no consistent ethnological data about endemic traditional uses outside the cult 
of Bwiti.

Another important visionary plant is found North America deserts between Mexico and the US 
state of Texas where the cactus Lophophora williamsii (Lem.) J.M.Coult. grows, vernacular Spanish 
name is peyote, and it is ritually used by several Mexican natives: among them Huichols (Diguet, 
1907), Tarahumara (Schultes, 1938) can be enlisted; as of today, we can date back the ritual use of 
peyote to 3200 B.C.E. (Samorini, 2017: 11).

In the Andes of South America more cacti species share peyote visionary characteristics: these 
are the members of Trichocereus genus, Trichocereus pachanoi Britton & Rose and the closely related 
Trichocereus peruvianus Britton & Rose going under vernacular names of San Pedro or huachuma which 
are used by Peruvian Aymara curanderos (Glass-Coffin, 2010), the closely related species Trichocereus 
bridgesii Britton & Rose, is used by Bolivian Aymara people and called achuma (Davis, 1996: 451), 
archaeology of San Pedro dates it oldest evidence of relation between man and this visionary plant 
source to 8600 BCE (Samorini, 2017: 11).

Both peyote and Trichocereus species here enlisted share the same main active compound which is 
the hallucinogenic phenethylamine mescaline, isolated in 1896 by Arthur Heffter (Gurschelr, 2019: 
944). 

Ayahuasca or yagè is a combination of plants containing different psychoactive alkaloids obtained 
by a long-lasting concoction of such ingredients, difference between the two terms can be defined as 
ayahuasca being brew of Banisteriopsys caapi (Spruce ex Griseb.) or caapi and Psychotria viridis Ruiz & 
Paw while yagè (also spelt yajè) is a brew of B. caapi combined with Dyplopterys cabreana (Cuatrec.) 
B. Gates. (Luna & White, 2016: IX; Samorini, 2021: 11-14), despite its traditional usage among a 
wide number of Amazonian cultures (Samorini 2021: 15-28) and syncretic cults like Santo Daime 
(Samorini 2021: 46) as for the case of iboga there is no archaeological data about ayahuasca/yagè. 

B. caapi contains the alkaloids harmine and harmaline which make orally active the tryptamine 
alkaloid DMT, contained by P. viridis and D. cabreana, this phenomenon has been named by 
ethnobotanist Giorgio Samorini as “Holmstedt-Lindgren mechanism” after the two scholars which 
realized its functioning for the first time in 1967 (Samorini 2021: 12). 

Powdered parts of visionary plants assumed by inhalation are generically called snuffs, this is a 
common way of visionary plant assumption in South America.

Such snuffs are made by powdered resin obtained scraping the bark of several species of genus Virola 
Aubl. called by Amazonian rainforest natives yãkoana/ebenà (Milliken et al., 1999: 35-39, Davis, 1996: 
475-476) or by grinding the seeds of the species Anadenanthera peregrina (L.) Speg, two of its common 
names are cohoba or yopo (Torres & Repke, 2012: 8-9), other is the species Anadenanthera colubrina 
(Vell.) Brenan grown only south of the equator (Torres & Repke, 2012: 6), the Anadenanthera genus 
is formed only by the two said species. 
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A. colubrina is employed by Tupi-Guarani ethnical groups and goes by several vernacular names 
which two of them are cebil or vilca (Torres & Repke, 2012: 9). Concerning cebil, the most ancient 
date is 2100 BCE where at Inca Cueva in Puna de Jujuy, Argentina, excavated materials consisted 
in two smoking pipes made of puma (Felis concolor) bone, along with knotted bags, gourds, spiral 
baskets, and seeds of Anadenathera and another plant species (Torres & Repke 2012: 30), oddly 
the ground seeds of cebil were smoked and not inhaled in this case, this is another uncommon but 
documented method of assumption (Samorini 2017: 127) for such entheogens.

Ethnological elements such as ritual employment for initiation, divination, illness diagnosis and 
therapy are both a match for leshoma and above partial list of major visionary plants around the world.

Even if its secrets were cleverly hidden to anthropologists and missionaries for many years, from 
data assessed it is evident that Boophone disticha mind altering features are common knowledge among 
a discrete group of different South African ethnicities.

The data presented on leshoma can fully give this plant a place of all respect within major visionary 
plants of the world, given its traditional employment for initiation, divination, illness diagnosis and 
therapy.

Archaeological data collected about B. disticha does not bear any direct evidence about its 
consumption as a visionary plant but nevertheless archaeology of leshoma shows an intimate relation 
between South African cultures and this bulbous plant in the last two millennia.
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Fig. 3 - The very first drawing 
of di Boophone disticha (as B. 
haemanthoides F.M. Leighton), 
executed between 1777-1795 from 
dutch naturalist Robert Jacob 
Gordon (digitalized from original 
drawings, courtesy of Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam).

Fig. 2 - Possible petroglyphs 
representing Boophone disticha. 
The bottom right petroglyph possibly 
represents the fruit seen from 
above (from Wilman, 1933, tav. 
58 e 59).

Fig. 1 - Representation of Boophone 
disticha inflorescence (from “The 
Flowering Plants of Africa,” in Watt & 
Breyer-Brandwijk, 1962, f. 7, p. 24)
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Essere Cacciatori. Analisi del significato della pratica venatoria 
e della relazione ambientale tra i cacciatori del Piemonte 
meridionale.

Introduzione

Se, complessivamente, la caccia è oggetto di interesse antropologico, in particolare nell’analisi delle 
pratiche di sussistenza legato a popolazioni di cacciatori e raccoglitori (e.g. Barnard 2020, Cummings 
2013, Cummings 2014, Elías and Salvador 2020, Ingold 2000, Lee and Daly 2004, Ranco 2006, 
von Essen 2018), sono limitati gli interventi che hanno guardato al mondo venatorio italiano 
contemporaneo. In particolare, questi ne hanno esplorato la significanza simbolica (e.g. Grimaldi and 
Nattino 2007, Lai 2005, Padiglione 2008, Padiglione 1989) che contrappone il passato folklorico al 
presente post-moderno, increspato di conflittualità sociali (Rutigliano 2008). La realtà appare, però, 
molto più dinamica della sua rappresentazione etnografica.

Il mondo della caccia in Italia è in profonda trasformazione; un cambiamento che coincide con 
una sostanziale riduzione della popolazione venatoria (-60% tra 1981 e 2020) ed un suo ancor 
spiccato invecchiamento, che ha portato all’innalzamento dell’età media dei cacciatori nella fascia 
compresa tra i 65 e i 78 anni. Questi dati rivelano la crisi di popolarità di questa pratica e confermano 
l’avversione da parte degli italiani già registrata a metà anni 2000 (Eurisko 2005). Nel complesso, 
questo veloce cambiamento, accelerato dal fenomeno pandemico (Tofani 2020), apre a domande di 
interesse antropologico non solo sulla condizione sociale dei cacciatori, ma soprattutto sul senso dato 
a questa pratica da parte loro.

Questo articolo affronta queste domande sulla base di una ricerca pilota svolta nel Piemonte 
meridionale a cavaliere del 2019 e 2020. In particolare, l’articolo evidenzia come il cambiamento 
in atto possa leggersi, da un lato, nel segno della continuità dell’esperienza sociale e, dall’altro, 
dell’innovazione dei significati associati ad essa.

The article explores contemporary hunting in Italy and the meanings associated with 
this practice among hunters in southern Piedmont. Based on case-study research, the article 
analyzes the value system of the hunters and highlights competition between different ways of 
understanding the hunting practice. The hunter is understood at the same time as a user of the 
environment and its keeper. Considering the current debate and legal framework concerning 
hunting this article suggests a possible path may be identified for the re-interpretation and 
revival of the hunting practice in the contemporary context.

Hunting, Animals, 
Hunters, Italy, Piedmont, 
Rural Development
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L’articolo è l’esito del lavoro congiunto degli autori. Specificatamente EC ha svolto l’attività di 
lavoro sul campo, fornendo una prima analisi dei contenuti; MFF ha supervisionato le attività di 
ricerca facilitando il lavoro di terreno, quindi, rielaborato i dati raccolti e provveduto alla stesura del 
presente articolo. 

I nomi degli informatori sono qui anonimizzati nell’ottica della loro tutela e del rispetto del codice di 
condotta etico proprio dell’European Association of Social Anthropologists a cui gli autori partecipano. 

Si ringraziano Giorgio Rondano con Federcaccia Piemonte e Giuseppe Boidi con l’ATC AL1 per 
il supporto fornito nella ricerca, così come tutti gli intervistati per aver voluto condividere la loro 
esperienza permettendo questo studio.

Il contesto della ricerca

La caccia si colloca, all’interno dell’orizzonte rurale italiano contemporaneo come territorio di confine 
tra il retaggio di una strategia di sussistenza (Cohen 1974) parte integrante del mondo contadino della 
nazione e la pratica sportiva (Segalen 1998) . Infatti, le caratteristiche intrinseche di questa attività 
si annidano, in primo luogo, su una storia di lungo periodo (Braudel 1972) intrinsecamente parte 
dello sviluppo del paesaggio rurale italiano (Barberis 1999, Barberis. 1997). In particolare, guardando 
a quel recente passato sociale ed economico che viene a concludersi con l’industrializzazione del 
secondo dopoguerra e la veloce urbanizzazione del Paese (Bravo 2001:115-26, Cento Bull and Corner 
1993), il mondo popolare fuori dalle città viveva principalmente di un’economia agricola che, a livello 
della propria base (Gudeman 2005) si esprimeva, dal nord al sud d’Italia (De Martino 1961, e.g. 
Rapetti 1984, Scodellaro 1986, Teti 2011, Turri 1977, Turri 2002),  attraverso pratiche di agricoltura 
principalmente mirate all’autoconsumo e piccolo allevamento. Queste attività garantivano una base 
alimentare complessivamente limitata e fragile (Flandrin and Montanari 2011, Sorcinelli 1999). La 
caccia, in particolare di piccoli animali quali uccelli migratori, lepri e fagiani, era, quindi, una risorsa 
aggiuntiva che permetteva una erratica implementazione proteica in una dieta per lo più basata su fibre e 
carboidrati. Laddove questa forma venatoria era propria del mondo popolare, la caccia di grandi animali, 
in particolare ungulati quali cinghiali e cervi, si sviluppò come appannaggio delle classi più elevate 
(e.g. Bianchi  and Passerin d’Entrèves 2011, Galloni 1993), identificandosi per il fine prevalentemente 
agonistica (Galloni 2000). 

Similarmente ad altri Paesi europei, anche in Italia, durante il Novecento, la caccia perde il suo 
ruolo di strategia di sussistenza divenendo pratica ludico-sportiva appannaggio dei ceti medi ed elevati 
(Dahles 1993, Segalen 1998). Inoltre, la crescente attenzione verso la salvaguardia del paesaggio e della 
biodiversità del Paese che marca il secondo Novecento porta ad una sostanziale rilettura del ruolo della 
caccia e del cacciatore quale pratica di gestione dell’ambiente che è alla base della corrente cornice 
normativa nazionale incardinata nella Legge 11 febbraio 1992, n. 157 “Norme per la protezione della 
fauna selvatica omeoterma e per il prelievo venatorio. Questa legge definisce gli spazi, i tempi ed i modi 
della caccia affinché tanto il ripopolamento quanto il prelievo faunistico siano finalizzati in primo 
luogo alla salvaguardia ambientale. Inoltre, identifica i cacciatori come tra i principali stakeholder nella 
preservazione dell’ambiente chiamandoli anche direttamente ad amministrare questo attraverso la 
partecipazione delle articolazioni pubbliche che gestiscono l’attività venatoria ed il territorio venabile 
(ex com. 10, art. 10, L. 157/92) per far sì che l’esercizio venatorio si svolga “come modo ammissibile 
di utilizzazione delle specie ed una attività compatibile con il mantenimento nella popolazione degli 
equilibri naturali” (Lucifero 2016:72). 
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Seppure il quadro normativo collochi la caccia in una visione di preservazione ambientale 
identificando in essa una risorsa utile e necessaria nella gestione delle risorse faunistiche, il discorso 
pubblico sulla caccia si è legato ad una crescente avversione a questa pratica, in particolare da parte 
degli abitanti delle città e delle generazioni più giovani, che identificano nella caccia una pratica 
cruenta e distruttiva (Eurisko 2005). 

La caccia appare, quindi, collocarsi in uno spazio marginale e conteso tra opposte accezioni, 
all’interno del quale il cacciatore costruisce ed esprime il proprio processo di significazione di questa 
pratica e del proprio ruolo all’interno dell’ambiente. Già oltre trent’anni fa, la caccia in Europa appariva 
un fenomeno culturale in trasformazione (Dahles 1993), in progressivo allontanamento dalle forme 
tradizionali radicate nel passato contadino. Il profilo folklorico della caccia in Italia è stato oggetto 
di interesse della comunità antropologica che si è soffermata sui suoi aspetti magistici e simbolici 
(e.g. De Martino 2003, Grimaldi 2012, Lai 2005). Meno attenzione è stata data alle dinamiche del 
presente di cui, però, sono stati rilevati, da un lato, le dinamiche conflittuali tra mondo venatorio ed 
ambientalista (Rutigliano 2008), così come le trasformazioni delle pratiche gastronomiche e venatorie 
legate al mutare del profilo faunistico locale (Boscolo, Fontefrancesco and Volpato 2020). Se, come 
ci ricorda Padiglione (1989), la caccia è aspetto identitario forte dell’individuo, tanto da diventare 
simbolo rappresentativo del sé anche nel momento della morte (vd. Foto 1), che esprime la visione del 
mondo e i saperi ambientali acquisiti attraverso la pratica, la socializzazione e lo studio, e si innesta 
dando seguito ai saperi tradizionali, alla luce della complessità del presenta significativo approfondire 
il senso dato a questa pratica dai cacciatori di oggi e le trasformazioni socioculturali in atto (Fig. 1).

La ricerca

Questo articolo si basa sui dati raccolti durante una ricerca etnografica condotta tra l’estate del 
2019 e l’estate 2020 nel territorio dell’Ambito Territoriale di Caccia AL1 “Val Cerrina e Casalese”.

La ricerca si è svolta attraverso una campagna di interviste condotte a cacciatori esperti selezionati 
sulla base della loro pluriennale attività selezionando un campione statisticamente indicativo della 
popolazione venatoria piemontese. 

A tutti gli intervistati è stato sottoposto un questionario articolato in 43 domande che investigavano 
tematiche quali: la tradizione nel mondo venatorio, la socialità o appartenenza, la scelta di un tipo di 
caccia piuttosto che un altro, la concezione del futuro del mondo venatorio, l’utilizzo della selvaggina 
cacciata, il concetto di gestione del territorio, il rapporto con i cani, il ruolo nei confronti del bosco, 
la spesa per l’autorizzazione all’attività venatoria.

Il lavoro di intervista di innestava in un più ampio lavoro etnografico specificatamente rivolto 
ad analizzare i processi di gestione del territorio da parte degli enti amministrativi preposti (e.g. 
Fontefrancesco 2015, Fontefrancesco 2019, Fontefrancesco 2020) e su precedenti ricerche condotte 
all’interno della comunità venatoria per esplorarvi le sue pratiche e conoscenze (e.g. Boscolo, 
Fontefrancesco and Volpato 2020).

L’analisi dei dati raccolti è stata svolta sulla base del comparative case method (Eisenhardt 1989) 
supportando il lavoro attraverso l’uso di Nvivo (Bazeley and Jackson 2019).

Gli autori congiuntamente hanno sviluppato gli strumenti di rilevazione. EC ha condotto il primo 
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blocco di interviste, nei primi mesi del 2020, e il lavoro di terreno sotto la supervisione di MFF, 
fornendo una prima elaborazione dei dati. MFF ha, quindi, ulteriormente ampliato il campione 
di intervistati nell’estate dello stesso anno, conducendo ulteriori interviste. Ha, quindi, sviluppato 
l’analisi stendendo la bozza di quest’articolo. Congiuntamente la bozza è stata rivista dagli autori. 

L’ATC AL 1 “Val Cerrina e Casalese”, l’ATC della provincia di Alessandria che copre la parte 
settentrionale della provincia, coincidente con il macro-areale del Monferrato casalese e, ivi, il 
territorio UNESCO del Monferrato degli Infernot (38th World Heritage Committee 2014), è stato 
scelto come caso studio (Yin 2018). Questo perché la storia di questo territorio è segnata, da un 
lato, da un’articolata urbanizzazione e de-ruralizzazione avvenuta nel corso dal secondo dopoguerra 
(Fontefrancesco 2020), dall’altra da una complessa storia venatoria che, grazie alla diversità dei suoi 
paesaggi, ne ha fatto nel corso degli anni meta di interesse per cacciatori provenienti anche dall’estero. 
Inoltre, a dispetto di questa particolare storia, nell’ultimo ventennio l’ATC AL 1 ha vissuto gli stessi 
trend di declino ed invecchiamento registrati nel resto del Piemonte (Vallini 2019) facendone un 
territorio potenzialmente rappresentativo dei macro-trend socioculturali in atto. 

Discussione dei risultati

La tabella 1 offre una sintesi dei dati raccolti nelle interviste aggregati sulla base di sei temi principali:

Tabella. 1: Sintesi delle principali traiettorie emerse durante le interviste rispetto al tema della relazione con l’ambiente. 

Temi Risposte

SOCIALITÀ La caccia è per lo più svolta in compagnia: in squadra (cinghiale), o in piccoli 
gruppi di amici (altre forme di caccia al passo o di posta)

TIPO DI CACCIA SVOLTA

La caccia è per lo più svolta in forma vagante mirata al prelievo di piccola 
selvaggina o specie migratorie. La caccia di selezione si sta diffondendo 
particolarmente tra i più giovani (under 60). Solo una minoranza dei 
cacciatori pratica la caccia a squadre del cinghiale al di là della forte esposizione 
mediatica di questa specifica pratica venatoria.

SI È AVVICINATO ALLA CACCIA 
PERCHÉ

La stragrande maggioranza degli intervistati si è avvicinato per tradizione di 
famiglia. Tra i più giovani (under 40), l’avvicinamento si lega per lo più ad un 
interesse individuale legato anche a studi superiori od universitari nel campo 
delle scienze naturali, agronomiche o veterinarie.

RUOLO DELLA TRADIZIONE La tradizione venatoria ed il passaggio di conoscenze intergenerazionali è 
considerato da tutti fondamentale per diventare un cacciatore capace. 

FUTURO DELLA CACCIA

Per i più anziani (over 65) la caccia è vista come pratica destinata alla 
scomparsa. Tra i più giovani, il futuro si lega ad un cambio fondamentale 
delle pratiche legando la pratica venatoria alla gestione ambientale e alla 
selezione dello stock faunistico.

PROFESSIONALIZZAZIONE 
DEL RUOLO DEL CACCIATORE

Complessivamente la professionalizzazione del cacciatore non è vista 
positivamente seppure tra i più giovani (under 60) si considera positivamente 
lo sviluppo del settore della vendita e trasformazione della carne. 

GESTIONE E RAPPORTO CON 
L’AMBIENTE

Solo i più giovani (under 65) e chi coinvolto in caccia di selezione descrive 
la caccia come pratica di gestione dell’ecosistema locale. 
I più anziani (over 65) leggono la caccia in relazione all’ambiente ma non 
ritengono significativo l’impatto della caccia sulle possibili trasformazioni 
ambientali.
Il concetto di sostenibilità ambientale è conosciuto solo da una parte degli 
intervistati, per lo più under 65.

Le interviste evidenziano il profilo culturale e sociale della pratica venatoria. Questa si lega in 
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primo luogo alla socialità tra cacciatori. Come evidenziato da una degli informatori: 

“È molto più bello condividere la passione con delle persone, spesso portiamo con noi persone 
che pur non cacciando sono molto appassionate. La parte migliore della caccia è sicuramente il 
racconto e il fatto che magari avvenga condividendo e mangiando assieme ciò che si è cacciato” 
(Beatrice, 35 anni ca.). 

La socialità si sviluppa non tanto durante la cacciata, un momento che tutti gli intervistati legano 
all’attenzione verso i movimenti e suoni dell’ambiente, al silenzio o ad una comunicazione minimale 
mirata al coordinamento delle attività nel caso di caccia a squadra o piccoli gruppi. È al termine della 
cacciata che la socialità è espressa, diventando momento di convivialità (Fontefrancesco and Zocchi 
2020), quando è uso incontrarsi tra cacciatori e loro amici e famigliari condividendo il pranzo o la 
cena, soventemente imbanditi cucinando le prede cacciate: 

“(…) da noi c’è la bellissima usanza di fare spesso dei pranzi in cui vengono invitati sia 
cacciatori che appassionati che magari non vanno più a caccia o non ci vanno ancora, ma anche 
amici. Condividere la preda anche a tavola è la cosa migliore, perché rende più dignità sia alla 
preda che al cacciatore. Io non vado a caccia per buttar via l’animale, ma gli do un secondo 
fine” (Beatrice).

Oltre a questa forma di socialità dai contorni gastronomici, il processo di socializzazione si 
costruisce anche altri momenti quotidiani, quali incontri per strada, al mercato, o al bar. Il processo di 
socializzazione rappresenta la cornice attraverso cui i cacciatori condividono le esperienze, scambiano 
informazioni, costruendo una conoscenza condivisa del territorio che si radica nel vissuto, nel sentito 
dire e, soventemente, nell’immaginato (Marigolli 2017). 

Questa socialità crea identità di gruppo tra i cacciatori che si contrappone al senso di marginalizzazione 
vissuto verso il mondo dei non-cacciatori: 

“Ci hanno massacrati. Siamo passati come dei delinquenti, come dei vecchi rimbambiti che 
vanno in giro per i boschi ad ammazzare la gente.” (Giovanni, 65 anni ca.) 

“Ci sono stati episodi in cui i cacciatori vengono insultati e minacciati.” (Maria, 30 anni ca.)

Questa marginalità si lega al cambio di attitudine verso la caccia e all’ambiente che segue la 
traiettoria di un fenomeno di addomesticazione dell’immaginario dell’animale selvatico: 

“Da una società rurale si è passati a una società industriale e questo ha provocato uno 
scollamento anche con la morte sia delle persone (al di là della religione) che degli animali. 
Anche le associazioni venatorie hanno dato dei messaggi sbagliati, tipo che andare a caccia è uno 
sport.” (Carlo, 65 anni ca.)  

“Andare nel 2020 a caccia è considerato dalla maggior parte delle persone una cosa molto 
antica, molto strana, anche perché abbiamo perso la conoscenza degli animali domestici 
e trasformato quegli animali che prima usavamo come animali da carne in animali da 
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compagnia.” (Marco, 55 anni ca.)

Laddove lo status dell’animale selvatico viene associato dall’opinione pubblica, in particolare dagli 
abitanti delle città, a quello dell’animale da compagnia, esso viene inserito in quella sfera di protezione 
affettiva che ne impedisce l’uccisione, tanto più il consumo (Albert and Bulcroft 1987, Podberscek, 
Paul and Serpell 2000, Serpell and Paul 2011). Da qui la stigmatizzazione della figura del cacciatore 
vissuta dagli intervistati: 

“Se [aggiungi che sei] un veterinario o che stai studiando da veterinaria, non riescono a capire 
perché se vuoi curare gli animali li puoi anche uccidere. Vagli a spiegare che se c’è una certa etica 
dietro al modo in cui fai le cose e che l’animale tu non lo vai a buttare via dopo che lo hai ucciso, 
ma lo mangi e gli rendi onore anche come piatto, il significato cambia. Conosco diverse persone 
che fanno veterinari che non lo dicono, se possono, che sono cacciatori. E non sono solo persone 
provenienti dalle città, ma anche abitanti dei paesini. E sono gli stessi che non verrebbero a 
prendere il pollo da te che li tieni bene in campagna, ma preferiscono comprarlo incelofanato al 
supermercato. Così come c’è anche chi va a caccia solo per sparare e poi della carne non sa cosa 
farsene e se va bene la regala. Le contraddizioni ci sono da entrambe le parti.” (Beatrice)

L’esperienza di caccia si sviluppa all’interno di questo contesto socioculturale complesso e si esprime 
attraverso la ricerca di una sfida agonistica con la preda:

“Io, ad esempio, non mai fatto la caccia al capriolo e ti spiego perché. Volvevo farla una volta 
e di fatto mi avevano assegnato il capo, l’avevo pagato, mi avevano assegnato la zona, ero andato 
a vederla e tutto. Arriva il momento in cui lo vedo, stava mangiando, punto la carabina, guardo 
nel cannocchiale, era a tiro, a posto tutto quanto… il capriolo che cosa fa? Alza la testa (perché 
ogni tanto la alza per guardare intorno) e io incrocio il suo sguardo… Tiro giù la carabina, 
scarrello, guardo il mio amico e mi fa “ho capito” (Gianmaria, 55 anni ca.). 

Un’altra volta lui mi chiama tutto trafelato, stava piangendo. Mi dice “dovevo fare il piccolo. 
E l’ho fatto. Solo che c’erano quattro o cinque degli altri piccoli che non sono scappati, gli stavano 
intorno”. Sono andato a prenderlo, anche perché dovevamo fare tutta la parte di controlli, tutta 
quella parte lì. Lui tutto il tempo “io, basta, non lo farò mai più”. Vedi i cacciatori? È anche 
così.” (Marco)

In particolare, la significanza della caccia viene letta nella ricerca non solo estetica del capo da 
abbattere, ma soprattutto della sua capacità combattiva, o di fuga. È una ricerca, quindi, di una 
commensurabilità e, potenzialmente superiorità, della preda con le capacità del cacciatore che si 
esprime nelle critiche nei confronti dei ripopolamenti di fagiani o lepri fatti con animali allevati in 
cattività nei giorni subito precedenti l’apertura della stagione venatoria: 

“Un conto è il ripopolamento che sono immissioni integrative di fauna. Però così come si fa 
al 15 di agosto per poi andare a sparare a metà settembre, beh insomma, se ho bisogno di un po’ 
di carne vado dal macellaio.” (Giovanni).

La conoscenza ambientale è letta all’interno agonistico come strumento tanto per trovare e 
comprendere la preda, per creare il terreno di sviluppo della sfida: Laddove il senso della socialità e 
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dell’agonismo pervadono trasversalmente i discorsi degli intervistati, a distinguere e a far supporre di 
una trasformazione culturale in corso è la tensione verso il carniere. Come icasticamente l’ha presentato 
uno degli intervistati:

“La differenza tra cacciatori e sparatori è che i secondi devono tornare a casa col carniere. I 
primi se escono e il cane lavora bene, gli fa provare delle emozioni, ferma tre volte una beccaccia 
in un bosco e se per caso non gli possono sparare o non riescono a prenderla, non è importante 
perché hanno visto il cane fare delle belle azioni e va bene lo stesso. La cerca, l’appostamento, 
l’animale che si invola sono tutte cose bellissime.” (Marco)

La distinzione poetica tra cacciatori e sparatori mette in risalto due modi diversi di intendere il 
fine della caccia. Da un lato la lettura della pratica venatoria come pratica agonistica di osservazione 
ed interazione con l’ambiente, dall’altra la lettura della caccia come strategia di sussistenza di 
approvvigionamento alimentare. “Cacciatori” e “Sparatori” sono categorie etnografiche che delineano 
una distinzione ideale mette in evidenza il radicarsi del modello interpretativo della caccia espresso 
nella L.157/92 che evidenzia l’esercizio venatorio quale pratica di gestione ambientale e non semplice 
acquisizione di parte del patrimonio indisponibile dello Stato (Lucifero 2016). In questo si divide 
l’attitudine dei cacciatori. Da un lato c’è chi pone principalmente attenzione al risultato della cacciata.

“Chi ti dice quanto è bello andare a caccia anche senza portare a casa nulla ti prende in 
giro. Se si esce si va per un motivo. Il motivo è portare a casa qualcosa. Non vorrai farti dire che 
sei andato a zonzo tutto il giorno. Portare a casa qualcosa; anche un colombaccio, è un modo 
per dire che comunque hai fatto qualcosa di utile per casa. Tornare a casa con le mani vuote fa 
brutta figura.” (Santo, 70 anni ca.)

Seppure siano stati per lo più i più anziani tra gli intervistati a rimarcare l’importanza del terminare 
la giornata di aver riempito comunque il carniere, l’affermarsi di questa concezione venatoria non 
segue semplicemente un confine anagrafico. Infatti: 

“Le nuove generazioni che vanno a caccia ci sono. Il problema è l’approccio che hanno alla 
caccia. noi stiamo facendo dei corsi, ma l’interesse principale è verso il cinghiale. L’interesse verso 
lo scovo dell’animale, il cane, la conoscenza del territorio, capire perché un animale mangia qui 
piuttosto che là, dorme qui piuttosto che là, scema a fronte del pezzo di carne. Quindi ci sarà 
sicuramente uno sviluppo, però questi ragazzi quanti anni dureranno? Vengono per la passione 
della fucilata, perché il cinghiale è grosso, ecco questa è una delle ultime cose, ecco perché non la 
vedo così rosea. Io ho una figlia che adesso ha 37 anni a cui ho fatto prendere il porto d’armi, 
poi è venuta a caccia con me due volte, ma è cresciuta con questa mentalità della caccia. Oggi i 
ragazzi che non sono figli di cacciatori della mia generazione difficilmente riescono ad avere la 
passione per lo scovo della selvaggina.” (Giovanni)

Quello che appare più determinante è la partecipazione a forme di caccia di selezione (al cinghiale 
ovvero ad altri ungulati) che impone al cacciatore d’aderire ad un diverso approccio alla pratica venatoria 
basato sulla conoscenza etologica e una specializzazione dell’equipaggiamento e delle tecniche di tiro. 
In particolare, è un modo di caccia che impone la partecipazione alle attività di analisi degli stock 
faunistici presenti, per esempio attraverso la partecipazione ai censimenti, nonché una conoscenza degli 
strumenti di pianificazione faunistica. Questo fa della caccia: “una cosa tecnica, [la caccia] non è una cosa 
che si può improvvisare.” (Carlo). In particolare, la partecipazione alla caccia di selezione insegna che: 
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“il cacciatore è uno strumento. Questo è quello che ho imparato e vedo che tutti noi abbiamo 
fatto nostro. Il nostro lavoro non è semplicemente ‘ammazzare una bestia’. No. Se mi assegnano 
un capo non è per divertimento, per la carne o il trofeo [palco di corna]. No. È perché il prelievo 
serve a mantenere sano il branco e per proteggere i raccolti. Capisci? È ben diverso andare a 
caccia per uno scopo ed andarci solo per portare a casa un fagiano alla moglie. Il messaggio è 
forte: noi serviamo la natura non la distruggiamo.” (Salvatore, 65 anni ca.)

Qui si delinea il cambiamento di postura e attitudine che sta conoscendo il mondo venatorio che 
rilegge il ruolo del cacciatore da semplice utilizzatore dell’ambiente e suo co-creatore e supporto. In 
tal senso, l’innovazione che si sta vivendo chiude virtualmente un cerchio storico ed antropologico 
riconducendo la pratica della caccia contemporanea a quell’idealità circolare e di reciprocità 
generalizzata che si riscontra nelle popolazioni di cacciatori e raccoglitori ancora del presente (Bird-
David 1992) e su queste basi si delinea l’aspetto del mondo venatorio del prossimo futuro.

Conclusioni

Il mondo della caccia nel presente italiano è in evoluzione. Questa trasformazione, indubbiamente 
si lega in prima battuta ad una flessione della partecipazione, ad un invecchiamento della popolazione 
venatoria ed una marginalizzazione socioculturale di questa pratica. L’articolo vuole mettere in evidenza, 
attraverso lo studio di caso portato avanti in Piemonte, come il cambiamento si leghi all’approccio ed 
il significato stesso dato dai cacciatori alla loro attività agonistica. La caccia appare, infatti, un soggetto 
dal significato in transizione. Laddove è ancora marcato il retaggio del passato che fa della caccia 
pratica vocata al procacciamento di carne, si sta affermando trasversalmente una nuova attitudine che 
legge l’attività venatoria all’interno di un più complesso quadro di gestione ambientale mirato alla 
sua preservazione. Fondamentale in questo trascorrere appare il ruolo della caccia di selezione come 
momento di apprendimento di un nuovo modo di cacciare ed incorporazione di una nuova valorialità 
associabile alla caccia. Laddove l’opinione pubblica tenda a reiterare e rafforzare il pregiudizio contro 
la caccia, descrivendola come una pratica offensiva dell’ambiente, è proprio in questa nuova accezione 
dell’esercizio venatorio che si può intravedere un percorso utile alla rilegittimazione e alla promozione 
della caccia che va non tanto in un tenzone muscolare che contrappone retoriche divergenti ed 
irriconciliabili, ma che passa attraverso la dimostrazione fattiva di un ruolo fondamentale giocato al 
fine della conservazione e miglioramento ambientale. 

Questa ricerca apre, quindi, ad ulteriori ricerche mirate non solo ad allargare la base di conoscenza 
legata alla caccia contemporanea, ma soprattutto al possibile sviluppo di questo settore oggi 
marginalizzato. Soprattutto porge la sfida ad analizzare le pratiche e le teorizzazioni etnografiche che 
si legano al discorso circa la salvaguardia ambientale: un diritto alla vita che, la caccia ci insegna, può 
e, forse, deve passare anche attraverso l’accettazione della morte.
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Introduzione 1

I concetti di etnia e razza non hanno lo stesso valore ovunque: grazie alle sue radici giacobine 
e al dogma dello stato nazione, la Francia ha sempre negato la diversità della propria popolazione 
e le stesse nozioni di etnia o gruppo etnico risultano sospette di razzismo, anche se la Francia ha 
assistito alla rinascita di etnie interne e movimenti regionalisti (bretoni, baschi, occitani e corsi), 
oltre all’insediamento di una robusta popolazione di origine immigrata che sta reclamando a gran 
voce, soprattutto i musulmani, il riconoscimento della propria identità (cfr. il dibattito sul velo). 
Sempre a ruota dei francesi, anche in Italia, con molto ritardo, stiamo prendendo in considerazione 
queste tematiche, ma con mal di pancia anche peggiori. Le società anglosassoni invece accordano 
volentieri uno statuto ufficiale alla differenza etnica e razziale: negli Stati Uniti, la cui popolazione è 
il risultato di massiccia immigrazione, i problemi pratici e scientifici posti dalle relazioni interetniche 
e interculturali sono oggetto di continuo studio e dibattito da tempo. Ancora diversa la situazione, 
per esempio, di Gran Bretagna, Canada, Australia e Nuova Zelanda, dove il dibattito sul razzismo 
non deve scontare il peccato originale della schiavitù afroamericana e che, d’altra parte, hanno delle 
robuste e assai militanti minoranze etniche. 

1 Nota introduttiva: Il termine “razza”, che viene qui usato, si riferisce a categorie dei censimenti negli USA e in 
Canada e come categoria sociologica piuttosto vaga del parlare comune. In alcuni casi, come nell’afrocentrismo, il termine 
ha il valore biologico-politico tipico delle fonti del 19° e 20° secolo di quel movimento).

Sesso, gender ed etnia: la razzializzazione della società 
postmoderna ovvero come cancellare le donne

Platform capitalism in its own way adopts tools used at the end of the last century by 
powerless people to make their critical voices heard by means of boycotting as well as alternative 
cultural proposals, and turns gender issues into ethnic ones. It destroys class solidarity (typical 
of manufacturing capitalism) by transforming people into social users where ‘one is worth one’ 
and the important ‘commodity’ they produce are personal data. It also creates communities 
essentialized as ethnic groups: i.e. the queer and the transgender communities, who are no longer 
individuals with a sexual preference, but groups that claim rights and protections superior to and 
different from those of others. We propose here to demonstrate how the process of ethnicization 
in the Anglo-Saxon countries, and in particular in the USA, Canada and Great Britain, is 
spreading to other advanced countries by the way of the culture of the politically correct and 
is ethnicizing them through the cancel culture. In the LGBT+ area this ethnicization has 
extended to reach a legal and linguistic occupation of territories that tends to the cancellation of 
(biological) women not only from the public sphere but, in perspective, even physically.

feminism, gender, gender 
identity, LGBT+, trangender, 
FtM, MtF, queer, platform 
capitalism, racialization, 
ethnicity, ethnocentrism, 
Black Panther Party, 
Black Movement, BLM, 
, woke, cancel culture
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Melting pot, razza, etnicità e multiculturalismo

La nozione di etnia risale all’uso che gli antichi greci facevano del termine ethnos, che corrispondeva 
a una categoria politica fluida e, in qualche modo, peggiorativa contrapposta alla connotazione 
individuante e positiva di polis. Ethnos designava sia i greci che non erano organizzati in villaggi (per 
esempio i pastori), sia i “barbari”, coloro che non parlavano la lingua greca. Ethnos e ethnikos, nel greco 
cristiano significava “pagano”. Ethnicity appare nella lingua inglese nel 1972, ma l’aggettivo “ethnic” 
dalla metà del 19° secolo comincia ad assumere caratteristiche “razziali”. Dopo il 1945 diventa un modo 
educato per riferirsi a italiani, irlandesi, ebrei e altri “bianchi” di origine non anglosassone, considerati 
socialmente inferiori rispetto alla classe dominante identificata con l’acronimo WASP (White Anglo-
Saxon Protestant) che appare negli anni 1970 contemporaneamente alla nuova politica linguistica del 
movimento nero più militante (per esempio l’uso del termine black al posto dei precendenti negro o 
nigger che diventano parole proibite, oggi identificate con l’eufemismo N-word = parola con la N).

Alla fine degli anni Settanta era diventato di moda, tra l’intellighenzia di Manhattan essere “ethnic”: 
è il trionfo dell’hyphenated American, l’americano con il trattino, come italo-americano, afro-americano, 
ecc. contro il melting pot, il crogiolo assimilazionista e omogeneizzante che era stato propagandato 
come meta agli immigrati di più o meno recente immigrazione e alle associazioni per la gente di colore. 
Ancora nel 1968 i ministri del culto neri rifiutavano il concetto di razza sostenendo che Dio aveva 
creato una sola razza, la razza umana, ma già nel 1973 si usava il termine “gruppi etnici” per descrivere 
i neri e gli altri. Durante gli anni Sessanta l’esistenza del movimento politico nero, da quello per i 
diritti civili alle Pantere Nere, provocò il passaggio dei neri da “razza” a “etnia” e ciò, di converso, causò 
l’etnicizzazione dei bianchi, degli asiatici e dei nativi americani.

Secondo molti antropologi, la parola “razza”, come termine biologico, non si applica alle popolazioni 
umane e gli scienziati sociali trattano le razze come categorie sociali o culturali. Secondo la mentalità 
popolare dei bianchi del Sud degli USA, la “razza nera” era considerata non un gruppo, ma solo una 
collezione di individui, che erano tutti presunti biologicamente simili. La sostituzione del termine 
“razza” con “gruppo etnico”, o etnia, trasforma un aggregato di individui in una comunità morale 
con interessi condivisi. Tuttavia gli immigrati europei dell’Ottocento e del primo Novecento vennero 
classificati con un vocabolario razziale da quelli che già vi risiedevano e i concetti di razza ed etnicità 
si sono intrecciati all’interno sia delle concezioni popolari che di quelle dei sociologi. Mentre l’etnicità 
diventava più di moda nei circoli accademici americani e nell’opinione pubblica generale e un numero 
maggiore di persone la vedeva come un aspetto positivo della propria personalità, dopo la Seconda 
Guerra Mondiale il concetto e il termine “razza” diventavano sempre meno accettabili socialmente. 
Si assisteva così al fenomeno di de-biologizzazione della “razza”, dove gli aspetti fenotipici (“razziali”) 
di un gruppo etnico venivano sottolineati come mai prima, ma ancorandoli e facendo soprattutto 
appello agli aspetti “culturali” della “razza”/etnia (chi non ricorda il taglio afro dei capelli di Angela 
Davis o il vestirsi con i costumi tribali) anche attraverso la critica e l’uso di lessico specifico (l’aggettivo 
black per esempio) che gettò le basi per il successivo linguaggio politicaly correct.

Il concetto di melting pot, come modello di interazione tra le minoranze etniche e la società 
statunitense, fu messo a dura prova già dallo scoppio della Prima Guerra Mondiale, quando gli 
americani di origine tedesca numericamente maggioritari nella popolazione USA, furono costretti 
dalla ferocia della propaganda antigermanica a denazionalizzarsi e a sommergere la loro identità a 
tal punto che ancora oggi sono probabilmente l’unico gruppo che non è hyphenated. Il concetto di 
melting pot resistette fino agli anni Sessanta quando il multiculturalismo lo sostituì quale paradigma 
più consono alle dinamiche degli Stati Uniti della fine del 20°sec. 
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Identità etnica à la carte

Negli Stati Uniti e in Canada (in misura sempre maggiore) l’identità etnica può, per certi versi, 
essere opzionale: se una persona vuole stare all’interno di una identità etnica, ovviamente deve avere 
degli antenati di quella identità, ma se gli antenati appartengono a identità diverse, può legittimamente 
assumere quella che preferisce. Naturalmente la scelta sarà influenzata da fattori esterni, come la stima 
sociale che ha una certa etnia e le circostanze individuali. Qualcuno può anche insistere sul possesso 
di più di un’identità etnica. Secondo l’opinione popolare ci sono però delle limitazioni alla scelta 
dell’etnia: infatti, una persona non può cambiare totalmente la sua identità etnica, può solo optare 
all’interno di una scelta limitata, perciò il solo modo per cambiare identità assumendone una a cui 
non si ha titolo è di “passare” (to pass), compiere una “transizione”, cioè fingere di essere chi non si è. 
Questo è il solo modo per cambiare il proprio status razziale, una realtà per la quale non c’è rimedio. 
Vale la pena di notare che il termine per “passare” di status razziale (to pass) è lo stesso che si usa per 
“passare” (cambiare) di sesso.

Al termine degli anni 1970 comparvero conflitti e rivendicazioni qualificati come “etnici” sia nelle 
società industriali che nel cosiddetto Terzo Mondo, conflitti che, dopo la dissoluzione dell’Unione 
Sovietica e del blocco socialista negli anni 1980, diventano di particolare visibilità. Mentre nel periodo 
precedente il gruppo etnico era percepito in concorrenza con la nazione, dagli anni ‘80 si impone 
sempre più l’idea che il gruppo etnico sia in concorrenza con la classe. L’esplosione di conflitti etnici 
(Ruanda, ex-Yugoslavia, Kossovo, Ex Repubbliche Sovietiche, Timor Est, Uiguri, Kurdistan, conflitti 
tra Sunniti e Sciiti, Etiopia/Eritrea, ecc) crea l’impressione che l’etnicità sia un fenomeno essenzialmente 
contemporaneo, legata alla globalizzazione favorita dal sistema internazionale di comunicazione; 
in realtà dopo la caduta del muro di Berlino l’etnicizzazione mediatica delle guerre locali e a bassa 
intensità ha imposto una chiave di lettura dei conflitti in base a categorie sociologiche etniche invece 
che economiche come avveniva in precedenza da più di un secolo. Con la caduta dell’URSS e la 
disgregazione dei partiti comunisti occidentali il termine marxista leninista “classe” viene considerato 
obsoleto e di fatto abbandonato dal dibattito politico mainstream anche perché, col nuovo modo 
di produzione e il capitalismo delle piattaforme, diventava sempre più difficile definire cosa fosse il 
proletariato e i confini della classe operaia.

Paradossalmente in Italia uno dei primi promotori di questa sostituzione fu il segretario del PCI 
Enrico Berliguer. Nel suo famoso discorso del 1981 egli sostituì il concetto di lotta di classe con 
quello (cattolico) di questione morale, cancellando così le categorie economico sociali marxiste e 
sostituendole con quelle etiche. Il proletariato definito da Marx e Lenin venne scalzato da categorie 
sociologicamente fumose come “gli umili”, “gli ultimi” prese direttamente dall’interclassismo della 
chiesa cattolica, la lotta di classe si trasformò in una lotta alla corruzione e al crimine e il partito 
comunista, l’avanguardia organizzata della classe operaia secondo la teoria marxista leninista, venne 
“etnicizzato” tramite il concetto della “differenza antropologica”, che definiva i politici comunisti come 
geneticamente immuni alla corruzione. 

Si noti bene che il concetto di “differenza antropologica” di Berlinguer si basa sull’antropologia fisica: 
in sostanza l’etnia “Comunisti” si rifà a categorie etiche che diventano “fisiche”, ovvero fenotipiche, 
e che, pertanto, diventano significanti razziali, il che è messo in luce dalla frase incriminante “essere/
avere nel proprio DNA [una qualche caratteristica morale o politica]”, espressione ripetuta dalla 
sinistra come un mantra a proposito e a sproposito. Tuttavia se una qualche qualità “etica” ha la 
caratteristica di “essere nel DNA” di un certo gruppo umano, in questo caso dei membri del partito 
(PCI à PD), essa permette di separare “fenotipicamente” quel gruppo dal resto dell’umanità ovvero 
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è una caratteristica che, nella categorizzazione pre-1945, avrebbe definito una “razza” (e infatti nella 
letteratura nazista gli ebrei, gli zingari e in generale gli untermenschen erano definiti non solo attraverso 
caratteristiche “razziali” fisiche, ma anche “morali” e lo stesso valeva per gli “ariani”). 2

Il partito diventa un’etnia che si organizza avendo come fulcro non più le tradizionali categorie 
sociali ed economiche marxiste leniniste, ma i concetti etici interclassisti che basano la giustificazione 
per la presa e la gestione del potere sull’“essere diversi” dei comunisti, sui buoni sentimenti morali 
che “sono nel DNA” del PCI (dei PdS, dei DS e infine del PD). Sia ben chiaro che l’etnicizzazione di 
un partito o un movimento politico non è in contrasto con il multiculturalismo, anzi, ne è corollario 
essenziale: in una società multiculturale ogni gruppo etnico mantiene la sua connotazione e difende la 
sua zolla di potere cercando in tutti i modi di ampliarla a spese degli altri in una continua “turf war” 
che può anche diventare armata, oltre che legale, accademica e mediatica.

L’esponente del capitalismo delle piattaforme ‘de’ noialtri’e teorico del grillismo, Gianroberto 
Casaleggio, proprietario della piattaforma Rousseau, esplicitamente dichiarava come ispirazione il 
discorso di Berlinguer del 1981. 

La Nazione Nera

Il paradigma dominante delle relazioni razziali tra gli anni 1930 e i primi anni 1960 fu quello 
della teoria dell’assimilazione che alla fine degli anni 1960 fu sostituito dalla teoria del colonialismo 
interno, propugnata dai movimenti del Black, Brown e Red Power alla fine degli anni 1960 e 
1970, poi rimpiazzata nei decenni 1980-90 dalla teoria della formazione razziale (racial formation). 
Richiamandosi alle teorie sulla nazionalità di Stalin, nel 1948 Harry Haywood (Haywood 1978) scrisse 
che i neri americani erano “una nazione dentro una nazione”. La “patria” storica della nazione nera 
era identificata con aree della Cotton Belt del Sud degli USA, a prescindere da qualsiasi considerazione 
storica reale. Il PCUSA (Partito Comunista USA) teorizzava la doppia oppressione, di classe e di 
nazionalità, degli afroamericani nel contesto della storia americana, dove la Ricostruzione post Guerra 
Civile non riusciva a riconoscere il “diritto all’autodeterminazione” del “popolo” afroamericano. Nel 
dopoguerra la questione della “nazione nera” non ottenne più la popolarità che aveva prima, ma 
riemerse negli anni 1960 insieme alle altre “questioni nazionali” degli indiani, degli asiatici e dei 
chicanos (non dimentichiamo, comunque, che il movimento dei braccianti chicanos in California si 
chiamava ”La Raza”). A metà degli anni 1970 la prospettiva marxista sulla stratificazione razziale 
riemerse con gli economisti marxisti Baran e Sweezy (1966) che tuttavia evitavano la questione 
dell’oppressione nazionale, mentre altri teorici marxisti come Blauner (1972) e Barrera (1979) 
sviluppavano un paradigma neomarxista sul “colonialismo interno” per spiegare la situazione razziale 
negli USA. Per molti aspetti il “colonialismo interno” si può considerare una variante della teoria 
della “nazione oppressa” sviluppata da Franz Fanon e Malcolm X. In ogni caso, con il declino del 
militantismo armato alla fine degli anni 1970 anche l’analogia coloniale perse forza. 

L’opera più influente degli anni 1980-90 sulla costruzione sociale della “razza” è stata Racial 

2 Nel suo eccellente saggio sui Lumbee, Karen I. Blu (1980) indicava quali sono le caratteristiche che i Lumbee, 
una tribù della North Carolina di discendenza mista (nativi, neri e bianchi), ritengono li identifichino come Indians, 
aventi Indian Blood (Sangue Indiano) e che li distinguono dai Whites (bianchi) e dai Blacks (neri). Tali caratteristiche 
sono: l’orgoglio (pride), una sensibilità particolarmente reattiva (meanness) che li spinge a reagire a un insulto, la coesione 
(cohesiveness), l’essere sinceri (Talking Indian ovvero parlare con lingua dritta), il mantenere la parola data (keeping your word) 
e il possedere della terra a Robeson County, NC. In base a tali caratteristiche “etniche” la North Carolina li ha riconosciuti 
come tribù indiana. Come si vede la identificazione etnica (razziale) avviene per caratteristiche non fisiche (DNA, colore 
fenotipico, forma degli occhi ecc.), ma attraverso caratteri etico-sociali.
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Formation in the United States di Omi e Winant (1986, 1994) che affermarono il primato o addirittura 
l’esclusività della “razza” come unico criterio di unità o di costruzione di coalizioni in reazione ai 
progetti neoconservatori e neoliberal di eliminazione del concetto di “razza” dai discorsi teorici e 
politici. Caratterizzando lo Stato come razziale, essi liquidavano la classe, il genere e altre dimensioni 
dell’egemonia (in senso gramsciano) dello Stato. 

Una delle ironie del coinvolgimento positivo del governo federale nei diritti civili nell’ultima 
parte del 20°secolo è che uno degli strumenti principali per l’applicazione dei diritti civili è stato 
un sistema di classificazione razziale che ha anche operato a legittimare l’idea che la “razza” sia 
una categoria che ha senso. Eliminare pertanto, da un momento all’altro, la classificazione razziale 
federale danneggerebbe il monitoraggio dei diritti civili e disferebbe decenni di sforzi di politiche 
antidiscriminatorie federali. Analogamente, come vedremo, eliminare la classificazione per sesso in 
favore di un fluido concetto di genere, danneggia o impedisce il monitoraggio dei diritti civili delle 
donne (per esempio facendo saltare le serie storiche di una determinata statistica), l’avanzamento delle 
pari opportunità e le politiche di women’s empowerment in generale e falsa le statistiche riguardo i 
femminicidi e le violenze sessuali e domestiche contro le donne e i bambini. Un tragico esempio di ciò 
si è avuto nel programma Women Who Abuse mandato in onda dalla BBC Radio 4 il 24 gennaio 2021. 
Il programma denunciava un aumento dell’84% dei crimini femminili di abuso contro i bambini tra 
il 2015 e il 2019. Fair Play for Women, un sito di Fact Checking dimostrava come questo aumento fosse 
una notizia “falsa” (fake) infatti l’aumento dei crimini contro bambini perpetrati da “donne” era solo 
tra l’1,5 e il 3%; tuttavia lo stesso sito faceva notare che i dati disaggregati per “sex” forniti dalla polizia 
non tenevano conto del fatto che oggi la polizia registra i crimini in base al genere autodichiarato e 
non in base al sesso biologico. Questo avviene anche quando il crimine è stupro come per i casi di 
carcerati maschi biologici autodichiaratisi donne (senza alcuna transizione ormonale o chirurgica) 
che, avendo ottenuto trasferimento in carceri femminili, hanno violentato delle carcerate femmine. 
Mentre alcune forze di polizia hanno detto di registrare se il criminale si identifica come transgender, 
queste informazioni non appaiono nelle statistiche criminali del governo, che fornisce solo le categorie 
maschio o femmina. Lo status di transgender è dichiarato solo se la persona è vittima di un crimine 
d’odio transgender. Il National Police Chiefs’ Council ha dichiarato che essendo il numero dei trangender 
bassissimo, nel totale della popolazione, questo criterio di raccolta dati non modifica sostanzialmente 
le statistiche nazionali. Questo è falso, infatti, poiché il numero delle donne che commettono crimini 
sessuali è molto basso, anche piccoli errori statistici hanno grande impatto sul risultato finale. Per chi 
fosse interessato nelle prigioni britanniche il 38% delle “donne” detenute come sex offenders (criminali 
sessuali) sono trangender ovvero maschi biologici (FPFW, 2021; e anche ripx4nutmeg 2021).

Afrocentrismo

L’afrocentrismo, termine coniato nel 1976 dal suo maggiore teorico, Molefi Asante (1988, 2007), 
si costruisce sul nazionalismo nero degli anni ’60 e sui teorici degli anni ’70 e ’80 ed è una scuola 
di pensiero che sostiene che l’identità afroamericana debba essere radicata nell’origine africana dei 
neri. I suoi teorici sostengono che le radici afroamericane sono da rintracciare non tanto negli schiavi 
trasportati in America dopo il 16° secolo, ma tra i faraoni dell’antico Egitto e della Nubia che, secondo 
loro, erano “negri” (intendendo con questo le popolazioni bantu e in particolare quelle dell’Africa 
centro-occidentale/Golfo di Guinea da cui provenivano i loro antenati), facendo appello alla 
pseudostoria del Vecchio Testamento sui “figli di Cam”, uno dei figli di Noè, (che era servita ai razzisti 
bianchi per dimostrare l’inferiorità dei neri e aveva trovato fortuna antropologica con l’invenzione di 
una “razza camita”) e sostenendo che le analisi del DNA che mostrano come i faraoni non sono “neri”, 
siano frutto di un complotto bianco-arabo. Tuttavia, fu solo alla fine degli anni ’80 che l’idea diventò 
popolare con l’esplosione della musica hip hop politicizzata, mentre i riformatori scolastici premevano 
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per una revisione dei programmi basandosi sulle premesse pseudostoriche di cui sopra. Lo scopo 
principale dell’afrocentrismo è quello di incoraggiare l’orgoglio etnico come arma psicologica contro 
il razzismo, tuttavia spesso cadendo in un razzismo nero. 

Uno dei testi afrocentristi più importanti è Stolen Legacy (L’eredità rubata) del 1954, scritto da G. 
G. M. James, che prese molte idee da Marcus Garvey, un afrocaraibico promotore del movimento Back 
To Africa (Ritorno all’Africa). Le frange estremiste afrocentriche promuovono l’antisemitismo virulento 
della Nazione dell’Islam di Louis Farrakhan, sostengono falsamente che gli ebrei dominarono la tratta 
degli schiavi, che i bianchi (il popolo del ghiaccio) sono inferiori ai neri (il popolo del sole) perché hanno 
poca melanina, che darebbe ai neri anche poteri extrasensoriali. Come metodo, ogni confutazione 
diventa un attacco razzista e ogni verità è soggettiva e creata da un’agenda politica, per cui non esiste 
una verità scientifica oggettiva. C’è da notare come gli africani recentemente immigrati negli USA in 
generale si dimostrano alquanto disinteressati a questi sforzi e sembrano disturbati dall’ossessione per la 
“razza” che hanno gli afro-americani che si identificano come i discendenti degli schiavi e che escludono 
dall’uso del termine afro-americano i nuovi immigrati neri dall’Africa che vengono identificati come 
africano-americani e sono oggetto di discriminazione nella comunità nera nel suo insieme. 

Il turismo della diaspora comprende molti afroamericani che visitano il castello di Elmina (Castelo de 
São Jorge da Mina) in Ghana, uno dei circa trenta “castelli degli schiavi” o grandi fortezze commerciali 
costruite dai portoghesi sulla Costa d’Oro dell’Africa occidentale (oggi Ghana), lungo il Golfo di 
Guinea, sulla rotta Atlantica degli schiavi. L’attuale Ghana faceva parte di uno dei grandi regni africani 
che, dal medioevo in poi, fiorì con il commercio degli schiavi da vendere ai paesi arabi del Nordafrica 
e del Medio Oriente tramite mercanti arabi, cui in seguito si unirono commercianti europei. L’ironia 
della situazione vuole che i discendenti dei ghanesi che vendevano ad arabi ed europei gli antenati dei 
turisti afroamericani odierni facciano le guide al castello di Elmina. I turisti afroamericani pensano che 
i “castelli” “siano terreni sacri da non profanare”, e anche che “i castelli appartengano a loro” (Bruner 
1996: 291,295) perché i loro antenati schiavi sarebbero stati imprigionati lì. Allo stesso modo, gli 
anglo-caraibici vanno nelle loro “terre ancestrali” nei Caraibi (non in Africa!), alla ricerca delle loro 
radici culturali in quello che sembra un pellegrinaggio secolare. Questo punto di vista, tuttavia, è 
quello degli “ospiti”: infatti, i ghanesi nativi chiamano i turisti afroamericani obruni (uomo bianco), 
termine che “etichetta gli afroamericani sia come bianchi che come stranieri” e i caraibici chiamano i 
loro ospiti “turisti neri”, “inglesi” o “stranieri” (in Busatta 2018:12).

Negli anni ’90 i curricula afrocentrici sono diventati operanti in molte scuole urbane da New 
York City a Portland, diffusi soprattutto nei distretti a maggioranza afro-americana. Per non alienarsi 
l’elettorato nero, però, alcuni membri del Consiglio delle Università dello Stato di New York, accettano la 
storia separatista afrocentrica (o nativa americana) definendola eufemisticamente basata su “conoscenze 
e tecniche non canoniche” e su “fonti di conoscenza non autorevoli” e molti musei applicano gli stessi 
criteri (ad esempio dando parità scientifica alle teorie dell’evoluzione e al creativismo). 

A 40 anni dalla storica sentenza della Corte Suprema Brown v. Board of Education, molti afrocentristi 
predicano il ritorno alla segregazione razziale, sulla scia di Malcolm X, che promosse al Madison 
Square Garden una manifestazione insieme al Partito nazista americano a favore dell’apartheid negli 
USA. Negli anni 1980, con l’aumentare del peso dei Consigli dei genitori nella gestione della scuola, 
comincia a delinearsi una forma di culture war, un conflitto per il predominio dei propri valori culturali 
che possiamo considerare come l’inizio dei fenomeni attuali di cancel culture (call-out culture, doxing, 
haunting, hacktivism, internet vigilantism e woke). Ci possiamo mettere dentro anche il blackwashing, 
dato che il militantismo afro-americano ha influenzato lo stile militante di altre minoranze rumorose, 
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sia etniche (latinos, amerindiani) che di genere (soprattutto lgbt+ e certe frange femministe), che però 
non godono di un trattamento ‘privilegiato’ nel discorso pubblico come l’opposizione bianco/nero a 
parte la recentissima opposizione donne/queer. 

Da un lato, infatti, si cominciò a condannare come ‘razzisti’ autori come Mark Twain, dichiaratamente 
antirazzista e anticolonialista, perché usava una variante della parola ‘negro’ (dal latino niger, colore 
nero), tipica dei dialetti sudisti, parola che gli afroamericani usano tra loro e oggi in particolare i rapper, 
perché anche la lingua è stata razzializzata. Certe parole, infatti, possono essere usate solo da quelli di 
una “razza”/etnia (per esempio ‘rez’, abbreviazione usata dagli amerindiani per reservation), ma sono 
proibite agli altri, in particolare ai bianchi. Nato come tentativo politically correct per evitare il racial 
slur 3 nel linguaggio quotidiano e colto, il nuovo e pericoloso passo in avanti nella razzializzazione della 
lingua in contesto diverso dall’iniziale si manifestò quando Sherman Alexie (2000), allora celebrato 
scrittore nativo americano, polemizzò con Ian Frazier, una nota firma del The New Yorker, che aveva 
osato intitolare un suo libro sulla riserva Oglala Sioux di Pine Ridge, SD, “On the Rez”. 

Dalla stessa linea identitaria deriva e sta sempre più imponendosi anche la tendenza per cui uno 
scrittore/trice bianco/a non possono più descrivere personaggi che non siano della loro “razza”/etnia. 
Invece lo possono ancora fare scrittori appartenenti a minoranze di colore, che possono descrivere i 
bianchi a prescindere, anche in modo estremamente offensivo e negativo,ecc. E’ cronaca che la poetessa 
olandese Marieke Lucas Rijneveld non potrà essere la traduttrice olandese della raccolta della poetessa 
afro-americana Amanda Gorman, resa nota dalla cerimonia di insediamento del presidente Biden, 
perché è “troppo bianca”, una decisione pudicamente giustificata affermando che sarebbe “troppo 
lontana dall’esperienza dell’autrice originale”. 

Sesso , genere e identità di genere
Sèsso, sex

L’etimologia della parola ‘sèsso’ viene attribuita da alcuni studiosi al greco ǀǀǀǀs (tèkos) = generato, 
procreato, a sua volta dal verbo ǀǀǀǀǀ (tikto) = generare, procreare, produrre, (da cui deriva anche 
la parola ostetrica) dalla radice PIE tak- (con la mutazione della t in s). Questa interpretazione 
etimologica valorizza l’aspetto procreativo del sesso. Altri attribuiscono l’origine della parola sesso al 
greco ǀǀǀǀ (exis) = qualità, stato, condizione, poi trasformatosi in sexis o alla radice latina sec- del verbo 
secare = tagliare, separare, in senso più lato, distinguere (il maschio dalla femmina), entrambi questi 
etimi insistono sulla differenziazione di genere e la polarizzazione femmina-maschio. L’enciclopedia 
Treccani, tra le varie definizioni, afferma che sèsso è il complesso dei caratteri anatomici, morfologici, 
fisiologici (e negli organismi umani anche psicologici) che determinano e distinguono tra gli individui 
di una stessa specie, animale o vegetale, i maschi dalle femmine e viceversa. Sotto l’aspetto biologico, la 
distinzione del sesso si ha soltanto negli organismi a riproduzione sessuale o gamica (la quale consiste, 
tipicamente, nella unione di un gamete maschile con uno femminile): il sesso maschile è caratterizzato 
dalla produzione di gameti piccoli e mobili (spermatozoi), quello femminile dalla produzione di gameti 
di dimensioni maggiori per l’accumulo di sostanze di riserva (uova negli animali); gli organi in cui i 
gameti subiscono le fasi di maturazione si chiamano gonadi negli animali (testicoli nei maschi, ovarî 
nelle femmine) e gametangi nelle piante. In genetica, il sesso omogametico è quello che ha cromosomi 
sessuali omologhi (XX), e produce quindi gameti tutti uguali con una sola X; sesso eterogametico, 
quello che ha cromosomi sessuali eteromorfici (XY), e produce quindi due diversi tipi di gameti X e 
Y. Un altro significato di sesso è quello di apparato sessuale, cioè gli organi della riproduzione, e più 
in particolare l’organo genitale esterno, maschile o femminile. La parola sesso indica anche fatti e i 

3 parole razziste offensive di cui qui c’è una vasta lista <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs>
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fenomeni legati agli organi della riproduzione, soprattutto per ciò che riguarda i rapporti sessuali e 
più genericamente la vita sessuale, la sessualità. 4 Analogamente l’inglese sex, che entra nella lingua 
nel tardo 14° sec., dal latino sexus, indica collettivamente lo stato di essere maschi o femmine, cioè il 
genere maschile o femminile. Il significato di “qualità di essere maschile o femminile” si registra dagli 
anni 1520; il senso di rapporto sessuale è attestato, nella lingua inglese, dal 1906, l’espressione sex 
appeal dal 1904 e quello di genitali dal 1938. 5

Gender

Gènere s. m. [dal lat. genus -nĕris, affine a gignĕre = generare e alle voci gr. ǀǀǀǀǀ (genos) = genere, 
stirpe, ǀǀǀǀǀǀǀ (genesis) = origine, ǀǀǀǀǀμǀǀ (gignomai) = nascere. Nel Dizionario Etimologico 
Online si mette in risalto la parentela di genere con le parole greche ǀǀǀǀ (giné) = donna e ǀǀǀǀǀǀ 
(gennao, lat. geno) = genero, partorisco. 6 Tra i vari significati la Treccani indica “genere” come la 
categoria grammaticale esistente nelle lingue indoeuropee, semitiche e in molte altre famiglie 
linguistiche, alcune delle quali distinguono tre generi, maschile, femminile e neutro (per es., il latino, 
il greco, il tedesco, l’inglese), altre, come l’italiano e il francese tra le lingue moderne, soltanto due, 
maschile e femminile; la distinzione del genere, che solo in un ristretto gruppo di sostantivi è connesso 
con il genere naturale, si manifesta nella declinazione dei sostantivi, dei pronomi e degli aggettivi, e 
nell’accordo tra essi. Per estensione, con riferimento alla specie umana, la parola genere esprime il 
carattere maschile o femminile dell’individuo, anche in senso biografico, sociale, professionale, come 
nell’espressione identità di genere, con cui s’intende la costellazione di caratteri anatomo-funzionali, 
psichici, comportamentali che definiscono il genere in sé stesso e in quanto posseduto, accettato 
e vissuto dall’individuo nella storia familiare da cui proviene e nella società in cui vive. 7 In questo 
senso il termine genere identifica il ruolo sociale accettato per un determinato sesso. Il termine gender 
(neutro) entra nella lingua inglese intorno al 1300, col senso di “genere, specie, classe di persone o 
cose che condividono certi tratti” dal francese antico gendre, genre = genere, specie, carattere (dal 
latino genus, generis = razza, famiglia, genere, rango, ordine, specie e anche sesso maschile e femminile, 
a sua volta dalla radice protoindoeuropea *gene- = far nascere, dar vita, con termini derivati che si 
riferiscono alla procreazione e ai gruppi familiari e tribali). Il senso di gender come “sesso maschile o 
femminile” è attestato in inglese dal’inizio del 15° secolo e, quando la parola sex ha assunto qualità 
erotiche nel 20° secolo, il termine gender è diventato il termine usuale per significare “sesso di un 
essere umano”, all’inizio solo in senso colloquiale o umoristico. In seguito, dal 1963 in poi, nella 
letteratura femminista, gender è usato in riferimento sia agli attributi sociali che alle qualità biologiche. 
In particolare il termine inglese gender (pl. genders) = genere, entrato nella lingua italiana e usato al 
maschile, indica la distinzione di genere, in termini di appartenenza all’uno o all’altro sesso, non 
in quanto basata sulle differenze di natura biologica o fisica, ma su componenti di natura sociale, 
culturale, comportamentale. Mentre le scienze sociali hanno un approccio al genere come un costrutto 
sociale, le scienze naturali indagano se, quanto e come alcune differenze biologiche nei maschi e nelle 
femmine possono influenzare lo sviluppo del genere negli esseri umani. Nella letteratura inglese, si è 
analizzata una tripartizione tra sesso biologico, identità di genere e ruolo sociale di genere. 

Nel suo fondamentale articolo Transsexualism and Women: A Critical Perspective (1978) la filosofa 
femminista Marcia Yudkin riprendeva la domanda “Che cos’è una donna?” posta da Simone de 
Beauvoir ne “Il secondo sesso” (1949). Lo spunto per questo quesito veniva dalla richiesta di essere 
dichiarato “donna” da parte di un maschio biologico, che si era sottoposto a trattamento chirurgico e 

4 https://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/sesso/

5 https://www.etymonline.com/word/sex

6 https://www.etimo.it/?term=genere

7 cfr. https://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/genere/

https://www.etymonline.com/word/*gene-?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costrutto_sociale
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costrutto_sociale
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scienze_naturali
https://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/sesso/
https://www.etimo.it/?term=genere
https://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/genere/
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ormonale. La filosofa femminista Alison Jagger (1975:464) dava la seguente risposta: “Per me essere 
una donna è né più né meno che essere una femmina umana. Tutte e soltanto le femmine umane 
sono donne. Essere femmina ed essere umana sono le condizioni necessarie e sufficienti per essere 
una donna.” Per Yudkin la domanda a questo punto era: “Dopo la castrazione i maschi biologici 
sono da considerarsi femmine?” Ella dà risposta negativa dato che essi continuano ad avere il tratto 
primario maschile ovvero il cromosoma Y e non hanno le ovaie e solo alcuni tratti secondari appaiono 
femminili (seni ed eventualmente vagina costruiti con la chirurgia plastica e non funzionali e maggiore 
massa grassa, ma conservano voci più profonde e non hanno le mestruazioni). Considerando che 
essi pensano a se stessi come donne la Yudkin individua tre livelli di identità: il livello biologico 
(sesso), quello psicologico (gender) e quello sociale (ruolo sessuale). Dal punto di vista biologico il 
problema non sussiste: essi non sono femmine e pertanto non sono donne. Dal punto di vista sociale 
a ogni sesso è associato un certo comportamento che identifica il genere maschile o femminile e degli 
indicatori che lo rendono manifesto al resto della società (abiti, pettinature, tono di voce e gestualità, 
tipo di linguaggio usato, ecc.). Gli indicatori sono costruiti storicamente e socialmente e variano 
nel tempo e nelle società e pertanto “l’identità di genere di una persona è indissolubilmente legata 
all’atteggiamento verso le idee prevalenti sulla femminilità o mascolinità” (Yudkin 1978:100). Poiché 
le persone transessuali sentono che la loro identità di genere contrasta con la loro identità biologica, 
“dobbiamo definire la loro identità di genere come identificazione con il ruolo sessuale (e le norme 
di comportamento appropriato, i sentimenti, le preferenze ecc) che è in contrasto con il loro sesso 
biologico” (ibidem). In sostanza dopo aver esaminato molte biografie di transessuali M2F (M2F = 
male to female = maschio femmina = transgender women) dove venivano continuamente ribaditi 
sentimenti come ‘mi piacevano i bei vestiti da ragazzina, le scarpe e la biancheria intima, i gioielli, i 
cosmetici, ridacchiare di stupidaggini, ecc.,’ la Yudkin constata che i transessuali M2F si identificano con 
gli stereotipi del ruolo sessuale femminile (cfr. anche Raymond, 1977) dimostrando così la potenza 
degli stereotipi di genere. Straordiariamente, fa notare la Yudkin, le donne e lei stessa non si sono mai 
identificate come “donne in un corpo da donna” (Yudkin 1978:103), come si dovrebbe fare secondo 
la versione transessuale della identità di genere come realtà interiore (self ID), ma semplicemente come 
persone. Dal punto di vista degli stereotipi di genere i transessuali M2F sono molto più “donne” delle 
donne stesse, constata la Yudkin, perché si identificano con forza con lo stereotipato ruolo sessuale 
femminile storicamente e socialmente determinato dal patriarcato. Un esempio lampante dell’adesione 
agli stereotipi di genere si ha nel diverso trattamento dei gay e dei trans nella Repubblica Islamica 
dell’Iran: i gay (che non rientrano negli stereotipi di genere) vengono impiccati ai ganci delle gru in 
piazza, ai trans (che aderiscono allo stereotipo femminile e/o degli eunuchi, una tradizione onorata nel 
tempo nei paesi islamici) viene offerta la transizione di genere completa negli ospedali.

Se la rivoluzione femminista riuscisse a distruggere i ruoli sessuali storicamente determinati, non 
ci sarebbe più il problema del transgenderismo. E’ straordinario come l’articolo della Yudkin sia tanto 
preveggente e significativo dopo tanti decenni; tuttavia quando ella scriveva le transgender F2M (F2M 
= female to male = femminamaschio = transgender man) erano pochissime e prive di voce all’interno 
del movimento trans. Notiamo oggi invece una doppia contraddizione: da una parte vi è invece una 
pressione estremamente forte da parte dei rappresentanti istituzionali (servizi sociali, scuole, ONG, 
media e social media, partiti politici, medici, psicologi e big pharma) per trasformare in F2M le bambine 
che, prendendo coscienza della differenza di potere tra i ruoli sessuali, si sentono a disagio con la loro 
mancanza di potere e pertanto con il ruolo donnesco, cercando di cancellare di fatto il movimento 
lesbico, dall’altra favorendo i trans M2F, gli stessi organismi di potere spingono per una cancellazione 
dei diritti e degli spazi fisici, politici e legali femminili conquistati in due secoli di lotte. Generazioni 
di ragazze hanno letto e si sono identificate nei personaggi di Piccole Donne di Louise May Alcott, 
abolizionista e suffragetta americana, in particolare con la protagonista Jo March a cui lo stereotipo 
femminile stava più che stretto. Oggi, in base al totem dell’identità di genere, la povera Jo rischiava 
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di venire inviata dalle istituzioni a subire un trattamento di bloccanti ormonali in vista del passaggio 
chirurgico per trasformarla in “uomo” e anche il buon Theodore “Laurie” Laurence, il ragazzo della 
porta accanto, avrebbe corso il pericolo di ricevere attenzioni “chirurgo-ormonali” analoghe per la sua 
preferenza a stare con le ragazze March invece di darsi ad attività “maschili” con i suoi coetanei.

Cancel culture e Woke

La cultura della cancellazione cominciò con il call-out, il “richiamo” di certe persone per condotte 
o opinioni giudicate offensive e/o razziste o violente ( per es. #MeeToo nacque da una donna nera 
vittima di aggressione sessuale), ma con la nascita di Black Twitter tra il 2007 e il 2010 si è evoluto nel 
boicottaggio mediatico contro amministratori, celebrità o aziende, fino a diventare un vero linciaggio 
mediatico di persone vive o morte, dove l’accusa equivale alla condanna, l’umiliazione tramite scuse è 
obbligatoria se la persona è vivente, ma non salva dalla condanna e sono ignorate le circostanze della 
‘colpa’ (per esempio la società di vari secoli fa in cui la vittima di cancel culture viveva). Un esempio 
evidente è la dichiarazione di colpa che Elena Marchesini fa per aver usato il termine disforia invece 
che “varianza di genere” nel suo libro Quando un bocciolo si sente gemma – Una favola per raccontare 
la disforia di genere: “Mi dispiace, non volevo creare alcun dolore. Non è stato fatto volontariamente. 
Quando l’ho scritto non ero a conoscenza di questo cambiamento e me pento” (Ugolini 2021).

Woke è un termine che appare per la prima volta durante le elezioni presidenziali del 1860 a 
sostegno di Abraham Lincoln quando il Partito Repubblicano promosse il movimento Wide Awakes 
per opporsi alla schiavitù. Riutilizzato negli anni 1940, il termine è riemerso e deriva dall’espressione 
afroamericana “stay woke” = sii consapevole [di temi riguardanti la giustizia sociale e razziale]. Alla 
fine degli anni 2010, woke era stato adottato come un termine gergale più generico associato alla 
politica di sinistra, a cause progressiste o socialmente liberali come l’antirazzismo, i diritti LGBT+, 
il femminismo e l’ambientalismo. Il suo utilizzo diffuso dal 2014 è il risultato del movimento Black 
Lives Matter e dell’estrema sinistra dentro e fuori il Partito Democratico come gli Antifa. Ad esempio 
in Gran Bretagna, commentando sul Daily Express il crollo dei bastioni elettorali laburisti (il Red 
Wall) a favore di Johnson, Joel Day alla fine del 2020 titolava: “Il Labour preme per allontanarsi 
dalla ‘spazzatura woke’ mentre la classe operaia perde fede” [nel partito], contestando l’autoritarismo 
di questa ideologia e in particolare gli attivisti di partito. I militanti laburisti arruolati da Corbyn, 
laureati e liberals della classe media, scrive Day, guardano con imbarazzo ai valori della classe operaia 
e si sentono molto più a loro agio a occuparsi di diritti LGBT+, cambiamento climatico, i diritti dei 
migranti, identità di genere e Palestina. 

Benché sia Obama che Trump abbiano condannato cancel culture e woke, solo Trump ha subito il 
deplatforming, con la cancellazione dei suoi account da Twitter e Facebook e due piccole piattaforme 
di social network e microblogging, Parler e Gab, frequentate da utenti per lo più conservatori sono 
state chiuse in un solo giorno da Google, Apple e Amazon che avevano deciso di rimuovere dai loro 
server l’app alternativa a Twitter (Santucci 2021). Il differenziale di potere tra il Presidente americano 
e le Grandi Piattaforme non poteva essere più evidente e ha cominciato a preoccupare anche parecchi 
giornali liberal e il Parlamento europeo, mentre cominciano ad accumularsi studi sulla censura delle 
opinioni conservatrici e anche semplicemente moderate in ambito accademico nelle università (cfr. 
Sciuto 2021) con conseguente appiattimento della ricerca. A tutti gli effetti le ultime elezioni americane 
sono state vinte, anche se di stretta misura e in modo opaco, da Sylicon Valley, dal capitalismo delle 
piattaforme (Uber addirittura esprime la vicepresidente Harris) contro il capitalismo manifatturiero 
rappresentato da Trump.

Capitalismo delle piattaforme e politica identitaria
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Il capitalismo delle piattaforme adotta a modo suo strumenti usati alla fine del secolo scorso da 
persone senza potere per far sentire la loro voce critica tramite forme di boicottaggio e proposte 
culturali alternative e trasforma in questioni etniche anche le tematiche di genere. Non solo distrugge 
la solidarietà di classe (tipica del capitalismo manifatturiero) trasformando le persone in utenti social 
dove uno vale uno e producendo la ‘merce’ dati personali, ma anche crea comunità essenzializzate 
come gruppo etnico: per esempio la comunità queer e i transgender non è più un insieme eterogeneo 
di individui con preferenze sessuali, ma si metamorfizza in un gruppo che pretende diritti e protezioni 
superiori e diversi a quelli degli altri, comportandosi come un gruppo etnico secondo quella che nel 
1992 il filosofo canadese Charles Taylor chiamava la Politics of Recognition (Politica del Riconoscimento) 
riferendosi al multiculturalismo e i gruppi etnici in Canada. Il nazionalismo queer (o nazionalismo 
gay), per esempio, è un movimento di emancipazione gay - lesbo basato sull’idea che gli omosessuali 
siano una “nazione” con cultura specifica, le proprie norme e tradizioni. In epoca relativamente 
recente ha trovato espressione negli anni 1990 nel gruppo radicale Queer Nation (cfr. The Queer Nation 
Manifesto 1990; Slagle 1995; Warner 1993; Stryker 2008), ma ha continuato a espandersi nei vari 
tentativi di creare uno stato-nazione per gli omosessuali, come nel 2004 quando un gruppo di attivisti 
gay australiani rivendicarono l’isoletta di Cato, creando il Regno Gay e Lesbo delle Isole del Mar dei 
Coralli 8 e la Gay Parallel Republic canadese (Deja News, The Discussion Network 1998). 

I Gay Villages all’interno di molte metropoli occidentali presentano aspetti molto simili alla 
formazione dei quartieri etnici, con l’importante differenza che, mentre il quartiere etnico crolla di 
status e diventa di solito un ghetto o una banlieu, i quartieri gay mostrano un evidente processo di 
gentrificazione e diventano spesso un quartiere alla moda abitato prevalentemente dalla medio-alta 
borghesia LGBT+, per es. West Hollywood a Los Angeles, il Greenwich Village a New York, Soho a 
Londra o Le Marais a Parigi. Vale anche la pena di ricordare che, mentre i movimenti femministi hanno 
come caratteristica l’universalismo, i movimenti LGBT+ hanno come caratteristica il separatismo.

Il termine ‘politica identitaria’ si fa risalire, nel discorso politico, almeno agli anni 1970, quando 
nel 1977 apparve in un documento del Combahee River Collective, un gruppo femminista e lesbico 
afroamericano. I movimenti identitari promossi da ogni genere di minoranza, etnica, religiosa o di 
genere, di ‘destra’ e di ‘sinistra’, divennero importanti durante gli anni 1980, tuttavia il termine si 
rifà evidentemente all’identità etnica e nazionale studiata da scienziati politici e antropologi. Negli 
anni 1960 l’influente antropologo norvegese di scuola britannica Fredrik Barth (1964) aveva 
sostituito a una concezione statica dell’identità etnica una concezione dinamica, dimostrando come 
questa identità, come qualsiasi altra identità collettiva (e quella personale), si costruisce e si trasforma 
tramite processi di inclusione ed esclusione nell’interazione dei gruppi sociali, stabilendo dei confini 
(boundaries). I tratti di cui si tiene conto non costituiscono la somma delle differenze “oggettive”, ma 
soltanto quelli che gli attori stessi ritengono significativi. L’etnicità non rappresenta, quindi, un insieme 
atemporale e immutabile di “tratti culturali” trasmessi attraverso le generazioni. Questo concetto di 
auto-identificazione (self-ID) viene assunto in modo distorto dai burocrati estensori dei censimenti, in 
particolare negli USA, e si travasa nell’ideologia transattivista.

Il Censimento degli Stati Uniti riconosce sei categorie etniche: americani bianchi, afroamericani, 
nativi americani, americani asiatici, nativi hawaiiani, americani di due o più etnie. Secondo la Corte 
Suprema i latinos possono appartenere a qualsiasi “razza” purché ispanofoni e sono il gruppo etnico 
minoritario bianco più numeroso (13%) dopo i ‘bianchi’ non ispanofoni, che sono coloro che hanno 
origini in qualsiasi luogo dell’Europa, del Medio Oriente e del Nord Africa e nel 2010 costituivano il 
79,5% della popolazione statunitense o il 67,4% escludendo i latinos. Dalla seconda metà del secolo 

8 (cfr Wikipedia)
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scorso la società americana sembra basare gran parte della sua politica sulla dicotomia bianco/nero 
anche se in realtà gli afroamericani sono solo il 12,3% della popolazione. L’ideologia politicamente 
corretta e multiculturalista da un lato etnicizza ogni diversità, trasformandola in una comunità ‘etnica’ 
che pretende un riconoscimento di ‘diritti’ e, dall’altro, grazie alla globalizzazione, scardina le forme di 
organizzazione sociale del 19° e 20° secolo: lo stato nazione, le classi sociali, le organizzazioni sindacali 
e professionali, i partiti politici, il movimento femminista, i media tradizionali. 

Un esempio patente di questa etnicizzazione o razzializzazione sta nel fatto che le politiche di 
“genere” vengono di forza inserite nelle politiche contro le discriminazioni razziali, cancellando in 
un solo istante il fatto che la differenza tra i due sessi passa attraverso ogni “razza” o gruppo etnico 
e che l’oppressione femminile è interna a qualunque divisione razziale o etnica. Un esempio di 
queste politiche di “genere” razzializzate si ha nella presentazione on line dell’Ufficio Nazionale 
Antidiscriminazioni Razziali italiano: “L’Ufficio per la promozione della parità di trattamento e la 
rimozione delle discriminazioni fondate sulla razza o origine etnica (UNAR), sin dalla sua istituzione 
presso il Dipartimento delle Pari Opportunità della Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, con 
D.P.C.M. 11 dicembre 2003, rappresenta in Italia un presidio di garanzia per l’attuazione della parità 
di trattamento e l’efficacia degli strumenti di tutela contro ogni forma di discriminazione fondata sulla 
razza e origine etnica, appartenenza religiosa, età, disabilità, orientamento sessuale e identità di genere 
[enfasi nostra], nonché un punto di riferimento per le potenziali vittime di discriminazione, per il 
mondo dell’associazionismo, per le istituzioni nazionali e locali.” (UNAR 2017) E ancora “Con questa 
pubblicazione, realizzata nell’ambito delle azioni previste dal PON INCLUSIONE 2014 – 2020, 
si intende fornire un contributo alla prevenzione e al contrasto delle discriminazioni nei luoghi di 
lavoro nei confronti delle persone LGBTI, mediante un utile strumento di supporto alle aziende 
messo a disposizione dall’Ufficio dell’Alto Commissario delle Nazioni Unite per i Diritti Umani, al 
fine di veicolare l’inclusione e una positiva cultura della valorizzazione dei lavoratori e delle lavoratrici 
LGBTI e la garanzia del rispetto dei loro diritti.” (ibidem). Facciamo notare che qualità chiaramente 
interrazziali e interetniche come l’età e la disabilità vengono anch’esse definite come entità etnico-
razziali insieme al sesso e al “genere” (la catalogazione dell’appartenenza religiosa risente chiaramente 
delle leggi razziali anti-semite).

Nella politica identitaria ogni diversità viene puntigliosamente catalogata, per esempio ogni singola 
preferenza sessuale viene ‘riconosciuta’ nella sigla LGBT (LGBTQI+ fino a raggiungere oggi 53 
identità di genere diverse) e, come nel censimento USA un individuo può auto-identificarsi e scegliere 
l’etnia, così nelle politiche di genere implementate dallo Stato una persona può identificarsi come 
crede. Traendo spunto dalla dicotomia bianco/nero, la dicotomia di genere si sta tuttavia spostando 
sempre più dalla dicotomia uomo/donna del movimento femminista della seconda metà del 20° sec. 
alla dicotomia tra donne biologiche/’donne’ autodefinite, cioè maschi trans che pretendono, con buon 
successo, di essere riconosciuti legalmente come donne.

In questo modo scivola nel buio l’analisi dello sfruttamento del lavoro riproduttivo della donna 
che il femminismo aveva rivelato come modello originario di ogni altro sfruttamento. Per lavoro 
riproduttivo si intende sia l’atto procreativo che il lavoro di cura o domestico che permette alla forza 
lavoro di tornare a vendersi sul mercato del lavoro. Di conseguenza, mentre da un lato si pretende che 
la biologia non conti, dall’altro si riduce la donna a un pezzo di carne da macellaio, a una persona con 
mestruazioni, con utero, con cervice oppure, come vedremo in seguito, a una non persona (non-man). 
Da un lato, è un ritorno alle teorie dell’isterismo in veste nuova, in quanto la donna è identificata 
dal suo utero (yster in greco) e dall’altro le donne biologiche (con doppio cromosoma X ovvero XX), 
pur essendo più della metà del genere umano, diventano una sottocategoria di una categoria ‘donna’ 
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che comprende maschi biologici (con un solo cromosoma X e un cromosoma Y ovvero XY) che si 
auto-definiscono “donne” e hanno abbastanza potere sociale in confronto alle donne biologiche da far 
implementare coercitivamente questo riconoscimento tramite la legge. 

Queer Nation e conquista del Lebensraum (spazio vitale) biologico, 
sociale e linguistico

In effetti, come l’etnonazionalismo e il nazionalismo in generale rivendicano l’allargamento 
del proprio spazio fisico avanzando pretese su territori in virtù di confini geografici come fiumi o 
montagne, o di avvenimenti storici, gruppi di persone parlanti la stessa lingua o praticanti la stessa 
religione ecc., così la minoranza afroamericana cerca di allargare la propria influenza tramite il 
blackwashing, l’uso di attori che impersonano personaggi storici o letterari europei come Lancillotto 
e Merlino della tradizione gallese, la tedeschissima regina Carlotta d’Inghilterra o l’inglesissima Anna 
Bolena (ma un attore non nero mai potrebbe interpretare Shaka Zulu, Mandela o Martin Luther 
King). E’ un’occupazione di spazio storico e letterario che riguarda solo i neri, ma non gli asiatici (dai 
cinesi agli indù passando per i coreani, i giapponesi, vietnamiti, filippini,ecc), che infatti criticano con 
vigore l’ipocrisia ‘color blind’ di Netflix e di Hollywood, dove gli attori strapagati sono solo bianchi o 
neri e dove la presenza asiatica non “conta” come quota etnica di “colore”. Le aspirazioni di frange di 
borghesia nera nazionalista/razzista e rancorosa vengono blandite trasformando in un certo senso gli 
afro-americani e afro-britannici in una minoranza vetrina (pet-minority, il concetto deriva dall’idea 
di Cuba, vetrina del comunismo, che nascondeva la realtà del sistema sovietico), a scapito delle altre 
minoranze, mentre non viene minimamente intaccata la condizione dei ghetti urbani stravolti dalla 
droga e dalle gang, né interessa ad alcuno la situazione degli africani in un continente massacrato dalle 
proxy wars, dalla continua e indisturbata esistenza della schiavitù e dal neocolonialismo cinese.

A sua volta, il nazionalismo “etnico” queer cerca di occupare spazi fisici occupando corpi biologici 
e spazi politico-sociali femminili e fa appello alla politica favorevole alla fluidità di genere per far 
approvare leggi coercitive che riducano lo spazio delle donne biologiche e dei movimenti femministi, 
e quindi il loro potere e i loro diritti, mentre ampliano gli spazi e il potere soprattutto dei maschi 
biologici che si auto identificano come ‘donne’ (le donne biologiche che si identificano come “uomini” 
di certo non scalfiscono minimamente il potere maschile). In un certo senso, si torna più indietro 
ancora delle concezioni cristiane di Maria come ‘vaso mistico’ e di concetti primitivi come quello di 
gruppi aborigeni australiani della donna come contenitore di spiriti bambini, per giungere, grazie alla 
tecnologia, alla donna come contenitore biologico di ovuli e sperma altrui, un contenitore a perdere 
che potrebbe in futuro essere sostituito da grembi artificiali (cfr. Kleeman 2021), o da trapianti di 
utero in maschi biologici queer (Jones et al. 2019). Non è dato sapere da chi vengano prelevati questi 
uteri, ma non è difficile immaginarlo, visto il contrabbando di organi e le fattorie per l’utero in affitto 
in molti paesi. Passiamo così dalla donna definita dalla sua funzione biologica di madre nel patriarcato 
tradizionale alla donna privata della sua capacità procreativa come elemento della propria identità 
psicologica ed emotiva, per diventare semplice organo, un utero da affittare o vendere a gente ricca. 

Anche se il termine queen nel senso di omosessuale maschio effeminato o che si traveste esagerando 
le caratteristiche e gli stereotipi femminili si registra alcune volte tra il 1924 e il 1935, la parola appare 
con il rock degli anni 1970, ma è solo con gli anni 1990 che esso viene usato comunemente al di 
fuori della comunità gay. Il termine viene da quean o quene, inglese medio per donna, donna di bassa 
estrazione sociale, dall’antico inglese cwene, donna, serva o prostituta, dal proto-indoeuropeo *gwen-
che produce anche il greco ginè (ĕǀǀǀ), donna. Il senso del termine proto-germanico *kwoeniz (cf. 
Antico Sassone: quan “wife”) sembra essere moglie, che si specializza in inglese come moglie di re. 9 

9 cfr. Etymonline
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Così cominciamo a vedere l’inizio di un progetto, per un lungo periodo ristretto nel mondo delle 
drag queen tra ambiente dello spettacolo e Gay Pride, ma che in seguito si allarga e si attrezza a 
conquistare fette di territorio linguistico e sociale. “Il mainstream oggi è assecondare il target (L)
gbtq+. E’ l’indicazione alle aziende di Accenture che è una grande società di consulenza e marketing, 
e di molte altre società di quel tipo. Così Procter & Gamble ha deciso di eliminare dalle confezioni di 
assorbenti igienici il simbolo di Venere (♀), convenzionalmente usato per indicare il sesso femminile, 
perché discriminatorio nei confronti delle donne che si identificano come uomini e consumano quel 
prodotto. C’è stato un mailbombing transattivista in seguito al quale l’azienda ha deciso di adottare 
il nuovo packaging: «Ci rendiamo conto che non tutti quelli che hanno il ciclo e hanno bisogno di 
usare un assorbente, si identificano come femmina»” (Contri, in Terragni 2021), cioè sono donne 
biologiche che non hanno compiuto la transizione, ma che (non sempre consapevolmente) erodono 
lo spazio sociale e linguistico femminile.

Grazie all’autoidentificazione (self-ID) e, talvolta, alla transizione, i trans M2F occupano bagni, 
camerini di prova nei grandi magazzini, spogliatoi, palestre, ma anche rifugi per senza tetto, prigioni 
femminili, reparti ospedalieri, ecc., riservati alle sole donne. Nel 2021, con i Democratici americani, 
l’ideologia gender diventa in qualche misura la politica ufficiale del governo federale: poche ore dopo aver 
prestato giuramento, il presidente Joe Biden firmava un ordine esecutivo che concedeva ampi “diritti” 
che vanno a ledere conquiste secolari delle donne; infatti il 46imo presidente sta di fatto annullando 
lo sport femminile poiché l’ordine intende consentire agli uomini che si identificano come donne di 
competere negli sport femminili (qualsiasi istituzione educativa che riceve finanziamenti federali deve 
permettere l’accesso di atleti biologicamente maschi alle squadre femminili, borse di studio per donne, 
ecc). Le conseguenze richiederanno tempo per essere accertate, ma in alcune aree sono già evidenti, per 
esempio il diritto allo studio femminile legato alle borse di studio sportive femminili, le “quote rosa”, 
ecc. “Mi è chiaro da un po’ che il nuovo attivismo trans sta avendo (o probabilmente avrà, se tutte le 
sue richieste verranno soddisfatte) un impatto significativo su molte delle cause che sostengo, perché 
sta spingendo per erodere la definizione legale di sesso e sostituirlo con il genere.” (Rowling 2020).

In Canada la dittatura dell’identità di genere ha raggiunto un potere schiacciante ed è in grado di 
scavalcare i diritti fondamentali dei genitori e la libertà di parola. Il Canada ha adottato con entusiasmo 
il curriculum SOGI (Sexual Orientation & Gender Identity) e ai bambini di tutte le età viene insegnato 
che hanno un’“identità di genere” che è più significativa del sesso biologico. Molte di queste attività 
didattiche sono portate avanti all’insaputa dei genitori e senza il loro consenso. (Alessandrini 2021). 

Nel mondo anglosassone e nei paesi nordici, sempre all’insaputa dei genitori, bambini/e e 
adolescenti sono indirizzati sempre più spesso al cambio di genere con ogni sorta di subdola 
pressione psicologica in un’età particolarmente critica dato che non solo non si è ancora formata una 
personalità matura psicologicamente, ma neppure si è ancora biologicamente sviluppata del tutto 
la maturazione cerebrale, cioè lo sviluppo del cervello umano nelle diverse fasce di età. Il cervello 
è un organo immaturo alla nascita e va incontro a intensi cambiamenti nella sua organizzazione e 
nelle sue strutture durante l’infanzia e l’adolescenza. La corteccia frontale e prefrontale, aree deputate 
alla razionalità, alla cognizione, alle funzioni sociali e al linguaggio, maturano intorno ai 25 anni. 
Queste regioni sono importanti in quanto bloccano le decisioni prese d’impulso sotto la spinta delle 
emozioni. L’ultima parte del cervello a cui lo sfoltimento sinaptico conferisce forma e dimensioni 
adulte, è la corteccia prefrontale, sede delle cosiddette “funzioni esecutive”: pianificazione, definizione 
delle priorità, organizzazione dei pensieri, controllo degli impulsi, valutazione delle conseguenze delle 
proprie azioni. In altre parole, l’ultima parte del cervello a maturare è quella coinvolta nella capacità 
di prendere decisioni ponderate e responsabili. (cfr. La maturazione cerebrale 2021). In sostanza, le 
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istituzioni manipolano persone non ancora del tutto formate biologicamente e intellettualmente per 
imporre la transizione sessuale dall’alto, punendo i genitori che si oppongono (cfr Alessandrini 2021, 
il caso del padre canadese) e favorendo una generazione di persone con scarse capacità decisionali in 
modo più moderno e subdolo di quanto si fece con la lobotomizzazione dei bambini troppo attivi 
o “difficili” negli anni Quaranta e Cinquanta del secolo scorso. Gli adolescenti e i bambini in cerca 
di aiuto in quanto vittime di depressione, ansia o disturbo di deficit dell’attenzione o autismo, di 
abusi sessuali, abbandoni genitoriali, omofobia da parte della famiglia o dei compagni di scuola. un 
tempo rischiavano di essere lobotomizzati, oggi queste gravi patologie, che possono includere anche 
la disforia tra i loro sintomi, sono spesso ignorate e non curate e la transizione viene considerata e 
proposta come panacea in grado di curare tutti i pazienti (Bell 2021).

Una generazione di servi incapaci di pensiero critico e decisioni autonome sta prendendo forma; 
questi soggetti cerebralmente e spesso anche fisicamente mutilati, sono soprattutto femminili visto che 
sono le bambine quelle che subiscono di più il fascino di una transizione, come scorciatoia individuale 
ospedalizzata dai dubbi risultati, che dovrebbe dare loro il potere maschile che non avranno mai.

A questo proposito è fondamentale la testimonianza di Keira Bell, una ragazza con un’infanzia 
travagliata che, all’età di 16 anni, fu convinta a cambiare sesso come panacea di tutti i suoi problemi 
e che in seguito ha iniziato una detransizione. Ella racconta: “In realtà ero una ragazza con un 
brutto rapporto con il proprio corpo, vittima di abbandono da parte dei genitori, isolata dagli altri, 
ansiosa, depressa, incapace di accettare il proprio orientamento sessuale. A 16 anni, dopo una serie di 
conversazioni molto superficiali con degli assistenti sociali, mi hanno somministrato dei bloccanti della 
pubertà. Un anno dopo, ho iniziato con le iniezioni di testosterone. A 20 anni, mi sono sottoposta a 
una mastectomia bilaterale. Arrivata a quel punto, avevo una struttura fisica più mascolina, la barba, 
e una voce e un nome da uomo [...] Più andavo avanti nel mio percorso di transizione, però, più 
mi rendevo conto che non ero un uomo e che non sarei mai potuta diventare un maschio. […] A 
cinque anni dall’inizio del mio percorso di transizione per diventare uomo, ho iniziato un processo 
di detransizione. Le conseguenze di quello che mi è successo sono state gravi: probabile infertilità, 
amputazione del seno, impossibilità di allattare, genitali atrofizzati, cambio della voce, peluria sul 
viso”. In conseguenza di ciò Keira Bell ha fatto una causa che ha vinto contro la clinica Tavistock che 
avrebbe dovuto considerare tutte le sue comorbidità invece di assecondarla nella “ingenua convinzione 
che per farmi sentire meglio sarebbero bastati gli ormoni e la chirurgia”. Nella sentenza i giudici hanno 
riscontrato un’assenza di giustificazioni per la prescrizione di farmaci per il blocco della pubertà a 
bambini di persino 10 anni di età, una terapia che viene quasi sempre seguita da ormoni sintetici del 
sesso opposto, che vanno somministrati a vita per proseguire con la transizione. Erano preoccupati 
anche dall’assenza di dati di follow-up, vista “la natura sperimentale della cura e il suo profondo 
impatto sul paziente”. 

I giudici britannici hanno raccomandato ai medici di richiedere l’approvazione da parte di un 
tribunale prima di iniziare questi trattamenti su soggetti dai 16 ai 17 anni d’età, hanno dichiarato di 
essere “molto scettici” sulla capacità di pazienti di 14 o 15 anni di capire le conseguenze delle terapie 
e di riuscire a dare un consenso informato, e hanno definito “molto improbabile” che sia possibile 
ottenerlo da un soggetto di età inferiore ai 13 anni. Come hanno scritto i giudici, “è impossibile 
spiegare a bambini di questa età cosa comporterà, per il futuro di molti di loro, la perdita della fertilità 
o delle funzioni sessuali.” Alla fine della sua lunga intervista Keira Bell conclude “Ero una ragazza 
infelice che aveva bisogno di aiuto e mi hanno trattata come una cavia.” (Bell 2021).

In una ricerca pubblicata da The Times le autorità sanitarie britanniche avvertono i medici che 

https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Bell-v-Tavistock-Judgment.pdf
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deliberatamente confondono sesso e genere, che stanno mettendo a rischio la salute e la cura di alcuni 
pazienti. Poiché il sesso e il genere non coincidono, il personale medico che non fa la distinzione 
potrebbe rendere inefficaci o inappropriate le cure per i gruppi come i pazienti transgender sottoposti 
a transizione. I problemi possono sorgere nel trattamento appropriato di pazienti transgender che 
possono essere in terapia ormonale a lungo termine con estrogeni o testosterone per cambiare il loro 
sesso biologico. Entrambi gli ormoni cambiano l’aspetto del paziente in modo tale per cui i medici 
dovrebbero riconoscere che anche le loro esigenze mediche possono modificarsi. Anche i requisiti 
chirurgici o i trattamenti specifici per il cancro possono essere influenzati. “L’assistenza medica 
richiede la comprensione della differenza tra sesso e categorie di genere; districarli è fondamentale per 
un’assistenza sanitaria sicura, dignitosa ed efficace di tutti” (Watson 2021).

Alla fine è sempre una questione di soldi

Recentemente la dirigenza delle piattaforme social, i grandi Media mainstream e il mondo della 
moda si sono scatenati a favore del transgenderismo intesi soprattutto come self-ID, sia pubblicando 
articoli o dibattiti favorevoli sulla questione, sia cancellando e condannando come “omofoba”, TERF, 
non inclusiva e alla fine “nazista” ogni voce critica riguardo a queste tematiche.

Nel suo eccellente articolo Jennifer Bilek (2021) analizza i legami tra il mondo dei media, in 
particolare la CNN, e il Complesso Medicale Industriale (Medical-Industrial Complex = MIC) un 
acronimo che ammicca al famoso “Complesso Militare Industriale” (Military–Industrial Complex = 
MIC) denunciato nel 1961come pericolo per la democrazia americana dal presidente repubblicano 
Eisenhower. Il Complesso Militare Industriale era l’accordo segreto tra potere politico, industria bellica 
e militare che così veniva denunciato dal presidente “…L’influenza totale nell’economia, nella politica 
e anche nella spiritualità è sentita in ogni città, in ogni organismo statale, in ogni ufficio del governo 
federale. Riconosciamo il bisogno imperativo di questo sviluppo. Tuttavia non dobbiamo mancare di 
comprenderne le gravi implicazioni. La nostra filosofia ed etica, le nostre risorse ed il nostro stile di vita 
sono coinvolti e la struttura portante della nostra società. […] Non dobbiamo mai permettere che il 
peso di questa combinazione di poteri metta in pericolo le nostre libertà o i processi democratici. Non 
dobbiamo presumere che nessun diritto sia dato per garantito. Soltanto un popolo di cittadini all’erta 
e consapevole può esercitare un adeguato compromesso tra l’enorme macchina industriale e militare 
di difesa ed i nostri metodi pacifici ed obiettivi a lungo termine in modo che sia la sicurezza che la 
libertà possano prosperare assieme.” (Eisenhower, Discorso di addio alla nazione del presidente, 17 gennaio 1961, 
da Wikipedia). Questo allarme suona particolarmente attuale anche riguardo all’erosione dei diritti 
fondamentali oggi in serio pericolo a causa del progetto di trasformazione umana (transumanismo) 
che viene implementato in modo coercitivo e ha il fine ultimo di reimporre i ruoli sociali tradizionali 
femminili e maschili a una platea formata da persone in teoria di sesso fluido, ma in pratica socialmente 
create e costrette da leggi repressive e punitive (vedi ddl Zan e analoghi interventi legislativi in altri stati).

Bilek (2021) osserva che “l’unico modo per aprire mercati creati dal sesso è quello di decostruire 
il sesso. Il transessualismo, feticcio della disincarnazione e, fino a poco tempo fa, riconosciuto come 
disturbo psicologico, era usato per colpire una minuscola parte della popolazione maschile adulta. Ma 
è stato rinominato come transgenderismo, un termine generico per una miriade di identità basate su 
come ci si sente riguardo al proprio sesso o alla propria disincarnazione. Il potere d’acquisto globale 
LGBT si attesta attualmente a 3,6 trilioni di dollari, come riportato da Out Leadership, il braccio 
globale della rete di business LGBT. La causa LGBT non è più un movimento per i diritti umani, 
è un grande business, che tutte le altre aziende ignorano a proprio rischio e pericolo. È necessario 
conformarsi al programma aziendale LGBT o diventare finanziariamente irrilevante. Possiamo vedere 
il controllo dei media mainstream da parte del complesso industriale medicale quando consideriamo 
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la censura che i media esercitano su chiunque critichi l’industria di genere e quando guardiamo alle 
intersezioni finanziarie dell’industria di genere, dei conglomerati dei media e del MIC.” Nel caso 
della CNN, ad esempio, la società proprietaria, AT&T, la più grande azienda di telecomunicazioni 
del mondo (con una rete che vale $266 miliardi), il secondo maggior provider mondiale di servizi per 
cellulari e proprietaria di Warner Media, a sua volta la più grande compagnia di intrattenimento e 
media al mondo, sta investendo massicciamente nel MIC e l’industria di genere. AT&T for Health, 
sviluppa prodotti wireless, collegati in rete e basati su cloud specificamente per il settore sanitario e 
vende supporto tecnologico per la ricerca e lo sviluppo farmaceutico. Ci sono un sacco di soldi che 
collegano AT&T al MIC.

Questa montagna di denaro spiega bene sia l’imbarazzato silenzio dei media circa le problematiche 
legate alla cancellazione delle conquiste femminili (definite in base al sesso biologico) da parte dei 
trangender (definiti in base alla propria percezione di sé). Alberto Contri (in Terragni 2021) così 
risponde alla domanda sul perché gli organi di informazione si mostrano meticolosamente attenti 
agli interessi della minoranza Lgbtq+? (più precisamente, Gbtq: alle L tocca quello che tocca a tutte 
le donne).

“Perché quella minoranza continua a essere minoranza nel mondo ma non è più così 
minoranza nelle stanze dei bottoni dei media, così come nei consigli di amministrazione delle 
grandi aziende e delle multinazionali, negli organismi politici internazionali e ovunque si 
prendano decisioni significative. […] Il mainstream oggi è assecondare il target (L)gbtq+. 
[…] Con straordinaria abilità è stata imposta l’idea che il vero trend è quello, mentre le 
donne sono un target ormai ‘vecchio’ che non vale più la pena di perseguire. Di più: se provi a 
problematizzare e a metterti di traverse, ti viene detto che sei omofobo e il discorso si chiude lì. 
Questo produce conformismo e paura… […] Esiste la convinzione che ‘si vende’ di più e meglio 
ciò che è inedito, inesplorato, fuori dai canoni, sorprendente e shocking. E questa convinzione 
sta influenzando i prodotti, la comunicazione, la società, la politica, le idee, in tutti gli ambiti 
vitali… Questo non ha nulla a che fare con la difesa dei sacrosanti diritti delle minoranze…” 

Inclusivo è ‘essere meno’

Il parallelo tra il nazionalismo etnico black e quello queer si vede anche dalle richieste pressanti 
da loro poste agli “altri/e”di essere “meno” qualcosa. È recente la polemica contro la Coca Cola che 
chiedeva ai suoi impiegati di partecipare a un corso per essere “less white” (“meno bianchi”) al fine 
di combattere il razzismo nel posto di lavoro e favorire l’inclusione. Il corso, tenuto dalla dr. Karlyn 
Borysenl, aveva come scopo di indirizzare la gente «to be “less white”, help them “understand what it means 
to be white” and “challenge what it means to be racist”»(“essere meno bianchi”, aiutarli a “capire cosa 
significa essere bianchi” e confrontarsi “con cosa significa essere razzisti”). Tra le diapositive mostrate 
una dichiarava chiaramente: “To be less white is: to be less oppressive, to be less arrogant, to be less trusting, 
to be less defensive, to be less ignorant, to be more humble, to listen, to believe, break with apathy and break 
with white solidarity.” (“Essere meno bianchi è: essere meno oppressivi, essere meno arroganti, essere 
meno fiduciosi, essere meno sulla difensiva, essere meno ignoranti, essere più umili, ascoltare, credere, 
rompere con l’apatia e rompere con la solidarietà bianca.”). Ovviamente c’è stata una levata di scudi 
anche perché nelle diapositive c’era una suggestiva sostituzione della parola “razzista” con “bianco” 
come se fossero sinonimi perfetti. In seguito alle proteste e al boicottaggio la Coca Cola ha rinunciato 
al corso e così ha fatto anche LinkedIn che aveva in programma lo stesso corso per insegnare a essere 
“meno bianchi” (Del Rio 2021). Ovviamente oggi nessuno fa corsi per insegnare alle persone ad essere 
“meno neri”, “meno asiatici”, o “meno indigeni” o “meno queer” o meno “transgender”. 
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Analogamente le donne e in particolare le femministe vengono costantemente aggredite per non 
essere includenti. L’adesione di Arcilesbica al manifesto “Declaration on women’s sex-based right”, ha 
suscitato scandalo, espulsioni, accuse di transfobia e bigottismo e, come al solito in Italia, di “fascismo”. 
Come per i corsi per essere “meno bianchi”, sul web partono le campagne per essere meno “donne 
biologiche” con un uso continuo di una neolingua che va dall’asterisco alla schwa (ǀ) come forma di 
genere, al negare alle donne biologiche l’uso del termine “donna” in espressioni del tipo “donna che 
partorisce”, “donna che allatta”, ecc., perché non “includenti” e perciò offensive. Con una fantasia che 
avrebbe fatto invidia a Goebbles, si impongono alle donne biologiche tragicomiche definizioni come 
“mestruanti”, “persone con la cervice” o “persone che allattano al petto” (“seno” diventa una parola 
non includente e proibita alle donne biologiche mutuando la dicotomia tra “chest” che è il petto 
maschile e “breast”, che è il seno femminile in inglese, quando l’italiano non lo richiede) pur di non 
definirle come “donne” che farebbe sentire i transgender che non partoriscono, non allattano e non 
hanno le mestruazioni degli esclusi. L’orwelliana neolingua transgender annulla la realtà a favore di 
fantasie rivendicate come diritti.

Nel romanzo di Orwell 1984 la neolingua (Newspeak) ha come scopo di rendere impossibile 
ogni altra forma di pensiero: infatti, una volta che la neolingua si è radicata nella popolazione e la 
vecchia lingua (archelingua) completamente dimenticata, ogni pensiero eretico diviene letteralmente 
impossibile, almeno per quanto attiene a quelle forme speculative che derivano dalle parole dato che 
il pensiero complesso è impossibile senza un vasto vocabolario linguistico (come stanno scoprendo 
gli insegnanti di oggi di fronte all’impoverimento del linguaggio dei millennials, della generazione Z e 
della generazione Alpha).

Nella neolingua politicamente corretta del distopico mondo transattivista, dove le parole significano 
il contrario di quello che dicono oppure distorcono la realtà e il senso fino a strangolarli (nel romanzo 
“1984”la propaganda era prodotta nel Ministero della Verità e la polizia segreta torturatrice dipendeva 
dal Ministero dell’Amore), la parola ‘inclusione’, in realtà, significa esclusione, cioè segregazione di 
metà del genere umano, le donne biologiche, in sottocategorie che le isolano e nascondono meglio di 
un burka talebano o un niqab dell’ISIS. Contemporaneamente, i transattivisti (‘donne’ con il pene 
o come si chiamano in slang inglese con il ‘girldick’ da girl + dick = ragazza + pene) richiedono e 
pretendono (!) di occupare lo spazio della scelta sessuale lesbica accusando le donne lesbiche di non 
essere ‘inclusive’ perché si rifiutano di fare sesso con loro anche quando mantengono tutti gli attributi 
maschili sotto un po’ di rossetto, fard e smalto per unghie (un atteggiamento bullesco analogo a quello 
dei rancorosi e aggressivi incel eterosessuali). 

Nel suo saggio “Politicamente corretto o una nuova barbarie della riflessione” il prof. Gabriele 
Civello (2021) riprende l’affermazione di George Orwell nel suo saggio Politics and the English Language 
del 1946, in cui l’autore inglese dichiara che il decadimento del linguaggio è la diretta conseguenza del 
declino politico, economico e culturale della nostra civiltà. In particolre Orwell mostra come indicatori 
di questa decadenza l’utilizzo superfluo di parole straniere, la ridondanza di sinonimi e, ancor più, 
la trasformazione di concetti chiarissimi – ma politicamente “scomodi” – in corrispondenti perifrasi 
eufemistiche apparentemente più garbate ed eleganti, ma in verità ricche di ipocrisia ed equivocità. 
Civello sottolinea come il politically correct nei paesi anglosassoni e scandinavi era nato con il dichiarato 
fine di evitare che i preesistenti “modi di dire” potessero ferire o intimidire determinate classi di 
soggetti, individuate per il sesso o l’orientamento sessuale, lo status di salute fisica o mentale, l’opinione 
religiosa o filosofica, la provenienza etnica o geografica, l’appartenenza sociale, economica, sindacale 
o politica, ma nel tempo questo linguaggio si è trasformato in una nuova forma di conformismo o 
addirittura in una specie di “religione politica”. Questa transizione è diventata una inedita sopraffazione 
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dei contenuti da parte della forma, ovvero dei significati da parte dei significanti. Dopo una interessante 
analisi della storia del pensiero filosofico circa il rapporto tra significante e significato, cioè tra nome 
e realtà nominate, Civello osserva: “Il pensiero moderno e soprattutto quello contemporaneo, a ben 
vedere, disarticolano progressivamente il nesso ontologico tra segno linguistico e realtà oggettiva, tra 
significante e significato, portando a estremo compimento i pregiudizi ideologici dell’antica sofistica 
greca e del nominalismo medievale.” Egli conclude: “Il fenomeno del “politicamente corretto”, a ben 
vedere, rappresenta l’estremo esito del menzionato percorso ideologico, nel corso del quale l’uomo 
occidentale ha via via cercato di autonomizzare il significante dal significato, il segno linguistico dalle 
cose reali indicate dal segno: una volta affermato che la parola dell’uomo è dotata di vita propria, di 
una propria autonomia ontologica rispetto alle cose reali del mondo, il politicamente corretto diviene 
una conseguenza pressoché necessaria e inevitabile. Se ciò che conta non sono più gli enti reali, nella 
loro sostanzialità oggettiva e nei loro rispettivi accidenti di pertinenza, bensì le parole dell’uomo, quasi 
“parole in libertà”, è inevitabile che l’attenzione si rivolga in misura pressoché esclusiva ai modi di 
manifestazione del pensiero, piuttosto che agli oggetti reali del pensare: da ciò nasce l’attenzione quasi 
maniacale verso i toni e gli strumenti di trasmissione delle idee, prima ancora che verso i contenuti delle 
idee medesime; e la verità del pensiero non si misura più nella corrispondenza o difformità dello stesso 
rispetto alla realtà, quanto nel grado di approvazione o disapprovazione sociale di una determinata 
linea ideologica [e con la realtà virtuale dove l’illusione è totale ed è impossibile separare l’oggetto fisico 
e la realtà concreta dalla realtà immateriale fatta di bit e pixel questo concetto è particolarmente vero, 
aggiungiamo noi]. Il riduzionismo è, così, dietro l’angolo nel mondo del politicamente corretto, con 
il conseguente pericolo di perdere ogni contatto con la realtà: non si affrontano più i grandi problemi 
e le grandi questioni della vita e dell’universo con amore per la verità, ma si dà assoluta prevalenza 
a ciò che gli altri penseranno di noi e del nostro modo di vedere il mondo, secondo la logica del 
conformismo-narcisismo tipica dell’era contemporanea.” In sostanza il politicamente corretto, nato 
per smussare le durezze delle relazioni umane e per combattere l’hate speech (parole d’odio), diventa 
alla luce della Grammatologia di Derrida e del riduzionismo postmoderno il mezzo migliore per creare 
odio e divisione politico-sociale incasellando minuziosamente le persone in categorie stereotipate come 
il progressista, il razzista, il populista, il maschilista, la TERF, il cis, il trans, ecc. Questo fenomeno è 
favorito dallo sviluppo dei social network e dall’affermazione del capitalismo delle piattaforme.

Capitalismo delle piattaforme, fobie e aggressività transattivista

Il capitalismo delle piattaforme ha spostato l’autorità regolatrice del discorso pubblico, che tende 
ad essere sempre più fuori dalle università, dai media tradizionali e anche dai parlamenti e sempre più 
regolato da opachi algoritmi di piattaforme private che si assumono il ruolo di censori delle opinioni 
non allineate tramite il banning, il deplatforming e il sostegno a leggi punitive contro il peccato di ‘odio’, 
spesso tradotto curiosamente con ‘paura’, fobia, dal greco phobos, terrore.

Il capitalismo delle piattaforme digitali preposte a una serie di attività produttive e società che 
organizzano le infrastrutture della logistica è un modello che, dagli anni 1990 in poi, e soprattutto dopo 
la crisi del 2008, si sta affermando su scala globale e ha nella finanza non solo un polmone , ma un 
dispositivo di governance dei flussi di informazioni, dati e merci. In questo modello la massima precarietà 
convive con la massima proliferazione delle forme contrattuali (gig economy), coniuga l’intelligenza 
artificiale con forme inedite di lavoro servile, una comunicazione senza vincoli con forme estremamente 
sofisticate e violente di controllo sociale (Srnicek 2016, Vecchi 2017). Il modello di società non è quello 
della democrazia manifatturiera, ma quello del capitalismo cinese senza democrazia e del controllo 
capillare individuale tramite il web e le AI (Intelligenze Artificiali).

In questo quadro diventa più comprensibile il continuo attacco alla tradizione europea da un lato 
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e alle donne biologiche dall’altro. La tradizione europea, che si incardina nell’incontro tra la cultura 
greco-romana, mediata dal cristianesimo, e quella germanica, fin dal medioevo ha generato i concetti 
di parlamento e della divisione tra stato e chiesa. Grazie a una lunga serie di rivoluzioni e movimenti 
riformatori, in Europa sono nati l’idea di cittadinanza e dei diritti che comporta, la fine violenta della 
schiavitù e l’emancipazione delle classi subalterne e del sesso subalterno, quello femminile, idee e 
diritti che si sono diffusi nel resto dell’Occidente e, in parte, nel resto del mondo.

I media mainstream e parte della politica propaganda come ‘inclusione’ il blackwashing e 
l’occupazione trans di spazi tradizionalmente femminili, ma ci vuole poco a vedere sotto la superficie. 
Infatti, contemporaneamente si proteggono tradizioni di popolazioni immigrate che fanno a pugni 
con ogni concezione di parità legale dei sessi (non parliamo neppure di quella fattuale) e di accettazione 
dell’omosessualità e si accusa di ‘razzismo’ chiunque faccia notare la contraddizione. Lo scopo quindi 
non è né l’assimilazione né l’inclusione, ma il tenere occupate le masse che potrebbero protestare e 
organizzarsi contro il continuo erodere di diritti che, ingenuamente, si pensavano acquisiti, in una 
continua e logorante serie di ‘turf wars’ (guerre per il territorio). In particolare per quel che riguarda le 
donne, che sono il modello originale e più antico dello sfruttamento e del controllo sociale tramite il 
controllo sessuale e procreativo, esse sono strette tra la violenza dei loro maschi confusi e rancorosi per un 
maggiore potere sociale femminile in Occidente (esattamente come lo sono i trash whites nei confronti 
dell’emancipazione dei neri nel Sud degli Stati Uniti), la violenza delle culture immigrate ancorate a 
modelli più arcaici di controllo femminile, e l’aggressività transattivista di stampo transumanista, che 
rappresenta la punta di diamante e la più pericolosa dell’aggressione al conquistato potere femminile.

Emma Bayne (2011) si chiede se la cosiddetta couvade rappresenti una forma di “invidia del 
grembo materno: la causa della misoginia e persino del successo maschile” Il termine couvade è preso in 
prestito dal verbo francese couver (covare) e designa l’abitudine da parte del marito della partoriente di 
stendersi nella capanna o in qualche luogo tranquillo come se fosse in preda alle doglie, ma assistito da 
tutto il gruppo tribale, mentre la donna che effettivamente partorisce è lasciata sola o al massimo con 
una aiutante. La forma più tipica di couvade si ha presso alcune popolazioni dell’America meridionale, 
Papua Nuova Guinea, Thailandia, Russia, Cina, India, ma è riportata anche in epoca preromana presso 
egiziani, greci, cantabri e altri popoli del Mediterraneo ed è citata da Strabone e Diodoro Siculo. 

Con l’appoggio di importanti fette dell’elite globalista un piccolo, violento e politicamente potente 
settore dell’universo queer sta conducendo l’aggressione al potere femminile. In Occidente, oltre a 
sovrapporsi a usanze diffuse pressoché ovunque, come la citata couvade, tale gruppo di interesse ha una 
linea ideologica diretta con una caratteristica del pensiero greco, in particolare ateniese, che forma le 
basi della filosofia occidentale. Si tratta dell’ideologia autoctona, che costituisce l’ideale ateniese, cioè 
la riproduzione senza la donna, rappresentata da Atena, che nasce dalla testa di Zeus e da Eretteo, dio 
serpente figlio di Atena ed Efesto, che nasce dalla terra senza coito e senza parto. 

Ideologia autoctona ateniese e negazione della donna

Mentre nell’ideologia migratoria dorica (per es. a Sparta e Corinto) la madre è parte essenziale 
della teoria della sovranità, perché trasmette per linea materna la legittimità, nell’ideologia autoctona 
ateniese la madre scompare, la nascita è senza donne e le donne ateniesi si trovano ad essere non solo 
cittadine senza diritti civili, ma straniere in casa propria. 

Messe in scena durante le Dionisiache, le tragedie esprimevano le idee delle classi dirigenti dell’Atene 
classica. Nella trilogia dell’Orestiade di Eschilo l’argomento sono le vicende della Casa d’Atreo che 
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culminano nel processo di Oreste che viene assolto dal matricidio di Clitemnestra. Come scrive il 
critico marxista Tomson (1949) Eschilo dimostrò che non si trattava più di risolvere semplicemente 
se il matricida dovesse essere assolto, ma se il genere umano fosse destinato a vincere la sua lotta 
per un nuovo ordine sociale, quello ateniese. Le Erinni, che perseguitano Oreste per il matricidio 
di Clitemnestra, rappresentano l’ordine tribale della società matrilineare, mentre l’Apollo ateniese, 
venerato come ‘paterno’, sostiene la santità del matrimonio e la superiorità dell’uomo. Nell’Antistrofe 
quarta/quarto episodio, così Apollo risponde al coro delle Erinni (nella traduzione di P.P. Pasolini, 
1985, vv. 640-673): 

“Ancora una risposta: e sia chiara e suprema./Quello che si dice figlio, a concepirlo/non è una 
madre: lei è solo nutrice d’un seme./Lo concepisce il maschio: e lei, indifferente,/ne custodisce 
il germe, se un Dio non lo stermina./Che si possa generare senza madre, ecco/qui un rifulgente 
esempio, ecco/la figlia di Dio, Atena! Essa ci è testimone/di non conoscere il buio del ventre 
materno./Eppure quale madre avrebbe potuto mai generare/più rigoglioso germoglio? Ah, non 
ho ragione?/Del resto, per quanto sta in me, o Atena,/farò grande il tuo popolo e la tua città:/
quest’uomo, [...] lui e i suoi figli, e i figli dei suoi figli.” 

La risoluzione del contrasto che sorge col passaggio alla patrilinearità segnerà l’inizio di un nuovo 
ordine destinato a culminare nella democrazia ateniese. La trilogia traccia la transizione dalla società 
‘arcaica’ permeata da un senso di religiosità oscura e violenta (le Erinni) ad una società ‘moderna’ 
dove le Eumenidi (le Erinni placate) garantiscono la Giustizia esercitata dal tribunale dell’Areopago 
(Sarcinelli, nd). 

Euripide nella Medea, che rappresenta la legge della madre, arcaica e primitiva, oscura e minacciosa 
della pace del focolare, fa esprimere a Giasone un concetto condiviso da molti spettatori ateniesi: 
“Bisognerebbe che i mortali generassero figli da qualche altra parte e che non esistesse la razza delle donne; 
così per gli esseri umani non esisterebbe alcun male.” (vv.574-575). Tutta la letteratura misogina greca a 
partire da Esiodo (Theog. 570-616; Op. 695-705) considera la donna un male creato per l’uomo dagli 
dèi e insiste sui danni e i rischi derivanti dal matrimonio, che è una dura necessità per la sopravvivenza 
del genos (essenzialmente in modo non diverso il cristianesimo vede nel sacramento del matrimonio 
un remedium peccati = rimedio al peccato [originale]). Giasone si serve di stereotipi misogini frequenti 
e ripetuti da Euripide nell’Ippolito (vv. 616-624) e nell’Andromaca (272 e fr. 1059 TrGF) e afferma 
l’ideale autoctono dichiarando che i figli appartengono al padre non solo legalmente, ma anche 
geneticamente (v. 550 paisì ... emoisin) (Busatta 2016:15).

La proprietà paterna dei figli non è certo prerogativa solo del mondo occidentale, al contrario, 
molte culture immigrate hanno riportato in Occidente queste idee legali e religiose, erodendo la parità 
tra genitori che da noi è una conquista recente. Tuttavia, tra il desiderio espresso da Giasone che non 
esista la razza delle donne e l’idea della sostituzione delle donne e della loro capacità procreativa che 
traspare dal transattivismo, il passo è più breve di quanto sembri, visto l’avanzare delle scienze, in 
particolare la clonazione animale. Da quando venne clonata la pecora Dolly nel 1997 sono stati fatti 
passi da gigante e vengono clonate oltre venti specie di mammiferi le cui cellule replicate maturano 
(per il momento, cfr Kleeman 2021) in una madre surrogata: oltre a pecore, capre, bovini, bufali, 
maiali, cavalli e cammelli, sono stati clonati animali da laboratorio (topi, ratti, conigli), da compagnia 
(cani e gatti) e animali selvatici a rischio estinzione (gaur, banteg, muflone, furetto) e, nel 2018, 
in Cina sono state clonate anche le prime scimmie (Galli 2019). Ufficialmente non si ha ancora la 
clonazione umana in madre surrogata, ma illegalmente, chi può dire non sia già avvenuta? 
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Se uniamo tutti i puntini tra un certo tipo di elite globaliste finanziarie, il capitalismo delle 
piattaforme, l’erosione dei diritti fondamentali e l’ideologia transattivista transumanista otteniamo 
uno schema che può portare a un nuovo genere di genocidio: il donnicidio (ci auguriamo di no, ma il 
20° secolo ci ha insegnato che non si sa mai). Infatti:

•	 le donne biologiche aventi doppio cromosoma X (indicate dalla sigla XX) sono trasformate in una 
varietà, un segmento, una etnia, compresa dentro la categoria ‘donna’ che comprende oltre alle 
donne XX anche maschi biologici definiti dalla presenza del cromosoma Y al posto di uno dei due 
cromosomi X (indicati dalla sigla XY) ovvero ‘donne con il cromosoma maschile Y’ che molto 
spesso non rinunciano al pene e ai testicoli e, anche se vi rinunciano, possono soffrire di prostatite 
e cancro alla prostata, che non viene rimossa; 

•	 troppe ragazze sono spinte da istituzioni sempre più coercitive a ‘transitare’ verso un ibrido sterile 
che ha sempre il doppio cromosoma femminile XX, ma appare, sembra esternamente un maschio 
grazie (si fa per dire) all’industria Frankenstein della transizione,

•	 gli aborti selettivi già in molti paesi fanno sparire milioni di donne. 

In un futuro che sembra sempre più avvicinarsi alla distopia descritta da Huxley in Brave New World 
(1932), si può arrivare al genocidio della femmina XX, cioè al donnicidio (genocidio dell’elemento 
femminile di una società) una volta che la tecnologia produrrà un utero “biomeccanico” funzionante 
diretto da una AI e gli oociti (ovuli) saranno conservati in criopreservazione. Già ora vi sono molti studi 
“per determinare se i maschi genetici [diventati donne transgender] possono concepire e mantenere la 
gravidanza con successo” (“determine whether genetic males [M2F transgender women] can successfully 
conceive and maintain pregnancy”. cfr. Jones et al. 2019)

La donna: da untermensch a non-man

Se credete che stiamo esagerando qui c’è materiale per riflettere: le società tradizionali ritenevano 
e ritengono le donne persone inferiori da tutti i punti di vista, spirituale, intellettuale, legale, sociale, 
da tenere sotto tutela, sottomesse e spesso nascoste dal contesto pubblico tramite la religione, la 
morale, la legge e il costume. Tuttavia le considerano ancora persone, per quanto di qualità scadente 
e status inferiore (cfr. la posizione dei paesi islamici alla Conferenza di Pechino del 1995 in cui essi 
si rifiutarono di firmare la dichiarazione congiunta asserendo che, in base al Corano e agli Hadith, la 
donna non poteva essere considerate uguale all’uomo anche se apparteneva al genere umano. (Bonta 
loro!, aggiungiamo noi). Ci sono tuttavia delle culture in Amazzonia e in Australia che non considerano 
le donne del tutto umane.

Come ben sanno coloro che detengono l’egemonia, il potere di definizione è uno degli strumenti 
più efficaci per gestire e mantenere il predominio e non è un caso che istituzioni come il Parlamento 
Europeo, organismi statali, aziende, media e associazioni e istituzioni di ogni tipo stiano adottando, 
sotto pressione della potentissima lobby transattivista, il cosiddetto ‘linguaggio inclusivo’, termine 
che nasce anch’esso dall’ideologia politicamente corretta che si afferma sempre più a partire dagli anni 
1990 nella Anglosfera e nei paesi nordici, ma che si sta travasando anche nell’Europa continentale 
in concomitanza con i processi di etnicizzazione che abbiamo già visto. Per es. Cancer Research UK, 
un’organizzazione benefica, pubblicizza l’importanza del pap test per tutti “coloro tra i 25 e i 64 anni 
che sono dotati di cervice”, eliminando la parola “donne” che, nel contesto, non sarebbe inclusiva 
dei trans, ma non utilizza un linguaggio analogamente “inclusivo” dei trans F2M (da femmina a 
maschio) per parlare degli uomini colpiti dal cancro all’apparato genitale. I messaggi della sua 
campagna sul cancro alla prostata e ai testicoli si rivolgono agli uomini come “uomini” e non come 
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a “tutti coloro dotati di prostata” o “tutti coloro dotati di testicoli” (gendercritical92. 1/1/2020). 
Sottolineiamo qui che l’imposizione coercitiva del linguaggio “inclusivo” riguarda le persone XY 
(biologicamente maschi) che si identificano come “donne”, ma viene trascurata nel caso di persone 
XX (biologicamente femmine) che si percepiscono come uomini. Si sente parlare di “mestruanti”, ma 
non di “spermanti”. C’è tuttavia chi si oppone a questa deriva del politically correct e all’imposizione di 
pronomi e desinenze attraverso atti di bullismo e/o per via legale, per esempio “Il Senato australiano 
ha approvato una mozione che impedisce al governo federale di utilizzare un linguaggio ‘inclusivo di 
genere’ in qualunque testo.” (Chapman 2021)

La “castrazione” linguistica peggiore, tuttavia, consiste nell’uso sempre più frequente della definizione 
delle donne come ‘non uomini’ (non-men). Green Party Women, un gruppo elettorale interno del British 
Green Party, si è riferito alle donne come “non uomini” (non-men) (Beale 2016) e Teen Vogue ha pubblicato 
un articolo sul sesso anale che definiva le donne come esseri “non-prostate owners” (non possessori di 
prostata; in Barnes 2017). Questa definizione delle donne come “non uomini” è un’idea che si rifà al 
filosofo ateniese Aristotele, il quale sosteneva che la donna fosse un “non uomo” piuttosto che un tipo 
distinto di umano (gendercritical92, 10/10/2019). In un documento ufficiale del Centro per il Controllo 
e la Prevenzione americano appare la frase: “… alle persone che non si riferiscono a se stesse come 
maschio viene chiesto se sono incinte al tempo della vaccinazione (Covid 19)” (Gee et al. 2021). 

Tuttavia, dobbiamo analizzare la questione considerando l’etimologia delle parole inglesi man e 
woman per comprendere appieno la questione. Nel 1895-98 Elizabeth Cady Stanton e altre suffragette 
pubblicarono The Woman’s Bible (La Bibbia della Donna) rileggendo, tra gli altri, il libro della Genesi 
(Genesis ii, 21-25. ) da una prospettiva femminista e concorsero a diffondere una tipica falsa etimologia 
popolare che spiega il termine woman con womb (utero) e man (uomo): “Next comes the naming of the 
mother of the race. ‘She shall be called Woman,’ in the ancient form of the word Womb-man. She was man 
and more than man because of her maternity.” [Segue il nome della madre della razza. ‘Sarà chiamata 
Donna (woman)’, nell’antica forma della parola grembo-uomo (womb-man). Ella era uomo e più che 
uomo a causa della sua maternità]. 

In realtà, woman (donna) deriva da wif – mann. L’ortografia di woman in inglese è progredita 
nell’ultimo millennio da wīfmann, a wīmmann a wumman e, infine, la moderna ortografia woman, 
donna. Nell’inglese antico, wīfmann significava “donna” (letteralmente “donna-persona”), mentre wer 
significava “uomo adulto”, simile al latino vir. Le consonanti labiali mediali f e m in wīfmann si fusero 
nella forma moderna “woman”, mentre l’elemento iniziale wīf, che aveva anche significato “donna”, 
subì un restringimento semantico nel senso di donna sposata, wife (“moglie”), e resta confinato 
all’antico significato in parole come midwife (ostetrica), housewife (padrona di casa, come il latino 
domina, da cui l’italiano donna, poi parola decaduta nel senso di ‘casalinga’) e fishwife, pescivendola 
(da termine di mestiere decade a spregiativo).

Mann/man aveva un significato neutro di “essere umano” come il tedesco mensch e il latino homo, 
nome che rappresenta una persona maschile o femminile, corrispondente all’inglese moderno person 
(persona) o someone (qualcuno) e che si conserva nella parola attuale mankind (genere umano); tuttavia, 
dopo la conquista normanna, man cominciò ad essere usato più in riferimento a “maschio umano”, e alla 
fine del 13° secolo aveva cominciato a eclissare il più antico wer (che resta per es. in werewolf, licantropo). 
Man in inglese antico serviva anche come pronome indefinito one, people, they (uno, gente, loro). È 
usato genericamente come sinonimi per mankind (la razza umana, l’umanità) da circa il 1200.
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Per millenni le religioni, le leggi e la scienza hanno definite le donne come inferiori, costola di 
uomo, più simili alla natura che alla cultura, non degne dell’aldilà (buddismo) se non come serve 
sessuali (islam). Il sostantivo tedesco di genere neutro das mensch ha lo stesso significato dell’inglese 
man nel senso di genere umano, persona. Untermensch significa ‘sub-umano’ ed è stato un termine 
dell’ideologia nazista utilizzato per descrivere i “popoli inferiori”, specialmente gli ebrei, gli zingari, 
gli slavi e ogni altra persona che non fosse di “razza ariana”. Benché subumani e degni solo di servire 
da schiavi o di essere eliminati, tuttavia erano ancora appartenenti all’umanità. Nel distopico mondo 
transattivista, che sta ottenendo sempre maggiore spazio nelle istituzioni occidentali, nella legislazione 
e nei media, attuando così una tipica rivoluzione dall’alto verso il basso tramite una politica coercitiva 
delle elite contro la propria popolazione, le donne cominciano sempre più ad essere definite non-men = 
‘non uomini’. Sembrerebbe, e sarebbe già grave, che il modello, la ‘norma’, sia l’uomo e la ‘deviazione’ 
sia il ‘non uomo’ (la donna biologica), ma in realtà è peggio di così dato che, se man significa anche 
“umanità”, allora le non-men non appartengono all’umanità, non fanno parte del genere umano.

Il potere femminile sta subendo un attacco notevole ovunque nel mondo: nel mondo islamico che 
reagisce alla modernizzazione (dall’ISIS a Erdogan), con il Covid 19 che ha reso sempre più difficile 
la situazione delle donne, che pagano sempre più la loro autonomia decisionale con lo stupro e con 
la vita, e che vengono rimandate nelle case dalla disoccupazione che colpisce soprattutto loro. Oltre a 
questi attacchi ce n’è uno ancora più subdolo in quanto mascherato da progressismo e libera scelta: un 
numero sovrabbondante di donne biologiche rispetto ai maschi subisce la follia delle transizioni che 
distruggono la vita di bambine/i e adolescenti che hanno solo bisogno di affetto e un aiuto psicologico 
(cfr. Bell 2021).

A nostro avviso la transizione ormonale chirurgica delle/gli adolescenti è una forma di lobotomia 
per via sessual-ormonale per giovani ‘in crisi’. La lobotomia, o leucotomia prefrontale, era una 
procedura neurochirurgica sfruttata dagli psichiatri degli anni ’30, ‘40 e ‘50 del 20° secolo, per 
curare le persone con malattie mentali, ma veniva applicata liberalmente anche a persone ‘ribelli’ o 
definite ‘problematiche’. E’ un lato oscuro della medicina, uno strumento meraviglioso, ma che può 
essere usato per il controllo sociale efficacemente, soprattutto grazie alla pressione mediatica. Vale 
la pena di notare come la transizione chirurgico-ormonale se da una parte “castra” il cervello della 
vittima, dall’altra è una truffa in quanto gli organi posticci che vengono applicati hanno scarsa o nulla 
funzionalità cioè non rendono davvero donna o uomo in tutto e per tutto, danno solo una parvenza di 
sesso perché il DNA non si può cambiare: infatti queste protesi non danno mestruazioni né mettono 
in grado di generare, non danno erezioni né eiaculazioni e spesso non sono in grado di penetrare date 
le dimensioni lillipuzziane. 

“Stiamo affrontando il periodo più misogino che abbia mai vissuto. Negli anni ’80, immaginavo 
che le mie future figlie, se mai ne avessi avute, avrebbero avuto molto meglio di quanto non avessi 
mai avuto io, ma tra le ripercussioni contro il femminismo e una cultura online satura di pornografia, 
credo che le cose siano notevolmente peggiorate per le ragazze. Non ho mai visto donne denigrate e 
disumanizzate nella misura in cui lo sono ora. […] uomini di tutto lo spettro politico sembrano essere 
d’accordo: le donne sono in cerca di guai. Ovunque, alle donne viene detto di tacere e di sedersi, o 
altro.” (J. K. Rowling 2020) 

“L’idea che tutte le persone abbiano un’innata “identità di genere” di recente è stata sostenuta 
da molti medici e dalle principali organizzazioni mediche” affermano Malone, Wright e Robertson 
(2019) che osservano come sia “diventato normale affermare che questo senso di identità può essere 
articolato in modo affidabile da bambini di appena tre anni”. In base al loro lavoro, tuttavia, se si 
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prendono in considerazione i tratti della personalità, si nota che le due gaussiane maschile e femminile 
si sovrappongono parzialmente, il che significa che per l’intero genere umano esiste una soluzione di 
continuità nei tratti della personalità “maschili” e “femminili”. Essi dimostrano come 

“Ciò significa che la personalità e il comportamento non definiscono il proprio sesso. […] 
Nella maggior parte dei casi, quello che ora viene chiamato ‘identità di genere’ è probabilmente 
semplicemente la percezione di un individuo di come la propria personalità, legata al sesso e 
influenzata dall’ambiente, si paragoni a persone dello stesso sesso e di sesso opposto. In altre 
parole [l’identità di genere] è un’autovalutazione del proprio grado stereotipato di ‘mascolinità’ o 
‘femminilità’ e viene erroneamente confusa con il sesso biologico.” (Malone et al. 2019)

Vogliamo porre in rilievo anche il pericolo che le categorie dei gay e delle lesbiche siano portate alla 
“estinzione” dal concetto di identità di genere e dalla spinta istituzional-medicale verso una transizione 
chimico-chirurgica che permettano alle vittime-cavie di adeguarsi a un ruolo di genere stereotipato. 

Nel mondo occidentale i transattivisti, assai più sofisticati di qualsiasi fanatico religioso, stanno ponendo 
in atto un’aggressione radicale: il non uomo (non-man) non è più un subumano, diventa un non umano. 
L’umanità non si divide più in mensch e untermensch, umani e subumani, il mondo appartiene solo ed 
esclusivamente agli uomini, facendo coincidere il significato originario di man come umanità con quello 
più recente di ‘maschio adulto’. Tutto il resto è non-man, non persona, non umano. 

Conclusioni

La distopia transattivista quante possibilità ha di realizzarsi pienamente? Come diceva von Moltke 
“nessun piano sopravvive al contatto con il nemico”, ovvero in guerra anche il miglior piano di 
battaglia va in malora una volta sul campo. Considerato che molti uomini eterosessuali e omosessuali 
hanno interessi diversi da quelli degli attivisti trans gender e sono essi stessi minacciati (pensiamo solo, 
per esempio all’abolizione del ‘padre’ come termine, o al caso del padre canadese citato più sopra), lo 
spazio per incidere tramite alleanze tattiche di ogni genere esiste e va sfruttato senza remore o lealtà 
di appartenenza partitica. Sempre citando Moltke che affermò che “la guerra è fatta di espedienti”, 
notiamo che delle fragili alleanze stanno formandosi: per esempio in 28 stati Usa sta partendo una serie 
di progetti di legge che difendono gli sport femminili dalla presenza di trans M2F e che richiedono 
l’assicurazione sanitaria per i trattamenti ormonali su bambini e adolescenti (Catucci 2021). Anche 
in Italia alcuni progressisti comiciano ad avere dubbi sull’articolato del ddl Zan, in Canada vi sono 
state manifestazioni a favore del padre che sta lottando contro il trattamento ormonale della figlia, e 
in Inghilterra la Suprema Corte ha sentenziato a favore di Keira Bell. I media, anche se timidamente, 
cominciano a riportare le problematiche legate alla presenza di carcerati maschi, che si dichiarano 
‘donne’, nelle carceri femminili e i crimini commessi da alcuni di loro contro le detenute. 

C’è spazio per un cauto ottimismo: il potere femminile è fragile ed esiste da meno di un secolo, ma sta 
aumentando fuori dell’Occidente; è vitale ricordare che esso può sopravvivere e avanzare se lo sosteniamo 
con la consapevolezza che le lotte non finiscono mai e che quello che hai, non te lo ha regalato nessuno, ma 
te lo sei conquistato. Deboli segnali, ma non era migliore la situazione ai primi del Novecento o nel 1971, 
per cui la parola d’ordine è sempre la stessa: MAI TACERE E LOTTARE, SEMPRE!
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Reflections on resilience

In these COVID-19 agitated times the term resilience has gained widespread resonance 
in scientific texts and in the media. This widely used analogy in the psychological lexicon was 
borrowed from metallurgy (a metallic beam under stress returns to normal in a short period of 
time when the stressor is removed). It reflects, in hindsight, a conception of the world based on 
competition. But, as cooperation is another powerful force driving human evolution, it must be 
reconsidered and improved. Using this frame, the resilience concept is narrow and functional, so 
it should be more critically used, especially in the psychological domain.

Reflections on resilience

The term resilience derives from metallurgy, as it evokes the possibility to come back like a steel 
beam that bends under stress and returns afterward to where it started. It was once considered 
extraordinarily dauntless in the face of adversity, as convention held that psychological resilience to life’s 
stress remained a rare event, due to good parenting or a particular gene set. Now it is deemed a basic 
human adaptive system (Stix, 2011). In practice, it means that you are brought back to functioning 
in a short period. Of course, our functioning is more complicated than the metallic analogy, because 
we are not an ore, that can be mined, treated, and sold at a profit. This is because the term overlooks 
the fact that man is not a metal that does not break under stress: he is not an inanimate object without 
emotions, sensations, feelings, passions, desires and so on. In short, it is not enough for him to resist. 
Man is a social animal, therefore he needs participation, so to be strong and self-controlled only 
does not mean to be part of the common stress that life proposes to all of us. At a closer look, the 
term reflects, in practice, the Weltanschauung of a WEIRD individualist society nuanced by the male 
primacy: “I bend but I don’t break” is the typical assumption of a macho that suffers without crying. 
WEIRD, by the way, is an acronym with which some cultural psychologists like Arnett (Arnett, 2008) 
years ago, labelled most of the studies found in the psychological domain. In fact, they realized that 
more than 90% of the published papers found in relevant literature in their field belonged to Western, 
Educated, Industrialised, Rich, and Democratic societies, aka WEIRD. With a lot of implications in 
several social spheres (Viviani, 2020a and 2020b). And in fact, Bollig (Bollig, 2014) in the abstract 
of his critical paper affirmed: “The resilience concept has been blamed for depoliticizing social-ecological 
dynamics, for its functionalist and narrow systems-based analytical perspective, for its neglect of power 
relations and its non-consideration of agency”.
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The use of a novel term like resiliency borrowed from other disciplines happened many times in 
science: the fact to have found a name implies that a status is found as well. As anthropologist, for 
example, every time I am obliged to fill a questionnaire aiming to define my “racial” status and I 
found Caucasian (Moses, 2017), I laugh to keep from crying, as I feel myself Armenian or Circassian. 
Probably, resiliency is not a correct term for humans: much better would fit locutions such as fortitude 
(from the Stoic sage Epictetus) or in suborder temperance but, given that the term is now well 
established, well, let’s keep it.

At a closer look resilience (from Latin re = back and salire = to leap) was used as a concept in ecology 
(Holling, 1973), in anthropology (Vayda & McCay, 1978), and archaeology (Redman, 2005), but 
after Werner & Smith’s paper (Werner & Smith, 1979) flourished in psychology. According to Bollig 
(Bollig, 2014), however, psychological resilience was not often conceptually connected to studies 
belonging to social resilience, or the ability of social entities to tolerate, absorb and cope with threats. 
Nor to ecological resilience, or the capacity of an ecosystem to resist perturbation and retrieve quickly, 
even if in this domain, it is often replaced by the vague concept of “sustainability” (Folke et al. 2002). 

In literature it has been defined by French psychiatrist Boris Cyrulnik “the art of navigating streams”, 
intending how to stay afloat getting hit in a stream (Cyrulnik, 2005). In Italy, Primo Levi, a Hebrew 
chemist interested in metals deported to Auschwitz, was the first to use the term when he reported the 
atrocities seen and suffered (Levi, 1958).

Studies focused mainly on bereavement and natural disasters (Betancourt & Khan, 2008) found 
that the quality of resilience is, in fact, quite common. Behaviours shown in response to the worst life 
has to offer showed that we “stand though” and that this helps with adaptation in a crisis (Bonanno, 
2009). We can imagine that our evolution created the basis for emotional strength. Both neuroscientists 
and psychologists investigating on when something terrific happens (a death in a family, an earthquake 
or tsunami, a pandemic, a terroristic attack), when they look back at the consequences of horrific 
events, they have learned that most victims of tragedy soon begin to recover and ultimately emerge 
largely emotionally intact. Most people adapt surprisingly to whatever the world presents, life returns 
to a measure of normalcy in a matter of months. Many scientists now believe that resilience prevails 
as a status quo for virtually all of us, but a 10% or so, in the face of emotional trauma, will fail to 
bounce back (developing anxiety and depression). The fact is that when we face danger, our brains 
initiate a complex chemical cascade that primes us to fight or flight (Stix, 2011; Bonanno, 2009). The 
property of toning down the brain’s alarm system should be very old, as the cascade of chemicals 
promoting resilience to stress is working in 90% of the cases. Clearly, resilience is multifaceted, as 
biological, psychological, and socio-cultural factors interacting with one another determine how an 
individual will respond to stress. Some researchers suggest that resilience is innate (Bonanno, 2009). 
Others affirm that, like building muscle, increasing our resilience takes time and intentionality, as they 
imagine that resilience is ordinary, not extraordinary (Stix, 2011).

The resilience issue is very complex, but some attempts have been devised to help the 10 percent 
of individuals that are not able to bounce back. For example, a technique called critical incident stress 
debriefing (Jacobs, Horne-Meyer & Jones, 2004), revealed its inefficacy. Using the positive psychology 
frame other investigators were more successful. It encourages techniques such as the mental reframing 
permitting patients to rework their thoughts in a more positive way, revealed to be effective in children 
(Seligman, 2005). 

In anthropology the use of the concept is variegated and debated, especially when it has to do 
with social resilience, which refers to the qualities and capacities of a community to recover from a 
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calamitous event. Sometimes it is confused with resistance, that is more linked to authority and power 
and inspired many counter-hegemonic processes. Famous, in fact, is Foucault’s assertion (1976:125): 
“Where there is power, there is resistance”. Without entering into the ongoing debate among cultural 
and social anthropologists on the differences existing between resistance and resilience (Dousset 
& Nayral, 2019), the impact of being exposed to extreme stress, being it individual, collective and 
symbolic, should contain some positive effects like adaptation, in which some individuals are able to 
imagine strategies to cope with adversities. Interesting is Keck & Sakdapolrak paper on social resilience 
(Keck & Sakdapolrak, 2013) and, among the flowering of studies carried out recently on COVID-19, 
a survey on young Belgian and Italian people (Marchini, Zaurino, Bouzotis et al. 2021). In addition, 
Young and collaborators study on pets and touch should be mentioned (Young et al., 2020). Then, for 
example, after Grant’s book (Grant, 2021), that defined some adults who stay apparently well in this 
COVID-19 era as being “languishers” (for him they are not depressed, nor in burn-out but just lacking 
joy and aim), various interventions with different purposes flourished in the NET to cope with this 
state. Sociologist Corey Keyes, in fact, defined languishing as a state in which people do not function 
at full capacity, as even if they don’t have signs of mental illness but could develop serious depression 
and anxiety disorders in the future (Keyes, Dhingra & Simoes, 2010). This is because joy is a vital 
mechanism, connected to relations and events: our “joy capital”, in the last year and half  was blocked 
and it is running out, with unknown future implications for vulnerable people, especially children. 
Interesting is the Global Workplace Study 2020 (Hayes, Chumney & Buckingham, 2020) carried 
out in 25 countries, whose focus was engagement and workplace resilience during the pandemic to 
which reference should be made for further details. Then, it is important to contextualize a danger and 
its perception. In some African countries that during time faced several public health crises (AIDS, 
Ebola virus disease, swine flu) COVID-19 was perceived as being just another “familiar alien threat” 
driving to stigma and secrecy when infection emerged. Home remedies, herbal treatments and faith 
flourished (de Graft-Aitkins, 2021). In the USA the 2020 data on more than 5000 adults belonging 
to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, showed that around 25% of the subjects developed 
symptoms of anxiety and 24.3% of the sample declared symptoms of depression (Czeisler et al. 2020). 
In black and Hispanic workers, the unemployment rate was much higher than that of white workers, 
so were the COVID-related deaths, and for Native Americans the percentages are worse. The future 
repercussions of this findings are, of course, unknown, as we don’t know if and how these subjects will 
be able to bounce back.

To cope with adversities of life, we need participation and not only resistance to life difficulties, 
something very difficult in societies like the Western one, characterized by an exasperated individualism. 
Probably the best suggestion to increase resilience is to cultivate compassion, intending the one towards 
ourselves and the one towards the others (Levesque, Boucher & Latendresse, 2021). The feeling of 
benevolence, in fact, can modify and alter the volume of some brain tissues, and furnish a faster reaction 
to stimuli and a diminution of stress (Richard & Lutz, 2014). Some Stanford University’s programs 
specifically aimed to train “bigheartedness” demonstrated that they move towards an increased well-
being and the diminution of stress. (Hone, 2019). 

Concluding, the new science of resilience must be improved, being its perspective narrow and 
functional. For example, the dynamics of social relationships are more complicated than imagined 
as recently shown by studies on social space (Schafer & Schiller, 2018). In fact, there is emerging 
evidence that in a group hierarchy we use shortcuts to understand where individuals reside inside a 
specific group hierarchy and how close or distant individuals are among them. Then we must revise 
the idea that struggle for life is a dog-eat-dog mechanism, as emphasis is put on competition in many 
societies. Cooperation is required because the mechanism of indirect reciprocity based on reputation 
works well in humans (Nowak, 2012). This is because cooperation, even if unstable, is an important 
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driving force in evolution (Nowak, 2006). In difficult times all is needed is method, common sense, 
and measure, as shown by some of the papers recently published (Veer, Riepenhauser & Zerban, 2021; 
Barzilav et al. 2021; Killgore et al. 2020) Given the precariousness of our existence it’s much better 
to pool the defects of life, something that is much better than to resist because we cannot exempt 
ourselves from the common suffering. Therefore, sociability is needed and not individuals conceited 
and full of pride because they “did it”.
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“Nessun sentiero porta ad un albero senza frutto” 

(Proverbio wolof)

“La vérité est dans l’amour pour son cheikh, 
Et, partout, dans l’obéissance à ses orders, 

Sans lui opposer la moindre resistance, 
Meme en son for-interiérieur, à ce qu’on dit. 

Il faut aussi renoncer à son libre-arbitre, 
Car la pensée du cheikh est inattaquable” 

(Ahmadu Bamba)

Introduzione

In Senegal esistono tre maggiori confraternite sufi, testimonianza della pluralità di forme attraverso 
la quale l’Islam viene elaborato e vissuto in Africa, come altrove (Amselle 2018): la Qadiriyya, la più 
antica che trova le sue origini a Baghdad nelle predicazioni di Abd-el-Qadir al-Jilani attorno al XII 
secolo e che apparì in Senegal agli inizi del XIX secolo; la Tijaniyya, fondata nel Maghreb da Ahmed 
al Tijani sul finire del XVIII secolo e diffusasi in territorio senegalese all’inizio dell’Ottocento; e 

Mouriddiyya, lan la?*

Esquisse sullo sviluppo di un transnazionalismo del lavoro fra Senegal e Italia

Muridiyya is one of the most important and powerful Sufi brotherhood in Senegal 
and has internationally taken the shape of a widespread transnational labour 
association. Indeed, work plays a strategic role within Mouride contexts, in which 
marabouts (the spiritual guides) and disciples are interdependent. This article 
develops a brief historical analysis of this Islamic brotherhood through three sections. 
The first, in which the author traces the origin and organisation of Muridiyya in 
Senegal. The second section analyses the first, structural change of the brotherhood 
from a rural to an urban reality, highlighting differences and similarities with its 
previous organization. In the last part, the author looks at how the brotherhood, in 
its transnational development, has been structured and adapted to the Italian context.

Muridiyya, 
Transnationalism, 
Migration, Sufism, Work

________________________

* wolof: che cos’è la Muridiyya?
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infine, la più recente e originariamente autoctona, la Muridiyya, che prende il suo nome da murid, 
aspirante. L’intento del presente saggio è quello di analizzare il ruolo che quest’ultima confraternita 
ha assunto in ambito internazionale, non tanto per la diffusione del suo credo al di fuori dell’etnia 
wolof – o in generale del Senegal – quanto piuttosto per l’importanza che ricopre nella creazione di 
spazi transnazionali, in particolare fra Senegal e Italia. La definizione che in questa sede propongo per 
transnazionalismo è quella proposta da Bruno Riccio (2003:49): ‘i processi attraverso i quali i migranti, 
grazie anche alle innovazioni tecnologiche, tessono reti e mantengono relazioni sociali multiple che 
collegano le loro società di origine a quelle di approdo creando “campi sociali” che attraversano confini 
nazionali geografici e politici’. Se, infatti, il potere economico e politico di questa confraternita è 
stato già ampiamente testimoniato per quanto riguarda il Senegal (cfr. Nugent 2019), il peso assunto 
in ambito internazionale rimane ancora un po’ velato. Il saggio si sviluppa attraverso tre sezioni: la 
prima in cui traccio la storia di com’è nata e come si è organizzata la Muridiyya in Senegal; la seconda 
dove analizzo la sua prima, vera mutazione strutturale da realtà rurale a realtà urbana, sottolineando 
differenze e affinità con la precedente organizzazione: e infine nell’ultima parte cercherò di analizzare 
come la confraternita si è configurata e adattata al contesto d’approdo italiano.

La Muridiyya: origine e organizzazione

Diversamente dalle altre due maggiori confraternite presenti in Senegal, l’origine della Muridiyya 
va ricercata all’interno dell’etnia wolof e degli sforzi di resistenza al potere coloniale francese durante 
gli anni Ottanta del XIX secolo. Il suo fondatore, Ahmadu Bamba, infatti, nasce attorno al 1850 a 
M’Backé, nel Baol, da una famiglia appartenente alla Qadiriyya e vicina al mitico eroe Lat Dior. È 
una fase storica molto importante nella quale, con il 1886 e la morte di Lat Dior, terminano le guerre 
di resistenza alla conquista coloniale, e nello scontro con un potere che imprime un diverso ordine 
sociale e culturale si assiste al disfacimento delle classi dirigenti tradizionali non ancora islamizzate ed 
economicamente dipendenti dalle scorrerie e dal commercio (Diop 1981; Gasparetti 2006). Al contrario 
di Dior, sin dalla giovinezza Bamba era propenso alla vita di preghiera e meditazione – da vero mistico 
sufi – aberrando ogni forma di violenza e proponendo, invece la jihad al-nafs, ovvero la lotta dell’anima 
contro vizi e impurità (Piga 2000; Gasparetti 2006). Non è chiaro il momento in cui il fondatore del 
Muridismo abbia iniziato a predicare e quando venne a formarsi così la nuova confraternita, ma quello 
che sappiamo è che nel 1880 fonda la città di Touba, la città santa – oggi meta del Gran Magal, il grande 
pellegrinaggio – nel 1895 viene mandato all’esilio in Gabon per mano del governo coloniale francese 
per timore della nascita di un movimento indipendentista 1, nel 1913 riesce a tornare in terra wolof, a 
Diourbel, dove continua i suoi insegnamenti e dove muore il 19 luglio 1927. In seguito alla sua morte, 
la guida della nuova confraternita viene assegnata ad un sistema di serign, grands serign e khalifa generale 
basato sulla discendenza diretta da Ahmadu Bamba e dalla “stirpe” degli Mbacke.

Come per la maggior parte del sufismo, l’elemento centrale della Muridiyya è il rapporto tra il 
marabutto (serign, in wolof ) e il talibe (discepolo). Il marabutto, in quanto uomo dedito alla ricerca 
della santità, assume qui il ruolo di guida spirituale, essendo colui che è investito della baraka, il potere 
religioso (Schmidt di Friedberg 1994). Agisce, dunque, in mediazione fra Dio e l’uomo e garantisce 
la salvezza del discepolo. Tale rapporto si sviluppa su tre livelli, secondo l’analisi di Diop (1985): la 
baia, ovvero il giuramento tramite il quale il discepolo giura obbedienza al marabutto e si impegna a 
lavorare gratis per suo conto; la irada, cioè la volontà del discepolo di impegnarsi in un cammino verso 
Dio; e la khidma, il lavoro che i talibe devono svolgere.

1  Salvo poi comprendere che nella jihad promossa da Bamba non esisteva nessun carattere indipendentista 
né violento. Il rapporto fra Muridiyya e politica è sempre stato forte e cangiante: sia durante il periodo coloniale sia a 
partire dall’indipendenza, infatti, i marabutti hanno giocato l’importante ruolo di mediatori fra le cariche in potere e 
le popolazioni contadine (Nugent 2019).
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La grande novità introdotta con il Muridismo, infatti, è rappresentata dall’abbinamento della 
preghiera al lavoro che il talibe dà gratuitamente al proprio serign; una sorta di ora et labora di 
domenicana memoria. Ahmadu Bamba ha la giusta sensibilità per cogliere i cambiamenti di una società 
che operano non solo sul piano religioso, ma anche su quello politico ed economico: l’intuizione di 
accostare il lavoro alla vita spirituale da un lato deriva dalla consapevolezza che non tutti i discepoli 
sono acculturati e propensi ad una vita spirituale e meditativa (Fasana 1994), e dall’altro serve a creare 
un milieu categoricamente ibrido nel tentativo di traghettare la società in tale cambiamento. Vengono 
create così le daara, villaggi agricoli dediti alla coltivazione dell’arachide e che, fra l’altro, contribuirono 
alla diffusione di questa monocultura. Come sottolinea Ottavia Schmidt di Friedberg (1994), le daara 
originariamente erano scuole atte all’educazione e alla formazione religiosa, ma nella tradizione muride 
l’accento viene posto, invece, più sul lavoro che sulla formazione coranica. Qui, dunque, i takder, gli 
aspiranti discepoli, si mettevano a disposizione del marabutto, lavorando gratuitamente per un certo 
numero di anni. Al termine di questo periodo il takder diventa talibe e viene premiato dal maestro sufi 
con un terreno da sfruttare a proprio piacimento e parte del cui raccolto dovrà però essergli devoluto.

Apparentemente, questa organizzazione della confraternita potrebbe sembrare basarsi su un 
rapporto sperequato e di sfruttamento fra il serign e i suoi talibe – e difficilmente allo sguardo 
occidentale potrebbe apparire altrimenti – tuttavia si può comprendere come non sia esperita tale – o 
venga più semplicemente accettata – in virtù del contesto in cui si è sviluppata. Lungi dal negare un 
certo grado di sfruttamento, va ricordato che la Muridiyya nasce e si evolve in un contesto che stava 
vivendo un profondo cambiamento e in quel contesto offre una continuità con la tradizione che si 
stava dissolvendo, una certa etica del lavoro e un certo senso della disciplina e della gerarchia (Schmidt 
di Friedberg 1994). Inoltre, diffondendosi in origine prevalentemente in zone rurali in difficoltà, essa 
propone una sicurezza di vita a coloro i quali decidono di prendere parte alla confraternita. Una mutua 
sicurezza, in effetti, che allo stesso tempo assicura lo sviluppo economico del Muridismo medesimo. 
Insomma, rifacendosi alle parole di Cruise O’Brien (1971:64) la Muridiyya ha operato una sorta di 
‘rivoluzione sociale nascosta’.

Le da’ira: mutazioni lavorative e strutturali

Per comprendere come da realtà rurale la Muridiyya sia stata capace di divenire un’istituzione 
transnazionale, bisogna analizzare il primo grande cambiamento strutturale che ha dovuto attuare per 
sopravvivere intorno agli anni Quaranta e Settanta/Ottanta del secolo scorso. In queste decadi, infatti, 
il Senegal fu colpito da diversi periodi di siccità ai quali si accompagnò la progressiva desertificazione 
di alcune aree con il conseguente calo del prezzo dell’arachide sul mercato internazionale (Gasparetti 
2006; Nugent 2019). Questo comportò una notevole migrazione interna dei talibe muridi dalle 
campagne verso le città in cerca di altre forme di lavoro, considerato che, come scrive Paul Nugent 
(2019:199), ‘nel 1967, 27 dei 29 più grandi proprietari terrieri erano marabutti, e di questi almeno 
20 erano muridi’.

In questa situazione la confraternita muride dovette riconfigurare la propria organizzazione in modo 
tale che, nella transizione dall’unità spaziale e religiosa della daara alla varietà etnica e culturale della 
città, venisse ricreato e mantenuto il sistema solidale delle comunità rurali. La sfida, però, non riguardò 
solamente il piano spaziale, ma si presentò anche in termini professionali: ciò che veniva richiesto, 
dunque, era l’abbandono di un’economia basata sull’agricoltura in favore di altri ambiti lavorativi, dal 
settore dei trasporti a quello immobiliare. Ottavia Schmidt di Friedberg (1994:21), infatti, afferma 
che ‘particolare successo e particolare abilità hanno dimostrato i muridi nel campo del commercio e 
nell’import-export’. Anche in questo caso, le imprese dei serign si basavano sul lavoro dei propri talibe, 
parte del quale non veniva pagato; tuttavia, ancora una volta la confraternita muride si propose come un 
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sistema che poteva offrire una certa sicurezza lavorativa e sociale ai giovani cittadini senza prospettive 2.

L’assenza in città dell’originaria unità organizzativa e spaziale, però, rese necessaria anche la 
reinvenzione dell’apparato muride: vennero a crearsi così le da’ira, letteralmente ‘circolo’ in arabo, 
ovvero i veri luoghi urbani dell’organizzazione della vita muride nei quali venne riproposta la struttura 
della confraternita. Questi ‘circoli’, federati dal khalifa generale, svolgono principalmente tre funzioni: la 
raccolta delle hadiya, le offerte; l’organizzazione delle riunioni e delle celebrazioni; e infine la discussione 
sulla vita e gli insegnamenti di Ahmadu Bamba (Diop 1981). Inoltre, ciascuna da’ira generalmente 
raccoglie dalle venti alle trenta persone solitamente talibe dello stesso marabutto, oppure lavoratori 
della stessa attività commerciale o dello stesso mestiere. Come conseguenza di tale riorganizzazione, 
sebbene siano sparse e diversificate, le varie realtà muridi fecero (e fanno) riferimento sempre alla stessa 
visione del mondo predicata dal fondatore, creando così una certa unità interna al Muridismo.

Nonostante l’allentamento e la flessibilità del nuovo sistema gerarchico, l’evoluzione urbana 
e il consolidamento di questa nuova formula permisero alla Muridiyya non solo di affermarsi 
definitivamente come confraternita sul territorio senegalese, ma anche di avere la forza di proiettarsi 
al di fuori dei confini nazionali grazie ai flussi migratori globali, raggiungendo – con la fondazione di 
nuove da’ira – paesi di tutto il mondo, dalla Francia agli Stati Uniti, dal Giappone all’Italia.

Costruzione di un milieu transnazionale: il caso italiano

Prima di entrare nel vivo dell’analisi su come i muridi si siano sviluppati ed evoluti in Italia e 
sui rapporti e i collegamenti fra Italia e Senegal, è necessario ricordare alcuni tratti caratterizzanti 
la migrazione internazionale senegalese. Il più importante riguarda il progetto migratorio, ovvero 
il significato che la persona che parte dà al suo muoversi da luogo ad un altro. Come ricordano 
vari studiosi (Schmidt di Friedberg 1994; Gasparetti 2006; Riccio 2008) l’emigrazione senegalese è 
sempre – con le dovute eccezioni – volta al ritorno: un ritorno stagionale annuale durante il periodo 
di vacanza nel paese d’approdo, ma anche un ritorno ultimo e definitivo, perché il Senegal, in fin dei 
conti, è sentito come la terra d’appartenenza dove dover tornare 3.

In Italia la prima, vera immigrazione senegalese si ebbe quando la Francia iniziò progressivamente 
a chiudere le frontiere negli anni Ottanta del secolo breve, alla quale si aggiunsero successivamente i 
flussi diretti dal Senegal. Come ho cercato di dimostrare in un articolo pubblicato qualche anno fa, 
l’Italia è un paese che nelle sue biopolitiche tende a (bio)legittimare, sia sul piano istituzionale sia 
su quello underground, la presenza degli stranieri secondo la logica del corpo producente (Galeazzi 
2016), al contrario di altri stati, come la Francia, che favoriscono invece il corpo sofferente (Fassin 
2001). In sintesi, viene più facilmente legittimato (istituzionalmente e socialmente) chi può lavorare 
(con contratto o in nero) di chi abbisogna invece di cure mediche. Ciò che è importante nello 
studio del transnazionalismo muride è che all’interno della logica del corpo producente opera una 
discriminazione lavorativa: quella del corpo razzializzato e di genere. In tal senso, esisterebbero dei 

2  Ritorna qui nuovamente il tema della reciprocità nel rapporto marabutto-discepolo: il primo offre lavoro, 
sicurezza sociale e l’accesso al paradiso; il secondo parte del lavoro gratuitamente.

3  A tal riguardo vorrei evocare un episodio vissuto durante una ricerca etnografica che ho condotto nel 2015 
presso la tendopoli/baraccopoli di migranti subsahariani a San Ferdinando, nella piana di Gioia Tauro. Qui, un giorno 
incontrai un ragazzo wolof che, in seguito al necessario scambio cerimoniale di saluti e buoni auguri, mi offrì il solito 
bollentissimo e dolcissimo tè alla menta e iniziammo a conversare. Ad un certo punto, iniziò a parlarmi della nostalgia 
che provava per il suo paese e dopo poco si alzò in piedi per chiamare il suo cane che si stava allontanando troppo: 
“Senegal!”, urlò. Stupito dal particolare nome dato al cane gli chiesi perché avesse deciso di chiamarlo così. Lui 
rispose: “così [il mio paese] mi sta sempre affianco”.
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settori lavorativi all’interno dei quali gli individui appartenenti – o idealizzati – ad una data etnia e 
a un dato genere riescono a trovare più facilmente lavoro in un certo settore, se non addirittura ne 
hanno la prerogativa: è il caso degli uomini Sikh allevatori di mucche nella pianura padana; delle 
donne peruviane, filippine e dell’Europa orientale nel settore dell’assistenza domiciliare e alla persona; 
degli uomini provenienti dai Balcani impiegati nel settore edile, e via dicendo. Fin da principio, allora, 
l’immigrazione senegalese in Italia – anche in virtù di quella propensione di cui si è parlato nelle righe 
precedenti – si è concentrata nell’ambito del commercio e dell’ambulantato, i cosiddetti ‘Vu cumprà, 
contraddistinguendosi così per la natura transitoria e stagionale dei soggiorni di lavoro (Schmidt di 
Friedberg 1994; Gasparetti 2006; Riccio 2008).

Com’è ovvio che sia, dagli anni Ottanta le dinamiche lavorative sono cambiate e oggi l’ambulantato 
non è più il settore principale dell’immigrazione senegalese. Secondo i dati del rapporto redatto dal 
Ministero del Lavoro e delle Politiche Sociali aggiornato al 2018, i senegalesi regolarmente presenti 
in Italia si aggirano attorno alle 105.240 unità, di cui il 74,4% sono uomini, il 64% vive nell’Italia 
settentrionale e il 35% lavora nel commercio. Leggendo in prospettiva questi dati, capiamo che: a) 
come sostengono Schmidt di Friedberg (1994) e Gasparetti (2006), la maggioranza maschile è dovuta 
al fatto che, al contrario di altre etnie, i senegalesi – proprio in virtù del progetto del ritorno e del 
maggiore costo di vita italiano – non effettuano il ricongiungimento familiare, dovendo poi inviare 
delle rimesse alla famiglia e ai marabutti; b) il commercio rimane comunque il settore privilegiato. 
Ciò che questi dati non mostrano, tuttavia, è come questa migrazione sia il riflesso del ‘potere di 
un sistema quasi autosufficiente di reti che collegano legami di appartenenza e attività commerciali’ 
(Riccio 2008:61). Il sistema a cui Bruno Riccio fa riferimento è, appunto, quello della Muridiyya, che 
continua a riprodursi grazie alle nuove da’ira fondate in Italia. Tuttavia, ci ricorda Riccio, le reti di 
appartenenza famigliare e religiosa non si sovrappongono meccanicamente a quelle commerciali, ma 
al contrario ‘si aiutano e stimolano reciprocamente’ (Ibidem).

Diventa allora un po’ più chiaro qual è il ruolo delle da’ira al di fuori del Senegal: se da un lato servono 
per ‘tracciare le rotte’ – come direbbe Bruno Latour – e sostenere i talibe migranti proprio attraverso 
quella teranga, quella mutua solidarietà tipica dell’organizzazione muride, dall’altro si configurano 
come dispositivi – nel senso indicatoci da Michel Foucault – che mantengono forti i legami con le 
tradizioni e le società d’origine, e allo stesso tempo controllano i comportamenti ‘devianti’. A tal 
riguardo è esemplare la testimonianza di Modou, un muride intervistato da Bruno Riccio il 10 luglio 
1996: ‘[la da’ira] impedisce la decadenza di valori nell’immigrazione; per esempio, con me è stata 
importante nell’impedirmi di fare cose brutte, anche se mi avrebbero procurato molto denaro’ (Riccio 
2003:67). Questo, insieme al progetto del ritorno, va contro quell’idea di ‘doppia assenza’ che secondo 
Abdelmalek Sayad (1999) caratterizzerebbe l’esperienza di chi migra: una ‘non-persona’ eternamente 
fuori luogo sia nel paese d’approdo che in quello d’origine. Va, anzi, a delinearsi come una doppia 
presenza, un legame capace di tenere ancorati gli individui al proprio paese d’origine, ma anche di 
stabilirsi in quello d’arrivo. È su questa forza sociale, dunque, che opera la Muridiyya all’interno di 
una mutua relazione che la vede forgiata da e contemporaneamente forgiante questi legami e che 
costituisce un brillante esempio di transnazionalismo. Nella loro emigrazione, i muridi infatti sono 
stati capaci di creare uno spazio fluido fra il Senegal e i paesi d’approdo caratterizzato da una continua 
circolazione di persone, merci e denaro, favoriti certamente dal supporto di una tecnologia in grado 
di mantenerli con i piedi su due sponde. Come afferma Cheikhouna Bèye (2011:116), infatti, ‘tra i 
muridi, internet ha intensificato e reso possibile il processo di globalizzazione […] e hanno sviluppato 
nuove forme di pratiche cultuali e culturali come i corsi di storia del Muridismo o le webdaara che 
permettono ai muridi di riappropriarsi dei testi del fondatore’.
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Conclusioni

In conclusione, questo excursus storico-geografico ci mostra come la Muridiyya sia stata capace di 
affrontare e risolvere – reinventandosi – diverse crisi sociali e strutturali che avrebbero potuto portarla 
al collasso, considerata la natura rurale dalla quale era partita. È arrivata, nella veste in cui ora possiamo 
osservarla, a creare uno spazio transnazionale di continuo dialogo fra Senegal e paesi di immigrazione: 
in Italia questo si traduce prevalentemente nello sviluppo di attività commerciali e di import-export. A 
testimonianza di come si sviluppi questo transnazionalismo, vorrei riportare un breve passo in cui Bruno 
Riccio racconta parte del progetto migratorio di Ousmane, un migrante senegalese della riviera romagnola:

Ousmane organizza una spedizione con il container pagandola con i soldi di altri connazionali 
che affittano degli spazi per i loro prodotti e che, in certi casi, riescono anche a pagare le tasse 
doganali. Lascia uno spazio anche per sé per inviare vestiti di seconda mano che di solito vengono 
venduti velocemente da suo fratello in Senegal. In certe circostanze si assicura che vi sia una 
lettera di un parroco o di un volontario che dichiari che i prodotti sono di beneficienza per evitare 
o ridurre le tasse doganali. I profitti serviranno in parte per la sussistenza della famiglia allargata 
di Ousmane e in parte gli vengono rispediti attraverso un amico che viaggia continuamente tra 
il Senegal e l’Italia, un transmigrante vero e proprio. Mentre Ousmane cerca finanziamenti per 
l’allevamento di polli che suo fratello desidera avviare a Dakar, investe il restante denaro per 
pagare un’altra spedizione o a sua volta uno spazio in un container (Riccio 2003:62).

Lungi dal riuscire a dare una visione completa di quelli che sono i rapporti fra Senegal e Italia, 
l’intento qui è quello di mostrare come non si possa analizzare una relazione solamente dai rapporti 
istituzionali che due stati intrattengono, ma, anzi, è necessario andare ad investigare il micro-universo 
delle reti e dei significati quotidiani forgiati dagli attori che attraverso le loro azioni fanno poi di fatto 
vivere tali rapporti. La Muridiyya, dunque, più che come caso di studio si può configurare anche come 
lente attraverso la quale leggere taluni fenomeni, come i flussi migratori o i rapporti commerciali.
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There, on the high peaks

In 1972 Italo Calvino’s book “Invisible Cities” (1978) was published in Italy for the first time. 
The text mixes poetry and prose in a collection of small fantastic city portraits, each one standing 
metaphorically for an aspect of contemporary life in the Euro-American world. One of those towns 
is Leonia. To be precise it’s not entirely correct to define it as just one city, since the two halves that 
compose it couldn’t be more different. The first one doesn’t differ much from all the cities we are used 
to, with the exception and peculiarity that every object is used one time and one time only before 
getting disposed of. The second half is where all those discarded objects end up: its landfill, practically. 

This essay is aimed at presenting the results of my journey through the second side of Leonia. In 
my case, however, Leonia 1 wasn’t a city at all. The general framework in which the research took place 
was in fact the mandatory fieldwork training I had to undergo as master student in cultural and social 
anthropology [Kultur- und Sozialanthropologie] at the University of Vienna. From mid-November 
to early December 2019 together with other eight students and the organising professor, I left for a 

1 In order to protect the privacy of my interlocutors I chose to substitue real names of people and places to 
anonymised ones. When I name them I also highlight which kind of relation the person had to waste and waste management 
in the valley, since I think those were important elements that influenced the opinion of my research partners.

The Second Half of Leonia. Waste, Morality, Power and 
Reputation in a Highland Alpine Valley.

This paper is the outcome of three weeks of fieldwork in an alpine highland valley, 
conducted within the framework of the master’s degree in Social and Cultural Anthropology 
at the University of Vienna. Adopting a political ecology perspective grounded in the notions 
of waste regime (Gille 2007) and mass waste (Reno 2014) the paper analyses the disposal 
system of the valley focussing on two groups of workers that were primarily engaged with 
waste: dustmen and municipality workers. The findings show how morality, surveillance and 
reputation were features that both groups had to deal with, despite occasionally adopting 
different strategies with different outcomes, that also shaped the disposal system and waste 
conceptualisation within the valley. In the conclusion it is eventually proposed to reformulate 
Gille’s notion of waste regime, especially considering not only how waste is perceived but also 
how it is enacted and to extend the political aspect of garbage to encompass all dimensions of 
everyday life. 
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highland valley in Northern Tyrol, Austria. Once there every student was expected to engage with a 
topic of choice in the area of political ecology. The arguments and methodologies of research were 
disparate but all were joined together in an attempt to investigate one side of the political aspect 
inherent to human-environment relationship. 

Leonia was indeed suited for a wide range of investigative choices in this area. The valley was one of 
the many that flow into the Inn valley [Inntal] and the Tyrolean lowlands and that derive one of its main 
sources of income from tourism and ski-resorts. It was divided into four municipalities, increasingly 
more sparsely populated as one got closer to the mountain range. Our accommodation was in the fourth 
of those, not far from the spot where the road ended in a rocky slope crowded with pine trees. 

As suggestive this and other sceneries were, they didn’t characterise my research much as I spent 
most of my time in Leonia dealing with garbage and rubbish. My research interest was, as a matter of 
fact, guided by the attempt to understand how waste treatment and waste management manifested in 
Leonia. Those two operations can be understood as a complex procedure -a circulatory system or chain- 
that is made up of several different processes and passages, in which ultimate goal is the final elimination 
of the disposed objects (Gille 2007; Brunclíková 2017). In my Leonia, the fourth municipality, organic 
waste and non-recyclables were collected weekly, house by house. All other kinds of waste had to be 
carried to the civic amenity site [Bau- und Recyclinghof] 2, or Bauhof as it was commonly called, where 
they were stored in enormous containers according to their typology. Those in turn were removed, 
once full, by the company to which the municipality entrusted waste collection and disposal. This 
operation did not have a fixed schedule and the number of times the containers were emptied changed 
according to the type of material, the season and other factors, but it can be generally stated that at 
least one container per week had to be taken away. The valley itself did not have any kind of landfill 
or recycling facility, which meant all waste was taken away out of the valley to be processed further. 
Adopting a “follow the things” perspective (Marcus 1995), it is evident that waste management as a 
complex system extended outside the singularity of the valley. Unfortunately, my technical resources 
didn’t allow me to investigate in that direction. What I did, instead was to focus on the specific form 
the system assumed within the valley, specifically in the fourth and most dispersed municipality. 

This implied technically working with two different groups of people: the dustmen conducing 
house-to-house collection and the municipality workers supervising the Bauhof. Even though the 
two might appear similar because both engaged in waste treatment for working reasons and were all 
white Tyrol-born 3 men 4, their differences are maybe more important than their similarities to locate 
them properly in the valley’s social and waste management system. If the municipality workers at 
the Bauhof were acknowledged as members of the valley community and only had to attend to the 
operations within the Bauhof a couple of times per week, the dustmen had daily interactions with 
waste on a translocal level. Indeed, their company covered a huge part of Northern Tyrol and they 
were working in a different place each day, and many weeks could have passed before they got back 
to Leonia. Furthermore, their work always remained the same, it didn’t matter where they were in 
Northern Tyrol. On the contrary the municipality workers faced different kinds of tasks each day, 

2 In the next pages I opted to call this place with its abbreviated German name to save space.

3 Only one dustman I interacted with came from southern Bavaria, Germany, and moved to Austria to work.

4 Qll the community workers and dustmen were males. Three dustmen told me about how a couple of women 
once worked in their same company, but this was no longer the case when the research was conducted. Municipality 
workers also told me there were no specific reasons for this kind of gender selectivity: they just assumed no woman ever 
asked to work in their position, even though imagined things might be different in the future since there seemed to be no 
explicit restriction in this sense.
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of which the Bauhof was just one among many. Anyway, their work there remained a non-qualified 
one and it is likely that taking part in the Bauhof ’s activities a few times was enough to understand 
how to do it correctly. Only the treatment of dangerous materials [Problemstoffe] and the necessary 
knowledge about federal and state laws represented an exception. Workers told me, however, that the 
right procedures were quickly learned with a short training and adopting reasoning and good sense. 
On the contrary, the work of the dustmen - especially that of the drivers 5- required a not irrelevant 
amount of ability. The mountain roads were in fact often extremely narrow, slippery and not exactly 
suited for a big waste collection van. Of course, this fact influenced the way dustmen did and evaluated 
their jobs. Finally, the future perspectives of the two groups differed. In fact, while the community 
workers expected to keep on doing the same job in the valley for the rest of their lives, the dustmen 
were very often very young men that hoped for better working possibilities in the future. 

Waste as Conflictual Matter

As mentioned above, the research framework was a three-week-long university project dealing with 
political ecology. This subject positions itself at the crossroad of interests about environment and society, 
very often with a strong attention to social conflicts about land and environmental resources (Karlsson 
2015). In this framework waste appears as a very suitable topic for research. Recent years saw, in fact, a 
widespread increase of awareness for ecological related issues in vast parts of the European population. 
A recurring discourse of the present-day wave of ecological concern envisions waste as a problematic 
item. Plastic straws and their pollution of oceans, especially their harm to wildlife (Brunner 2020; 
Deutsche WWF-Abteilung 2020) is nothing but an example of this heightened awareness. It is thus 
widely acknowledged in European lay discourses that garbage can potentially have a very detrimental 
impact on the environment and it represents an actual source of conflict. Furthermore, as some of my 
interlocutors noticed, we have to keep in mind that another dimension exists, where garbage might 
become a source of conflict: in its understanding as a resource for profit. Investigating waste through 
the lens of political ecology should thus bring us to pose the following question: what are the main 
interests at stake here and what methods are used in order to pursue them? In the present work I 
precisely attempt to answer this question for Leonia. 

After such an incipit, a reader approaching the following paragraphs might be surprised in noticing 
the scarce presence of the environment as a clearly physical and material phenomenon. This is mainly 
ascribed to the perspective I chose to adopt: a symbolic-structuralist one, according to O‘Hare’s (2019) 
classification of scientific contributions to the analysis of waste, and which identifies in Mary Douglas 
(1966) its foremother. I followed an investigative preference for the communicative and symbolic 
dimension of waste, instead of considering its physical effects on the valley and on the life of its human 
and non-human dwellers. 

I have here also to admit, as my interlocutor pointed out several times even if in a too optimistic 
fashion maybe, that the way garbage was locally processed was in line with all the European, national 
and local rules and laws 6 and that the damaging effects on the valley were very scarce, if none at all. I 
know this was the perspective of a very specific group of people, which was very likely to have a strong 
interest in defining the valley as clean -for touristic goals, for instance. In agreeing with them, however, 

5 Dustmen always worked in pairs: a driver and a collector [Fahrer und Aufleger]. The first one used to sit inside the 
cabin all the time driving the van, while the second used to remain outside, carrying the dumpster to the mechanic arm 
that emptied them in the van container, also activating the arm itself.

6 As I will explain clearly in the next sub-sections, it is possible to trace back this kind of situation to the notion 
of Mass Waste formulated by Reno (2014). A precise and almost perfectly efficient system of waste disposal should as a 
matter of fact precisely be one of the main features of Mass Waste (Reno 2014).
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I have no interest in downplaying the damaging effects of waste. I am aware that the costs of waste 
production and disposal might have affected some other part of the world and several kinds of garbage 
were still to be found on the valley’s roads and pathways. But still not in the amount representing an 
immediate threat to environment’s well-being.  

This way of understanding and perceiving the environment among the valley dwellers must be 
considered carefully, because it affected the way people thought and spoke about their surroundings 
and consequently acted. This vision however was not by any means shared by all valley inhabitants. 
This fact implies, for a political ecology investigation, to examine who defined what was dirty, what 
was at stake with this definition and what happened when different definitions met each other. 
Attempting to answer those questions necessitates confronting the notion of morality more accurately. 

Morality is indeed a very political topic: it is the cornerstone of all political initiatives and actions. In 
the moment it gives human beings a framework with which to judge the world it is also pushing some of 
them to fight for what they deem to be good and right. An increase in tensions and conflicts with people 
that have different worldviews is a possible development deriving from moral standpoints. And exactly 
the feature of conflict is what defines, in my opinion, the “political”. Conflict indeed occurs when 
two different interest groups start to act in order to impose their particular view as the dominant and 
normative one. Situations ranging from everyday arguments to international diplomacy all fall in this 
category. The implication of this understanding is that morality and ontology are strictly interconnected. 
In order to grasp what is at stake it is thus fundamental to understand how the parties involved judge 
and define the subject of the confrontation, because the way we define things influences our orientation 
towards them, moulding our expectations and motivating our behaviours. The definitions of waste and 
its morality stand in a very close relation and need to be considered together. 

Something immediately striking of conflicts around waste in Leonia is that it usually disregarded 
any kind of group belonging. Possible tensions could have arisen at any level and inner group conflicts 
weren’t less likely than with unrelated or out-group people. As it is typical of “mass waste regimes” 
(Reno 2014) every person was as a matter of fact left free to choose their own individual orientation 
and engagement towards waste in matters like recycling, littering and so forth. 

This kind of approach to waste is nothing but one of the possible constellations that waste 
management assumed through the world and through history. Gille (2007) defines them as “waste 
regimes”. In the scholar’s opinion they represent the pattern that defines the management of waste in 
a specific time and place. This definition should allow for an understanding of waste processing as a 
fully social process influenced by social institutions that define production and distribution of waste. 
Each waste regime might be broken up in three main dimensions: „productions, representations and 
politics of waste” (Gille 2007: 34). In addition, each of these dimensions is to be understood as made 
up of the joining together of three primary qualities of waste: its materiality, its spatiality and its 
temporality. Where possible and sensible I have tried to engage all those aspects trying to establish a 
dialogue with Gille’s conception, also trying to understand how my experience with waste workers 
might be reflected in, and influence her conceptualizations. Indeed, the definition of waste morality 
and the self-definition of waste workers’ identities appear to agree with her notion of “representations”, 
while the practices concerning surveillance and its working around should belong to her “political” 
level, even though this last phenomena are present on a daily basis and not at the level of written laws 
as Gille (2007) seems to mainly mean. 

Waste and Morality
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The topic of waste morality can be traced back to the work of Hawkins (2006). In his reflections, 
he notices how garbage is located at the centre of many moral economies, where it always stands for 
something “bad”. The European campaigns targeting waste reduction usually adopt a language that is 
based on notions of guilt, care and obligation, environmental awareness and individual responsibility 
(Brunclíková 2017). The result is a situation where an individual is esteemed or despised according to 
the way s/he interacts with waste (Hawkins 2006, Brunclíková 2017).

I have experienced this same situation in Leonia too. It was evident how every valley dweller was 
judged by the others according to the way they interacted with their own waste. Stupid [blöd, dumm] or 
even pig [Schwein] are words that I heard at the Bauhof or in the interviews to describe those people that 
didn’t sort out their waste properly or that left it lying around. Since this moral perspective has proved 
to form the basis for tensions between dwellers, municipality workers and Bauhof users, I deemed it 
important to take it as a first step of a political ecology analysis of Leonia’s waste regime (Gille 2007).

But I also tried to do a further step. Since Hawkins & Muecke (2003) proved a connection between 
waste disposal rules and ethical and moral principles of self-evaluation, I wanted to investigate which those 
were in the perspective of the valley inhabitants, and how and why some behaviours were judged negatively.

A sensorial, or better still, optical dimension came then to the fore. When the valley dwellers were 
en route and they saw garbage, they had a concept of cleanliness and order at their disposal which 
allowed them to classify the things they saw: decide if those were waste or not. It was not really 
important here if something stunk or had other specific physical characteristics, but rather if it was 
possible to ascribe a specific function to that object in that setting. With this remark it is possible to 
get back to the beginning of Discard Studies (O’Hare 2019). “Matter out of place” (Douglas 1966) 
was indeed the way Mary Douglas used to define waste. What I would like to add here is that this 
definition would not be possible without a previous moral evaluation based on the sensoriality of the 
body, especially its ability to see: to understand if something belongs to a specific context it is necessary 
to see that specific object and the surrounding setting first.

Sight was the evaluative criterion for an aesthetic sense that pervaded and grounded the morality of 
waste in Leonia. The valley dwellers associated in fact the “Beautiful” with the “Good”, and in turn with 
their notion of order. The realization of the “Beautiful” was the motivation that urged the valley dwellers 
to keep clean. At the same time it was a moral justification for actions aimed at taming the chaotic power 
of waste and its contagious features (Sosna 2017; O‘Hare 2019). The importance of eyesight is maybe 
better understood, when inserted in the broader European context. Indeed, as Pálsson (2003) argues, 
sight has historically contributed to a paternalistic and orientalistic relation to the environment; an 
understanding that is well explained in Reno’s (2014) conception of “Mass Waste”. 

Working with garbage required for my research partners also the daily intercourse with two more 
physical and sensorial dimensions: sense of smell and fatigue. The first one was especially relevant in 
the case of organic waste [Biomüll], while the second can be easily associated with the features of work 
“in the weather” (Ingold 2008). The latter represented a core element of the jobs concerned with waste, 
which were almost exclusively practised “en plein air”. This condition implied a tight connection with 
the aspects of seasons and time, representing the two other actors in a mutually influencing triplet: in 
summer it was very hot and in winter very cold, which implied in extreme weather conditions that 
the content of the dumpster either froze inside, sticking to the dumpster walls and getting impossible 
to extract, or fermented faster because of the heat, stinking much more than usual. As inferable, 
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dustmen were those exposed the most to strong bodily perceptions and this had consequences on 
the reputational hierarchy of waste workers. The implication of these insights is a small rethinking of 
Gille’s (2007) framework. The time of waste should be in fact understood not as a single linear one, 
but as the coming together of the personal time of individual valley dwellers, of the objects themselves 
and of the circular -the seasonal events- and linear time that characterise life in the valley. 

The definition of garbage in Leonia was also based on a second concept: value. One more time 
we face here a classical problem of waste concerned anthropology, ever since Thompson’s (2017) 
reflections inaugurated an analytical direction interested in the materiality of waste instead of order 
or classifications, as Reno (2014) and O’Hare (2019) have highlighted. For valley dwellers it was 
thus not enough to find objects in the wrong context in order to define them as waste, but it was also 
necessary to not identify any possible value for them; a lack of value that motivated missing ownership 
demands and the original abandonment.  An active renounciation of possible ownership rights is, as a 
matter of fact, the outcome of a value loss in the eyes of the owner. It is also the moment when waste 
circulation (Brunclíková 2017) starts. 

The topic of value was for me most evident in what I have termed in an interview “Bauhof 
Supermarket” [Bauhof-Supermarkt]. With this I mean the habit of municipality workers to keep aside 
some of the objects that were brought to the Bauhof, because they were deemed to still be in pretty 
good condition. The goal and the hope were that some Bauhof user might have some day found them 
interesting and took them home (see Fig.1a and Fig. 1b). Through this action the value of the object 
would have been recognised anew, also showing how the definition of waste among the valley dwellers 
could vary widely from person to person. Important to note here also is that the community workers 
had an unbalanced role in this re-cognition process, since they had the final say in deciding what was 
worth saving and what was not. The value of the objects was however not fixed but changed over time. 
What the community workers had saved one day could always be chosen to throw away the next. 

In the working of the “Bauhof Supermarket” we can connect to the work of Gille (2007), especially 
to two aspects she identified as fundamental for the working of waste regimes: time and space of waste. 
Every object has a life cycle. That begins with its production -if not even with the provision of raw 
materials- and doesn’t end when it is disposed of, but continues till its final deterioration. It is a linear 
time. After its disposal, however, an object starts a totally new life made of processes and moments 
that will lead to its final elimination. The different stages leading to this final outcome are multiple 
and various, variably changing in speed. Each one of those has the possibility to lengthen or shorten 
the life of specific objects (Gille 2007; Brunclíková 2017). The “Bauhof Supermarket” belongs to 
the category of time giving phenomena, together with exchange circles, internet platforms and other 
recycling activities that took place in the valley.  

When something arrived at the Bauhof was usually destined for the incinerator or other facilities 
aimed at converting it back into raw material. With their arbitrary selection, the community workers 
subtracted the objects from this process. This did not mean for the things to be re-inserted in a daily-
life contexts and activities. On the contrary it started for them a period of time marked by uncertainty 
and which time limits were difficult to predict: it could be a matter of months before somebody 
decided to take them home or throw them away. In this undefined time the future of the objects 
remained uncertain. In the best option a Bauhof visitor would get interested in them taking them back 
home, prolonging in this way their life cycle by  employing them again.  
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This process had however to deal with limitations, as my interlocutors told me in the interviews. 
First of all, space. Municipality workers might in fact have had the best motivations, but if they didn’t 
have enough space to store new objects, they would have just refused to pick them up, regardless if they 
were in good condition or not. And since the space was not much at all, the actual number of objects 
that were kept aside was very low. If the community workers noticed new more valuable objects arrive 
at the Bauhof, the most common choice was to throw away something they had previously saved. 
Whenever possible however the choice was to take the new valuable arrivals home instead.  

Space was also a selection’s criterion for the users themselves: nobody brought somehow valuable 
stuff to the Bauhof, that was not possible to store at home. What happened on the contrary was that 
many people tried to maximise their acquisition of useful and valuable objects. The Bauhof helped 
in that. Sometimes there were people coming to the Bauhof with the intention of looking inside the 
containers to see if they could find some objects they might have needed. This would have spared them 
the time required to drive the whole way out of the valley just to buy them. This kind of behaviour is 
precisely what invited me to name this system “Bauhof-Supermarket”.

But what has the “Bauhof-Supermarket” to tell us specifically about the morality of waste?

First of all, that the victims of moral judgment were not the objects themselves but the human 
beings that did not handle them according to what was assumed to be the proper way by the valley 
dwellers. Being lazy [faul] and wanting to live comfortably [bequem leben wollen] were the major 
accusations that where aired towards the transgressors, that is, the people that made mistakes in waste 
sorting or left garbage on streets and mountain pathways. Dogs’ excrement [Hundekot] was the main 
motivation for criticism and among my interlocutors it was often the cause of strong excitement, 
sometimes even reaching shades of moral panic. Laziness [Faulheit] and comfort [Bequemlichkeit] 
are personal characteristics of individuals that question and confirm a vision of responsibility centred 
around individuals and their waste. This understanding resonates with the idea of recycling ideology, 
as has been described by Hawkins (2006) and Brunclíková (2017). Indeed, everyone in the valley was 
held responsible for his or her waste and its disposal, also because it was perceived to be something 
individuals did for their own good. And when people did not seem to match with this mainstream 
view they were met by strong critics and other social sanctions. 

At the roots of such situation the valley dwellers identified not a personal inclination, but the social 
system they lived within. Affluence [Wohlstand] was in fact recognised as the main cause of laziness 
and comfort-seeking practices in waste management. A sign of that should have been evident in the 
fact that some preferred to pay more for Bauhof and other waste disposal services instead of making 
any effort to keep clean, as my interlocutors stated many times in the interviews. This situation was so 
striking for my interlocutors because it contrasted in an essential way with the shared memory about 
the past of the valley.  Affluence was still judged as a relatively new situation for the valley dwellers, 
even thought only the older generations still remembered a time when the lifestyle was much harsher. 
This meant that some elderly people found it very hard to adapt to the implications of this new 
condition. For this reason, all municipality workers were fast to identify the elderly as the group of 
people that caused the most troubles with waste, but were also ready to justify them and admonish 
them kindly whenever they made some mistakes. 

Affluence was recognised as a problem from the dustmen too and here too connected to laziness. 
Especially criticised was a fussy sense of disgust [Ekel] derived from this condition and that should 
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have led many to prefer to leave even valuable objects that had touched waste inside the dumpsters 
instead of taking them back out and washing them. Differently from the municipality workers at 
the Bauhof it was however impossible for them to take those home because constantly under the 
surveillance and scrutinising gaze of their hiring company: our next topic.  

Sociability and Surveillance

A key feature for Bauhof workers was the interaction with users. The task of the Bauhof director 
was exactly to guide people: check that they disposed of garbage correctly, admonish when they did 
something wrong, sort out waste properly if somebody did some mistake. Practically, he almost never 
engaged with waste on a physical level, touching it, and when he did, he always used rakes, shovels 
or other tools that physically kept him at distance from it. His job is better understood thus as 
belonging to the category demanding contact with users and so attention, availability and helpfulness 
towards them: “emotional labour” (Hochschild 1983). The role of personal relations was so important 
that the work itself might have been influenced by external affinities and antipathies: a worker once 
told me, how somebody refused to come again to the Bauhof because of a previous quarrel with a 
municipality worker 7. Such a prominent role of social relations in the working of the facility was 
possible because local social life was still primarily moulded around small community numbers and 
rural social relations, as the municipality workers themselves recognised. 

In this frame Bauhof workers have to be regarded as powerful figures. The personalisation inherent 
to valley relations built around waste implied that municipality workers with their actions were steering 
and influencing the valley waste management and disposal. This kind of outcome was possible because 
they were empowered and legitimised in telling others what to do exactly in the very definition of the 
work at the Bauhof: the workers’ task was envisioned as directing waste collection in the valley.

It is possible to identify in such understanding of waste management some characteristics of what 
Reno (2014) termed “mass waste”. The defining feature of that is the failing connection between waste 
and the bodies that produced it. Garbage is here mixed and unreferential; characteristics that bring 
people to create a depersonalised disposal system, where waste can be removed from people’s everyday 
life and brought to places where it remains invisible. Only a meticulous organisation and continuous 
controls allow for such a system to keep running.  

The coming together of an efficient disposal system and small communities’ social relations 
meant for the Bauhof the adoption of Panopticon characteristics (Foucault 1979) under a thin veil 
of sociability. The very motivation to have such a professional figure as the municipality worker at 
the Bauhof was indeed originated in the fundamental mistrust towards the way people sorted out 
their waste when left without monitoring. And even though this surveillance aspect remained very 
often unperceived, because people spent their time joking and laughing with the workers, it became 
immediately apparent as soon as a municipality worker started giving directives and admonishments 
in a serious manner (see Fig. 2). In this sense it is possible to perceive and understand the community 
workers as the “human face” of recycling and waste laws: their bodily realisation, the aspect those 
concretely took for Bauhof users.

The surveillance tasks meant municipality workers had to have a broad awareness of the situation 

7 It is important to note here that the argument actually took place within the Bauhof precincts, and that the topic 
was the too inaccurate sorting out of the user. This kind of judgment might in turn be seen as motivated and strengthened 
by the moral dimension of waste.
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and of what was going on. Jürgen (municipality worker) expressed this idea in the notions of intuition 
[Gespür] and sensitivity [Gefühl]. Due to municipality workers and community members being people 
who all recognised the others as such, the implications of this broad sense of awareness were to make 
the surveillance milder. Since the controlled people were very often acquaintances and friends it was 
important for the community workers to interact cleverly with their working role in order not to 
cause some kind of tension and antipathies with other valley dwellers: something that would not only 
have made their work harder, but also influenced their private life. Additionally, this same rhetoric of 
sensitivity was used in order to manage the sorting with more liberty. In the view of my interlocutors 
this was identified as a kind of pragmatism or social intelligence and was expressed in the idea that 
it was not possible to “follow the law point by point” [nicht genau nach Punkt und Bein nach Gesetzt 
gehen] (Jürgen, community worker). This notion of pragmatism was sometimes used as a tool to 
break the rules without really having to break them: do only the minimal that is expected from you, 
maybe bringing up some other considerations like the tolerance of the disposal company for slightly 
unappropriated sorting or the bad weather as motivations and excuses. 

The Bauhof and its workers might also be considered as powerful for another reason: information 
distribution. The Bauhof was, as a matter of fact a place, where nearly all valley dwellers came on a 
regular basis and spent quite a long time chatting and interacting among themselves and with the 
workers. This implied that the Bauhof was a central node for information exchange in the valley. Since 
the community workers had to remain there for the whole opening time, it is possible to imagine they 
had more possibilities than other valley dwellers to interact with people and so to get to know more 
and decide how to distribute their acquired knowledge to the other people coming. I assume that 
there were several other mechanisms in the valley that were used for the same gossiping goal. However, 
for waste related issues the information from the workers was unique, having the strongest and most 
immediate effect, since expressed in the most legitimate place from the most legitimate individuals 
and with the following requirement for users to follow them.

But waste itself is also a very rich source of information (Brunclíková 2017; Sosna 2017). According 
to Reno (2014) waste has a semiotic dimension, that creates an indexical relation between discarded 
objects and their former users and owners (Sosna 2017), telling something about them. This feature 
brings him to propose the consideration of waste as a “sign of life” (Reno 2014). For the municipality 
workers the immediate information that waste gave resided in its quantity. A high amount of garbage 
was in fact considered to stand for a thriving state of the local economy, while on the other hand was 
also judged as problematic for its effect on the local environment and the planet.

The topics that have been discussed so far in this section concern in part the dustmen too. Just like 
municipality workers acted as an interface between laws and users, so the dustmen negotiated between 
their service recipients and their hiring company. In order to do that, they had to adopt “emotional labour” 
(Hochschild 1983) too and always show themselves as kind and ready to help, predict what possible 
conflicts might emerge and do as much as possible to avoid them. The motivation for such behaviour was 
the idea that at work they were not acting in their names, but as spokesperson for their hiring company. 
The consequence was that they always felt somehow paternalistically protected from their employer which 
took care of all possible troubles. On the other hand, however they also needed to constantly justify 
their actions to the company every time they adopted a behaviour that didn’t match with the company’s 
expectations, like forgetting to empty a dumpster or having an argument with a customer.

At the end of the day the situation was a double layer of control where the dustmen monitored the 
actions of the users and were in turn monitored by the company. Very efficient technical equipment 
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made such situation possible. Specific devices immediately warned when something wasn’t going 
as planned, that is when somebody was somehow abusing its position in the disposal chain: every 
dumpster had a microchip that allowed dustmen to read on a screen in the van’s cabin how many 
times this had been emptied (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b), and every truck had GPS-tracking that permitted 
the company to know where that was during the working shift. It might be assumed all those measures 
were taken because of a fundamental situation of mistrust, maybe caused by a necessity of control 
and capillary organisation that has characterised modern industry in general, and “mass waste” (Reno 
2014) specifically. 

At the same time, albeit the suspect, the dustmen were very willing to help the users and even 
do them small favours. In his research on a North American landfill, Reno (2014) noticed how the 
workers used to appropriate themselves of some thrown away objects as a method to subtract personal 
time to their hiring company and so gain it back for themselves. Similarly, Scott (1989) speaks of 
everyday acts of resistance, by which he intends ordinary and daily actions that are put into practice 
to attack a formal source of power, against which open actions can have only counterproductive and 
self-damaging effects.

This was what dustmen did when letting customers get rid of their extra-waste for free 8, or “granting 
them a small favour”, in dustmen’s expression. Usually those were just minimal amounts and very 
often the dustmen could justify very well to the company why they collected them. Some other times 
however they had some form of private agreement from which they could profit. An example for that 
was a restaurant manager in the valley that let them eat for free on the condition that they did not 
scan his dumpster’s microchip: emptying it for free, practically.  Usually, it was however not so clear 
what the actual dustmen’s benefit was in these series of courtesies. The main goal that the dustmen 
seemed to follow was the avoidance of unpleasant situations, which motivated them to entertain the 
best relation possible with their services’ recipients. This happened through small favours, that were 
very often justified as excuses for some former errors they or some other colleagues made, the most 
frequent situation in this being someone forgetting to empty some dumpster. 

Municipality workers too in acting pragmatically enacted some practice of time re-appropriation. I 
witnessed once how the director profited from a quite lazy moment of Bauhof operation to substitute a 
wheel to his car. Another time it was a hair dryer that needed to be fixed for a friend. To use the tools of 
the Bauhof workshop to repair some personal good or other objects during the working time at the Bauhof 
was a very common experience indeed and fits with the pictures depicted by Reno (2014) and Scott (1989).

The dustmen’s willingness to help others could have backfired at any moment, if they were not 
able to justify themselves to the ecompany or if the users abused of their good intentions. Usually, 
this second case was the situation that caused more conflicts. When dustmen noticed behaviours like: 

they stopped immediately with the favours. The reaction in those situations was usually to start 
working again in a pedantic manner, renouncing to possible grey zones where it would have otherwise 

8 In the village where I stayed and where the Bauhof was each person had to pay a specific sum of money for every 
time the dumpster was emptied. It is only one of the different strategies that are adopted in Northern Tyrol at municipal 
level to tax the operation.

wir leeren den Kübel aus, er macht ihn wieder voll, 
und ruft an, mein Kübel ischt vergessen worden 

(Martin, dustman, driver)

“we empty the dumpster, he makes it full 
again, and then calls the company to say it was 
forgotten”
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been possible to be a bit more flexible: no more extra emptying or acceptance of more garbage as 
prescribed. This was furthermore by no means reduced to the singular dustmen pair. The dustmen had 
as a matter of fact put up a word-of-mouth system that warned them when driving to a specific place 
if they had to pay attention to some specific person that has treated another pair unfairly. Similarly, 
as in the Bauhof the knowledge of the users helped dustmen to organise their work on an individual 
personalised basis. The anonymity of waste that has been recognised as typical of a mass waste regime 
(Reno 2014) and the connected idea that dustmen usually interact with users only on the basis of 
their group and corporate identity seems to get challenged and questioned in those last observations.

Identity and recognition

The contagious character of garbage and the following stigmatisation of those that interact with 
it frequently has long been at the centre of the anthropological reflections concerning waste (Sosna 
2017; O‘Hare 2019). Having to justify their own position was a central concern for dustmen and 
Bauhof workers, even though they adopted two very different strategies to solve this quandary. 

For the community workers the solution was very easy to find, mainly relying on their rootedness in 
the local community. A rootedness which was partly granted by their work. The implicit sociability of 
the Bauhof allowed them as a matter of fact to have constant contact with other valley dwellers and very 
limited contact with waste. Their direct employment from the municipality also helped them manage 
any identification issue, since their activity at the Bauhof usually didn’t correspond to their only or 
main task. When they had to present themselves to others then, they could just say they were workers 
from the municipality and easily dismiss the whole waste side. 

For the dustmen this was not so easy and they often had to deal with situations where they felt 
offended or belittled because of their job. Martin (dustman, driver) told me in our time together of at 
least three different episodes when somebody has highlighted his relation to waste in a quite rude way. 
Such situations motivated a constant effort to justify and legitimate their position. A discursive strategy 
used in that was to highlight the necessity of waste collection to let people conduct their everyday life, a 
fact that was also recognised by the community workers in their interviews. Another motivation dustmen 
gave to sustain their desire for social recognition was the actual technical competence that was required 
for such work. Niklas (dustman, collector) for instance told me when recounting his experiences:

An alternative -and somehow opposite- strategy was to highlight the most physically disgusting 
elements of their work and the consequent extraordinariness of dustmen, turning this way their 
endurance into a motivation for pride. This notwithstanding, as a worker of the touristic promotion 
agency [Tourismusverband] told me, “this is of course another level” [Das ischt natürlich eine andere 
Liga] (Theodor, employee of Tourismusverband), a sentence from which it is possible to understand 

“you don’t have the final high school diploma, 
you are stupid. You are already automatically 
a stupid person, because you collect waste, 
because you don’t need apparently any kind of 
ability here, but sometimes are the people that 
say that, when you let them collect it, they don’t 
have any kind of idea of what they are actually 
doing”

du hast nicht den Schulabschluss, du bist dumm. 
Du bist schon automatisch ein dummer Mensch, 
weil du Müll auflegst, weil man da angeblich 
keine Fähigkeiten braucht, aber teilweise sind 
die Menschen, die das gesagt haben, wenn du sie 
auflegen lässt, haben keine Ahnung von dem was 
sie eigentlich tun

(Niklas, dustman, collector)
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that in the valley there was a stratification and hierarchy of different waste workers, based on the 
amount of interaction with waste each category had. And although the valley dwellers showed 
themselves sympathetic towards the dustmen’s situation, the chaotic and contagious quality of waste 
still remained attached to those anyway. 

The valley dwellers were indeed aware of the possible contamination inherent in the contagious 
quality of garbage and judged it morally. This caused behaviours like willingly taking garbage away 
from the streets or the yearly spring-cleaning rounds, carried out exactly in order to contain waste 
contamination effects. The underlying mentality resembled a softer version of the “Broken Windows 
Theory” of Wilson & Kelling (2004). Both assume the existence of non-written behaviour rules, 
that can be deduced from landscape and the characteristics of the objects that make it. When the 
dwellers then valued an object as abandoned waste, they preferred to take it with them, because they 
feared that would have brought people to think that this specific place might have been one devoted 
to waste. At the level of municipality and touristic promotion agency [Tourismusverband] this meant 
also to imagine which places might have attracted waste because of their characteristics 9 and arrange 
dumpsters and bins there in order to avoid that. In a waste regime framework (Gille 2007) it is 
possible to acknowledge here the influence of the materiality and agency of waste on the actions of 
individuals, and how this is in turn inserted in a semiotic system (Sosna 2017). The places of waste 
identify automatically their content as garbage (Brunclíková 2017) and show this way to have agency. 
A part of this agency is derived from the physical shapes and characteristics that places and objects 
have: the work of the Bauhof is influenced by the physical presence of their containers and their 
position, just like a bench might have invited people to leave more garbage there than where there was 
none, as Theodor (employee of Tourismusverband) told me. Affordances (Gibson 1972) are thus also 
a relevant defining element when speaking of waste, its places and its materiality. 

Similarly, to other valley dwellers when en route, the search for order is a defining element of the 
Bauhof too and its functioning is dependent upon a classification effort. Waste itself is indeed the 
outcome of a classificatory action (Brunclíková 2017). In a mass waste regime (Reno 21014) however 
the research of precision is even more important. The municipality workers noticed in fact, how no 
disposal and recycling would be possible if the objects were just lying messily around. The ordering 
principle they adopted was primarily the materiality of waste, since things were valued only for their 
material sides, as Sosna (2017) noticed for landfills. It is thus possible that municipality workers had 
to deal with identification problems when new materials came to the Bauhof, making it necessary 
to contact the disposal company to understand how to act in such cases. I experienced this situation 
with Heraklith, a kind of material composed of several layers of mineral bonded boards made of wood 
and wool. The most important thing was however that the very own places where the most chaotic 
materials were stored made an enormous effort in ordering them and so helped maybe the community 
workers in keeping their social image flawless (Fig. 4). 

These last examples resonate with Gille’s (2007) notion of “representations”. Interestingly 
when translated to German this concept is divided in two very different words: Vorstellungen and 
Darstellungen. The first term refers to a mental frame, something akin to imagination and perception, 
while the second on the contrary implies some kind of enactment, or staging resulting from a specific 
action. I believe that when we are talking about representations of waste, we have to consider them not 
only as an individual or group perception but as the outcome of a laborious effort staged for a specific 
audience: as being both Vorstellungen and Darstellungen at the same time. The care and cleaning of 
the valley is thus exactly to be understood as an attempt to convey a specific image of cleanliness that 

9 For example camping and picnic zones.
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might work as a possible “bait” for tourists.

I have in conclusion here to mention how all the attempts to keep the valley and the Bauhof clean 
and my considerations about “representations” might be very easily connected to Ervin Goffman’s 
perspective, where people try to escape from a stigma and maintain their self-representation through 
an interaction articulated in front and back stages (1978; 2009). The connection to a dirty place and 
the following avoidance, was exactly perceived as a quality that can be transferred to the self and so led 
people to try to keep clean the environment where they dwelt. The critics of some of my interlocutors 
to people that only care for their backyard and not of the whole valley are to be considered in this 
analytical lens and suggest that the appearance of the valley is perceived as a collective task with 
collective effects. 

Conclusion

In this paper I have presented the results of a three-week research project on a highland valley in 
Northern Tyrol dealing with waste and waste management. To conduct the investigation, I engaged 
with two working activities that granted a more or less direct access to garbage and the interaction with 
the people that carried those out on an everyday basis: Bauhof municipality workers and dustmen. 
Moreover, I also interacted and discussed with other valley dwellers, partially obtaining a different 
perspective on my research topic. 

The conclusion I have reached after the research process was the identification of a moral system 
based on the sense of sight, which was used in the valley to locate people according to the amount of 
interaction they had with waste, but especially according to the way they behaved towards garbage. 
This system set the responsibility for the different actions concerning waste management on the 
individuals alone and confirmed this way Hawkins (2006) and Brunclíková’s (2017) remarks about a 
Euro-American waste ethic and waste ideology. The presence of such an understanding in the valley 
implied the appearance of conflicts, motivated by behaviours apparently moving away from the 
prescribed normative morality. 

Many of the conflicts arising around waste saw the presence of waste workers as active actors in 
them, mainly because they were primarily engaged with waste for working reasons. For the dustmen 
the majority of those situations revolved around a matter of accountability, of having to justify to 
their employer why waste collection didn’t go as planned. It followed an enhanced interest on their 
side to monitor the correct operation of the disposal chain and to urge people to comply with sorting 
out and collection rules. Similarly, Bauhof workers had to make people respect their indications. Both 
working groups had thus to interface with power, be they those practising or experiencing it. Indeed, 
mass waste (Reno 2014) waste regimes (Gille 2007), that are based on the abolition of all possible 
connections between waste and the bodies producing it, cannot renounce to forms of control in their 
meticulous organisation, making the surveillance of all actors, processes and objects engaged in waste 
disposal the necessary cornerstone of their functioning. Control and surveillance however were not 
just accepted passively but brought in Leonia to the adoption of what Scott (1989) termed “weapons 
of the weak”, especially in the form Reno (2014) recognised of workers trying to seize back their 
personal time from their working schedule. The same reasoning might have motivated the softening 
of control measures, especially at the Bauhof when the workers tried to work intelligently in order not 
to ruin their personal relations in the valley. Such an outcome is also understandable as enmeshed in 
the “emotional labour” (Hochschild 1983) features that brought waste workers of all kinds to be more 
indulgent towards the beneficiaries of their services -that is weakening all possible surveillance- even 
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though such thoughtfulness sometimes backfired at them.

Finally, a third area of conflict was the management of one’s own identity and reputation. The 
rootedness in the local community and the kind of interaction workers had with waste -if very direct 
or not so much- made for some the task of presenting a respectable identity less troublesome. Generally 
speaking, however all valley dwellers were involved in practices that aimed at the transmission of an 
image of the valley as clean, trying this way to avoid the social sanctions that a connection with waste 
might have caused, especially concerning the influx of tourists. I believe Goffman’s (1978; 2009) 
notions of stigma and stage are a good explicating framework for such behaviours. This brought me 
to reconsider what Gille (2007) termed the “representations” of waste. I believe, we shouldn’t just 
understand here how garbage is perceived -what is termed Vorstellungen in German - but also how it is 
enacted and staged - corresponding to the German word Darstellungen. A very renowned book from 
Ingold (2000) titled “The perception of the environment”: I believe we shouldn’t limit to perception 
but also consider the enactment of the environment. It could be contested that focussing on morality 
and adopting a symbolic-structuralist perspective (O’Hare 2019) isn’t that far from perceptions but 
actually morality is not perception at all: it is an impression on the environment, a shaping system valid 
for both people, behaviours and waste.  

Another point where I think Gille’s (2007) framework could be revised is in her ideas of “politics” 
of waste. As I have explained above, I consider the “political” to be crosswise applicable to all different 
dimension of everyday life. An analysis of the politics of waste should thus transcend written laws 
and formal political bodies to consider the scalar social levels where tensions can appear and escalate. 
When adopting this reading key this paper can be easily inserted in a political ecology framework. 
The environment might actually be quite invisible because of my main concern with the social side of 
waste, and I admit, I myself didn’t have the opportunity to directly engage the “environment”, even 
though all waste works happen “in the weather” (Ingold 2008) and are exposed to its changing. One 
of the main goals of waste collection and management in the valley was however exactly this separation 
from the environment -like culture from nature- which is a fundamental features characterising “mass 
waste” according to Reno (2014), but also recognised from Pálssons (2003) in the importance of the 
eyes in the European context and the following understanding of the relation joining together humans 
and environment. Therefore, I would argue here, that it is exactly in such situations that political 
ecology is a useful analytical tool: the environment becomes evident exactly in the moment when it 
is hidden and denied.
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Images

Fig. 1a: Objects that have been left 
aside for the Bauhof-Supermarket. 
Photo by Riccardo Maniscalco.

Fig.1b: Objects that have been left 
aside for the Bauhof-Supermarket. 
Photo by Riccardo Maniscalco.

Fig. 2: A sing at the Bauhof that 
informs the precincts are surveilled 
with cameras. The sign reads: “The 
Bauhof is surveilled by cameras! It is 
forbidden to deposit waste outside the 
opening times!” Photo by Riccardo 
Maniscalco.
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Fig. 3a: Screen from the van cabin, where it is 
possible to check how many time a dumpster has 
been emptied and how much do they weight. 
Photo by Riccardo Maniscalco

Fig. 3b: The microchip the dumpsters have and 
that get automatically scanned every time they are 
emptied. Photo by Riccardo Maniscalco

Fig. 4: The Bauhof director cleans the organic 
waste dumpster as preparation for the soon 
opening of the Bauhof gates and the arrival of 
users. Photo by Riccardo Maniscalco.
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Introduction

Indian Philosophy not only discusses spirituality and esoteric knowledge systems but also to a great 
extent discusses about life, wellbeing and afterlife of human beings. According to Raju (2013:16), 
“classical Indian philosophies may be characterized as philosophies of life. They form different traditions, 
representing different aspects and constituents of human nature, which form the many philosophical 
perspectives”. Deliberations regarding life on earth, death, transmigration of the soul to a yonder world, 
reincarnation, merits and demerits of actions are carefully considered by the chief philosophies of India 
like Sāmkhya 1, Buddhism, Jainism and Vedānta. “Rather than looking for one central ‘source’ which 
was then embroidered by ‘secondary influences’ like a river fed by tributary streams, it would be better to 
picture the intellectual fountainhead of ancient India as a watershed consisting of many streams– each 
one an incalculably archaic source of contributing doctrines–Vedic, Ājīvaka [i.e. materialistic], Jaina, 
Dravidian, and tribal” (O’Flaherty, 1980:xviii as cited in Bodewitz, 2019:3) Meanwhile, Metaphysical, 
Ontological and Epistemological differences across these philosophies reflect in the dissimilitude of 
various concepts and beliefs that various philosophies present. Raju (2013:16) opines, “the philosophical 
traditions are the articulations, direct or indirect, of man and the world in the different perspectives or 
from different points of view”. Since these topics are vast, subtle and inclusive of various approaches by 

1  IAST system of transliteration has been used.

Anthropology of Bhagavad Gītā: Death, Rebirth and Liberation

Vedānta philosophy is popular for its discussions on ideal action, ethics and self-realisation. 
Like life on earth, Vedānta gives importance to death and the transmigration of the soul. The 
much sought after text by aspirants of Vedānta, the Bhagavad Gītā encapsulates all these 
concepts. The problems that warrior Arjuna poses in Bhagavad Gītā represents the experiences 
that any individual may face in this world. Solution provided by Kṛṣṇa to Arjuna’s queries are 
suitable for people of various walks of life. Vedānta puts forward Self-realisation or liberation 
as the chief goal of human life. Albeit undergoing spiritual practise and understanding 
Vedāntic scriptures, aspirants may not achieve liberation. They pass through the inevitable 
cycle of death and rebirth. This article discusses the Vedāntic perspective of death, rebirth and 
liberation in the light of Bhagavad Gītā. Bhagavad Gītā discusses about the path traversed by 
a transmigrating soul. It proposes methods for individuals to purify oneself and attain a better 
birth that takes one closer to liberation. Finally, using Karma-yoga and Bhakti-yoga one can 
transcend various limitations and attain liberation.

Bhagavad Gītā, Death, 
Rebirth, Liberation, 
Karma-yoga, Bhakti-yoga
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numerous philosophies of India, the current study focuses on exploring the concept of death, rebirth 
and liberation according to Vedānta.

The essence of Vedānta philosophy has been expounded elaborately in the broad canon known as 
Prasthānatraya. 2 Among the vast collection of texts in Prasthānatraya, Bhagavad Gītā (BhG) seems 
to be the comprehensive but simple work that summarizes every aspect of Vedānta in just 700 verses. 
Mahābhārata composed by sage Vyāsa is considered as one of the two greatest epics of India, the other 
epic being Rāmāyaṇa. Among the 18 volumes of Mahābhārata, known as parva-s, BhG is included in 
the Bhīṣma-parva. BhG is mainly a conversation between the Pāṇḍava warrior Arjuna and his charioteer 
Kṛṣṇa, who is considered as the divine godhead. At the outset, BhG presents the warrior Arjuna being 
overcome by fear, delusion, sorrow and distress when a war is about to happen between two enemy 
clans of a family known as the Kaurava-s and Pāṇḍava-s. Deluded Arjuna tends to renounce his duty 
of fighting in the war and desires to become a mendicant. Arjuna believes that by fighting and killing 
the members of the Kaurava clan, he would incur sin. Arjuna developed this thought from the fact that 
even though Kaurava-s are the chief enemies of Pāṇḍava-s, they are his own relatives. Sensing a distress 
call from Arjuna, Kṛṣṇa advises him about the reality of life and the importance of adhering to one’s 
prescribed duty. Kṛṣṇa’s advice extends over wide range of topics like meditation, devotion, right action 
etc. and are categorically arranged under eighteen chapters known as ‘yoga’. Any individual who seeks 
an answer to one’s life problem acquires a solution from BhG. Therefore, Ācārya Śaṅkara (1977:44) 
says, “Kṛṣṇa wished to teach that knowledge for the benefit of the whole world through Arjuna”. 

According to BhG, the ultimate goal of human life is attainment of liberation from rebirth. This 
freedom is achieved through the realization that one’s own self is the ultimate truth. Ācārya Śaṅkara 
(1977:44) posits, “Owing to an accumulation of merit and demerit, of dharma and adharma, the 
samsāra, which consists in passing through good and bad births, happiness and misery, becomes 
incessant. Grief and delusion are thus the cause of samsāra. And their cessation could not be brought 
about except by self-knowledge.” Self-knowledge indeed is the realisation that the individual self is not 
different from the all-pervading universal consciousness. But the separation happens because of various 
limitations like one’s physical body, mind and latent tendencies. Not all the human beings have the right 
mental disposition to transcend these limitations to realize the self. For such beings the path of selfless 
action is proposed as the approach for self-purification. While performing actions merits and demerits 
are achieved based on the results of actions. These results lead the transmigrating soul to various other 
subtle worlds and finally arrives back on earth to continue one’s spiritual pursuit. The current paper 
investigates and sheds light on the concept of death, rebirth and liberation as propounded by BhG. 

Objective of  study

The study intends to investigate two aspects. Firstly, to review the three concepts such as Death, 
Rebirth and Liberation as expounded in BhG. Secondly, the study demonstrates BhG’s perspective of 
breaking free from the cycle of death and rebirth to attain liberation.

Methodology

The methodology adopted explores the primary literature BhG to identify relevant verses with regard 
to death, rebirth and liberation. In addition, the study resorts to explore the Sanskrit commentary on 

2  The term Prasthānatraya refers to the three authentic canonical texts of Vedānta philosophy. They are Upaniṣads 
based on Śruti-prasthāna as Upaniṣads are part of Śruti or Vedas, BhG which is considered as Smṛti-prasthāna since it is part 
of Mahābhārata composed by sage Vyāsa and finally Brahmasūtras which is considered as Nyāya-prasthāna as it logically 
explores Vedāntic concepts.
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BhG composed by Ācārya Śaṅkara for interpretation of verses. Secondary sources like translations 
and interpretations by eminent scholars such as S. Radhakrishnan, M. Hiriyanna and other journal 
publications are also consulted.

Premise

In BhG, death, rebirth and liberation are associated with the theory of karma. The term ‘karma’ is a 
Sanskrit term which generally means action. Karma is explained in BhG broadly over various contexts 
such as, an individual’s action (BhG, 5.8-9), social duty (BhG, 2.31), deeds for the wellbeing of the 
world, termed as ‘lokasaṅgraha’ (BhG, 3.20) and rituals associated with Veda-s (BhG, 3.12-15). BhG 
advocates the performance of karma in an ethical manner. Ethical action is referred to as sātvika 3 in 
nature performed with a mentality of renunciation, free from egotism, endowed with determination 
and enthusiasm, maintaining equanimity of mind on one’s success or failure. To observe equanimity 
of mind, one has to practise renunciation in action by focusing on the performance of a deed rather 
than the result (BhG, 2.47). Hiriyanna (1993:119) remarks, “the idea of the result, which is to ensue 
from the action, must be dismissed altogether from the mind before as well as during the act”. 
Meanwhile unethical actions are rājasika and tāmasika, which includes activities which are covetous, 
deceitful, violent and done without intense craving for results (BhG, 18.26-28). Activities of human 
beings can be categorised based on ethical and moral qualities viz. daivīka (divine) and āsurika 
(demoniac). Activities based on daivīka qualities include charity, truthfulness, compassion, absence 
of covetousness, straightforwardness, lack of fickleness etc. (BhG, 16.1-3) and āsurika qualities are 
opposite to the daivīka and include traits such as hypocrisy, arrogance, anger, conceit and cruelty 
(BhG, 16.4). Human beings are prompted to act in the quest to fulfill one’s unending desires. To 
satisfy one’s intense desire for material pleasure, one with āsurika quality may resort to unjust means. 
BhG (16.12-14) observes, ‘one goes to the extent of killing others to fulfill one’s desires and thinks 
oneself to be invincible’. Thus, one with āsurika disposition lacks discrimination about socially 
acceptable activities that are to be avoided.

Karma is further denoted as performance of activities prescribed by Vedas, termed as yajna-s. Yajña 
activities are set down to be performed as to please the deities, who in turn, bestow earthly beings with 
whatever they are desiruos of. In addition, maintenance of the environmental cycle with timely rain and 
victuals, happens by the performance of yajña. BhG (3.11–13) mentions a reciprocity in the yajña activity 
where the deities fulfil all the wishes of those who please the deities by means of yajña. But those who 
merely enjoy the earthly pleasures without offering to the deities are thieves and they incur sin. Those who 
ignore the yajña activity and do not perform the routine offering to the deities are deprived of bliss neither 
on earth nor in the other world. On the contrary, by executing the yajña activity, an individual attains the 
swarga world where one attains the abode of Indra and enjoys all the pleasures of gods (BhG, 9.20).  

It can be noted here that BhG gives due importance to karma. Kṛṣṇa advices to never abandon one’s 
social duty since it harms one’s reputation and leads to incurrence of sin. The infamy thus caused is 
much greater than death (BhG, 2.33–34).  Performing one’s social duty qualifies one to attain the world 
known as swarga (BhG, 2.32 and 37) One lives happily in swarga until the merits accrued by one’s 
actions in the mundane world expire (BhG, 9.21). One who lives on earth is bound to act keeping in 

3  Indian Philosophy generally accepts three dispositions known as guṇa-s viz. sattva, rajas and tamas, innate in every 
being. BhG (14.6-8) elaborately discusses the nature of these three guṇa-s. Sattva-guṇa is of the nature of purity and is 
illuminating. It associates one with knowledge and the jīva who has predominance of sattva-guṇa is known as sātvic. Rajo-
guṇa is of the nature of intense desire, passion and attachment. It associates one with actions and their results. Predominance 
of rajo-guṇa makes a jīva Rajasic. Tamo-guṇa is of the nature of delusion and ignorance. It deludes every jīva and associates 
one with error, sleep and inertia. A jīva with predominance of tamo-guṇa is known as tamasic. 
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mind the merits and demerits that accrue from one’s action. Radhakrishnan (1963:67) opines, 

it is not possible for us to abstain from action. Nature is ever at work and we are deluded if we 
fancy that its process can be held up. Nor is cessation from action desirable. Again, the binding 
quality of an action does not lie in its mere performance but in the motive or desire that prompts 
it […] The Gītā advocates detachment from desires and not cessation from work.

It can be observed that Kṛṣṇa epitomizes the model of karma proclaimed by him and walks the talk. Kṛṣṇa says, 

na me pārthāsti kartavyam trṣu lokeṣu kiñcana 
nānavāpta-mavāptavyam varta eva ca karmaṇi || 
[Oh Partha ! there is nothing ought to be done by me in the three worlds nor do I have     
anything to be attained, but I am engaged on duty] (BhG, 3.22).

yadi hyaham na varteyam jātu karmaṇyatandritah |
mama vartmānuvartante manuṣyāh pārtha sarvaśah || 
[If at all I do not follow my duties, all human beings would follow my path] (BhG, 3.23). 

Thus, BhG opposes indolence and invites every being to engage in activities towards general well-
being of the world. 

Like karma leads to the cycle of death, transmigration and rebirth of an individual, BhG proposes 
the approach to escape the bondage of karma to attain liberation. The attainment of liberation is 
termed as mokṣa. According to BhG, the source of sentience in every embodied being is the soul or 
Jīva. The sentient soul supports all the physical and mental activities including the flow of vital force 
in every individual embodied being. BhG (15.7) further indicates that it is the same soul that manifests 
in every being and also pervades the whole universe. This universal self, known as the Paramātman 
is the omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent entity untouched by the effects of the ever-changing 
universe. “The integral undivided reality of the supreme appears divided into the multiplicity of the 
souls. Unity is the truth and multiplicity is an expression of it” (Radhakrishnan,1963:214). 

How does the multifarious world come into existence? What is the power that triggers the creation? 
BhG states that god, an entity that is not distinct from the Paramātman, when associated with māyā acts 
as the creator (BhG, 4.6, 7.14, 14.3–4, 18.61). Māyā is the power under the control of god, possessing 
three guṇa-s namely sattva, rajas and tamas (BhG, 7.14, 14.5). Vedāntasāra (1931:51), a compendium 
of Vedānta philosophy elaborates that māyā has the ability to conceal reality, the universal consciousness 
and project the multifarious world. It is māyā that prompts every individual to comprehend the world 
and act in their own ways forgetting the truth. Various physical and mental aspects and superimposition 
of various attributes by individuals on the self stems from one’s association with māyā. In the prelude 
to his commentary on the Brahmasūtras, Śaṅkarācārya (1960:4) posits, “superimposition is the notion 
of that in something which is not that. Just as it is, for instance when a person superimposes on his self 
attributes external to his own self, i.e. when his son or wife are in sound health or otherwise, he considers 
himself to be similarly sound in health or otherwise, or when he superimpose the attributes of his body 
on his self, thus - I am stout or lean or fair […] In this manner one superimposes that which experiences 
the ‘I’ or Ego viz. the mind on the universal self which is a witness of all the processes of the mind, and 
conversely superimposes the Paramātman on mind […] which is of the nature of erroneous conception 
and which promotes the notion of the self as being an agent and experiencer”. The goal of every human 
life is to break free from the limitations of body, mind and the connected superimpositions. One has to 
seek transcendence to finally realize oneness with Paramātman.
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Death and Rebirth

BhG elaborates death in a lucid and comprehensible style. The first chapter of BhG reflects Arjuna’s 
distress regarding killing his own kith and kin and his teacher. His anxiety towards death demonstrates 
the attitude of any worldly person towards one’s own or of one’s next of kin’s demise. Arjuna’s anguish 
is conspicuous from his statements like, “how can one be peaceful after killing one’s relatives?” (BhG, 
1.37), “to kill one’s own relatives, desiring for material happiness and land, is the greatest sin” (BhG, 
1.45). What is indeed death? It is a generally perceived fact that all living beings take birth, go through 
various changes and finally disappear. Kṛṣṇa elaborates the perspective thoroughly by using illustrations,

avyaktādīni bhūtāni vyakta-madhyāni bhārata |
avyakta-nidhanānyeva tatra kā paridevanā || 
[All beings were in an unmanifested state, they manifested and will disappear during 
dissolution. What is the need for lamentation?] (BhG, 2.28)  

The disappearance of an embodied being is not a permanent condition. BhG uses illustration to 
clarify the point.

dehinosminyathā dehe kaumāram yauvanam jarā |
tathā dehāntara-prāptir-dhīrastatra na muhyati || 
[Like the individual soul passes through childhood, youth to old age, similar is the state of 
death where the soul passes into another body. The wise is not deluded by this.] (BhG, 2.13)  

vāsāmsi jīrṇāni yathā vihāya navāni gṛhṇāti naroparāṇi |
tathā śarīrāṇi vihāya jīrṇānyanyāni samyāti navāni dehī || 
[Like a person changes one’s dirty cloth and wears a fresh one, similarly does the soul leaves the 
worn-out body and takes up new one.] (BhG, 2.22)

Thus, death is clearly perceived as an uncomplicated process in BhG. Mātā Amrṭānandamayi 
(1996:195) opines, “Death is not complete annihilation. It is a pause. It is like pressing the pause button 
on a tape recorder in the middle of a song. Sooner or later, when pressed again, the pause button is 
released and the song continues. Death is only a period of preparation before the start of another life. You 
unpack your content only to re-pack it in a fresh new package, in which the ingredients will be the same 
[…] Life and death are the two major events in life, two intense experiences. Once you realize that birth 
and death are neither the beginning nor the end, life becomes infinitely beautiful and blissful”.

The Hindu cosmology and Philosophy discusses concepts like creation and dissolution on two 
perspectives i.e. the microcosmic and the macrocosmic. These perspectives could be considered as 
an individual and universal viewpoint respectively. In the microcosmic perspective, every individual 
being takes birth, lives and dies which is equivalent to the universal concept of creation, sustenance 
and dissolution. On a macrocosmic level, the Hindu cosmological time cycle divides time into Yuga, 
Mahāyuga and Kalpa. The Viṣṇupurāṇa (1.3) expounds the time measurement and division in detail. 
There are four yuga-s viz. Kṛta, Tretā, Dwāpara and Kali. Completion of a cycle of these four yuga-s is 
known as a Mahāyuga. A set of thousand Mahāyuga-s is known as a Kalpa which is considered as a day 
of Brahma. Two Kalpa-s constitute a day and night of Brahma. In line to this, BhG (8.17-19) explains 
about the manifestation and absorption of the universe during the final deluge in accordance with the 
day and Night of Brahma respectively. Thus, as the day of Brahma begins, creation happens on earth 
and as the day ends the absorption occurs, which is known as deluge and this system of creation and 
deluge goes on in cycle. 
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On a microcosmic level, every jīva experiences one’s own death and rebirth. On this regard, BhG 
elaborates two paths viz. dakṣiṇāyana the six months of southern solstice and uttarāyaṇa the six months 
of northern solstice. Based on one’s merits and demerits of actions accrued and based on one’s spiritual 
potentiality achieved while living on earth a jīva advances on either of the paths. The six months of 
dakṣiṇāyana is the path meant for those who return back to earth. According to BhG (8.25), the jīva 
who moves through the dakṣiṇāyana passes through dhūma (smoke), rātriḥ (night) and kṛṣṇa-pakṣa 
(dark fortnight of the moon). After reaching the lunar light and experiencing the result of their actions, 
jīva-s return back to earth. Ācārya Śaṅkara (1977:235) posits that the entities like smoke, night, fortnight 
of the moon and dakṣiṇāyana represent the respective devata-s (divinities) presiding over the respective 
entities like smoke and the particular time periods like night, fortnight and dakṣiṇāyana.       

BhG discloses that rebirth is an inevitable affair for the one who dies. A jīva has to advance through 
numerous rebirths but remains ignorant of one’s previous births. Kṛṣṇa says,

bahūni me vyatītāni janmāni tava cārjuna |
tānyaham veda sarvāṇi na tvam vetha parantapa || 
[Both you and I have gone through many births. I remember all of them but you don’t 
remember any.] (BhG, 4.5)

Every being is tempted to choose activities or duties based on one’s natural disposition. Hence rather 
than being desolate about death or dying, one’s priority shall be in discharging one’s duty. Abiding to 
one’s duty is of paramount importance than renouncing one’s duty or involving in the activities of 
another person. Kṛṣṇa therefore says, 

śreyānsvadharmo viguṇaḥ paradharmātsvanuṣṭhitāt |
svadharme nidhanam śreyah paradharmo bhayāvahaḥ || 
[Rather than performing duties prescribed to others in a perfect manner, it is better to perform 
one’s own duty, even though filled with flaws. It is preferable to die discharging one’s duty 
rather than following the path of others which is fraught with danger.] (BhG, 3.35)

An individual abiding to one’s own duty shall achieve greatness in his current life as well as in one’s 
future lives and one reaches the divine abode known as swarga by practising one’s duty. After enjoying 
the result of their merits in the swarga, they return back to earth and take birth in a pious and prosperous 
family. Certain other jīva-s who have greater achievements based on their spiritual practices while living 
on earth, take birth in a family endowed with spiritual wisdom. Kṛṣṇa clarifies that there is no wastage 
of one’s spiritual efforts (BhG 6.41-42). The merits accumulated are transferred to the next birth where 
a favourable situation is arranged to continue one’s spiritual activities or discharge one’s natural duties. 

Birth of every individual jīva is brought about by the activity of the three guṇa-s namely sattva, rajas 
and tamas. According to BhG (14.5) these guṇa-s bind the eternal soul to the perishable body. While 
living on earth, every jīva attains prominence in any of the guṇa-s. The succeeding birth or the lineage 
in which the jīva is reborn is directed by the prominent guṇa. BhG states,

yadā satve pravṛddhe tu pralayam yāti dehabhṛt |
tadottamavidām lokānamlānpratipadyate || 
[If a jīva dies when sattva-guṇa is in predominance, then the jīva takes birth in the family of 
pious and learned ones.] (BhG, 14.14)  

rajasi pralayam gatvā karmasaṅgiṣu jāyate |
tathā pralīnastamasi mūḍhayoniṣu jāyate || 
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[Death of a jīva with predominance of rajas would lead to the jīva’s birth in a family driven 
by intense activity and death of jīva with tamas as the predominant guṇa would lead to the 
jīva’s birth in an ignorant family.] (BhG, 14.15)

Thus, BhG reveals a series of events that repeats between birth, death and rebirth. The jīva who 
comprehends that the predominance of sattva-guṇa is to be sought out for a better birth performs 
righteous and ethical activities. Austerities and rituals based on Vedic and scriptural traditions too serve 
as a medium to enhance the sātvic quality to achieve a better birth. 

Liberation

Manifestation of the material world is known to be primarily from the Paramātman. Liberation 
is in fact a realization that both the microcosmic and macrocosmic manifestations perceived by the 
beings are illusive. The illusive world is susceptible to change and disappears with the final dissolution. 
Hence the unchangeable reality, the Paramātman has to be sought out as the source of eternal bliss. The 
path for realization of Paramātman becomes strenuous because of bondage and multiple envelopes. The 
envelopes like lust, anger and desire that rises from the rajo guṇa covers the Paramātman. They delude a 
jīva and pull one deeper into materialism. Therefore Kṛṣṇa identifies those emotions as enemies of a jīva

kāma eṣa krodha eṣa rajoguṇasamudbhavaḥ |
mahāśano mahāpāpmā viddhyenamiha vairiṇam || 
[Emotions like lust and anger, that is born out of rajo-guṇa, shall be known as the sinful and 
the all-consuming enemy of the world.] (BhG, 3.37)  

Kṛṣṇa further states the effects of unending desires on a jīva.

āvṛtam jñānametena jñānino nityavairiṇā |
kāmarūpeṇa kaunteya duṣpūreṇa analena ca || 
[Knowledge is enveloped by this perpetual enemy, insatiable desires which are never satisfied 
and burns like fire.] (BhG, 3.39)

Thus, liberation is achieved by the jīva who renounces one’s desires. One transcends mental 
attachment to the worldly objects and practices dispassion by transcending one’s egocentric nature. 

Kṛṣṇa states,

vihāya kāmānyaḥ sarvān-pumāmścarati niḥspṛhaḥ |
nirmamo nirahahaṅkāraḥ sa śāntimadhigacchati || 
[One who lives by renouncing one’s desires and lives by avoiding greed, sense of proprietorship 
and egotism attains peace.] (BhG, 2.71) 

Lord Kṛṣṇa continues to describe the ‘attainment of peace’ as the state of realization of Paramātman 

eṣā brāhmī sthitiḥ pārtha nainām prāpya vimuhyati |
sthitvāsyāmantakālepi brahmanirvāṇamṛcchati || 
[One does not get deluded again after attaining the state of realization of Paramātman. 
Remaining in the state of realization during death, one escapes the cycle of death and rebirth 
and attains realization.] (BhG, 2.72)

A jīva avoids the cycle of death and rebirth by transcending various sorts of physical, social and 
mental limitations caused by aspects like guṇa-s, karma and dharma. These limitations urge a jīva to 
act in this world and finally lead one to bondage and to the distress that follows. Kṛṣṇa posits,
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guṇānetānatītya trīndehī dehasamudbhavān |
janma-mṛtyu-jarā-duhkhair-vimukto amṛtam-aśnute || 
[By transcending the three guṇas associated with the body, a jīva becomes free from birth, 
death, ageing, misery and attains liberation.] (BhG, 14.20) 

“Nistraiguṇya or the transcendence of the three guṇa-s is the condition of release (liberation). The 
soul evolves through these three stages; it rises from dull inertia and subjection to ignorance, through 
the struggle for material enjoyments to the pursuit of knowledge and happiness. But so long as we 
are attached, even though it may be to very noble objects, we are limited and there is always a sense 
of insecurity since rajas and tamas may overcome the sattva in us. The highest ideal is to transcend 
the ethical level and rise to the spiritual. The good man (sāttvika) should become a saint (triguṇātīta). 
Until we reach this stage, we are only in the making; our evolution is incomplete” (Radhakrishnan, 
1963:321–22).

Among the two paths, dakṣiṇāyana and the uttarāyaṇa mentioned earlier, a liberated soul traverses 
the uttarāyaṇa path. BhG (8.24) declares that the liberated soul who takes the uttarāyaṇa path moves 
through agnih (fire), jyotiḥ (light), ahaḥ (day), bright fortnight of the moon and finally unites with 
Paramātman. According to Ācārya Śaṅkara (1977:235), there are various presiding deities associated 
with various entities mentioned above; like fire, light, day etc. These presiding deities assist the passage 
of the soul through various places for the jīva to unite with Paramātman and once united, there is no 
rebirth. Thus it can be concluded that liberation is a state attained by which a jīva attains oneness with 
Paramātman and breaks the chain of birth and rebirth.

Methods to attain liberation

The ultimate and the most important goal to be attained through a human life is believed to be 
liberation. One seeking liberation has to undergo self-transcendence to realize the oneness of one’s 
own existence with the all-pervading consciousness, the Paramātman. For a spiritual enthusiast seeking 
liberation, BhG offers two important paths as discussed below.

Karma-yoga (Path of action) 

A silent and pure mind forms the foundation for liberation. To attain a silent state of mind one has 
to purify one’s mind by avoiding various extreme opposite alternations of emotions. Therefore, BhG 
advocates to understand the nature of sense organs

indryasyendriyasyārthe rāgadveṣau vyavasthitau |
tayorna vaśamāgacchettau hyasya paripanthinau || 
[The senses naturally experience attraction and aversion towards the sense objects. One shall 
never be controlled by the emotions since they are the obstructions in the path of liberation.] 
(BhG, 3.34) 

Karma-yoga can be used as a method to purify and control one’s mind. This is by involving in 
actions with the right intent and focusing on mental equipoise i.e not being affected by the attainment 
or nonattainment of results. Kṛṣṇa states this as the chief aim of Karma-yoga, “siddhyasiddhyoḥ samo 
bhūtvā samatvam yoga ucyate” (BhG, 2.48). It is a common scenario in the world that every individual 
has a motive while involving in an activity. Trying to achieve the end, one may get overwhelmed and 
be overpowered by stress. There are chances that one may choose an iniquitous path to achieve the 
result. To avoid all these possibilities and to maintain mental equipoise, BG suggests performance of 
action without expectation of results. The actions thus performed functions as a purifier and leads to 
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liberation as denoted here

kāyena manasā buddhyā kevalairindriyairapi |
yoginaḥ karma kurvanti saṅgam tyaktvātmaśuddhaye || 
[Karma-yogi-s perform actions physically, using senses, mentally and intellectually without 
any attachment and for the sole purpose of self-purification.] (BhG, 5.11) 

karmaphalam tyaktvā śāntimāpnoti naiṣṭhikīm 
[One attains everlasting peace by renouncing expectation of results of one’s actions] (BhG, 5.12)

“We have to take up work as they come to us and slowly make ourselves more unselfish every day in 
the primary years we shall find that our motives are always selfish, but the selfishness will gradually melt 
by persistence” (Vivekānanda, 2010:10) 

Karma-yoga therefore is a preparatory step towards liberation. It helps one maintain a stable mind 
which further proceeds towards realisation of self.

Bhakti-yoga (Path of devotion)

One of the chief and easiest paths towards liberation is Bhakti-yoga (path of devotion). The term 
‘bhakti’ in Sanskrit is etymologically derived from the root ‘bhaja sevāyām’ which means ‘to serve 
selflessly’ (Anand et al., 2020:6989). Therefore, performance of one’s actions, duties and austerities 
with complete surrender to god is bhakti. Kṛṣṇa says, 

ye tu sarvāṇi karmāṇi mayi sanyasya matparāḥ |
ananyenaiva yogena mām dhyāyanta upāsate ||
teṣāmaham samuddhartā mṛtyusamsārasāgarāt |
bhavāmi nacirāt pārtha mayyāveśita-cetasām ||  

[Whoever surrenders one’s actions to me, completely dedicated and meditates on me; I shall 
deliver them from the cycle of death and rebirth since their consciousness is completely 
united with me.] (BhG, 12.6–7)

People practise bhakti for various reasons. Few practise bhakti to avert difficulties of one’s life, few 
others to achieve material prosperity, being curious about god certain individuals practise bhakti and 
there are devotees who realise the oneness of the whole universe with god and surrender oneself to thee. 
BhG (7.16) names each category of the above mentioned devotees as ārta (troubled person), arthārthī 
(desirous of gaining wealth), jijñāsu (desirous of knowing), and jñānī (one possessing wisdom) 
respectively. Among these devotees, Kṛṣṇa regards jñānī to be the worthiest since a jñānī’s devotion is 
one pointed and regards god as one’s ultimate goal.

teṣām jñānī nityayukta ekabhaktirviśiṣyate |
priyo hi jñānino’tyarthamaham sa ca mama priyaḥ || 
[Among various devotees jñānī is the foremost. A jñānī is very dear to me and vice versa.] 
(BhG, 7.17)

bahūnām janmanāmante jñānavān mām prapadyate |
vāsudeva sarvam iti sa mahātmā sudurlabhaḥ || 
[After many births of austerities does one become a jñānī and realizes god as everything and 
surrenders unto god. Such a being is rarely seen.] (BhG, 7.19)
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Thus, the ultimate motive of bhakti is to seek oneness with god by fixing one’s mind on god and 
surrendering each and every action unto god. “The path of bhakti is centered around love for the divine 
and ultimately leads to pure bliss, whether experienced as a bliss of union or a bliss of oneness” (Agrawal 
and Cornelissen, 2020).

yatkaroṣi yadaśnāsi yajjuhoṣi dadāsi yat |
yattapasyasi kaunteya tatkuruṣva madarpaṇam || 
[Whatever you do, eat, offer as oblation in sacred fire, austerities that you perform; do them 
as an offering to me.] (BhG, 9.27)

“God is the deliverer, the saviour. When we set our hearts and minds on him, He lifts us from the sea 
of death and secures for us a place in the eternal. For one whose nature is not steeped in renunciation, 
the path of devotion is more suitable” (Radhakrishnan 1963:294).

Therefore, unwavering practise of devotion as discussed here could liberate one easily.   

Conclusion

It can very well be perceived that BhG holds an all-embracing philosophy. The philosophy, which can 
be summarised as pravṛtti-mārga (path of activity) and nivṛtti-mārga (path of renunciation). Various 
aspects of pravṛtti-mārga discussed in BhG unfolds the right technique to conduct one’s life peacefully, 
ethically and productively in this world. It distinctly declares about the effects of merits and demerits 
achieved while living. These effects are experienced by a jīva while traversing the other worlds and finally 
being born back on earth. The life on earth has the potentiality to associate one with the next birth 
based on the prominence of one’s guṇa. Finally, the goal of human life shall be to attain liberation. For 
this, BhG refers to pragmatic paths like Karma-yoga and Bhakti-yoga. A spiritual aspirant purifies one’s 
mind by transcending various mental dualities through karma. Through bhakti, one overcomes ego by 
means of spiritual austerities and service by surrendering to the divine god head. Thus, a jīva attains the 
final goal of human life which is to realise one’s true nature, the ātman.
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Introduction

Over the years, the elderly population is increasing at an unprecedented rate worldwide (National 
Institute of Health 2016). It is assumed that every nation has to go through the phase of population 
aging- sooner or later. The proportion of the world’s aged population at the very beginning of this 
century was about 11% which is likely to double by the mid-21st century (Gupta et al. 2014; Liu et al. 
2020). A similar trend of population aging has been encountered in India also. At present, 8.6% of the 
total Indian population aged 60 years and above which is expected to approach 20.6% by 2050 (Alam 
et al. 2014). The consequences posed by the increasing number of older people in the population are 
enormous. For the low-middle income countries like India, the challenges are even more because of 
the heterogeneity and huge population density. 

Aging is a complex and irreversible process that brings with it many degenerative changes in body 
structure and function. The most common age-related deterioration is the loss of functional ability 
that leads to increased physical dependency (Vaish et al. 2020). Functional disability is defined as an 
acquired inability or difficulty in performing necessary tasks for independent living (Vaish et al. 2020; 

Assessment of functional disability among a group of slum-
dwelling elderly women in Kolkata, West Bengal

The world population has been greying rapidly over the decades that increases the proportion 
of individuals with deteriorating functional health. It poses greater old-age dependency; and 
affect quality of life and overall well-being of elderly people. With this backdrop, the present 
study attempts to understand the burden of aging and associated risk factors on slum-dwelling 
elderly women of Kolkata. This study included a total of 511 women of age 60 years and above 
living in slum areas under Kolkata Municipal Corporation. Self-designed schedules were used 
to obtain information regarding socio-economic condition, physical activity level and social 
engagement. Bengali version of General Health Questionnaire-28 was canvassed to evaluate 
level of psychological distress. Katz and Lawton Activities of Daily Living scales were used to 
assess functional disabilities in study population. Results depicts that the prevalence of both 
basic and instrumental functional disability was higher among the study population, 60.7 and 
60.7%, respectively. The prevalence remains high among the elders of age above 80 years. The 
other potential risk factors related to functional limitations are non-involvement in gainful 
works, lower level of daily activities and distressed psychological health. The risk of disabilities 
increases several times due to the combined effect of working status and daily activities for 
bADL, and psychological health status and age for iADL. Therefore, the study suggests that 
involvement in daily works and psychological health status helps to mitigate deteriorating 
functional capabilities in old age.

Activities of daily living, 
psychological distress, aging, 
combined risk factors
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Keshari and Shankar 2017; Liu et al. 2020). It comprises the incompetence to carry out basic everyday 
works as well as more complex instrumental activities for daily living, includes bathing, feeding, 
transferring, continence, household works, laundry, responsibility of medication, management of 
finance and some others (Katz et al. 1963; Lawton and Brody 1969; Chen and Chippendale 2017). 
With the expansion of life expectancy in human, the issues related to functional disability is assuming 
greater relevance.  

Functional disability is a multi-factorial process and is the resultant of not only age but also 
interactions of different factors such as socio-economic condition, lifestyle behavior, perception 
and environmental factors (Yonamine et al. 2016; Lollar and Crew 2003; Wahrendorf et al. 2013). 
Functional ability is one of the major determinants of quality of life and overall well-being, especially 
for older people (Medhi et al. 2019). It is also related to disease burden and adds upon higher utilization 
of healthcare services (Gupta et al. 2014; Sathya and Premkumar 2020). An intense level of support 
and care is required for the elderly with disabilities to sustain their livelihood (Travis et al. 2004; 
World Health Organization, 2016). Although, in the changing socio-cultural milieu where nuclear 
family structure dominates, the elderly support system often found to be compromised (Keshari and 
Shankar, 2017). 

In India, the prevalence of functional disability is quite high that remains higher among female 
elders (Usha et al., 2020; Burman et al. 2019; Sakharkar and Sakharkar, 2015; Ohri et al. 2014). The 
causes and outcomes of functional disability widely vary between populations due to the vast socio-
economic and ecological diversity in India. Although the information on functional disability among 
resource-poor elderly of India is very limited. To address these issues, the present study attempts 
to determine the burden of functional disability and explore potential risk factors associated with 
functional limitations in a group of slum-dwelling elderly women in India. 

Materials and methods
Study design and participants

The present study was conducted in slum areas under Kolkata Municipal Corporation, West 
Bengal, India, during 2016 to 2018. This was a cross-sectional study undertaken in non-clinical 
participants. Total thirty slum clusters from five Kolkata municipal wards (ward number 7, 8, 15, 
27 and 28) were purposively selected based on operational convenience and ethnic homogeneity. A 
complete enumeration method was applied to include maximum number of participants in this study. 
Initially, a list of women aged 60 and above was prepared from the electoral list of the respective wards. 
A total 620 individuals were approached by door-to-door visit; of these, 109 individuals either refused 
to participate, were unavailable at the time of taking the interview, not in good health to take part or 
deceased recently. Hence, this study was ended with a total of 511 Hindu elderly women of age 60 
years or above, those provided consent to voluntarily participate in this study. 

Informed consent was obtained from each of the participants and local political leaders were 
informed about the study prior to data collection. The ethical committee of the Indian Statistical 
Institute provided the formal ethical approval of this study. 

Data collection

Each of the participants was interviewed directly by one of the authors (AG) at the residence 
of the participants. Data have been collected using pre-designed and standard schedules that were 
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methodologically translated to Bengali considering the literacy level of elderly in slums. 

A socio-demographic schedule had been developed to apprehend the basic characteristics of study 
participants that include age of the participant at the time of interview (in completed years), working 
status, educational attainment and family expenditure (in Indian rupees). Age of the participants was 
categorized into three groups viz. 60-69, 70-79, ≥80 years following the classification of National 
Policy of Older Persons in India (1999). In this study, working status indicates the involvement in 
gainful works; thus, the individuals those gainfully employed were labelled as ‘working’ and others as 
‘non-working’ groups. Educational status was broadly divided into two groups i.e. ‘literate’ or ‘non-
literate’. 

Bengali adoption of General Health Questionnaire-28 (GHQ-28) was canvassed in the present 
study to assess the occurrence of psychological distress among the participants (Goldberg, 1978). This 
instrument contains likert type questions that measured psychological distress in terms of somatic 
symptoms, anxiety or insomnia, social dysfunction and depression. The cumulative score obtained 
from the responses was further divided into two groups viz. presence or absence of distress based on 
the population specific mean value of 52 (16.7 SD). 

The aspect of social engagements has been assessed through self-designed questions. The questions 
regarding the participation and communication with their family and community members 
demonstrated the level of social engagement of elderly participants. Overall, the responses were 
presented in dichotomous form as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ social engagement.  

Daily physical activities of the participants along with the time of involvement in those activities 
will be noted. The total duration of physical activities on a usual day was recorded in minutes, which 
later converted into hours per day and categorized as less than one hour, one to three hours and more 
than 3 hours based on the data types. 

The Katz Index of Independence of Activities of Daily Living (bADL) was used to assess basic 
functional abilities of the participants (Katz et al. 1963). This instrument measures functional adequacy 
in terms of six basic activities of everyday life such as feeding, bathing, transferring, toileting, dressing 
and continence. Disability or dependency in any one of these activities demonstrated basic functional 
disability of the participant. 

Similarly, the Lawton Instrumental Activities of Daily Living Scale (iADL) was used to assess the 
independent living skills that are more complex than the basic activities (Lawton and Brody 1969). A 
modified form of Lawton iADL scale was applied in this present study where the assessment was done 
based on four broader domains namely household chores, laundry, transportation, and responsibility 
of own medication and management of finance/possessions. Disability or dependency in any one of 
these activities demonstrated instrumental functional disability of the participant.

Data analysis

The data analysis was done on PASW Statistics (Predictive Analytics Software) version 18.0 
(IBM Corporation, 2009). Descriptive statistical analysis such as relative frequency, mean and 
standard deviation was used to ascertain the basic characteristics of study variables. The bivariate 
inferential statistical analysis such as Chi-square test (for categorical variable) and Mann-Whitney 
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U test (for continuous variable) was performed to evaluate the relationship of the variables such 
as socio-demographic, psychological distress, social engagement and duration of physical activity 
with functional disability (i.e. bADL and iADL). The variables that showed statistically significant 
association with bADL and iADL were further included as predictor variables in logistic regression 
models. Two ordinal logistic regression models were developed to identify significant predictors of 
bADL and iADL, respectively; and it also depicts the nature of relationship between these variables. 
Furthermore, the interaction effect of these predictor variables on the increase/decrease of the 
occurrence of bADL and iADL disability was also examined. Therefore, two logistic regression models 
were developed considering disability in bADL and iADL as dependent variables, and pair-wise 
interaction of predictors were included as independent variables in these models. Only the clusters 
of predictor variables that have significant influence on functional disabilities were presented in this 
study. For all the logistic regression models, values of odds ratio (OR) present the probability of an 
individual being functionally disabled with respect to a predictor variable. The value of Nagelkerke R2 
(or pseudo R2) shows the amount of variance explained by the regression model. A probability value 
of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant for all statistical methods.

Results 
Table 1: Characteristics of participants according to basic and instrumental activities of daily living

Variables Total
N(%)/Mean(SD)

Disability in 
bADL p-value Disability in 

iADL p-value

Socio-demographic profile

Age (in years)

60-69 321(62.8) 177(55.1)

0.000*

169(52.6)

0.000*70-79 129(25.2) 82(63.6) 92(71.3)

80+ 61(11.9) 51(83.6) 51(83.6)

Educational status
Non-literate 330(64.6) 202(61.2)

0.769
209(63.3)

0.135
Literate 181(35.4) 109(60.0) 103(56.6)

Working status
No 350(68.5) 234(66.9)

0.000*
241(68.9)

0.000*
Yes 161(31.5) 76(47.2) 71(44.1)

Monthly family expenditurea 
(in INR) 7231.5±3817.8 7291.3±3661.4 0.397 7657.4±4063.1 0.002*

Psychological distress
No 225(44.0) 113(50.2)

0.000*
118(52.4)

0.000*
Yes 287(56.0) 198(69.0) 194(67.6)

Social engagement No 46 (9.1) 30(65.2)
0.522

33(71.7)
0.112

Yes 462(90.9) 279(60.4) 276(59.7)

Duration of physical 
activity 

(in hours)

<1 303(59.3) 202(66.7)

0.000*

205(67.7)

0.000*1-3 178(34.8) 99(55.6) 96(53.9)

>3 30(5.9) 10(33.3) 10(33.3)
*significant at p≤0.05; a Mann-Whitney U test
bADL= Basic Activities of Daily Living; iADL=Instrumental Activities of Daily Living

Table 1 presents the basic characteristics of study participants. The average age of the participants 
was 67.89 years (7.9 SD). Majority of the participants were aged 60 to 69 years (62.8%) and the 
number of participants aged above 80 years was nearly 11.9 %. An overwhelming proportion of elderly 
from this study has no formal education (64.6%).  About one-third of the participants (31.5%) were 
involved in gainful employment. On average participants have a monthly family expenditure of INR 
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7231.5 (3817 SD). The prevalence of psychological distress was 56% as observed from this study. 
Also, 90.9% of the participants have social engagements. Most of the participants (59.3%) did not 
perform physical activity for more than one hour on a usual day. 

On the other hand, the result also depicts that functional disability was significantly higher among 
adults of age 80 years and above, both in terms of basic and instrumental activities of daily living.  
Working status of the participants also showed a statistically significant association with functional 
disability where more non-working elders showed difficulty in basic and instrumental activities for daily 
living. Monthly family expenditure significantly affects the instrumental activity status of participants, 
only.  Moreover, functional disability was reported more frequently among the participants with 
psychological distress; 69.0% and 67.6% of the elders having disability in basic and instrumental ADL 
were psychologically distressed, respectively.  The elderly participants those have no social engagement 
were relatively more functionally disabled.  Again, the functional disability exhibited statistically 
significant association with the duration of physical activity where the prevalence of both bADL and 
iADL was found to decrease with increased involvement in daily works (Table 1) (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).  

The most common form of basic functional disability observed among the elderly participants 
was incontinence. Nearly 59% of the participants completely lose their ability of bowel and bladder 
control. Whereas, dependency for transferring or ambulating from one position to another and 
walk constitutes another frequently reported functional disabilities that found only among 9.2% of 
participants (Fig. 1).

It is apparent from Fig. 2 that most of the older women completely depend on others for their 
medication and management of finance or possessions (52.5%). Nearly one-third of participants 
found to depend on others for household activities (35.7%) and laundering (35.9%). 

Table 2: Logistic regression explaining relationship between significantly associated predictors and functional disabilities

Variables
Disability in bADL Disability in iADL

OR
(95% CI) p-value OR

(95% CI) p-value

Age (80+ years)

60-69 0.362 (0.2 to 0.8) 0.007* 0.321 (0.2 to 0.7) 0.003*

70-79 0.433 (0.2 to 1.0) 0.039* 0.649 (0.3 to 1.5) 0.295

Working status (Yes)

No 1.695 (1.1 to 2.6) 0.013* 1.904 (1.2 to 2.9) 0.003*

Monthly family expenditure --- 1.000
(1.0 to 1.0) 0.003*

Psychological distress (Yes)

No 0.524 (0.4 to 0.8) 0.001* 0.629 (0.4 to 0.9) 0.019*

Duration of  physical activity (>3 hours)

<1 2.433 (1.0 to 5.7) 0.042* 2.243 (0.9 to 5.3) 0.066

1-3 1.969 (0.8 to 4.6) 0.122 1.585 (0.7 to 3.8) 0.297

R2 12.3 0.170
*significant at p≤0.05 ; OR=Odds Ratio; CI=Confidence Interval; Categories of predictor/independent variables in parenthesis 
represents reference groups 
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The logistic regression models determine the significant predictors of basic and instrumental ADL. 
The models were statistically significant, ǀ2=48.5 and p<0.001 for bADL, and ǀ2=63.3 and p<0.001 
for iADL. The models explained 12.3% and 17.0% of variance for bADL and iADL, respectively 
(Table2). 

The significant predictors related to limitations on basic ADL were age of the participants, working 
status, psychological distress and lower daily physical activity level. The elderly below 80 years of age 
were 0.362 (60-69 years of age) and 0.433 (70-79 years of age) times less prone to have basic functional 
disability. The elders those were physically active for less than one hour and did not involve in gainful 
works have nearly two times more risk of occurrence of basic functional disability. Also, the risk of 
basic functional disability decreased 0.524 times among the elders who did not have psychological 
distress (Table2).

The significant predictors of instrumental ADL were age (60-69 years), working status, monthly 
family expenditure and psychological distress. The adults of age 60-69 years were less likely to have 
functional limitations than their senior age counterparts. The risk of functional disability increased 
with increase in monthly family expenditure and among non-working elderly participants. Again, the 
risk of instrumental functional disability decreased 0.629 times among the elders who did not have 
psychological distress (Table2).

Table 3: Interaction effect of significant predictors on functional disabilities

Variables OR
(95% CI) p-value

Disability in bADL

Non-working and Duration of physical activity <1 hrs. 28.818
(0.8 to 5.9) 0.009*

Non-working and Duration of physical activity 1-3 hrs. 40.286
(1.1 to 6.3) 0.006*

Non-working and Age of 60-69 yrs. 0.036
(-5.9 to -0.7) 0.011*

Non-working and Age of 70-79 yrs. 0.071
(-5.3 to -0.0) 0.050*

R2 0.166

Disability in iADL

No psychological distress and Duration of physical activity 1-3 
hrs.

0.059
(-5.5 to -0.2) 0.035*

No psychological distress and Age of 60-69 yrs. 7.957
(0.2 to 4.0) 0.031*

Non-working and Monthly family expenditure# 1.000
(3.5 to 0.0) 0.015*

R2 0.236
 *significant at p≤0.05; #Continuous variable

Table 3 additionally illustrates the impact of significant pairs of predictor variables in terms of the 
functional disability on bADL and iADL. The models explained 16.6% and 23.6% of the variance 
for bADL and iADL, respectively.  The degree of the relationship varies for each pair of the predictor 
variables; here only the pairs with significant impact on functional disability were presented. 
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The highest odds ratio (nearly 40 times) of the occurrence of basic functional disability was observed 
for the elders those were not involved in gainful works (non-working) as well as less physically active 
(durative of activity upto 3 hours in a usual day). Also, non-working status along with duration of 
physical activity for less than an hour increased the odds of having basic functional limitations about 
28 times. However, the risk of disability was found to be less for the non-working elderly those aged 
below 80 years (Table 3). 

The paired interaction of duration of physical activity, working status, age, monthly expenditure 
and psychological distress showed significant contribution to the occurrence of disability in iADL. A 
higher odds ratio (around 8 times) was observed for the combination of non-distressed psychological 
health conditions and younger age group (60-69 years). Although, the absence of psychological 
distress along with involvement in physical activities for 1 to 3 hours per day has reduced the risk 
of instrumental functional limitations. Again, the increased monthly expenditure and non-working 
status of the elderly participants have significant impact on disability in iADL (Table 3).

Discussion

In recent years the life expectancy at birth has increased worldwide and is expected to increase 
further in near future. It is well documented that the average lifespan of women is slightly more, so that, 
a strong preponderance of women has been observed in the elderly age group (Asfriyati and Andayani 
2016). As a consequence of increasing elderly population, the number of individuals with functional 
disability also increased which causes more old age related dependency. Functional limitations in old 
age affect overall health and quality of life. Therefore, to mitigate the health complications, it is of 
utmost importance to identify the probable factors responsible for functional decline in older adults. 

Overall, this present study suggests a higher prevalence of basic (60.7%) and instrumental (60.9%) 
functional disability among the elderly participants. The prevalence was even higher among elderly 
aged 80 years and above with a proportion of 83.6% for both basic and instrumental functional 
disabilities.  The prevalence of functional disability in the study group was higher than those observed 
in previous studies. The prevalence of basic functional disability varies from 28% to 53.6% in different 
geriatric populations across India (Keshari and Shankar 2017; Usha et al. 2020; Burman et al. 2019; 
Sakharkar and Sakharkar 2015). Burman et al. (2019) also reported a lower prevalence of instrumental 
ADL, i.e. 59.3%, among rural elderly of West Bengal. Though few studies have found that assess the 
level of functional disability in slum living geriatric population. A study on slum-dwelling elderly in 
Dehradun suggests 7% and 19.5% prevalence of basic and instrumental ADL, respectively (Ohri et 
al. 2014). The findings of the present study corroborate with the findings from some other studies 
that exhibit a higher prevalence of functional disability among the oldest-old age group (80+ years) 
(Burman et al. 2019; Chakraborty 2018; Ohri et al. 2014). Bowel continence, and responsibility and 
management of finance were the most common form of disability found among study participants. 
Similarly, some other studies reveal that continence and climbing stairs are the most common basic 
disability; and ability to handle finance was the most common form of instrumental disability found 
in elders (Keshari and Shankar 2017). However, a slum based study indicates bathing and dressing 
(basic), and using of telephone (instrumental) were the most prevalent disabilities of elderly women 
(Ohri et al. 2014). The restrictions on bADL and iADL have significantly increased with increasing 
age of the participants. Similar result was obtained by Ćwirlej-Sozańska et al. (2019) in a study based 
in Poland. Another study from India indicates higher prevalence of functional disability among the 
elderly women that have increased with age among those living alone and having chronic diseases 
(Gupta et al. 2014). Some other studies from developed countries showed lower prevalence of 
functional disability among older adults (Hairi et al. 2010; Chaudhry et al. 2010; Yoshida et al. 2012; 
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Ćwirlej-Sozańska et al. 2019).

In the present study, it was found that the basic and instrumental ADL have significantly associated 
with working status, duration of physical activity and psychological wellbeing. The occurrence of 
disability in bADL and iADL has increased about two times among the elders who were less physically 
active and did not involve in gainful works. Some other studies from brazil and India suggest similar 
findings where they observed lower risk of disability among the working elderly people (Gupta et 
al. 2014; Virtuoso Júnior et al. 2015). Another study by Virtuoso Júnior et al. (2012) has shown 
that physical activity was one of the significant predictors of functional disability and involvement 
in physical activity for more than 4 hours a week helps to maintain functional ability in old age. 
The present study shows that the prevalence of functional limitations was marginally higher among 
the elders those did not have any social engagement. A geriatric population based study highlighted 
the positive impact of social activities on psychological well-being and functional abilities (Ćwirlej-
Sozańska et al. 2019). On the other hand, this study found that the risk of disability increased due 
to distressing psychological health conditions. A study based on slum-dwelling elderly in Mumbai 
supported the findings of present study where they mentioned psychological distress as a major 
contributor of functional disability (Subbaraman et al. 2014).

Additionally, this study found the pairs of factors that increased the risk of functional disability 
of older people. Particularly, the combinations of factors that increased the risk of basic functional 
disability were non-involvement in gainful works and lower duration of daily physical activity (upto 3 
hours). Also, the combination of the non-involvement in gainful works along with increased monthly 
expenditure affected the likelihood of iADL disability among elderly participants. Interestingly, this 
study found that the interaction effect of non-distressed psychological health conditions and being at 
an early phase of aging (aged between 60-69 years) have increased the likelihood of iADL impairment 
than their counterparts. As an explanation of this, it can be inferred that there may be some other 
factors that affect the outcome of this paired interaction. Moreover, this study also found that the 
restriction in basic activities gets reduced among the non-working elderly of age below 80 years; 
and iADL limitations reduced among non-psychotic elders who involved in daily activity for one 
to 3 hours per day. However, no studies have encountered so far that evaluate the combination or 
interactions of probable factors on functional disability among slum living elderly. Ćwirlej-Sozańska 
et al. (2019) in a study on elderly population of Poland attempt to identify the combined effect of 
different factors on functional limitations. They suggest that environmental barriers as well as multi-
morbidity increased the risk of disability in basic activities; whereas, increased pain level and age above 
75 years increased the risk of disability in instrumental activities. In this case, it is difficult to compare 
the findings of the present and other studies due to the differences in data components. 

The observations of the present study highlighted the disabilities in activities encountered by elderly 
women in everyday life. These limitations in functioning may increase their vulnerability. Therefore, 
the identification of individual and combination of factors responsible for this functional deterioration 
is the most important in the context of prevention and policy planning for elderly people.    

Limitations

Besides, the distinctiveness of this study in exploring the impact of pairs of risk factors on 
functional disability among a slum-dwelling geriatric group, there is some limitation which required 
to be addressed. First, this study portrayed the complications of elderly women only, which confined 
its generalizability to other populations. Second, this study deals with a few of the plethora of factors, 
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thus, extensive observation from multiple aspects may provide a broader scenario in this regard. The 
cross-sectional nature of this study may acknowledge as another limitation. 

Conclusion

This study revealed a higher prevalence of disability in basic and instrumental Activities of Daily 
Living among a group of slum living elderly women. The potential factors related to functional 
limitations are age, current working status, duration of daily activities and psychological health 
condition. Even, the combined effect of these factors increases the likelihood of disabilities multiple 
folds. The findings of this study comprehended the magnitude of functional limitations that attributed 
to the long-term exposure in stressful and vulnerable environmental conditions in slums. 

The present study demonstrates the relevance of understanding functional capabilities of rapidly 
growing elderly population, especially among the backward and resource-poor sectors of the society. 
However, more extensive researches will be required in this field to develop appropriate preventions 
for the restoration of functional health and to provide elderly with an active lifespan. 
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Figure 1: Functional disability in terms of Basic Activities of Daily Living
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Figure 2: Functional disability in terms of Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
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Introduction

Fertility along with mortality and migration determine the composition and structure of a 
population. However, of these three determinants, fertility is always playing an important role because 
it is through reproduction that the human being continues to exist. The reproductive potential of 
humans is seldom utilized to its fullest. Doing so will be a challenge for humans to live a healthy 
society considering the limited natural resource we have. Therefore, every effort is made to check the 
population growth in every developing and developed country. Moreover, fertility is not free from 
various social and biological determinants. These determinants are population or regionally specific. 
These make the importance of understanding the reproductive behavior of a population in order to 
check its population growth. 

A plethora of studies have already reported across the globe on the behavior and factors associated 
with fertility (Bangham and Sacherer 1980; Kameih and Kshatriya 2016). However, few studies 
are reported from Northeast India (Mukhopadhyay, 2001; Singh, 2006; Asghar et al., 2014, 2020) 
and no such reports are available from some of the present study populations. So, this study aims 
to understand the reproductive behavior and associated factors among the Tani tribes of Arunachal 
Pradesh. Tani group of tribes consist of Nyishi, Adi, Apatani, and Galo. They share a common myth of 
origin and have mongoloid features. They are normally monogamous, but polygamy is also practiced 
by affluent people. Each of them has its own dialect, culture and matting pattern.

The Nyishi is a major tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. They are inhabiting the districts of Kurung 
Kumey, Lower Subansiri, Kra Dadi, Papum Pare, East Kameng, and West Kameng. According to 
the 2011 census of India, their population is around 300,000. They are the largest population in 

Controlling Fertility is important to check the growth of the population. It is, therefore, 
necessary to understand the reproductive behavior and factors associated with it to control 
fertility. The present study aims to understand the reproductive behavior among four major 
tribes of Arunachal Pradesh – Nyishi, Adi, Galo, and Apatani collectively known as Tani Tribes. 
Reproductive profiles of 1560 ever-married women were interviewed using pretested schedule 
from different parts of Arunachal Pradesh. The study validates some of the social and biological 
determinants of fertility among Nyishi, Adi, Galo, and Apatani. The study also reveals the 
practice of polygamy in all the study populations.

Fertility, Tani 
Tribes, Polygamy, 
Arunachal Pradesh
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Arunachal Pradesh in terms of number.  Adi is the second largest population in Arunachal Pradesh 
with around 200,000 individuals. They are found in a majority in East Siang, Upper Siang district, in 
some part of West Siang, and Lower Dibang Valley district of Arunachal Pradesh. The Adi was earlier 
known as ‘Abor’. After India’s independence, the term ‘Abor’ was replaced by the term ‘Adi’, meaning 
‘hillman’ in compliance with the popular desire. The Adi are divided into different sub-tribes, such 
as Ashing, Bokar, Bori, Karko, Millang, Minyong, Padam, Pailibo, Pangi, Pasi and Shimong. The 
Galo are primarily inhabiting the West Siang, East Siang and Upper Subansiri districts of Arunachal 
Pradesh. Their population is about 80,000. The Apatani is one of the well-known tribes among the 
major  tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. Their population is about 60,000. They live in Ziro valley in the 
Lower Subansiri district of Arunachal Pradesh. The valley is surrounded by hill ranges in all directions. 

Methodology

Sample size: The present study is based on quantitative data. Pretested schedule was used to 
collect information on various aspects of married women. A total of 1560 ever-married women were 
interviewed using this pretested schedule on various issues of reproductive health. Of these, 524 were 
Nyishi, 422 were Adi, 359 were Galo and 255 were Apatani. Clustered random sampling was applied 
to obtain the samples. Care was taken to cover both the rural and urban areas also to cover almost all 
the districts where these populations are inhabited. 

Field Area: These four populations are scattered in different parts of the Arunachal Pradesh. So, data 
are collected from various parts of the state to represent the population. Clustered random sampling 
method was applied to select the villages/ town. Both urban and rural populations were considered. For 
Nyishi population, data were collected from villages in and around Seppa circle, Chayang Tajo circle, 
Jote Tajo, Sagalee circle, Pakke Kesang circle, Kamle and Rach-Tabio. Adi samples were selected from 
villages like Mirsum, Mirku, Sigre, Pasighat, Mirmir, Balek, Paglak, Jarku, Mirbuk, Siyum, Dikting 
and Rassam. Galo samples were collected from villages in and around Aalo circle, Panya, Darka , and 
Kabu. And for Apatani, Tajang village, Hong village, Hari village, Hija village, Bulla village, Bamin-
Michi village, Mudang Tage village, Hapoli, Old Ziro and Dutta village were considered for data 
collection.

Data Analysis: The data collected were entered in Excel Sheet for further analysis and interpretation. 
Mean conception was calculated as the number of conceptions per married woman. Similarly, mean 
live birth were calculated as the number of live births per mother. Mean miscarriage, mean abortion, 
and mean stillbirth were calculated in the same manner. For a detailed understanding, women were 
categorized on the standard cohort and analyzed.

Findings

The finding of the research is discussed in the following tables. Each table is analyzed and discussed 
in comparison with the other reported studies.

Table 1: Basic information about the subjects

Parameters Nyishi Adi Galo Apatani Pooled

Sample Size 524 422 359 255 1560

Average age of the respondents (year) 31.99 37.82 35.45 33.72 34.65 

Illiterate % 44.46% 18.01% 26.18% 31.37% 30.96%

Literate % 55.54% 81.99% 73.82% 68.63% 69.04%
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House Wife 36.83% 50.71% 49.02% 36.86% 43.39%

Working Woman 63.17% 49.29% 50.98% 63.14% 56.61%

Average age at menarche (year) 12.97 13.40 13.01 12.92 13.09 

Average age at Marriage (year) 16.47 20.94 18.80 18.77 18.59 

Average age at first conception (year) 17.60 21.16 19.85 19.58 19.49 

Polygamous Marriage 125 (23.85%) 77 (18.25%) 28 (7.80%) 9 (3.53%) 239 (15.32%)

The average age of the respondent is 34.65 years, the highest is among the Adi and the lowest is 
among the Nyishi. The literacy rate of respondents is found to be highest among the Adi (81.99%) 
and the least is found among the Nyishi (55.54%). The pooled literacy rate is 69.04%. Of all the 
respondents, 43.39% are found to be housewives while 56.61% are found to be engaging in some form 
of earning. The highest number of housewives is found among the Adi with 50.71% followed by Galo 
(49.03%) and the least is found among Nyishi and Apatani having almost equal percentage, 36.83% 
and 36.86%, respectively.

The average age at menarche is found to be 13.09 years, the highest is among Adi and the least is 
among Apatani and Nyishi having almost similar age, 12.92 and 12.97 years, respectively. The average 
age at marriage (18.59 years) and the average age at first conception (19.49 years) are found to be 
differed by only about one year. Nyishi shows the lowest age at marriage (16.47 years) and Adi, the 
highest (20.94 years). Polygamy is found in all the studied populations. The frequency of polygamy 
is found to be highest among the Nyishi with 23.85% and the least is found among the Apatani with 
3.53%. The pooled frequency of polygamy is 15.32%.

Table 2: Fertility profiles of the studied populations

Parameters Nyishi Adi Galo Apatani

No. of woman 524 422 359 255

Total No. of Conception 1859 1143 1021 766

Mean no. of Conception 3.55 2.71 2.84 3.00

Total no. of Live births 1741 1031 952 741

Mean no. of Live births 3.32 2.44 2.65 2.90

No. of married woman yet to concept or in pregnant 
during the time of data collection (%) 45 (8.59%) 50 (11.84%) 21 (5.85%) 9(3.53%)

Miscarriage 35 (6.68%) 54 (12.79%) 33 (9.19%) 14 (5.49%)

Mean No. of Miscarriage 0.07 0.13 0.09 0.05

Abortion 26 (4.96%) 13 (3.08%) 10 (2.78%) 2 (0.08%)

Mean No. of Abortion 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01

Still Births 33 (6.30%) 17 (4.02%) 13 (3.62%) 5 (1.96%)

Mean No. of Still Births 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.02

Table 2 shows various parameters of the reproductive profile of the study populations. Nyishi has 
the highest mean number of conception (3.55), followed by Apatani (3). The least is found among 
Adi (2.71). In a similar trend, Nyishi has the highest mean live birth and followed by Apatani. The 
least is found among the Adi. This indicates that the fertility is high among the Nyishi and the least 
is among the Adi. The number of married women without conception is found to be high among 
the Adi (11.84%) and the least is among the Apatani (3.53%). This can be considered as a hint for 
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infertility being found highest among the Adi and Lowest among the Apatani. However, it will be 
wrong to conclude as many of these women might be newly married and yet to get conceived.

Table 2 also shows the prenatal mortality status of the study populations. It is observed that all 
three forms of prenatal mortality are present in all the populations. Miscarriage is reported to be in the 
highest frequency in all four populations compared to other forms of prenatal mortality. The frequency 
of miscarriage is found to be highest among Adi (12.79%) followed by Galo (9.19%). The least 
number of miscarriages is found among Apatani (5.49%). However, abortion is found highest among 
Nyishi (4.96%) followed by Adi (3.08%) and least among Apatani (0.08%). The case of stillbirth is 
also found highest among the Nyishi (6.30%) followed by Adi (4.02%) and Galo (3.62%) and the 
least among the Apatani (1.96%). The reason for most of the abortion in all the four populations is 
‘not ready for the next child’. They want more gap between the two adjacent children. Some medical-
related cases are also found. Due to medical complicacy, they get aborted.

Table 3a: Fertility and its associated factors among Nyishi and Adi

Parameters
Nyishi Adi

% Mean no. of 
conception

Mean no. of live 
birth % Mean no. of 

conception
Mean no. of live 

birth

Age at menarche (year)

10 0.57 2.67 2.33 1.18 1.2 1.2

11 4.39 2.65 2.61 7.58 2.59 2.22

12 27.67 3.5 3.36 18.48 2.31 2.09

13 43.13 3.82 3.56 25.83 2.66 2.39

14 16.22 3.54 3.29 23.93 2.72 2.52

15 6.11 3.28 2.97 17.06 3.39 2.97

16 and above 1.91 1.09 0.73 5.92 2.6 2.52

Age at marriage (year)

below 15 30.53 5.06 4.84 5.21 5.04 4.86

15 to 19 49.62 3.16 2.93 35.55 3.48 3.13

20 to 24 15.65 2.4 2.16 34.36 2.29 2.1

25 to 29 3.82 1.45 1.4 20.14 1.77 1.61

30 above 0.38 0.5 0.5 4.74 1.35 1

Age at first Conception (year)

below 15 20.25 5.58 5.33 3.76 5 4.93

15 to 19 53.03 3.92 3.66 34.68 3.79 3.43

20 to 24 20.88 2.76 2.5 33.06 2.98 2.69

25 to 29 4.8 1.74 1.61 21.77 2.05 1.83

30 above 1.04 1.4 1.4 6.72 2.04 1.72

Educational Status

Illiterate 44.47 5.24 4.99 18.01 4.18 3.84

Literate 55.53 2.2 1.99 81.99 2.38 2.14

Occupation
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House Wife 36.83 2.68 2.42 50.71 2.701 2.48

Working 63.17 4.05 3.85 49.29 2.72 2.4

Total 100 3.88 3.63 100 3.07 2.78

Table 3b: Fertility and its associated factors among Galo and Apatani

Parameters
Galo Apatani

% Mean no. of  
conception

Mean no. of  live 
birth % Mean no. of  

conception
Mean no. of  

live birth

Age at menarche (year)

10 3.34 2.58 2.33 0.39 1 0

11 6.96 2.48 2.44 6.27 2.94 2.94

12 25.63 2.38 2.23 36.08 3.11 2.99

13 27.86 3 2.73 33.73 3.06 3.03

14 23.4 2.99 2.87 12.94 2.79 2.61

15 11.7 3.59 3.24 5.88 2.67 2.53

16 and above 1.11 2.25 2 4.71 3.08 2.83

Age at marriage (year)

below 15 12.53 4.13 3.98 18.82 5.06 4.89

15 to 19 50.42 3.02 2.86 42.35 3.11 3.02

20 to 24 25.91 2.32 2.06 26.27 1.85 1.83

25 to 29 10.03 1.72 1.5 9.02 2.22 1.96

30 above 1.11 2.5 2.25 3.53 1.33 1.33

Age at first Conception (year)

below 15 8.88 4.7 4.57 15.04 5.3 5.13

15 to 19 42.9 3.3 3.11 41.46 3.49 3.42

20 to 24 32.84 2.68 2.46 25.61 2.17 2.09

25 to 29 13.31 2.04 1.78 13.82 1.88 1.68

30 above 2.07 1.71 1.57 4.07 1.3 1.3

Educational Status

Illiterate 26.18 4.3 3.97 31.37 4.45 4.34

Literate 73.82 2.33 2.18 68.63 2.34 2.25

Occupation

House Wife 49.03 2.75 2.52 36.86 2 1.91

Working 50.97 2.93 2.78 63.14 3.59 3.48

Total 100 3.02 2.82 100 3 2.9

Tables 3a and 3b show the relationship between fertility and various associated factors. Among 
Nyishi, the average age at menarche is 12.97 years and both mean conception and live birth is found 
highest among the women with age at menarche of 12 and 13 years. If we analyze the trend of 
mean fertility and mean conception according to the age at menarche, it is observed that both mean 
increase with the increase of age at menarche up to 13 years and then it gradually decreases with the 
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age. Therefore, the maximum fertility is observed among the women with age at menarche 12 and 13 
years. In the case of Adi, the average age at menarche is 13.40 years, and mean conception and live 
birth increase with the increase of age at menarche with the highest being found among women with 
age at menarche of 15 years. The average age at menarche among Galo is 13.01 years and the mean live 
birth and conception increase more or less with the increase in age at menarche up to 15 years. The 
average age at menarche among Apatani is 12.92 years. The highest mean conception is found among 
the mother with menarche age of 12 years and decrease with the increase in menarche age. 

Age of marriage is one of the important factors affecting fertility. The average age of marriage 
among Nyishi is 16.47 years, which is the lowest among all the study populations. The study shows 
a direct association between fertility and age at marriage. Both mean conception and live birth is 
found highest among those women who married before 15 years of age and it decreases with an 
increase in the age of marriage. Adi has the highest age at marriage (20.94 years) among all the study 
populations. Like in Nyishi, fertility has a direct association with the marriage age among Adi. Both 
mean conception and live birth is highest among those who married before 15 years of age and it 
decreases with an increase in marriage age. 

The average age at marriage among the Galo is 18.80 years. In the similar trend with the Nyishi 
and Adi, among Galo also both mean conception and live births are found highest among the women 
married before 15 years of age and it decreases with the increase in marriage age except for the women 
married at 30 and above years of age. The average age of marriage among the Apatani is 18.77 years 
and mean live birth is found highest among the women who married before 15 years of age and it 
decreases with the increase in marriage age except for the women who married at 25 to 29 years of age. 

Marriage is considered as a social sanction for the couple to start reproduction. Childbirth before 
marriage is usually not acceptable in many societies. So, age at first conception is an important biological 
factor for fertility. Women married at an early age have a greater chance of having a larger number of 
children. In the present study, in all the populations, both the mean live birth and conception are found 
highest among the women who conception below 15 years of age for the first time and it decreases with 
the delay in the age at first conception. Hence both these means are found least among the age group 
30 years and above. 

Education is an important social determinant for the fertility rate. It is usually believed that 
illiterate women have the tendency to have a large number of children. In the present study, in all the 
populations, the educational status of women is associated with the fertility rate. Both the mean live 
birth and conception are found highest among the illiterate women compare to literate women in all 
the populations. Among Nyishi the mean live birth for illiterate women is 4.99 compared to 1.99 for 
literate women. Similarly, among Adi, the mean live birth is 3.84 for illiterate compare to 2.14 for 
literate women. Among Galo also the mean live birth is 3.97 for illiterate compare to 2.18 for literate 
women. Among Apatani the mean live birth is 4.34 for illiterate compare to 2.25 for literate women. 
So, education has an inverse relation with fertility in all the populations.

Occupation is also an important social determinant affecting fertility. The number of working 
women is much higher than the number of housewives among Nyishi (63.17%) and Apatani 
(63.14%). However, among Adi (49.29%) and Galo (50.97%) the number of housewives and 
working-class are more or less the same. Coincidently, among the tribes with a higher proportion of 
working women, mean live birth and conception are found highest among these groups of women 
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compare to housewives. So, among working Nyishi and Apatani women, the mean live birth is 3.85 
and 3.48, respectively compared to 2.42 and 1.91 among housewives, respectively. However, among 
Adi and Galo working women, the mean live birth is 2.4 and 2.78, respectively compared to 2.48 and 
2.52 among housewives, respectively.

 Discussion and Summary

The present study revealed the association of fertility with some of its determinants. It is observed 
that the age at menarche is more or less in direct proportion with fertility. With early age at menarche 
gives a longer active reproductive period and hence higher fertility. But in the present study, a reverse 
trend is observed where fertility decreases with an increase in age at menarche.  However, fertility is 
inversely proportional with marriage age and age at first conception in all the populations under study. 
A similar finding is reported from the other populations as well from the same state like Miji and 
Sartang (Asghar, 2020). Generally, the education of the mother affects the fertility rate (Asghar 2014 
and 2020; Choudhury and Devi 1997; Singh 2006). The present study agrees with this statement. 
In all the study populations, fertility is higher among illiterate women compared to literate women. 
Similarly, in the present study, the fertility rate is found higher among working mothers compared to 
housewives in Nyishi and Apatani. There is no difference in fertility rate between working mothers 
and housewives among Adi and Galo. A similar trend is also reported among Miji and Sartang tribes 
of the same state (Asghar, 2020). 

The fertility rate is found highest among the Nyishi (3.32) compared to other study populations. 
It is higher than the other two populations – Miji (3.26) and Sartang (2.98) – reported from the same 
state (Asghar 2020). The mean number of miscarriages is found highest among Adi (0.13). But, it is 
lower in all the study populations compared to Miji (0.21) and Sartang (0.17) (Asghar 2020). The 
mean number of abortions and stillbirth is more or less similar among all the study populations and 
also with Miji and Sartang (Asghar 2020). The age of menarche is found highest among Adi (13.40 
year) but lower than that of Sartang (13.61) (Asghar 2020). The age at marriage is found lowest among 
Nyishi (16.47 year) which is even lower than the legal age at marriage in India. A similar case is also 
reported among Miji and Sartang (Asghar 2020). However, among the other three populations (Adi, 
Galo, and Apatani) the average age of marriage is just above the legal age of marriage. On average, 
the difference between the average marriage age and the average age at first conception is one year. It 
indicates that in the present study, women usually conceive shortly after marriage. Another important 
finding from this study is the frequency of polygamy. It is found in all the population but the highest 
is found among Nyishi which is also coincidently having the highest fertility rate. 

The present study could able to validate some of the determinant factors associated with fertility 
among Nyishi, Adi, Galo, and Apatani. The study also brings out the frequency of polygamy in all 
the study populations. This is important because polygamy is one of the current discourses among 
the educated folks of the state. The study also revealed some base data which may be useful for future 
studies. 
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Introduction

The term Oraons comes from the Oraon word of Chota Nagpur Plateau “to roam” which means 
vagabond (Ali and Basak, 2018). According to 2011 census, the total population of Oraons tribe’s 
estimates is about 3.5 million to 4.5 million in India. Socio economic condition are often discussed 
in broad term as satisfaction of needs, feelings of well-being, good or bad working conditions, and 
other indicators (Pal et al., 2015).

Under nutrition is one of the major causes of morbidity and mortality in a developing country 
(Calder and Jackson, 2000). More than half of the world’s undernourished populations live in India 
(Krishnaswami, 2000). The prevalence of chronic energy deficiency (CED) measured through BMI is 
generally considered a good indicator of not only the nutritional status but also the poor demographic, 
socio-economic and environmental conditions of the population, especially adult population of 
developing countries (Ferro-Luzzi et al., 1992; Khongsidier, 2002; Mosha, 2003; Pryer and Rogers, 
2006). BMI<18.5 kg/m2 is widely used as a practical measure of chronic energy or hunger deficiency 
(CED), i.e. a “steady” underweight (Khongsdier, 2005). Such a “steady” underweight or chronic 
under-nutrition reduces physical capacity (James et al., 1994), increases mortality (Harris et al., 
1993) and morbidity (Khongsdier, 2002).

In developing countries, high blood pressure is one of the risk factors for cardiovascular diseases, 

Sexual dimorphism of Socio-economic status, Nutritional 
status and hypertension among the Oraon tribe of Paschim 
Medinipur, West Bengal, India

The nutritional status and socio-economic profile of tribal people is an important issue 
in India due to their marginalization from main stream population with respect to various 
facilities. This paper deals with the assessment of socio-economic status and health status 
among adult males and females of Oraon tribes. A community based cross sectional study 
was conducted among Oraon tribal people (N=100) from Oraon Para of Tantigeria, Paschim 
Medinipur, West Bengal, India. The overall prevalence of under nutrition (BMI < 18.5) was 
very high (56%). The prevalence was significantly higher in male than the female (72.0% vs. 
40.0%; p <0.001). Sex wise mean differences was found in all anthropometric indicators (p= 
<0.001 & P= <0.01) except weight. The mean SBP, DBP and MAP increased with increasing 
BMI level. BMI category wise differences found between SBP, DBP& MAP among male and 
female (p=<0.001). Pearson correlation coefficient shows that very high significant association 
between all anthropometric and physiological variables (p= <0.01) except height wise SBP, 
DBP & MAP. This population was facing severe nutritional stress.

Socio economic status, 
Nutritional status, 
Hypertension, Oraon tribe
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and the estimated 7.1 million deaths especially among middle, and old-age adults is due to high BP 
(WHO, 2002). Hypertension (HTN) is the third ‘killer’ disease, accounting for one in every eight 
deaths worldwide. It has been expected that the number of hypertensives may rise from 118 million 
in 2000 to 214 million in 2025 (Kearney et al., 2005). Study carried out by the National Nutrition 
Monitoring Bureau (NNMB) during (2008-09) on diet and nutritional status of tribal population 
estimated the prevalence of hypertension among man and women was 25% and 23% respectively. 
Hypertension is also directly responsible for 57% of all stroke and 24% of all coronary heart disease 
(CHD) related deaths in India (Tandon, 2006).

According to Census (2011), Indian tribe contributes a population of 104.3 million out of the total 
population of 1.21 billion. India has more than 104 million tribal people who constitute 8.6 % of 
the total population. India probably has the largest number of tribal communities in the world (Topal 
and Samal, 2001). There are 705 Scheduled Tribes (ST) and 75 (approx) Particularly Vulnerable Tribal 
Groups (PVTG) with diverse cultural and socio-economic developmental stages (Census, 2011). 
According to Article 342 of the Indian Constitution, at present, there exist 697 tribes recognised by 
the central government. The tribes in India are undisputedly considered to be the weakest sections of 
the population in view of common socio-economic and socio-demographic factors such as poverty, 
illiteracy, lack of developmental facilities and lack of adequate primary health facilities (Basu, 1994; 
Thakur et al., 1991). Tribal populations of our country are at different transitional stages of social, 
cultural and economic development. The socio-cultural pattern varies from region to region and from 
tribe to tribe. The economy of the tribes is explicit in character. The majority of tribal populations 
reside in the rural areas of the country. The tribal populations of India are recognized as socially and 
economically vulnerable group (Ghosh and Bharati, 2006). 

In West Bengal, they constitute 14% of the total tribal population, the second largest tribe after 
Santal mainly settled in the districts of Paschim Medinipur, Bankura, Jalpaiguri, South 24 Parganas 
(Census, 2011).The Oraon are an agricultural tribe found mainly in Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa and 
West Bengal. They are also distributed in Tripura, Assam, Maharashtra, some parts of Madhya 
Pradesh. They have a distinctive cultural identity of their own, with a language, which belongs to the 
Dravidian language family. Their technology is crude and their economy is primitive. The Oraons 
call themselves as the ‘Kurukh’ people while other people term them as the Oraon. Land is their 
main economic resource; they are settled cultivators. But during lean seasons they depend on forest 
produce. A number of Oraons work as daily wage labourers and industrial workers and some of them 
are employed in government and private organizations.

Tribal development is a vast and complex issue, which is multidimensional. Some of the important 
aspects of tribal development are education, occupation, socio-economic development, food security 
and health awareness, health and nutrition facilities. Any singular policy cannot fulfill their needs for 
such diversified Indian tribes having specific and distinct needs. Thus, it is necessary to understand 
their needs, Socio economic conditions, cultural norms, traditions, food habits, life style, associated 
physiological variables, their health and nutritional status. The tribal dwellers of such region are 
deprived from basic necessities of life. Most of them are facing the problem of unemployment making 
their survival difficult. They could not maintain their livelihood due to their low incomes. They are 
stressed with education, economic and social backwardness. It is very important to explore the socio-
economic status of Oraon tribe with respect to their occupation, lifestyle, income, education and food 
habits etc. Therefore, in this paper an attempt has been made to analyse the socio-economic conditions 
of Oraon tribe in Tantigeria of Paschim Medinipur district, assessing the sex wise nutritional status by 
indices of nutritional anthropometry and studying the association of BMI with hypertension, among 
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tribal population. CED comparison to other tribes of west Bengal and Oraon tribe of India has also 
been done.

Materials and methods

Our Community based cross-sectional study was undertaken among Oraon tribes of Medinipur 
town, Paschim Medinipur district, West Bengal, India. Oraon respondents were selected from Oraon 
para, Tantigeria town colony area of Medinipur town, Paschim Medinipur district, respectively. A 
predesigned pretested and structured schedule was used for the data collection. Each participant was 
interviewed and measured by trained investigators (BM&JD). A total of 100samples (50 male & 50 
female) were collect aged from 18 years to 59 years were measured. Sample is selected through simple 
random sampling. The participants were classified into three age groups, that is Group I: - <25 years, 
Group II: - 25-40 years and Group III: ->40 years. The study was carried out during the period of 
February to July, 2014.  All the individuals in the age group of 18- 59 years age is willing to participate 
in the study, while those less than 18 years of age and >60 years of age, not willing to participate and 
pregnant women were excluded from the study.

The study covers two aspects viz., socioeconomic profile of the people, and assessment of 
anthropometric characteristics with physiological variables of the people. Ethical approval and prior 
permission were obtained from Vidyasagar University and local community leaders, respectively, 
before commencement of the study. Informed oral consent was also obtained from each participant. 
Information on ethnicity, age, occupation, and educational status was obtained from all subjects with 
the help of a questionnaire schedule. The socioeconomic status is assessed by modified Kuppuswamy 
socioeconomic classification scale (Singh et al., 2017). Usually needed three components viz. education, 
occupation of head of the family and monthly family income of the study participants and asses the 
socio-economic status.

The Oraon tribe came from the western part of Bengal and Chota Nagpur area of Bihar, and 
during this period a few batches of Oraons were brought over to this area of Midnapore. The total 
population of the Oraon in West Bengal was (5,36,919) as per the 1991 census. Their old traditional 
occupation,was agriculture. In recent years, with the easy communication system the Oraons are 
coming into closer contact not only with the local caste people but also with advanced groups of 
the urban and semi urban populations and due to this, remarkable changes in their culture has been 
taken place. What one can visualize is the change in their language, economy and material culture. In 
present time of Midnapore, Oraon’s main occupation is Rajmistri and Day labour. The Oraons here at 
present, speak the ‘Sadri’ language, a mixture of Bengali and Hindi dialect. Many of them have almost 
forgotten their own mother toungue ‘Kurukh’. They also speak in the local Bengali dialect. All people 
belong to Hindu religion. Oraons are nuclear families in their society. Their house is usually made 
up of mud wall with thatched, tin, tali and asbestos. These show the presence of many local Hindu 
cultural traits.

Anthropometric measurements and assessment of socio-economic status, nutritional 
status and hypertension 

The anthropometric measurements height (cm) and weight (kg) were taken according to standard 
procedures (Lohman et al., 1988). Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated following international 
formulae (Lohman et al., 1988; WHO, 1995). Blood pressure data was measured using mercury 
sphygmomanometer and stethoscope following AHA standards; data includes systolic (SBP) and 
diastolic (DBP) blood pressure. Nutritional status of the participants was assessed by BMI (18-40-years 
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age using WHO, 1995) cut-off values. The BMI is a measure of overall adiposity. It is calculated by 
weight in kg divided by height in mt2.

Nutritional status can be assessed by dietary, anthropometric, biochemical and clinical Methods. 
Body mass index (BMI) is widely accepted as one of the best indicators of nutritional status in adults. 
A suitable cut-off value was also proposed for identification of chronic energy deficiency (CED) in 
relation to self-reported illness among the adult Oraon males of West Bengal state in India. Although 
nutritional status in adults can be evaluated in many ways, the BMI is most widely used because its use 
is inexpensive, non-invasive and suitable for large-scale surveys (Lee and Nieman, 2007; Pirlich and 
Lochs, 2001). BMI is generally considered a good indicator of not only the nutritional status but also 
the socio-economic condition of a population, especially the adult population of developing countries 
(Khongsdier, 2002, Adak et al., 2006).

Nutritional status was evaluated using internationally accepted BMI guidelines (WHO, 1995). 
CED: BMI<18.5 kg/m2; Normal: BMI=18.5-24.99 kg/m2 and Overweight: BMI≥25.0 kg/m2. We 
followed the World Health Organization’s classification (1995) of the public health problem of low 
BMI, based on adult populations worldwide. This classification categorizes prevalence according to 
percentage of a population with BMI< 18.5 kg/m2. According to this classification, a low prevalence 
(5%–9%) of low BMI is considered a warning sign requiring monitoring, a medium prevalence 
(10%–19%) as indicating a poor situation, a high prevalence (20%–39%) as indicating a serious 
situation, and a very high prevalence (≥ 40%) as indicating a critical situation. Blood pressure data 
were classified as normal (SBP<120 and DBP<80mmHg), prehypertensive (SBP 120–139 or DBP 
80–89mmHg) and hypertensive (SBP >140 and DBP >90mmHg) according to JNC-7 blood pressure 
classification (JNC-7).

Statistical analysis

Data was analysed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 16.0). The data was 
analyzed for various aspects in terms of frequencies, percentages and means. To know the association 
between the groups through chi square test (χ2). Mean SBP, DBP and MAP was calculated among 
different BMI categories. Independent Sample t test was used to test group differences in mean height, 
weight, BMI, SBP, DBP and MAP. Pearson’s Correlation matrix was utilized to investigate the relation 
of the variables. The statistical analyses were undertaken using the SPSS Statistical Package (Version 
16.0) and statistical significance was set at p= <0.05.

Results

Table 1 shows the socio-economic status of the studied participants. The educations of the studied 
participants are 34% male and 50% female are illiterate and overall, 42% people are illiterate. Most 
of their head of the family are illiterate. Most of the tribal female are house wife (52%) in occupation 
but Daily labour, construction labour and domestic worker are also found. 54% tribal male and 28% 
tribal female are daily wage labour. 14% males are Rickshaw driver of the study participants. Overall, 
26% people’s monthly family income is <3000 rupees and 70% people’s monthly family income is 
between 3000- 6000 rupees. 94% and 6% tribal male belong to upper lower, lower middle socio-
economic status (according to modified Kappuswami scale, 2017) and 26%, 72% and 2% tribal 
female belongs to lower, upper lower and lower middle socio-economic status respectively. Significant 
group difference (tribal male & female) found in occupation and socio-economic status (p<0.001).

Table 2& 3 shows the prevalence of nutritional status and hypertension of the studied participants. 
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The high frequency of CED (BMI≤18.5 kg/m2) among the Oraons (56%) indicates that the adult 
male and female population is suffering from severe under nutrition. Male tribal people suffer high 
percent CED (72%) than the female (40%). According to the WHO classification of the public health 
problem of low BMI, the prevalence of CED was very high (≥40%) in both these groups, indicating a 
critical situation. Sex differences in under-nutrition between the two groups were statistically significant 
(ǀ2= 10.71, p=<0.005). 18% male and 54% female suffer in pre hypertension and hypertension of the 
studied people. Sex wise statistically significant association found among the Oraon people (ǀ2= 14.10, 
p= <0.001).

Table 4 and Figure 1 show the mean value of systolic, diastolic and mean arterial blood pressure in 
different BMI categories. Minimum mean SBP, DBP and MAP were found in underweight category 
and the maximum were found among overweight category. It showed that mean SBP, DBP and MAP 
increased with increasing BMI level. BMI category wise statistically significant difference found in both 
sexes (p= <0.001). But sex wise difference is not found except DBP (p= <0.01) and MAP (p= <0.05) of 
under nutrition.

Age-group and sex wise differences in mean anthropometric characteristics of studied samples are 
present in Table 5. Significant age-group differences are not found among the adult male and female, 
except the weight (F=4.21, p<0.05 and BMI (F=4.22, p<0.05) of studied female. Sex wise differences 
found (p= <0.001, <0.01 &<0.05) in height (all age group), BMI (AG I& II), SBP (only AG II), DBP 
(AG I& II) and MAP (AG I& II). Age group wise mean SBP, DBP and MAP are increased among 
male and female with increasing age (figure 2).

The anthropometric characteristics (mean & SD) of the male and female tribes are presented in 
Table 6. Males had significantly higher mean height (p= <0.001) but females had significantly higher 
mean BMI (p= <0.001), SBP (p= <0.01), DBP (p= <0.001) and MAP (p= <0.001). Mean weight of 
the studied male and female are almost same and statistically not significant differences.

Table 7 shows association of anthropometric factors with chronic energy deficiency. The non CED 
had increased mean height (p= <0.05), weight, BMI, SBP, DBP and MAP compared to CED and non 
CED (p < 0.001). So, all variables found significant association with CED. 

Table 8 shows association of anthropometric factors with hypertension (Normotensive & 
hypertensive). But in case of Height there is no significant association with the hypertension; t-value 
is not significant. Except height all variables (weight, BMI, SBP, DBP and MAP) had significant 
association with hypertension (p < 0.001).

Table 9 presents the correlation matrix of age, height, weight, BMI, SBP, DBP and MAP. These 
results reveal significantly negative correlations between height and BMI of the studied participants. 
There were significant (P=<0.01) positive correlations of age, weight, BMI, SBP, DBP and MAP, 
r-value is significant (p<0.01). But in case of height there is no significant correlation with the Blood 
Pressure (SBP, DBP & MAP), r-value is not significant. So, in BMI mainly weight is responsible for 
the Blood Pressure other than height.

Discussion

The present study aims to investigate the differences in Socio economic variables and health status 
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between two groups (male and female). This paper deals with the assessment of socio-economic status 
through socio economic and demographic variables, nutritional status through body mass index (BMI) 
and hypertension through blood pressure among adult males and females of Oraon tribes. They live in 
unique physical, socio-economic and cultural environment, isolated from general population. In view 
of their habitat and food habits, they form a distinct group compared to other populations. Their food 
intake is influenced by vagaries of nature, with large seasonal variations, depending upon availability 
of agricultural and forest produce. Several studies have documented a close relationship between the 
tribal ecosystem and their health and nutritional status (Rao et al., 1996; 1994).

It is well established that health is influenced by social background (Mackenbach et al., 1997). 
Several recent studies worldwide have established that low socio- economic status is associated with low 
mean BMI and high rates of chronic energy deficiency among adult (Clausen et al., 2006; Eneobong 
et al., 2001; Pryer et al., 2003; Pryer and Rogers, 2006) in different populations. Same results found in 
our study. Education is one of the most important indirect variables affecting socio-economic behaviour 
as well as labour force participation of a population (Gogoi, 2016). Table 1 shows the percentage of 
literate population (58%) is very low and there is huge deviation from national literacy rate (74.04%), 
state literacy rate (76.26%) and district literacy rate (79.04%). Education is supposed to be the spine of 
any community and it is such a process which help to learn or acquisition knowledge, skills and habits 
etc. The development of any villages depends on the literacy rate of dwellers (Mandal and Sengupta, 
2016).

Another study carried out socio economic condition of Oraon tribe in Jalpaiguri district, West 
Bengal found the monthly family income (in Rupees)<3000 is 9.3%, 3000- 5999 is 29.6%, 6000-
9999 is 40.7%, 10000- 14999 is 13% and above 15000 is 3.7% (Ali and Basak, 2018). So, our 
studied community show the poor condition in monthly family income. And also lack of work for 
their livelihood. Their main occupation is daily wage labour (Construction labour, rice meal labour, 
etc) and Riksha driver but there is no fixed work. They are ready to do any work of the peripheral 
region of Medinipur town. But they forgot their traditional occupation ‘agriculture’ because they are 
situated near the town area, so lack of agricultural land. Similar study carried out on Oraon people 
of Paschim Medinipur district by (Dey and Mahapatra, 2020) found 13.3%, 85% and 1.7% tribal 
female belongs to lower, upper lower and lower middle socio-economic status respectively. So, our 
study show the low socio economic status than the others study.

Table 2, observed that the overall prevalence of CED was very high (56%). The chi square analysis 
revealed statistically significant association (p < 0.01) between nutritional status and sex groups. 
According to the WHO classification of public health problem of low BMI, the prevalence of CED 
was very high (≥40%) in both these groups, indicating a critical situation. In another study on the 
Oraon population of Jalpaiguri of West Bengal the prevalence of hypertension and underweight 
(based on BMI classification) both were higher in male than the female (Mittal and Srivastava, 2006). 
In the present study, the overall prevalence of prehypertension and hypertension was 27% (male 14%, 
female 40%) and 9% (male 4%, female 14%) respectively. It shows prevalence of hypertension was 
higher among female as compared to male. However, a study conducted among three tribal people of 
west Bengal by Kshatriya and Acharya, (2016) reported the high BP among female (23.4%) than the 
male (8.5%) in Oraon tribes. 

Table 4 displays the value of systolic and diastolic BP in different BMI categories. It showed 
that mean systolic, diastolic and mean BP increased with increasing BMI level. Same results found 
in another tribal male of Northest India (Mungreiphy et al., 2011) and same results show a study 
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conducted among Punjabi girls of Delhi (Kapoor, 2000). Correlation analyses between age, BMI and 
BP showed significant positive correlations between them. In a study conducted among Punjabi girls 
of Delhi, a significant correlation of BMI with blood pressure was also found (Kapoor, 2000). Positive 
associations between BMI and BP have also been reported in other Indian populations (Gupta et al., 
1995; Tandon, 2006; Mungreiphy et al., 2011). Height is not significant correlation with SBP, DBP 
& MAP. So, height is not responsible for blood pressure and same results found in another study 
carried out among adult Bengalee male of North 24 Parganas, West Bengal by Kundu and Biswas, 
2014.

Several studies shows (table 10) high chronic energy under-nutrition among Oraon tribes across 
India (Mittal and Srivastava, 2006; Chakraborty and Bose, 2007; Banik, 2008, 2011; Bose et al., 
2011; Das et al., 2013a; Roy and Chowdhury, 2013; Jerath el al., 2018) and many studies shows (table 
11) high CED among different tribal people across West Bengal in different district such as (Ghosh 
and Bharati, 2004; Bose et al., 2006a; 2006b; Ghosh and Malik, 2007; Banik et al., 2007; Bose et al., 
2008; Bisai and Bose, 2009; Das and Bose, 2010; Mukhopadhaya, 2010; Bose et al., 2011; Das et al., 
2013a; 2013b; 2020; Ghosh and Bose, 2015; Ghosh et al., 2018). But the degree of prevalence differs 
from one community to other and same community of different regions. Thus, there is an urgent need 
to evaluate the nutritional status of various tribes of West Bengal as well as India.

Table10 compares the mean BMI and the levels of CED (among males & females) of the Oraon 
tribal populations of India. From this table it can be inferred that, in general, the mean BMI of the 
Oraon tribes of India was in the range of 17.9- 19.7 Kg/m2. Moreover, the rates of CED varied 
between 30.7% and 63.9%. These results clearly conclude that level of under nutrition (CED) varies 
region to region. Under-nutrition remains to be a significant health problem of different tribe of West 
Bengal. Table 11 compares the mean BMI and the levels of CED (among males) of the various tribal 
populations of West Bengal. From this table it can be inferred that, the mean BMI of the tribes of 
West Bengal was in the range 17.7-20.5 kg/m2. Moreover, the rates of CED varied between 19.4% 
and 67.9%. These rates were in the category high (20–39%) to very high (≥40%). These results 
clearly indicated that males and females of these tribes were under serious or critical nutritional stress. 
Prevalence of underweight of present study are very high in male participants (72%) than the all 
previous investigations in table (10& 11) of the Oraon tribal people in India and various tribal people 
in West Bengal. Most of the previous studies of table 10 and 11 including present study revealed very 
high (≥40%) prevalence of CED.

Our findings suggest that we can use BMI and HTN in identifying individuals who are experiencing 
nutritional stress. It had been clear that using BMI the prevalence of under nutrition was very high 
(critical situation), both among male and female. On the other hand, using HTN it showed that 
(18.0%) Male and (54.0%) female Oraons had suffer prehypertension. The mean blood pressures of 
the studied population reveal that, the lowest blood pressure is present among the individuals who 
belong to the lower BMI category as well as increases BMI parallelly increase the blood pressure, which 
indicate that high body mass or weight is an important factor for high blood pressure. This study again 
shows that a significant positive correlation is present between age, BMI and blood pressure among 
the adult Oraon male and female of Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal, India. However, it must be 
mentioned here that some limitations of the present study were the small sample size and the no 
availability of data on dietary intake.

Conclusion
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In conclusion, this study provided strong evidence that, tribal males and females of West Bengal 
were experiencing serious or critical nutritional stress. CED &hypertension is a major public health 
problem among tribal population and appropriate nutritional intervention strategies are needed for 
prevention and control this situation such as increasing awareness, promoting physical activity by 
improving income and socio-economic condition, job opportunity and food security etc.
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Tables
Table No: 1. Socio economic variables of the studied tribal people

Category
Male (n= 50) Female (n= 50) Sex combined

Chi square value (χ2)
f % f % f %

Education Status of the studied tribal people

Illiterate 17 34 25 50 42 42

χ2= 6.04NS

df=3, p= .110

Primary (I- V) 11 22 7 14 18 18

Secondary 
(VI- X) 11 22 14 28 25 25

Above (XI- 
Graduate) 11 22 4 8 15 15

Occupation of the studied participants

Daily wage 
labour 27 54 14 28 41 41

χ2= 38.89***

df=4, p= .000

House wife - - 26 52 26 26

Student 11 22 8 16 19 19

Rikshaw 
driver 7 14 - - 7 7

Others work 5 10 2 4 7 7

Monthly family income (Rupees)

<3000 Rupees 12 24 14 28 26 26

χ2= 4.21NS

df=2, p= .122
3001-6000 

Rupees 34 68 36 72 70 70

>6000 Rupees 4 8 - - 4 4

Socio economic Status (Modified Kuppuswamy scale, 2017)

Lower - - 13 26 13 13
χ2= 15.46***

df=2, p= .000Upper lower 47 94 36 72 83 83

Lower middle 3 6 1 2 4 4

Upper middle - - - - - -

Upper - - - - - -
***means p <0.001, NS= Not significant

Table No: 2. Body Mass Index of the studied community (WHO,1995)

Category Male Female Sex combined Chi square value (χ2)

f % f % f %

Underweight 36 72.0 20 40.0 56 56.0 χ2= 10.71**

df=2, p= .005Normal 13 26.0 26 52.0 39 39.0
Overweight 1 2.0 4 8.0 5 5.0

***means p <0.001
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Table No: 3. Prevalence of hypertension among the tribal people (JNC, 7)

Category Male Female Sex combined Chi square value 
(χ2)f % f % f %

Normal 41 82.0 23 46.0 64 64.0 χ2= 14.10***

df=2, p= .001Prehypertension 7 14.0 20 40.0 27 27.0

Hypertension 2 4.0 7 14.0 9 9.0
***means p <0.001

Table No: 4. BMI category wise differences of mean Systolic Pressure, Diastolic pressure and mean arterial pressure among male 
and female of Oraon tribes

BMI category
SBP DBP MAP

Male Female t test Male Female t test Male Female t test

Under nutrition 111.7 
(5.4)

113.0 
(8.0) 0.63NS 70.2 (5.1) 74.9 

(7.4) 2.50** 84.0 
(4.9)

87.6 
(7.0) 2.21*

Normal 118.1 
(9.3)

122.6 
(8.0) 1.48 NS 76.6 (6.7) 79.4 

(7.6) 1.16 NS 90.5 
(7.4)

93.8 
(6.8) 1.37 NS

Over weight 144.0 
(7.6)

131.0 
(7.6) 1.54 NS 92.0 (1.0) 90.5 

(1.0_) 1.34 NS 109.3 
(2.9)

104.0 
(2.9) 1.66 NS

F= 14.78*** 12.81*** 12.74*** 8.09*** 14.59*** 11.75***

* means p <0.05, **means p <0.01, ***means p <0.001, NS= Not significant

Table No: 5. Age group and sex wise descriptive statistics (mean & SD) of anthropometric variables

Variables Sex AG: I (<25y) AG: II (25-40y) AG: III (>40) F test

Height Male 160.86 (5.85) 160.22 (5.14) 157.83 (5.94) .949 NS

Female 149.59 (7.10) 151.44(4.88) 149.74(7.20) .362 NS

t test 6.212 *** 4.775 *** 2.682 *

Weight Male 45.21 (4.52) 45.82 (5.73) 47.11 (8.47) 0.356 NS

Female 42.0(7.04) 49.77 (9.64) 47.20 (9.85) 4.208 *

t test 1.957 NS 1.310 NS .021 NS

Body Mass Index Male 17.45 (1.34) 17.88 (2.42) 18.84 (2.68) 1.535 NS

Female 18.73 (2.52) 21.70 (4.11) 21.04 (4.01) 4.221*

t test 2.275* 2.967** 1.414 NS

Systolic blood pressure Male 112.50 (6.85) 114.35 (9.17) 117.56 (9.98) 1.237 NS

Female 117.11(9.740 122.00 (8.40) 122.40 (10.40) 1.749 NS

t test 1.971 NS 2.373 * 1.035 NS

Diastolic blood pressure Male 71.25 (6.12) 72.00 (7.24) 75.78 (7.03) 1.535 NS

Female 76.37 (8.30) 80.92 (8.230 81.00 (7.26) 1.994 NS

t test 2.524* 3.097** 1.592 NS

Mean arterial pressure Male 85.00 (6.05) 86.11 (7.82) 89.70 (7.72) 1.482 NS

Female 89.95 (7.98) 94.61 (7.98) 94.80 (6.96) 2.300 NS

t test 2.510* 2.914** 1.504 NS

* means p <0.05, **means p <0.01, ***means p <0.001, NS= Not significant

Table No: 6. Sex wise mean differences of anthropometric variables
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Anthropometric indicators Male Female t test p value

Mean SD Mean SD

Height 160.1 5.63 150.1 6.54 -8.20*** .000

Weight 45.76 5.71 45.06 8.88 -0.47 NS .640

Body Mass Index 17.85 2.05 19.96 3.51 3.66*** .000

Systolic blood pressure 114.04 8.32 119.44 9.70 2.99** .004

Diastolic blood pressure 72.32 6.75 78.48 8.26 4.08*** .000

Mean arterial pressure 86.23 7.06 92.13 8.00 3.91*** .000
**means p <0.01, ***means p <0.001, NS= Not significant

Table No: 7. Association of anthropometric factors with chronic energy deficiency by CED and non CED

Anthropometric variables CED (n= 56) Non CED (n= 44) t test

Mean SD Mean SD t value p value

Height 156.82 7.57 152.91 7.80 2.52* .014

Weight 41.34 4.76 50.59 7.01 7.50*** .000

Body Mass Index 16.77 1.07 21.62 2.54 11.85*** .000

Systolic blood pressure 112.18 6.45 122.55 9.39 6.25*** .000

Diastolic blood pressure 71.89 6.38 79.86 7.95 5.42*** .000

Mean arterial pressure 85.32 5.94 94.09 7.80 6.18*** .000
* means p <0.05, ***means p <0.001

Table No: 8. Association of anthropometric factors (Mean & SD) with hypertension by normotensive and hypertensive subjects

Anthropometric 
variables

Normotensive (n= 
64)

Hypertensive (n= 
36)

t test

Mean SD Mean SD t value p value

Height 155.12 8.78 155.07 7.23 .031NS .975

Weight 42.58 5.23 50.44 8.15 5.22*** .000

Body Mass Index 17.72 2.02 21.02 3.43 5.28*** .000

Systolic blood 
pressure 111.38 5.32 126.28 7.24 10.82*** .000

Diastolic blood 
pressure 70.59 4.78 83.94 5.29 12.54*** .000

Mean arterial 
pressure 84.19 4.39 98.06 4.82 14.26*** .000

***means p <0.001, NS= Not significant

Table No: 9. Correlation of coefficient between BMI, blood pressure and anthropometric variables

Anthropometric 
indicators

Age Height Weight BMI SBP DBP MAP

Age 1 -.029NS .219* .246* .211* .221* .230*

Height 1 .359** -.260** .116 NS -.070NS -.002NS

Weight 1 .805** .651** .540** .614**

Body Mass Index 1 .597** .605** .637**
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Systolic blood pressure 1 .771** .904**

Diastolic blood pressure 1 .969**

Mean arterial pressure 1
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table No.10. Mean BMI and prevalence of CED (based on BMI) among Oraon tribes across India.

Studied 
Community Study area Sample 

size Mean BMI (Kg/ m2) CED (%) References

Oraon (M & F) Jalpaiguri, WB 350 18.8(M), 19.7(F) 47.0(M), 
30.7(F) Mittal & Srivastava (2006)

Oraon (M) Gumla, JH 205 18.0 63.9 Chakraborty & Bose (2007)

Oraon (M) Ranchi, JH 290 18.5 53.1 Banik SD (2008)

Oraon (F) Ranchi, JH 216 18.1 62.5 Banik SD (2011)

Oraon (M) Paschim Medinipur 104 19.4 37.5 Bose et al. (2011)

Oraon (M) Paschim Medinipur, WB 104 18.6 46.2 Das et al. (2013a)

Oraon (M & F) Jalpaiguri, WB 357
AL-

18.2(M)&17.9(F);
BL-18.3(M)&18.3(F)

- Roy & Chowdhury (2013)

Oraon (F) Gumla, JH 143 - 39.2 Jerath et al. (2018)

Oraon (M& F) Paschim Medinipur, WB 100 M-17.85, F-19.96 M-72, 
F-40 Present study

WB: West Bengal; JH: Jharkhand; AL: Agricultural Labour; BL: Brickfield Labour; M: Male; F: Female

Table No: 11. Mean BMI and prevalence of CED (based on BMI) among various tribes of West Bengal.

Tribal name Study area Sample 
size Mean BMI (Kg/ m2) CED (%) References

Munda (F) Kolkata 234 17.7 67.9 Ghosh & Bharati (2006)

Santal (M& F) Paschim 
Medinipur 410 20.0(M), 19.3(F) 31.5(M), 41.8(F) Bose et al. (2006a)

Kora-mudi (M& F) Bankura 500 18.6(M), 18.2(F) 48.0(M), 56.4 (F) Bose et al (2006b)

Santal (M& F) Bankura 800 - 55(M), 52.5(F) Ghosh & Malik (2007)

Dhimal (M&F) Siliguri 305 19.5(M), 19.1(F) 27.0(M), 46.4(F) Banik et al. (2007)

Lodhas (M) Paschim 
Medinipur 157 19.5 45.2 Bose et al. (2008)

Bhumij (M) Paschim 
Medinipur 161 18.6 48.4 Bose et al. (2008)

Kora-mudi (F) Bankura 123 18.3 55.3 Bisai & Bose (2009)

Santal (M&F) Purulia 513 19.5(M), 18.1(F) 30.6(M), 63.4(F) Das & Bose (2010)

Santal (M& F) Birbhum 251 20.5(M), 19.5(F) 30.5(M), 38.5(F) Mukhopadhyay A (2010)

Munda (M) Paschim 
Medinipur 106 19.3 35.8 Bose et al. (2011)

Munda (M) Paschim
Medinipur 106 18.4 50.0 Das et al. (2013a)

Birhor (M) Purulia 72 20.5 19.4 Das et al. (2013b)
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Bhumij (M)
Paschim

Medinipur 195 18.6 52.3 Ghosh & Bose (2015)

Sabar (M& F) Bankura 226 19.8(M), 18.4(F) 46.8(M), 56.5(F) Ghosh et al. (2018)

Sabar (M) Purulia 307 19.0 47.2 Das et al. (2020)

Oraon (M& F)
Paschim 

Medinipur, 
WB

100 M-17.85, F-19.96 M-72, F-40 Present study

M: Male; F: Female
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Figures

Figure 1: BMI category wise mean SBP, DBP & MAP differences among Oraon male and female

Figure 2: Age group wise mean SBP, DBP & MAP differences among Oraon male and female
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Introduction

Family planning is the most potent step towards the improvement of the health of the mother 
and child and reduction of infant mortality and maternal mortality (Bernstein and Hanson, 2006). 
It is not merely the use of contraception for limited family size. Rather it is a mode of planning 
family size as per requirement of time and space (Jhariya et al. 2015).  This leads to a great social 
benefit such as economic development, raise the standards of living, upliftment of efficacy of people, 
reducing unemployment, remove food shortage and increase of per capita income etc. There is a 
great need and necessity for family planning, particularly among the developing countries like India 
because of the massive population explosion. The family planning methods are recognized as the best 
and quickest way to reduce population growth rate (Cleland et al. 2006). Family planning plays a 
pivotal role in population control, poverty reduction, and human development. Much research has 
already been conducted on how family planning affects health, but much less is known on the effects 
of family planning on the economic situation of households and regions (Singh et al., 2004; Smith 
et al., 2009). It seems obvious that smaller families, resulting from effective use of FP services, have 
lower expenses on children and therefore can more easily make ends meet and have higher potential 
for making savings and investments (Montgomery and Lloyd, 1999; Gillespie et al., 2007; Channon 
et al., 2010). 

Knowledge And Practice Of Family Planning: A Study Among 
Two Less Known Tribes Singphos And Wanchos Of Arunachal 
Pradesh, India

Family planning plays a pivotal role in population control, poverty reduction and human 
development. There is a great need and necessity for family planning, particularly among the 
developing countries like India because of the massive population explosion. This paper reports the 
knowledge and practice of family planning in the two tribal communities of Arunachal Pradesh 
viz. Singphos and Wanchos. Data were collected using a pretested structured questionnaire 
containing questions on reproductive history, knowledge and use of contraceptives.  It is found 
that only 76.2% Singpho women have the knowledge of family planning which is higher than 
that of the Wanchos (50.6%). Interestingly, no male Wanchos are found to go for sterilization. 
Like the Singphos, quite a good number of the Wancho women use oral pill and condom up 
to 35-39 years. IUCD is used by them in 25-29 years to 35-39 years. A good 92.8% Singpho 
women of the age of 50 years and above have their knowledge of family planning. The number 
of users is found to increase with the increase of age. The practice of family planning measures is 
found to be more popular among the Singphos than the Wanchos. Lack of knowledge regarding 
family planning is the ultimate reason for its less practice.

Family planning, oral pill, 
IUCD, Arunachal Pradesh, 
Singphos, Wanchos etc.
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Though contraceptives are an important part to progress the female reproductive health (Becker 
et al., 2006) geographical location is another significant factor which imparts largely on the women 
to use any types of contraception. For example, contraceptive use rate is lower in the mountainous 
regions in comparison to the lowland regions (Westoff and Rodriguez, 1995). 

According to the 2011 census, the tribal population in India was 104 million, constituting 8.6 
per cent of country’s population. A possible explanation behind uneven distribution of people is 
significant differentialities of family planning usage among diverse socio-economic groups across 
the country (Prusty, 2014). As against 8.6 % of the tribal population in India, Northeastern states 
constitute around 25.8% of the tribal population from 145 tribal communities (Ramana, 2015). 
Northeast states have an overwhelming and almost incredible ethnic diversity, and it engulfs large-
scale variations and diversities in the demographic situation and socio-economic and cultural backdrop 
between and within the states and regions (Biswas and Suklabaidya, 2008). 

There are still many barriers prevails on contraceptive uses, especially among the women; they 
always face difficulties in accessing them. Female contraception use decision depends on the husband 
and wife’s attitude, culture, religion, education, financial condition, etc. Furthermore, various health 
systems related factors are also influence the couple’s contraceptive use (Davidson and Jaccard, 1979). 
In this context, this study was undertaken to know the women’s knowledge, and practice of family 
planning among Singpho and Wancho tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. 

Methods and materials

A total of six Singpho villages from Changlang district and four Wancho villages from Longding 
district of Arunachal Pradesh were selected. A total of 231 Singpho married women and 243 married 
Wancho women were interviewed. Pretested structured questionnaire was used, enquiring into 
respondents reproductive history, knowledge and use of contraceptive as well as fertility preferences. 
In order to know about their awareness and needs on contraceptive, the respondents were asked 
whether they had heard of family planning methods such as male condom, injectables and female 
sterilization among others. The female respondents were asked about the places where they accessed 
their current family planning methods at the time they started using it. Those who are using a family 
planning method were asked if they used it recently and if so, which specific method they used 
or undergo. In addition, socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the respondents were 
collected. All required permissions are taken from the government, the local administration and the 
concerned heads of the villages to carry on field work.

Results
Knowledge of family planning

Table 1 presents the distribution of currently married women according to their knowledge of 
family planning by some background characteristics. It is seen that 76.2 % Singpho women have 
the knowledge of family planning which is higher than that of the Wanchos (50.6%). 70% Wancho 
women of age 15-19 years have reported that they have the knowledge of family planning whereas only 
66.7% Singpho women in the same age group have been found to have knowledge of the same. Again, 
92.8% Singpho women of the age of 50 years and above have their knowledge of family planning. In 
the same age group, on the other hand, only 51.5% Wanchos know about family planning (see Fig. 
1 and Table 1). 

It is revealed from Table 1 that 79.5% of the illiterate Singpho women knew about family planning 
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against 48.7% of their Wancho counterpart. In both the groups the proportion of women having 
knowledge of family planning increases with the increasing educational status of the women. When 
the occupational status of the women is considered for the examination of the knowledge of family 
planning, it is found that the non-workers and laborers and cultivators have less knowledge of family 
planning. On the other hand, all service holders of both the communities have knowledge of family 
planning.

Use of family planning methods by background characteristics

Tables 2a and 2b show the distribution of Singpho and Wancho respondents respectively who 
have used different contraceptive methods according to some background characteristics. It is evident 
from the tables and figure-1 that permanent sterilization is found to be a common method among 
the women irrespective of their age. However, sterilization amongst the men is found to be higher 
in current age groups i.e. from 40 years onwards. Quite a good number of Singpho women use oral 
pill and condom upto the age group of 35-39 years. Intrauterine Contraceptive Device (IUCD) is 
also found to be used by the Singpho women from the age group of 20-24 years to 35-39 years. 
Sterilization is found to be highest among the illiterate men and women. The number of sterilized 
persons is reduced among the barely literate Singphos. Use of IUCD is also found to be highest among 
the illiterates. It gradually decreases with the increase of educational level. In case of oral pill and 
condom no such trend is observed, according to their educational standard. Sterilization both among 
the males and the female Singphos is also found to be highest among the non-workers followed by the 
cultivators and is the lowest among the service holders. However, among service holders user of oral 
pill and condom is more.

Among the Wanchos also female sterilization is found from the age group of 20-24 years to 45-
49 years. Interestingly, permanent sterilization is not found among the Wanchos. Like the Singphos, 
quite a good number of the Wancho women use oral pill and condom up to 35-39 years. IUCD is 
used by women of 25-29 years and 35-39 years. The number of users is found to increase with the 
increase of age. Among the illiterate Wanchos number of users of IUCD, oral pill and condom is 
found to be highest. In case of IUCD the number decreases with the increase of educational standards. 
But, no such trend can be observed in case of oral pill and condom.

Discussion 

This paper reports the knowledge and practice of family planning among two less studied tribal 
population of Arunachal Pradesh. The gap between knowledge and the use of different family planning 
methods may reflect the influence of a number of socio-cultural and economic factors that hinders 
proper access to family planning methods. Awareness on different family planning methods is higher 
than its use which is similar to finding from other studies (Aryeetey, 2010). Of which are poor female 
decision making power (Chapagain, 2005) poor economic resources (Stephenson and Tsui, 2002), 
low quality of care at family planning services (Hamid and Stephenson, 2006) and desire for large 
families (Bankole and Singh, 1998). The increase in contraceptive use, in turn was stronger where 
women had more knowledge on contraceptives and where acceptance of contraceptives increased in the 
study period. Acceptance of contraceptives was higher among women with more and with increasing 
knowledge. Information campaigns would have positive effects on knowledge of contraceptives. Thus, 
it is important for policy makers, as well as other stakeholders who aim to achieve economic growth, 
to promote contraceptive use behaviour. This can be achieved by information campaigns that reduce 
fears about negative side effects of contraceptives and by making sure that family planning service 
facilities are readily available and easily accessible by the general public. The study revealed that the 
knowledge of family planning methods is almost universal in these states. Still, there is a huge disparity 
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between awareness of contraception and the prevalence of contraception use. In various other studies 
also conducted in Indian settings, it was found that almost all the tribal women were known to at least 
one method of family planning (Pandey, 2002 and Saha et al. 2007). 

A study conducted by Kamal et al. 2013 showed that positive attitude on modern contraceptives 
increases the probability of couple’s contraceptive use (Kamal et al. 2013). It also increases the male 
involvement in family planning issues. Parven (2000) found in Bangladesh that the uses of contraceptive 
were 7.8 times higher when the husband agreed to family planning. Personal attitude and preference 
are also an important factor to choose the contraceptive method. Most of the couples like the pill, 
condom and withdrawal compare to tubectomy, vasectomy. Most of the men have the negative attitude 
about the vasectomy method because they think it may reduce their sexual and working ability. Some 
couples also have very positive attitude on withdrawal method because there is no cost in this method 
(Islam and Hasan, 2016). Obed et al. 2015 found the injectables (32.4%) was the most frequently 
used contraceptive among married women, followed by the pill (26.2%); the reverse was however 
observed among unmarried sexually active women (34.7% pills and 20.2% injectables); Current 
use of male condoms was higher (11.5%) among sexually active unmarried women compared 
to 1.5% in married women. Constituting less than one percent of current contraceptive use, the 
foam/jelly, diaphragm, IUDs, female condoms and emergency contraception could be considered 
unpopular among the population surveyed. The rhythm method was more popular among sexually 
active unmarried women (23.8%) as compared to the married (16.3%). Gogoi (2016) found that 
the other causes of non-adoption of family planning are unmet need (11%), non-availability of 
the contraceptives (11%), fear of side effects (14.81%), and pressure from husband (7.41%). The 
major problem in family planning programme is that often the high level of knowledge about 
family planning among population groups is not transmitted into practices. There is always a 
wide gap between the knowledge and practice of family planning. In the present study, it has 
been found that, 64% of women are currently using modern (58.33%) and traditional method 
(5.67%) of contraception for either birth spacing or limiting childbirth. Thus, there is a gap of 31% 
between the knowledge and practice of family of family planning. Despite this huge gap between 
knowledge and practices of family planning among the studied groups, compared to district and 
the state average, the current use of contraception is significantly higher among them.

As per latest National Family Health Survey report, 2015-16, prevalence of not using any 
contraception methods is high in Northeastern states (Arunachal Pradesh- 73.5%, Manipur- 75%, 
Meghalaya- 67.2%, Nagaland- 68.7%, Sikkim- 63.2%, and Mizoram- 61.5%) (NFHS-4). The NFHS-
5 reports are out for 22 States and UTs only. Assam, neighboring state of Arunachal Pradesh have 
quite better reports on use of family planning methods i.e. 60.8% in respect of the earlier reports. Not 
only in Northeast Indian states, but other states also, the prevalence of not using any contraception 
method is surprisingly quite high, especially in states like Uttaranchal, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, 
Bihar, and Jharkhand (Battala  et al. 2016, Barman 2013 and Kumar and Joshi, 2008).  The use of 
contraception is still perceived as a personal matter, and it is not easy to break the family barriers 
when it comes to modern contraception use among tribal communities (Prusty 2014 and Das et al. 
2015). The most common reasons for not using contraception include fear of side-effects, lack of 
knowledge, and phobia of adverse health consequences, religion, and past experiences (Kumar, 2019 
and Muanda et al. 2016). Among the tribal population, the most common reasons for not using 
contraception include; the number of living children, education level of women, exposure to media, 
female autonomy (Battala  et al. 2016, Barman 2013, Nosaka , 2000, Frost and Darroch, 2008).

Conclusion
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The practice of family planning is higher with increasing knowledge. The findings from this study 
depict some shortfalls in the family planning programme among the Singphos and Wanchos of 
Arunachal Pradesh and needs to be addressed. More research is needed to understand the associations 
between various population characteristics and contraceptive use among the tribal population of India.
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Figure 1- percent distribution of various family planning methods.

Table 1: percent distribution of currently married women by knowledge of family planning according to some background 
characteristics.

Background 
characteristics

Having knowledge
SINGPHO WANCHO

No. of women Yes No No. of women Yes No
Current age of  women(years)

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50+

6
24
32
23
21
20
22
83

66.7
62.5
65.6
65.2
66.7
70.0
72.7
92.8

33.3
37.5
34.4
34.8
33.3
30.0
27.3
7.20

10
38
44
29
22
21
11
68

70.0
57.9
47.7
31.0
63.6
42.9
54.5
51.5

30.0
42.1
52.3
69.0
36.4
57.1
45.5
48.5

Women’s educations

Illiterate
<LP school complete
LP school complete

Middle school complete
High school complete
Graduate and above

73
52

          41
32
25
8

79.5
75.0
70.7
65.6
84.0

100.0

20.5
25.0
29.3
34.4
16.0

-

76
68
55
22
17
5

48.7
41.2
58.2
54.5
52.9

100.0

51.3
58.8
41.8
45.5
47.1

-

Women’s occupation

Non worker
Cultivator 

Service
Wage Labour

Business
Skilled work

Total 

89
60
30
3

15
34

231

69.7
65.0

100.0
66.7
93.3
85.5
76.2

30.3
35.0

-
33.3
6.70
14.7
23.8

117
61
21
4
4

36
243

32.5
62.3

100.0
50.0

100.0
55.6
50.6

67.5
37.7

-
50.0

-
44.4
49.4

Figures and Tables
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Table 2 a: percent distribution of the singphos currently married women using different family planning devices according to 
some background characteristics.

Background 
characteristics of 

wives

Family planning devices used No. of couples

Female 
sterilization

Male 
sterilization

IUCD Oral pill Condom Others

Current age (year

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50+

3.27
8.20
6.06
14.8
16.4
21.3
19.6
9.83

-
-
-
-
-

37.5
25.0
37.5

-
5.80
11.8
47.1
35.3

-
-
-

6.1
24.2
28.8
13.6
27.3

-
-
-

-
25.0
25.0
33.3
16.7

-
-
-

8.33
29.2
33.3
12.5
16.7

-
-
-

4.3
17.0
19.1
17.6
22.9
6.91
7.40
4.79

Educational status

Illiterate
<LP school complete
LP school complete

Middle school 
complete

High school 
complete

Graduate and above

26.2
18.0
14.8
19.7
21.3

-

`37.5
25

12.5
25.0

-
-

29.5
23.5
17.6
17.6
11.8

-

19.7
21.2
16.7
13.6
22.7
6.1

16.7
-

16.7
25.0
33.3
8.30

20.8
16.7
12.5
25.0
25.0

-

23.4
18.6
15.4
18.6
21.0
3.0

Occupational status

Non worker
Cultivation

Service
Wage Labour

Business
Skilled work

Total

32.8
24.6
8.2
4.9

14.8
14.8
10.0

37.5
25.0

-
12.5
12.5
12.5
1.23

47.1
35.3

-
-

5.9
11.8
2.79

24.2
25.8
28.8
3.0

12.1
6.0

10.82

25.0
16.7
33.3

-
16.7
8.3

1.85

25.0
25.0
16.7
12.5
12.5
8.3

3.70

29.8
25.5
17.0
4.8

12.8
10.1
84.7
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Table 2b: use of different family planning devices among the wanchos according to some background characteristics.

Background 
characteristics of wives

Family planning devices used No. of 
couplesFemale sterilization Male sterilization IUCD Oral pill Condom Others

Current age (years)

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50+

-
7.7

15.4
23.0
15.4
30.8
7.7

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

22.2
33.3
44.4

-
-
-

8.0
28.0
20.0
24.0
20.0

-
-
-

-
20.0
20.0
30.0
30.0

-
-
-

8.80
26.5
20.6
14.7
29.4

-
-
-

5.5
20.9
19.8
22.0
26.4
4.4
1.0

-

Educational status

Illiterate
<LP school complete
LP school complete

Middle school complete
High school complete
Graduate and above

30.8
23.1
23.1
15.4
7.7

-

-
-
-
-
-
-

33.3
33.3
22.2
11.1

-
-

28.0
12.0
16.0
12.0
16.0
16.0

30.0
10.0
10.0
20.0
20.0
10.0

20.6
32.4
26.5
11.7
8.8

-

26.4
23.1
20.9
13.2
11.0
5.4

Occupational status

Non worker
Cultivation 

Service
Wage Labour

Business
Skilled work

Total

53.8
23.1

-
7.7
7.7
7.7

1.79

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

22.2
33.3

-
22.2

-
22.2
1.24

20.0
8.0

32.0
-

28.0
12.0
3.44

30.0
-

30.0
-

40.0
-

1.40

29.4
35.3
11.8
5.9
5.9

11.8
4.76

29.7
21.9
16.5
5.5

15.4
10.9

40.63
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Introduction:

Malinowski (1921) mentioned food as the first and the most important need of man. Every 
community, whether simple or complex, they primarily preoccupied with extracting physical necessity 
of life from its natural environment (Beattie 1964:183). The resources available in the natural 
environment are extracted with different adaptive strategies. Therefore, humankind has adapted and 
is adapting to varied environmental zones and different topography of the world.

The present paper discourse how the Mao Nagas an indigenous tribe in northeast India adopted 
terrace cultivation as a means of adaptation to their given environment and how this form of practice 
is tied to their socio-cultural life apart from economic spheres. But before we try to answer these 
questions, it will be appropriate to have a quick general overview of the Mao Nagas, their history and 
ecological habitat as a backdrop to our further discussion.

The Mao Nagas are mountain-dwellers situated in the north-eastern part of India.  The traditional 
homeland of the Mao Nagas is spread over the present state of Manipur and Nagaland where the 
majority lives in Senapati district (Fig. 1). Their economy is predominantly agrarian in nature and 
rice is their staple food. Shifting and terrace cultivation are the dominant land-use system in their 
traditional economic activities. They live in compact villages having their own ‘Chief ’ called ‘Movuo’ 
as the head of the village. Their society is patrilineal descent group and they trace their ancestry 

Indigenous Form of Terrace Cultivation among the Mao Nagas

The interesting question of mankind is the ascertainment of the place which man occupies on 
earth. In order to survive, man has to co-exist with nature and culture. They depend on nature 
for everything from food to shelter. However, nature does not in itself specify how resources are to 
be exploited or to what degree of intensity, that is for man to decide. Thus, the interaction with 
nature by man has varied depending upon their adaptation potentiality and the availability of 
resources. This paper deals with the indigenous form of terrace cultivation by the Mao Nagas 
as the important means of adaptation for their livelihood. The paper also highlights how the 
indigenous form of terrace cultivation is tied to their socio-cultural life apart from providing 
food requirement for their living. Data for this study are collected through anthropological 
techniques like participant observation, interview, focused group discussion and case studies.

Indigenous, Terrace 
cultivation, Mao Nagas, 
Water, Paddy, Nature, 
Culture, Makhel
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through a male line. The immoveable properties like terrace field, homestead, forest, etc. mainly ‘land 
based’ are inherited by the male in the family. These immoveable properties are handed down from 
father to son. The Mao Naga ancestral land is one of the legendary places for the Nagas. It is considered 
a place of great importance in the Naga history as it is believed to be the origin place for the Nagas. 
There are numerous ancient monuments and relics which are revered by the Nagas. The ‘Sacred Wild 
Pear Tree’ (‘Chitebu Kajü’), the ‘Banyan Tree’ (‘Marabu’) and the ‘Trio Megalith monuments’ (‘Okhe 
tu, Orah tu, and Omei tu’) are firmly anchoring the culture, history and the identity of the Nagas 
(Neli, 2014:182). The different Nagas communities particularly the Tenyimi group lived at Makhel 1 
and later they migrated to different directions after taking a discourse under a ‘Sacred Wild Pear 
tree’ and settled where they are situated now. Being the dispersal point of the Nagas, different Naga 
communities spread out to different directions and occupied all the surrounding areas of Makhel. For 
instance, the Angami Nagas and Chakhesang Nagas occupy the areas which lie to the North; Poumai 
Nagas occupy the areas which lie to the East and Maram Nagas to the South. Therefore, there is no 
space for the Mao Nagas to expand their territory since the areas adjacent to them are all occupied 
by the other Naga tribes who dispersed from Makhel. Thus, the Mao Nagas have used their land 
very skilfully since they have limited land resources and there is no scope for expansion. One of the 
adaptive strategies by the Mao Nagas is the practice of terrace cultivation.

Terrace cultivation

Terrace cultivation is an extremely labour-intensive crop to grow. Seedling are sown then 
transplanted one by one to ensure equal spacing in the fields. The sowing of seed is determined by the 
variety of paddy, as some grow faster than others. Crop management includes weeding by hand, the 
repairing of the irrigation system, and the fight against insects, aphids and rodents. Harvesting is also 
a strenuous, time-consuming task involving spending many hours under a scorching heat.

Terrace cultivation is widely practised by the Asian countries. This technique of terrace cultivation 
is mostly practiced by the people who live in the mountains and hills where irrigation system is 
possible. Terrace cultivation is also known as step farming. It is a way of farming crops on the 
hillslopes, mountains and other elevated regions. The terrace cultivation system in the Naga Hills has 
been developed long before the British and the Christian Missionaries arrived in the 1830s (Shishak, 
1996: 25). These terrace cultivation practices in Mao-Naga region are considered the most advanced 
forms of the cultivation in the hill districts of Manipur and the neighbouring tribes (Mao, 1992:4) of 
Nagaland. It may be observed that the neighbouring tribes like the Angami Nagas, the Chakhesang 
Nagas, the Poumai Nagas, the Maram Nagas, etc. who migrated from Makhel also practice the same 
form of terrace cultivation.

Hodson remarks, “We have large Mao-Naga villages with extensive terraced fields magnificently 
irrigated with water brought from considerable distance in channels so well aligned... By means of long 
and tireless labour, a field may be built up and provided with water so that the large terraces represent the 
expenditure of a vast amount of energy and farming ability, as well as much practical engineering skill” 
(Hodson, 1911 :50). The terrace fields (Fig. 2) of the Mao Nagas are very old, they were made by their 
forefathers.

Construction of Terrace Field 

The forefathers of the Mao Nagas were expert in construction of terrace field. In olden days as per 

1  Makhel is considered a place of great importance in the Naga history. It is an ancient village situated in the Mao 
Nagas territory where many Naga tribes trace back their place of origin.
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the interview from the subjects, services of the Mao Nagas expertise in this field were often requested 
by even other neighbouring tribes for the construction of a new terraces. Construction of terrace fields 
is a labourious job and involves a large number of people. It is treated as a community affair. The 
family who intends to construct terraces would inform their clansman, or the village elders to obtain 
free community labour (Puni 2018:23). Once the family finalised the day to call the community for 
the construction of terraces, the very family or the owner would begin the customary preparations of 
the food and drinks to provide on the day of the work for the construction of terraces. Terraces are cut 
along the rugged hill slopes, and depending on the slopes of the hills and the width of the terraces they 
range from as narrow as two feet to as broad as forty-fifty feet. Each terrace is bound by raised mud at 
the edges, which not only retain water but also prevent soil erosion.

There are two types of terraced fields practise by the Mao Nagas: 

i. ‘Moko Do’ (permanently wet-terraced field), and

ii. ‘Dothu Do’ (dry terraced field).

In the ‘Moko do’, the water is constantly supplied either from natural spring or from the rivers or 
streams through a small canal. It is usually situated on the side of the river bank or the area where the 
soil is capable of retaining water throughout the year. This kind of field remains wet throughout the 
year except when there is unusually scanty rain in the area. While in the case of the ‘Dothu do’, the 
supply of water is only during the time of cultivation. For this type of field, rain water and springs are 
the main sources of water although river, and stream water is also used.

Construction of Water Channel

Water is the most import element of terrace cultivation, and it is practiced only where irrigation 
is feasible or an underground spring is available. An irrigation system is put in place to feed the 
terraces with water which is essential for paddy cultivation. Water is channelled from a stream or 
river continuously flows from one terrace to another. The length of these water channels varies from 
one to twenty kilometres, passing across rocky hills and mountains to reach the terraced fields. The 
construction of canals (Fig. 3) is done with simple implements and measurement as well as alignment 
is taken without the aid of modern tools. The terraces are constructed so systematically that the 
water flows to every terraced field. The water channels open into the topmost terraces of the fields 
from where water flows down into the lower and adjacent terraces. In other words, each terrace from 
the top to the lowermost obtains water from the terrace above it. Therefore, the construction and 
maintenance of water channel from the streams or rivers is a community affair. 

Seed sowing and transplantation

Paddy seedling is transplanted from the bed of the nursery sown on a patch of land (Fig. 4). Right 
timing of seed sowing is very crucial for transplantation. A difference of a day or two in seed sowing 
and paddy transplantation matters a lot in the final yield of the crop. Therefore, the Mao Nagas link 
seed sowing and paddy transplantation with natural phenomena for better result of the crops. The 
farmers are able to know the right time and season of agriculture activities from the various indications 
of nature such as singing of birds, blooming of a certain plant’s flowers and observing the position of 
sunrise on a particular mountain range, etc. For instance, when peach and bauhinia flower are in full 
bloom, they were reminded through such indication for sowing paddy seed (Neli, 2016:187).

When the rainy season commences at the end of May, the process of paddy transplantation begins. 
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In order to have good harvest, they also have traditional technique of manuring the field. Their 
cultivation system is well organized and advanced in term of sustainable development. They do not 
use chemical fertilizer in their fields. The farmers use compost manure and cow dung for the fertility 
of the terrace fields. Cow dung is very commonly used by the farmers for maximum yields and also 
for maintenance and enhancement of soil fertility. Preparation of the fields for crop consists of digging 
out the soil and puddling them. The puddling of the paddy fields draws the weeds out and soften the 
soil in order to enable plantations. When the weeds are sufficiently decomposed and the mud is well 
puddle, then the field is ready for transplantation. The process of transplantation is carried out by the 
end of May and continue as long as one could hear the singing of the cuckoo birds which coincides 
with the ending part of the month of June.

The seedlings are approximately 12-15 centimetres in height at the time of transplantation (Fig. 5). 
Usually, whenever they start any agricultural activities, they perform rituals and pray to almighty for 
his blessing and mercies. Because an entire crop could be destroyed by natural calamities like fungal 
infection or adverse weather conditions and climate change. Therefore, the village chief or some elders 
in the village perform rituals and initiate 2 the process of transplanting. The seedlings are planted 
in rows approximately at a distance of five to seven centimetres between them. If the soil is fertile 
enough, then they are planted at a greater distance because the plant will grow bigger in that area. The 
seedlings are never planted more than one piece at a time. There can be two reasons for this practice; 
first it might be due to proper usage of manure and the soil could be very fertile. Second reason could 
be economical for using the seedlings. Whenever farmers start their transplantation, they always begin 
by saying: ‘othe shupe ojü shuzhu’ which means ‘may the seedling last and accomplish the task quickly’. 
Traditionally, the transplantation is done in groups through ‘exchange of labours’ called ‘Ava Kocho’ 
in Mao Naga language. This makes the work easier and convenient for them because transplantation 
takes a lot of time. The process of transplantation mainly happens in the month of June; therefore, the 
farmers could not afford to waste any single day especially the month of June.

When the seedlings have taken roots after transplantation, the ‘process of weeding’ (called ‘odo 
mohrü’ in Mao Naga language) starts. One or two times of weeding is necessary to keep the field clean 
and healthy for the crops. This process is mainly done in the beginning of August and September. 
Weeds are manually removed with hands. At this time of cleaning the weeds, the farmers also found 
small fishes and edible insects in the fields like the ‘cat fish’ (‘khokhe’), ‘snail’ (‘khosanabvü’), ‘dragonfly 
Naiads’ (‘topfüe’), ‘great diving beetle’ (‘kodzüa’), ‘spider’ (‘shihri’). Thus, the farmer usually ties 
‘Shübvü’ (a small basket made from cane) on their waists during weeding season so that when they 
catch any fish or edible insects, the same can be put in the basket for consumption.

The harvest is usually ready by the end of October and the process of harvesting starts and continue 
till the first week of December (Fig. 6). Harvest is done with sickle, feet, fork, and basket. The sheaves 
of the paddy are collected and brought to a convenient place usually in an open dry place of terrace 
field for threshing the grain. In the past, according to the Mao Naga Customary practice, two good 

2  By transplanting a few paddy seedlings at one of the corners of the field along with erecting the ‘Sumac’ 
(‘Emosü’) branch tied with ‘Cogon grass’ (‘Eva’) on the edge of the field. Then they pray to almighty for good harvest 
by invoking like this:

‘Ora tho’ – ‘Worship God’
‘Orobu sü peno evabu mareipio ye’ – ‘May the seedling grow like Cogon grass’ and
‘Otho kro sü peno emosü kru bvüo mashipio’ – ‘The grains may bear like the bunch od sumac fruits’
Since cogon grass grows very well and sumac tree bears good bunch of fruits, they are used to remind them of what 

they should pray for. They pray that their paddy plant may grow like the cogon grass and bear the grains like the fruits of 
sumac.
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bunches of paddy grain are selected and are taken to the threshing ground to start the threshing 
by saying; ‘otheh leno vu aku adzü pio’, which literally means ‘may good amount of paddy grain 
be gathered in the threshing-ground’. Threshing is done with feet and ‘fork’ (‘Khroda’ - made of 
bamboo). After separating the paddy grains from the sheaves, the farmers do not simply throw away 
the stalks. The stalks of the paddy are collected and used as a fodder for cattle. Threshing is followed 
by winnowing to take out the chaff from the grains. The threshed paddy grains are held overhead in 
the basket and pour down slowly by one person, while the other person vigorously fans the pouring 
grain with ‘shünga phoro’ (a rectangular shape made of bamboo or cane). The clean paddy grains are 
then loaded in the special ‘back baskets’ (‘Othojie’) and sacks to carry home and store in the ‘granary’ 
(‘othobe’) for consumption.

Conclusion

In the light of the fact above discussion, we see the Mao Nagas had ingeniously transformed the 
nature to their advantages. Land and land-based resources are central to their social and cultural 
existence. Although their ancestral land is small due to the fact that Makhel being the dispersal point 
of the Nagas, different Naga communities spread out and occupied all their surrounding areas. They 
have adopted a unique strategy to cope up the situation by practicing terrace cultivation for their 
survival. Unlike the shifting cultivation, terrace cultivation is an advanced method of cultivation 
where it can be cultivated permanently at the same plot of land. Shifting cultivation required a large 
among of land. The basic characteristics of this cultivation method is to cultivate a plot of land for 
three to four years and shifted to a new site for fresh cultivation. The former field is abandoned to lie 
fallow for fifteen to twenty years to regain the fertility. Therefore, shifting cultivation is not suitable 
for the Mao Nagas since they have shortage of land resources. Another reason is that the work-load in 
shifting cultivation is much more than the terrace cultivation but the output of the product is less than 
the terrace cultivation. Owing to the limited land holding by the Mao Nagas, we can safely conclude 
that they most likely have adapted to terrace cultivation ahead of many other surrounding Naga tribes 
both as a means of livelihood, and as well, sustaining and preserving the limited and fragile ecology.
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Images

Fig. 1 Map of India and Northeast marking the Mao Nagas land. (Source: Google)

Fig. 2: Terrace Field
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Fig. 3: Repairing of Canal

Fig. 4: Seedling Nursery
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Fig. 5: Transplantation

Fig. 6: Harvesting
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Introduction

Adolescence is the transitional phase between childhood and adulthood, and characterized by 
high growth acceleration, which is closely linked with nutritional status, and both are influenced 
by the process of sexual maturation.  Nutrition plays a vital role during adolescence period because 
inadequate nutrition leads to malnutrition, growth retardation, reduced physical capacity, and poor 
mental and social development (Awasthi et al., 2000; Chhatwal et al., 2004; Sharma et al., 2007; 
Mondal et al., 2017; O’ Brien et al., 2018). In South-east Asia a large number of children and 
adolescents suffer from chronic undernutrition, which adversely effects their health and development 
(Venkaiah et al., 2002; Olivieri et al., 2008; Patanwar and Sharma 2013; Konwar et al., 2019). The 
growth and nutritional status of adolescent girls, who are the future mothers bears special importance 
as they contribute to the overall nutritional status and health of the total population (Venkaiah et al., 
2002; Deshmukh et al., 2006; Medhi et al., 2007; Mondal and Sen, 2010; Roy et al., 2016; Debnath et 
al., 2017; Pal and Bose, 2017; Nandi et al., 2018; O’Brien et al., 2018). Currently, it is estimated that 
there are about 69.7 million adolescents’ girls constituting about 7% of the total population in India. 
The adolescents are potentially and nutritionally vulnerable in view of their rapid physical growth 
and maturation (Das and Bose 2011; Khatun et al., 2016; Debnath et al., 2019). Inadequate diet 
and unfavorable environmental, socio-economic conditions and demographic variables can adversely 
affect the physical growth and nutritional status. Better nutritional environment of adolescents in 
the higher socio-economic groups accelerates, while poor socio-economic status retards the  physical 
growth pattern (Bose and Mukhopadhyay, 2004; Bose et al., 2005; Banik et al., 2007; Rengma 
et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2019; Vaishnaw et al., 2020). Malnutrition is also one of the principal 
causes of premature mortality and morbidity among children and adolescents in India. World Health 

Anthropometric characteristics of rural Bengali adolescent 
girls from North Bengal, India

Adolescence is the developmental period through which children grow into adults. 
Adolescents are the future generations of any country and their physical growth and nutritional 
needs are important for overall development of a society. The present cross-sectional investigation 
was undertaken to determine anthropometric characteristics of rural Bengali adolescent girls 
residing in North Bengal, India. The present investigation has observed that the adolescent 
girls exhibited low rates of physical growth when compared with the standard growth reference 
population but higher than those reported for other rural adolescent girls from India.

Adolescence; 
Anthropometry; Physical 
growth; Bengali; India
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Organization (WHO) the ultimate intention of the nutritional assessment is to improve human 
health and improvement nutritional status is also one of the goals of SDGs (Sustainable Development 
Goals). Several research investigations of both undernutrition and overnutrition have significant 
clinical and public health implication for developing health promotion strategies to prevent chronic 
diseases in adulthood. However, a handful studies have been reported on the assessment of nutritional 
status among adolescents’ girls in India (Rao et al., 2000; Mitra et al., 2002; Mondal and Sen, 2010; 
Patanwar and Sharma, 2013; Mondal, 2014; Dhingra and Bhatt, 2017; Konwar et al., 2019).

Anthropometry has been widely used to assess physical growth and nutritional status (WHO 
1995; Mondal and Sen 2010; Mondal et al., 2017; Debnath et al., 2018). It is well recognized 
worldwide that anthropometric measurements are indispensible in diagnosing of both undernutrition 
and overnutrition. Due to its simplicity, reliability and low cost, anthropometric measurements 
are widely used to evaluate physical growth and nutritional status (Venkaih et al., 2002; Bose and 
Mukhopadhyay, 2004; Hall et al., 2007; Bisai and Bose 2009; Das and Bose 2012; Mondal et al., 
2017; O’Brien et al., 2018; Konwar et al., 2019; Bharali and Mondal 2019; Debnath et al., 2019). 
Anthropometric examination still remains a widely utilized tool in any research related with health 
and nutrition condition in childhood or adolescence stages (Bose and Mukhopadhyay, 2004; Medhi et 
al., 2007; Mondal and Sen, 2010a; Sen and Mondal, 2013; Mondal et al., 2017). Several studies have 
investigated physical growth status of children and adolescents belonging to various ethnic groups 
in India using this technique (Deshmukh et al., 2006; Medhi et al., 2007; Bisai and Bose, 2009; 
Basu et al., 2014; Sing and Mondal, 2014; Rengma et al., 2016; Debnath et al., 2017; Konwar et al., 
2019; Vaishnaw et al., 2020). Several researchers have also assessed growth and nutritional status of 
school going children and adolescents from West Bengal (Bose et al., 2008; Chakraborty and Bose, 
2009; Mondal and Sen, 2010; Das and Bose, 2011; Mondal and Bose, 2014; De, 2017; Debnath et 
al., 2017; Pal et al., 2017; Bhadra et al., 2018; Bharali and Mondal., 2019; Debnath et al., 2019). 
Moreover, it is attributed to poor socio-economic status can lead to poor nutrition and diseases which 
in turn can influence height of a growing child (e.g., de Onis 2001; Dasgupta et al., 2005). The 
proponents of strategic growth adjustment in human consider presence of adequate nutrition, health, 
and living condition as prerequisites and not true regulators of physical growth (e.g., Bogin et al. 
2017; Hermanussen et al. 2018). Given the above, the present investigation tries to ascertain the 
growth patterns of rural adolescent girls aged 10 to 14 years belonging to the Bengali Hindu Caste 
Population (BHCP) of Darjeeling district of West Bengal. 

Materials and Methods
Area and Subjects

The present cross-sectional investigation was carried out in the northern part of West Bengal, 
India, a region which is popularly known as North Bengal. This region comprises the districts of 
Darjeeling, Kalimpong, Jalpaiguri, Alipurduar, Coochbehar, North dinajpur, South Dinajpur and 
Malda. A large number of tribal (e.g., Oraon, Munda, Rabha, Lepcha, Toto, Santal) and non-tribal 
(Rajbanshi, Bengali speaking Hindu Caste and Bengali Muslim) populations inhabit in this region. 
Existing literature have shown that these populations remained very vulnerable to undernutrition 
(Banik et al., 2007; Mondal and Sen, 2010; Sen et al., 2011; Mondal, 2014; Roy et al., 2016; Debnath 
et al., 2017; Pal et al., 2017; Konwar et al., 2019). The girls selected to participate in the present 
investigation were the residents of a rural area of Naxalbari block (Upper Bagdogora) of Darjeeling 
district, which is situated around 14 km away from the sub-divisional town of Siliguri. This area is the 
homeland of diverse populations such as Nepali, Lepcha, Santali, Bengali Hindu Caste and Bengali 
Muslim. They speak different languages, having different ethnic origins and cultural traditions. All the 
girls belonged to the Bengali Hindu Caste Population (BHCP) and enrolled in the Bagdogora Balika 
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Vidyalaya (BBV). Ethnically, the BHCP is a Bengali-speaking endogamous caste group of West Bengal 
and faithful to Hinduism. They are probably a blend of Dravidian and Mongoloid ethnic groups with 
a strain of Indo-Aryan blood among the higher caste groups (Das Chaudhuri et al., 1993). The BBV 
school was primarily selected based on the twin factors of easy road accessibility and dominance of 
students belonging to the BHCP. 

The girls were selected using a multistage stratified random sampling method. Initially 320 girls 
were approached to take part in this investigation. Forty-nine (49) of them were subsequently excluded 
from the study as either they did not belong to the age group selected or they did not belong to the 
BHCP. Age and ethnicity of the girls were subsequently verified from the school records. Hence the 
final sample size consisted of 271 girls in the age group 10-14 years. All the girls were observed to 
be free from any physical deformities, nutritional deficiency symptoms and did not suffer from any 
disease at the time of data collection. The data collection was conducted from March 2018 to April 
2018. The work was conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines for human experiments as 
laid down in the Helsinki Declaration of 2000 (Touitou et al., 2004). The objectives and protocol of 
the present investigation were informed to the Head Mistress of the school before commencement of 
the study.

Anthropometric measurements recorded

Altogether seven anthropometric measurements were recorded from each participant following 
standard techniques (Hall et al., 2007). These measurements were height, weight, sitting height, arm 
span, waist circumference, hip circumference and mid-upper-arm-circumference (MUAC). Height 
and sitting height of the girls were recorded using an anthropometer rod to the nearest 0.10 cm. 
Weight of the participants wearing minimum clothing and with bare feet was taken using a portable 
weighing machine to the nearest 0.10 kg. Arm span was measured by an anthropometer rod. The 
circumferences were recorded by using a non-stretchable plastic-coated measuring tape to the nearest 
0.1mm. 

The intra-observer and inter-observer technical errors of measurements (TEM) were calculated 
using a standard method (Ulijaszek and Kerr, 1999) and the coefficient of reliability (R) were calculated 
for testing the reliability of the measurements. For analysis of TEM, a total 50 girls were randomly 
selected from the BBV school. Their height, WC, HC and NC were measured by two of the authors 
(NRP and IS). The values of ‘R’ were subsequently de termined from TEM. Very high values of ‘R’ 
(>0.975) were obtained for all four anthropometric measurements. As these values were appreciably 
higher than the cut-off value of 0.95 as suggested by Ul ijaszek and Kerr (1999), the measure ments 
recorded by the two authors were considered to be reliable, reproduc ible and free from any observer 
bias. All the measurements in the present study were subsequently recorded by NRP. 

Body Mass Index (BMI) and Waist Hip Ratio (WHR) were derived using the following standard 
equations: 

BMI (kg/m2) = Weight (kg)/ Height2 (m2)
WHR= WC (cm)/HC(cm)
Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics like mean and standard deviation of all anthropometric variables by age were 
computed. One-way analysis of ANOVA was performed to test the significant differences in mean 
anthropometric characteristics by age of the girls. The age- specific percentiles (5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 
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75th, 90th and 95th) values of height, weight and BMI have also derived using appropriate statistical 
procedure. All statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Packages for Social Sciences 
(SPSS; version 20.0). Statistical significance level was set at p<0.05.

Results

The age-specific descriptive statistics of anthropometric variables among the girls are depicted in 
Table 1. The mean height and weight increased with age from early adolescence to late adolescence. 
The age-specific mean height (149.46 cm) and weight (41.69 kg) were highest among 14 years aged 
girls. Girls belonging to the ages of 10 to 14 years have experienced greater acceleration in growth in 
height and weight. The age-specific highest positive attainment of growth spurt was observed in height 
(6.27 cm) and weight (5.99 cm) among girls aged 11 years. A similar increasing trend was observed in 
age specific mean values of MUAC, WC, HC, arm span and sitting height. Using ANOVA statistically 
significant (p<0.05) differences were observed in all anthropometric variables with respect to age 
(Table1). The BMI gradually increased from 11 to 14 years, with a slight decrease observed from 10 
to 11 years and then values continued to rise reaching its highest peak in age of 14 years (18.76 kg/
m2). The age-specific mean values of WHR did not show any general increase with respect to age. The 
highest positive attainment of growth spurt was observed in BMI (1.83 kg/m2) among girls aged 11 
years. Using ANOVA statistically significant differences were observed in derived anthropometric and 
body composition variables with respect to age (p<0.05) (Table1). Age-specific selected percentile of 
5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th and 95th values for height, weight and BMI were derived separately 
among the girls are shown in Table 2. There appears to be an existing significant age-specific variation 
in anthropometric measurements of height, weight and BMI among adolescent girls as the girls 
approached in higher ages.

Comparison with the Reference Population

Age-specific mean values of height and BMI of adolescent’s girls were compared with the WHO 
(2007) reference population. It was observed that the girls were generally below the 50th percentile 
of the reference values (Figures 1 and 2). The mean age-specific heights were well above the 5th and 
considerably below the 25th percentile of the reference values of girls aged 13 to 14 years. The age-
specific mean values of BMI were observed to be below the 50th percentile, while age-specific mean 
BMI values were observed to be high in the 5thpercentile and to be same of 25th percentile in the ages 
of 12 and 14 years. 

Discussion

Children and adolescents remain vulnerable due to their rapid physical growth rate and they  
require more attention for their physical and mental development which remains directly related 
to adequate level of nutrition (Bose et al., 2005; Deshmukh et al., 2006; Dhingra and Bhat 2017; 
Vaishnaw et al., 2020). Height and weight are the two basic measures that are mainly used to assess 
the physical growth of children and adolescence. The present investigation observed that age-specific 
mean value of anthropometric measures showed the growth spurt during the period of adolescence. 
The overall means and standard deviations of height and weight of the adolescence girls were 144.3 cm 
(+8.39) and 37.1 kg (+9.0), respectively. Mean height and weight increased progressively from 10 to 
14 years (Table 1), which was observed to be similar to the results obtained from other Indian studies 
among rural and urban girls (Mondal and Sen, 2010; Roy et al., 2016; Pal and Bose, 2017; Nandi et 
al., 2018; Joshi et al., 2019; Khopkar et al., 2014). The nature of the percentile curves showed that 
the mean values of different anthropometric measurements represent more or less an increasing trend 
with the advancement of age. The age-specific increase was however not observed to be uniform for 
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all the measurements because of the influence of genetic and environmental conditions (Medhi et al., 
2007; Rengma et al., 2016; Debnath et al., 2017; Nandi et al., 2018; Bharali et al., 2019; Konwar et 
al., 2019; Debnath et al., 2019).

In the present investigation, age at peak height was observed with the increase of age (e.g., 10-14 
years) which was similar to the results of other studies reported on adolescent girls from India (Rao et 
al., 2000; Bisai and Bose, 2009; Sen et al., 2011; Khatun et al., 2016; Bharati et al., 2017; Nandi et 
al., 2018). A majority of the body measurements in the present investigation have shown a high rate 
of increase in the age group of 10-12 years that corresponded to the adolescent growth spurt, which 
was earlier than the average age of onset among adolescence for other Indian girls. The Figure 3 shows 
the comparison of the girls in the current investigation with other rural girls. It indicated that increase 
in height of the girls in the present investigation was significantly higher (p<0.01) than other that of 
Indian girls as reported by other studies (e.g., Das and Bose, 2011; Mondal and Terangpi, 2014; Roy 
et al., 2016; Bharathi et al., 2017; Bhadra et al., 2018) with their height increasing mostly in the age 
group of 10-14 years. Bengali adolescence girls of urban area of Kolkata (De, 2017) were observed to 
be significantly taller than girls in the present investigation. The results of the present investigation 
also showed that the girls under study had higher values for all anthropometric measurements when 
compared to other Indian studies. On the other hand, Figure 4 showed that the body weight of the 
rural girls were found to be significantly heavier than other Indian girls (e.g., Assamese, Rajbanshi and 
Santali) and significantly lighter than Bengali adolescence girls of urban area of Kolkata (De, 2017). 
With regard to BMI-for-age, a high proportion of population investigations showed high range of 
BMI when compared with other Indian adolescents girls (Figure-5) (Das and Bose, 2011; Mondal and 
Terangpi, 2014; Roy et al., 2016; Pal and Bose, 2017). The comparison of BMI of the girls with the 
reference population (WHO, 2007) showed that the mean BMI of the studied girls were found to be 
significantly lower than this population (Figure 2). However, the overall means of height, weight and 
other anthropometric measures in this present investigation showed higher values when compared 
with other Indian studies. One reasons for this could be better living conditions, improved nutrition 
and medical facilities and changes in socioeconomic and environmental conditions (Mascie-Taylor 
and Lasker, 2005; Olivieri et al., 2008; Roy et al.,2016; Mondal et al., 2017; Nandi et al., 2018; 
O’Brien et al., 2018; Joshi et al., 2019).  

The present investigation observed that the girls showed higher levels of physical growth acceleration 
in comparison with other rural Indian girls (Das and Bose, 2011; Mondal and Terangpi, 2014; Roy 
et al., 2016; Pal and Bose, 2017) and lower levels of physical growth pattern when compared with the 
reference population (WHO, 2007). The poor attainment of physical growth among these girls can 
be primarily attributed to poor socio-economic conditions, large family size and lack of knowledge 
of mothers about adequate nutritional requirement (Rengma et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2016; Tigga 
et al., 2018; Debnath et al., 2018; Levin et al., 2019). The present investigation is similar to several 
other research investigations that indicated high prevalence of chronic undernutrition and anemia 
in adolescence girls in the country (Bisai and Bose, 2009; Maiti et al., 2012; Nandi et al., 2018; 
Konwar et al., 2019; Upadrasta et al., 2019; Reshmi et al., 2020). Those adolescents suffering from 
undernutrition or malnutrition are more likely to develop into thin or obese adult with low or high 
BMI that would have an impact on their physical work capacity, poor reproductive outcomes which 
leads to their greater morbidity and mortality in the population (Mondal and Sen 2010b; Rengma et 
al., 2015; Kunwar et al., 2018; Tigga et al., 2018; Debnath et al., 2019). 

Conclusion

In the present investigation the authors have assessed the physical growth pattern of rural 
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adolescents and compared the findings with other Indian studies. It may be concluded that these girls 
were heavier and taller than compared with other Indian studies. Age-specific variability in physical 
growth may be attributed by several factors (e.g., socioeconomic, environmental, genetic and exposed 
to diseases) which may be directly or indirectly affect the overall development of a population. This 
study would also help to reveal the enhanced usefulness and effectiveness of the different intervention 
programs at targeted populations. One of the main limitations of this investigation was the small size. 
A longitudinal study using anthropometry, dietary intake and socio-economic and socio-demographic 
data would be helpful for planning of a proper nutritional intervention for rural populations to 
overcome the problem of undernutrition and/or malnutrition. 

Recommendations

Nutrition related knowledge and awareness programmes are needed among parents and community 
level to reduce the future possibility of undernutrition. Further studies with interdisciplinary approach 
and comprehensive methods are required to examine nutrition intake, dietary pattern, disease 
prevalence and their association with nutritional status among adolescents.
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Tables and Figures

Table1: Age wise mean±standard deviation (SD) of the anthropometric variables and within age differences among the girls

Variable
(N=271)

10 Year
(N=52)

11 Year
(N=56)

12 Year 
(N=56)

13 Year
(N=57)

14 Year
(N=50) F-Value

Height(cm) 135.70±8.07 140.97±7.63 146.73±6.77 148.50±5.72 149.46±4.57 58.11**

Weight(kg) 29.55±6.75 35.54±8.53 37.21±7.54 41.30±8.70 41.69±7.91 26.81**

Arm span(cm) 127.46±24.52 132.78±24.96 146.91±7.58 146.28±13.57 149.29±6.33 18.03**

Sitting 
Height(cm) 70.68±4.38 73.39±4.54 75.50±10.43 76.96±5.76 78.52±2.95 18.45**

WC(cm) 59.75±7.32 65.32±9.19 66.40±9.09 70.76±7.79 71.44±7.11 19.36**

HC(cm) 68.43±7.83 71.91±8.83 79.21±7.17 79.78±7.30 81.61±7.32 37.64**

MUAC(cm) 18.44±2.14 19.98±2.88 19.46±2.85 21.11±2.74 21.58±2.98 11.52**

BMI(kg/m2) 15.88±2.41 17.71±3.22 17.19±2.81 18.70±3.78 18.66±3.51 7.07**

WHR 0.87±0.09 0.91±0.12 0.84±0.12 0.89±0.11 0.88±0.10 2.82*

Significance at the level of *p<0.05; **p<0.01

Table2: Age wise percentile values for height(HT), weight(WT) and body mass index (BMI) among the girls

Age
(Year)

5th 10th 25th 50th

HT WT BMI HT WT BMI HT WT BMI HT WT BMI

10 124.99 20.97 12.55 126.78 22.00 13.33 129.05 24.00 14.12 134.05 29.75 15.71

11 125.21 24.00 12.96 129.70 24.85 14.22 137.02 28.75 15.03 141.85 34.25 16.95

12 132.89 25.00 13.68 136.64 28.95 14.03 142.85 32.12 15.32 147.15 36.50 16.52

13 138.77 28.80 14.17 140.46 32.40 14.91 145.50 37.00 16.24 148.50 40.00 18.06

14 141.94 31.27 14.71 143.58 33.15 15.18 146.92 35.80 16.04 149.05 40.75 18.21

Age
(Year)

75th 90th 95th

HT WT BMI HT WT BMI HT WT BMI

10 141.15 3.75 16.63 147.58 39.60 19.82 150.00 43.33 21.87

11 146.15 40.75 20.60 150.19 49.00 22.36 153.15 50.15 23.92

12 150.57 40.00 18.53 154.60 48.60 21.01 158.86 51.15 22.97

13 153.00 45.00 20.22 155.00 50.40 22.83 156.63 55.05 25.80

14 152.12 46.00 20.33 154.00 53.90 23.50 159.34 58.42 24.02
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Figure 1: Age-specific comparison of mean height of the girls with the WHO (2007) reference population

Figure 2: Age-specific comparison of mean BMI of the girls with the WHO (2007) reference population
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Figure 3: Age-specific comparison of mean height of the girls with other Indian studies (Das and Bose 2011;Mondal and Terangpi 
2014; Roy et al., 2016; De  2017)

 

Figure 4: Age-specific comparison of mean weight of the girls with other Indian studies (Das and Bose 2011;Mondal and 
Terangpi 2014; Roy et al., 2016; De, 2017)
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Figure 5: Age-specific comparison of mean BMI of the girls with other Indian studies ((Das and Bose 2011;Mondal and Terangpi 
2014; Roy et al., 2016; De 2017)
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Assessment of the Nutritional Status among the School-going 
Children aged 6-8 Years from Port Blair, South Andaman, India: 
A Cross-sectional Study

Introduction

The first five years of a child’s life is very important to look after; as an estimated 5.2 million 
children in this age group died worldwide in 2019 according to the recent statement of the World 
Health Organization (WHO 2020). Unfortunately, in most cases, it can be preventable and curable 
with basic lifesaving interventions like skilled delivery at birth, timely vaccinations, child feeding 
practices, access to safe drinking water, quality food, and most importantly adequate nutrition (WHO 
2020). Malnourished children are more suspectable to infectious diseases and causing 45% deaths 
in children under-5 years of age; and in India, the condition is alarming as our country ranked 2nd 
position after Nigeria with an estimated 8,24,000 number of deaths in 2019 (WHO 2020). 

For decades, researchers from different disciplines have been searching for the mechanisms to 
combat the burden of malnutrition but unfortunately, the results are not satisfactory. Researchers 
from all over the globe, commonly used four anthropometric indicators to access the nutritional 
status of the children: stunting (low height for age), wasting (low weight for height), underweight (low 
weight for age) following WHO criteria (below -2 standard deviation) (WHO 1995) and thinness 
(age and sex-specific BMI) (Cole et al. 2007). Global Nutrition Report (2020) pointed out that the 
prevalence of stunting (34.7%) and wasting (17.3%) of children under-5 years in India is higher 
than the average for the Asian region (stunting- 21.8%, wasting- 9.1%). The recent National Family 
Health Survey 2015-16 (NFHS-4) reported the prevalence of stunting, wasting, and underweight 
for children under-5 years in India is 38.4%, 21%, and 35.7% respectively. On the other hand, a 
considerable number of deaths (estimated 5,00,000) of old age children (5-9 years) was reported by 

Regular nutritional monitoring is imperative specifically among the children for formulating 
more effective nutritional policies at the national level. Keeping this view, the present cross-
sectional study was undertaken to determine the nutritional status by using four commonly 
used anthropometric indicators: stunting (low height for age), wasting (low weight for height), 
underweight (low weight for age), and thinness (using body mass index-BMI) among 200 
children between 6-8 years of age from Port Blair, South Andaman district of Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. In conclusion, it can be said that the overall health condition of these children 
was better in comparison to other studies from India in recent years. Though the sample size is 
small but similar kinds of studies from other islands with more sample sizes are required for better 
understanding, evaluation, and implementation of more effective nutritional programs. 
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WHO in 2019 which equally claim attention for doing research in this group of children (WHO 
2020). But data on older school-going children of 6-8 years was scanty, even National Family Health 
Survey did not include the children and adolescents of 6 to 14 years in their periodical surveys. In 
recent years, regional studies in India have been reported about the health conditions of the school-
going children (Ruchika et al. 2008; Deb et al. 2010; Fazili et al. 2012; Srivastava et al. 2012; Das 
et al. 2013; Pandey et al. 2018) but studies from islands specifically in the context of Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands (ANI) were very limited (Sahani et al. 2014; Chander et al. 2018). 

The ANI is a group of more than 500 islands located in the Bay of Bengal of which only a few are 
inhabited. ANI is unique in many respects not only for India but in the world context as it is the only 
homeland for the world’s indigenous ethnic communities like the Jarwas, Onges, Sentinelese, Great 
Andamanese, and Shompen (Goyal 2014). Historically, ANI was popular as a penal settlement formed 
by the British during the 1850s to keep prisoners, and after independence, these areas were majorly 
populated by immigrant settlers from different corners of India as well as from few neighbouring 
countries (Kailash 2000; Pandya 2002; Goyal 2014). From 2008, National Rural Health Mission 
(NRHM) started to operate in ANI under which basic health facilities are provided to the commoners 
through public health-centers, sub-centers, district hospitals, AYUSH, Unani, homeopathic hospitals, 
and medical dispensaries in remote areas (Goyal 2014). NFHS-4 data revealed the frequency of 
stunting (32.5%) and underweight (33.5%) in ANI was lower than the national level but significantly 
higher for wasting (31.7%) among children under 5 years. Few sporadical studies have been reported 
from ANI in recent years where Chander et al. (2018) reported prevalence of undernutrition (24.3%) 
among Onges of 5-19 years; on the other hand, Sahani et al. (2014) studied nutritional conditions of 
Car Nicobarese and Moplah children of 6-10 years. 

Therefore, keeping the view of the above situation, it was imperative to evaluate the health conditions 
of the school-going children, and the present study was formulated to assess the nutritional status of 
school-going children aged 6-8 years from Port Blair, South Andaman district of Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands.

Material and Methods

The present cross-sectional study was conducted among 200 school-going children of 6-8 years 
from one Private School (PS) and one Government School (GS) at Port Blair, South Andaman district 
of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The sample size was constituted of 200 students from each school 
including 50 boys and 50 girls from the class of I-III. The multistage random sampling method 
was used for data collection. Necessary permission was obtained from the school authority before 
data collection. The information regarding age was collected from school records. The details of the 
participants were stated below:

Table 1: Details of the studied participants

Age 
(years)

Private School Government School Total

Boys Girls Boys Girls

6 18 15 17 15 65

7 16 15 16 16 63

8 16 20 17 19 72

Total 50 50 50 50 200
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Height (cm) and weight (kg) were measured by following the standards anthropometric techniques 
(Lohman et al. 1988). Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated by using internationally accepted 
formula: BMI = weight (kg) / height (m2). Both boys and girls were classified using the categories 
of height for age (stunted), weight for height (wasted), and weight for age (underweight) by using 
international reference values (WHO 1995). For determining thinness, age, and sex-specific BMI 
cut-off points were used by following the classification proposed by Cole et al. 2007. Technical error 
of measurements was found within the reference values (Ulijaszek and Kerr 1999). 

All the statistical analyses were undertaken by using the Statistical Package for Social Science (IBM 
SPSS statistics 26). Mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for age, height, weight, and 
BMI, and independent t-Test were performed to find out significant differences among mean height, 
weight, and BMI across the ages and schools. Statistical significance was set at p < .05. 

Results
Table 2: Variation of anthropometric variables among 6-8 years boys and girls of Private and Government school, Port Blair, 
Andaman

Variables Type of 
School

Boys (n=100) Girls (n=100)

6 yrs 7 yrs 8 yrs Pooled 6 yrs 7 yrs 8 yrs Pooled

Height (cm)

PS 119.61 
(8.96)

122.97 
(3.44)

125.65 
(13.76)

122.62
 (9.78)

118.13
(3.88)

122.99
(5.53)

126.78
(8.03)

123.05
(7.15)

GS 118.41 
(9.14)

121.29 
(9.10)

122.82 
(13.22)

120.83 
(10.64)

112.91 
(5.93)

119.39
(8.92)

122.07
(8.56)

118.47
(8.72)

t 0.391 0.688 0.602 0.872 2.851 1.337 1.913 2.871

p .348 .248 .275 .192 .004 .095 .031 .002

Wight (kg)

PS 21.11 
(4.50)

23.93 
(5.53)

25.81 
(6.38)

23.52 
(5.72)

18.93
(3.55)

23.33
(4.90)

26.2
(6.04)

23.16
(5.82)

GS 21.52 
(4.66)

23.75 
(6.06)

25.88 
(8.54)

23.72
(6.74)

18.4
(4.86)

21.46
(3.88)

22.52
(4.08)

20.95
(4.53)

t -0.269 0.091 -0.132 -0.159 0.342 1.176 2.212 2.117

p .394 .463 .447 .436 .367 .124 .016 .018

BMI (kg/m2)

PS 14.78 
(2.88)

15.75 
(3.23)

16.48 
(3.73)

15.63
(3.29)

13.61
(2.73)

15.44
(3.10)

16.24
(3.23)

15.21
(3.18)

GS 15.30 
(2.61)

15.89 
(2.40)

17.33 
(5.32)

16.18
(3.74)

14.31
(2.82)

15.07
(2.41)

15.12
(2.21)

14.86 
(2.44)

t -0.565 -0.142 -0.525 -0.775 -0.695 0.380 1.254 0.616

p .287 .443 .301 .220 .246 .353 .108 .269
Standard deviations (SD) are presented in the parenthesis, PS= Private School, GS= Government School

Table 2 showed the variation in the mean (SD) of anthropometric variables among 6-8 years boy 
and girl students from PS and GS of Port Blair. As to height, it has been observed that both boys 
(122.62±9.78) and girls (123.05±7.15) from PS are taller compared to GS boys (120.83±10.64) 
and girls (118.47±8.72). As to weight, no such mean differences were found between boys of both 
schools but girls from PS (23.16±5.82) were a little heavier than the girls of GS (20.95±4.53). No 
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mean differences were seen between PS boys (15.63±3.29) and girls (15.21±3.18) regarding BMI but 
boys (16.18±3.74) of GS have greater BMI than girls of GS (14.86±2.44). No statistically significant 
differences between boys from PS and GS across ages in height, weight, and BMI were noticed. In 
case of mean height of girls of 6 years and 8 years, the difference between PS and GS was statistically 
significant (t = 2.851, p = 0.004 and t = 1.913, p = 0.031) with overall significant differences across 
ages (t = 2.871, p = 0.002). In case of 8 years girls mean weight has shown statistically significant 
difference between PS and GS (t = 2.212, p = 0.016) with overall differences across ages (t = 2.117, p 
= 0.018).

Table 3: Prevalence of stunting, wasting, underweight and thinness among the studied boys and girls of Private and Government 
school, Port Blair, Andaman

Nutritional 
Indicators

Type of 
School

Age Groups (years)

6 7 8

Boys 
(n= 35)

Girls 
(n= 30)

Boys (n= 
32)

Girls (n= 
31)

Boys (n= 
33)

Girls (n= 
39)

Stunting 

PS 1 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

GS 1 (2.8) 3 (10.0) 4 (12.5) 3 (9.7) 4 (12.1) 3 (7.7)

Total 2 (5.7) 3 (10.0) 4 (12.5) 3 (9.7) 4 (12.1) 3 (7.7)

Wasting 

PS 1 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 1 (3.1) 1 (3.2) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

GS 0 (0.0) 2 (6.6) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (3.0) 0 (0.0)

Total 1 (2.8) 2 (6.6) 1 (3.1) 1 (3.2) 1 (3.0) 0 (0.0)

Underweight 

PS 3 (8.6) 1 (3.3) 1 (3.1) 0 (0.0) 2 (6.1) 1 (2.6)

GS 3 (8.6) 3 (10.0) 2 (6.2) 1 (3.2) 3 (9.1) 0 (0.0)

Total 6 (17.1) 4 (13.3) 3 (9.4) 1 (3.2) 5 (15.1) 1 (2.6)

Thinness 

PS 8 (22.8) 11 (36.6) 4 (12.5) 5 (16.1) 6 (18.1) 3 (7.6)

GS 7 (20.0) 9 (30.0) 3 (9.3) 6 (19.3) 7 (21.2) 7 (17.9)

Total 15 
(42.8)

20 
(66.6)

7 
(21.8) 11 (35.4) 13 (39.3) 10 (25.6)

Percentages are presented in the parentheses, PS= Private School, GS= Government School

Table 3 revealed the prevalence of stunting, wasting, underweight, and thinness among the boy 
and girl students of PS and GS of Port Blair, Andaman. In case of stunting, irrespective of age and 
sex, all cases were reported from GS except 1 boy of 6 years (2.8%) from PS. On the other hand, all 
boys across the ages showed an equal frequency of wasting but for girls, 2 from 6 years (6.6%) and 
1 from 7 years (3.2%) were reported. In contrast to the stunting, the cases of wasting were equal for 
both the PS and GS though the overall frequency was nominal (3%). Furthermore, the total number 
of underweight cases was higher among boys (14) compared to girls (6) across ages. Like wasting, the 
same trend was observed for underweight in PS and GS. In comparison to the other three nutritional 
indicators, thinness was found in higher frequencies in both boys (35%) and girls (41%).  A trend has 
been observed for girls where with increasing age (6 to 8 years) frequency of thinness was decreasing 
(66.6%, 35.4%, and 25.6%) but for boys, slightly decrease from 6 to 7 years (42.8% - 21.8%) and 
then increasing (8 years: 39.3%) with an overall prevalence of 38% thinness.
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Discussion

The present study attempted to determine the nutritional status of 200 school-going children 
aged 6-8 years from one government and one private school, Port Blair, Andaman. Results revealed 
the prevalence of stunting, wasting, underweight, and thinness were 9.5%, 3%, 10%, and 38% 
respectively. 

The findings of the present study showed a much lower prevalence of stunting, wasting, and 
underweight than the recent study by India State-Level Disease Burden Initiative Child Growth 
Failure (CGF) Collaborators (2020) where the comparatively higher prevalence of stunting (39.3%), 
wasting (15.7%), and underweight (32.7%) was reported at the national level. Similarly, the same 
trend was found among the other research works conducted across the India (Medhi et al. 2006, 
Ruchika et al. 2008; Srivastava et al. 2012; Pandey et al. 2018). This can be explained by the influence 
of positive socio-economic status over time in Port Blair, Andaman. Strikingly, this study also exhibited 
a moderately high prevalence of thinness ranged from 21.8%-42.8% among boys and 25.6%- 66.6% 
among girls which has corroborated with other contemporary studies in different parts of India 
(Chakraborty and Bose 2009; Mondal and Sen 2010; Debnath et al. 2018). 

Though the present study has revealed comparatively better nutritional status in terms of 
stunting, wasting, and underweight but thinness has shown quite high prevalence which was a 
matter of concern. Thinness, a marker of malnutrition introduced by Cole et al. 2007 as the low 
BMI for age does not necessarily depict the undernourishment among children. But thinness 
considerably affects the health, physical and intellectual development, the wellbeing of children, 
and flourishing of adolescents which can extend into adulthood (Tambalis et al. 2019; Suder et 
al. 2020). On the other hand, the present study manifested a comparatively higher frequency of 
thinness among girls than boys which may result in stunting at a later age in combination with 
menstrual irregularities (Dars et al. 2014), delayed maturation (Karlberg and He 2001) and many 
more. The probable explanation behind this phenomenon may be socio-economic and cultural 
attributes, dietary habits, and care practices. Additionally, girls also revealed a higher prevalence 
of thinness at the age of 6 yrs (66.6%) followed by 7 yrs (35.4%) and 8 yrs (25.6%) which 
signified reduced appetite followed by poor eating habits including an improper diet deficient in 
elements necessary for development.  

Type of school also demonstrated variations in thinness (GS = 51.31%, PS=48.65%), and 
stunting (GS = 94.73%, PS=5.26%) among studied group from PS and GS in present study.  
This finding was substantiated with other research works from different parts of the globe 
(Gebregyorgis et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2019). This may be expected due to varying school 
environment as government schools were mostly less hygienic than the private schools which 
may expose students to a wide variety of infectious diseases that prompts poor nutritional status 
(Gouda et al. 2013; Saha 2019). Nevertheless, the mid-day meal provided by government schools 
has to be supplemented by diet at home which may not feasible in the lower socio-economic 
strata.  Other reasons could be the students of government schools majorly came from lower 
socio-economic strata who were involved in higher energy expenditure activities other than their 
academic activities.  Similarly, less thinness from Private school reflected the overindulgence 
in food habits and relatively sedentary life in the upper socio-economic class. Despite having 
some limitations such as low sample size that influenced the reliability of the findings as well as 
interpretation of results and inability to settle any conclusive remarks based on generalizability 
and establishment of internal and external validity, the results of the present study indicated better 
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nutritional situation of these children. 

Subsequently, keeping the view of the findings of the present study, the authors proposed 
more exploratory research on the screening of malnutrition among school-going children of ANI 
where potential confounding factors influencing growth and development could be evaluated with 
special accentuation to the information on morbidity, dietary habits, and physical activities of the 
children. Nevertheless, the present study also recommended the inception of nutritional programs 
and regular nutritional assessment and evaluation of the health conditions among the children 
in schools by skilled anthropometricians. Apart from that, periodical nutritional supplements 
rich in micronutrients in addition to the ongoing mid-day meal scheme may be introduced in 
both government and private schools along with sensitization programs for disseminating the 
knowledge related to nutritional prerequisite during childhood and pre-adolescent stage among 
parents. 
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Introduction

Central obesity (CO, also called abdominal obesity) refers to the accumulation of fat in the 
abdominal region resulting in increased waist size. Henceforth, waist circumference (WC) is a well-
accepted measure for the screening of CO. Expert groups from different research organizations such as 
International Diabetes Federation (IDF), National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment 
Panel III (NCEP ATP III) and World Health Organisation (WHO)  have reported different cut-
offs for WC suitable for determining metabolic syndrome (Alberti et al. 2005; Grundy et al. 2005). 
However, there exist several limitations of WC. There is no unanimity regarding the standard method 
of measuring WC which results in different techniques and locations of its measurement thereby 
yielding varying values of WC (Verweji et al. 2012). Position, meals, and respiration could all affect 
the measurement of WC (Agarwal et al. 2009). Also, the measurement requires removal of clothes 
which may be inconvenient in some cases. Owing to such limitations of WC, many researchers 
prefer to use neck circumference (NC) for assessing CO of individuals. As enunciated by the term 
itself, NC refers to the measurement of circumference of the neck. The technique of measuring NC 
is simpler and less time-consuming and requires no special tools except a non-stretchable measuring 
tape. NC is considered as a relatively new potential proxy anthropometric measurement utilized to 
differentiate normal and excess body fat distribution (Özkaya and Tunçkale 2016). Several studies 
have consistently shown the association of NC and WC among general adult population (Özkaya and 
Tunçkale 2016; Hingorjo et al. 2012; Mondal et al. 2016; Mondal et al. 2017; Alzeidan et al. 2019).

Neck circumference as an alternative measure of central obesity 
among pre-hypertensive adults

There is a dearth of cut-offs of neck circumference (NC) to define central obesity among 
pre-hypertensive adults. Primary aim is to find the association of NC and waist circumference 
(WC) among pre-hypertensive adults and to find optimal cut-offs of NC to predict central 
obesity among pre-hypertensive adults. The present cross-sectional study was conducted among 
666 adults (aged 20-49 years) belonging to the Bengalee Hindu Caste Population and residing 
in West Bengal. Height, weight, WC, NC and blood pressure were measured. Linear regression 
analysis was performed to find the association of NC and WC. Receiver Operating Characteristic 
(ROC) curve analysis was performed to yield optimal cut-offs of NC for predicting central 
obesity among pre-hypertensive adults. NC and WC showed a strong correlation among both 
pre-hypertensive adult males (r=0.732) and females (r=0.748). The optimal cut-offs of NC to 
define central obesity among the subjects were ≥37.1 cm for males and ≥33.8 cm for females. 
The area under curve (AUC) was .755 for males and .779 for females. NC can be used as an 
alternate anthropometric measure to define central obesity among pre-hypertensive adults.

neck circumference, central 
obesity, pre-hypertensive

http://www.antrocom.net/upload/sub/antrocom
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Who are pre-hypertensive individuals?

Pre-hypertension is the intermediate stage between hypertension and normal blood pressure. Based 
on the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and 
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (Chobanian et al. 2003), prehypertension can be defined as not 
being on antihypertensive drugs or having systolic blood pressure (SBP) between 120 and 130 mmHg 
or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) between 80 to 89 mmHg. The concept of prehypertension was 
introduced as the novel guideline for the management of blood pressure.

Why were pre-hypertensive subjects chosen?

CO is a major concern for pre-hypertensive subjects, especially among adults. This is because CO 
tends to increase with age in both sexes (Lemieux et al. 1996) and this eventually increases the risk for 
blood pressure elevation (Singh et al. 2011). Mounting evidences have claimed that pre-hypertensive 
adults have higher WC compared to normotensives (Senthil and Krishnadasa 2016; Rafan et al. 2018; 
Yilmazel 2017; Hu et al. 2017; Isezuo et al. 2011). Additionally, mean WC was observed to increase 
across the gradient of blood pressure from normo-tension through pre-hypertension to hypertension 
(Ferguson et al. 2008; Isezuo et al. 2011). Pre-hypertensive adults with CO had higher odds to develop 
hypertension (Hu et al. 2017; Pitsavos et al. 2008). A very recent Chinese cohort study among pre-
hypertensive adults revealed that a WC gain >5.0% was associated with a risk to hypertension (Qin 
et al. 2020). The study also claimed that there existed a linear association between percentage of WC 
gain and risk of progression from pre-hypertension to hypertension. Studies have proved that WC, 
in comparison to BMI, has better prediction for hypertension risk (Luo et al. 2014). However, WC 
sometimes becomes uneasy to measure due to several reasons mentioned earlier. 

A thorough literature search using “Pubmed” database has yielded a paucity of studies on the issue 
of NC, WC and pre-hypertension among different population groups from India. Not much attention 
has been paid to pre-hypertension and there is paucity of information on magnitude and risk factors 
associated with pre-hypertension in the country (Parthaje et al. 2016). Previous studies in India in the 
last few decades have reported varying prevalence of pre-hypertension ranging from 17–47% among 
adults (Yadav et al. 2008; Debbarma et al. 2015). However, they have mostly been limited to specific 
population sub-groups and in certain geographical pockets (Tripathy et al. 2017). 

It has been recently opined that NC is a simple, non-invasive procedure to detect pre-hypertension 
(Rajagopalan and Balaji 2017). Early identification of pre-hypertension will help in reducing 
the incidence of hypertension among adults in the near future, thereby significantly reducing the 
hypertension-related health-related burden in the country. As a result, the present authors found it 
worthwhile to measure NC and WC, and to find out their associations among pre-hypertensive adult 
individuals. Keeping this view in mind, the following objectives have been framed for the present study:

i. to find the association between NC and WC;
i. to find the cut-offs of NC for screening CO among the pre-hypertensive adults belonging to the  

Bengalee Hindu Caste Population (BHCP).

Materials and Methods
Source of data

The present cross-sectional study was conducted among 666 adult individuals belonging to 
the BHCP (aged between 20-49 years) and residing in Siliguri sub-division under the district of 
Darjeeling, West Bengal, India. The selection of this age-group has been made based on the fact that 
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pre-hypertension was more prevalent among the selected age-group (Badakhsh et al. 2015; Choi et al. 
2006; Ishikawa et al. 2008; Pang et al. 2008; Rahmanian and Shojaie 2012).

The subjects were selected using a multi-stage stratified sampling technique. In the first stage, the 
households of the subjects belonging to the BHCP were identified based on the surnames, physical and 
cultural features. In the second stage, adult population of aforementioned age-group were identified 
and approached for the study. Initially, 1339 individuals were approached to participate in the study. 
However, 673 subjects were excluded based on the following inclusion and exclusion criteria:

Inclusion criteria
i. Subjects who were apparently healthy and devoid of any physical deformities;
ii. Subjects who were pre-hypertensive;
iii. Subjects belonging to the selected age-group;
iv. Subjects who voluntarily participated in the study.

Exclusion criteria 
i. Subjects having previous histories pertaining to medical and surgical episodes;
ii. Subjects having normal range of blood pressure and high blood pressure;
iii. Subjects with enlargement of thyroid gland, goitre and neck deformity and those exhibiting 
 any abnormality;
iv. Pregnant, post-partum and lactating women;
v. Subjects consuming antihypertensive drugs;
vi. Subjects with any missing data.

Hence, finally, the study comprised of 666 subjects. Of those 666 subjects, 300 (45.05%) were 
females and 366 (54.95%) were males. The study was in accordance with the ethical guidelines for 
human experimental research as laid down in the Helsinki Declaration (Touitou et al. 2004). 

Types of data recorded

Anthropometric measurements of height, weight, WC and NC of the subjects were recorded 
according to standard procedures of Weiner and Lourie (1969). Blood pressure was measured after 
the subject was allowed to rest for 15 minutes. The readings were taken thrice for each individual on 
left arm with the aid of mercury sphygmomanometer by auscultatory method. The subjects were also 
enquired about their history of medication for blood pressure. 

A most commonly used indicator of precision or rather accuracy index called Technical Error of 
Measurement (TEM) was utilized (Perini et al. 2005). For the calculation of inter-observer TEM, 
height, weight, WC and NC were recorded from 50 subjects, other than those selected for the study. 
The measurements were taken thrice on each individual by the first and second authors (SR and SR). 
The TEM was calculated based on the following formula:

TEM [TEM=√(∑D2/2N), D=difference between the measurements and N= number of individuals 
measured] (Goto and Mascie-Taylor, 2007).

The coefficient of reliability (R) which estimates the proportion of variance in a measured population 
that is free from measurement error was subsequently calculated by the following equation:
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R= {1-(TEM)2/ SD2}, SD=standard deviation of the measurements.

Very high values of R (> 0.975) were obtained for the inter-observer TEM analysis. All the values 
of R were appreciably higher than the accepted cut-off value of 0.95 as suggested by Ulijaszek and 
Kerr (1999). Hence, the anthropometric measurements recorded were considered to be reliable and 
reproducible and the TEM values were not incorporated for further statistical consideration.

Statistical procedures

The data obtained in the present study was statistically analyzed using statistical constants and 
relevant statistical tests. The statistical analyses were performed utilizing the software named IBM 
SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) Statistics (version 23.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) 
and p-values <0.05 and <0.001 were considered as statistically significant. Descriptive statistics 
were utilized to frame the age-wise and sex-wise mean and standard deviations of the recorded 
variables. Independent samples t-test was performed to yield the sex-specific differences among 
the variables. One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to identify the mean differences 
among the anthropometric variables with respect to the different age- groups. For convenience in 
data handling, the subjects were classified into 3 groups [20-29 years (males=142, females=125), 
30-39 years (males=121; females=105) and 40-49 years (males==103; females=70)]. 

Linear regression analysis was performed to yield the association of WC and NC in both the sexes. 
Scatter plot was also drawn to get a clear view of the linear association between WC and NC. Receiver 
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed to find the best cut-offs of NC for 
determining CO. For cut-offs of WC for CO, NCEP ATP III protocol was relied upon. According to 
the modified NCEP ATP III, the cut-off points of WC should be ethnic specific where individuals of 
Asian origin should use the cut-off of 90 cm in men and 80 cm in women. Areas under ROC curve 
(AUC) were recorded for both sexes using a 95% confidence interval (CI). A value of p < 0.05 on the 
two-tail test was considered statistically significant. Sensitivity and specificity were also noted down. 
The optimal cut-off points were determined by the point of convergence of sensitivity and specificity, 
by simultaneously maximizing the two. The Youden’s Index (J) which is the maximum potential 
effectiveness of a biomarker was used to determine the optimal sex-specific cut-off levels of NC that 
would correlate with CO.

Results

The age- and sex-specific descriptive statistics of the recorded parameters are portrayed in Table 
1. The overall mean age was observed to be higher among males (35.40±7.92 years) compared to 
females (33.94±7.41 years). The overall mean values of BMI (22.15±4.89 kg/m2 vs 21.71±3.98 kg/
m2), NC (35.62±3.34 cm vs 31.62±2.6cm) and WC (88.48±12.21 vs 82.87±7.66 cm) were observed 
to be higher among males compared to females. Among males, age-specific mean differences were 
observed to be statistically significant with respect to age, NC, SBP and DBP whereas among females, 
the differences were statistically significant with respect to age, NC, WC, SBP and DBP. Based on 
independent sample t-test, the sex-specific mean differences were statistically significant in NC, WC 
(p<0.001) and SBP (p<0.05). However, the mean differences were statistically insignificant in BMI 
and DBP (p>0.05).

Linear regression analysis yielded that NC and WC have a strong correlation (Figure 1) where 
r=0.748 in females and r=.732 in males (Table 2). The ROC curve analysis for the prediction of CO 
by NC yielded AUC values of 0.755 and 0.779 for males and females respectively (Figure 2). The 
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best possible NC cut-offs along with high sensitivity, high specificity and highest Youden’s index were 
found to be 37.1 cm and 33.8 cm for males and females respectively.

Discussion

The present paper is a preliminary report of a bio-anthropological investigation undertaken among 
pre-hypertensive adults of BHCP group. Pre-hypertension is a cautionary signal and guiding mark 
for both patients as well as health professionals to take intervention measures with regard to lifestyle 
(Chobanian et al. 2003). Obesity which is a dreadful factor at this stage can increase the risk of health 
related cardiovascular and metabolic disorders. The present study has focussed on CO which involves 
fat accumulation in the waist region. WC is the main indicator of abdominal fat accumulation with 
which same risk factors related to obesity are frequently associated (Janssen et al. 2004). Nevertheless, 
owing to some limitations, several studies prefer to use NC to define CO or increasing WC among 
the subjects. However, there exists a dearth of cut-offs for NC to define CO among pre-hypertensive 
adults. The present study has attempted to find optimal cut-offs of NC to predict CO among the 
aforementioned group of people.  

The present study has found a moderate correlation between NC and WC (r=0.732 in males; 
r=0.748 in females). The correlation coefficients in the present study were higher compared to other 
studies (Table 3). The ROC curve analysis gave optimal NC cut-offs for predicting CO among pre-
hypertensive males and females. The AUC were 0.755 and 0.779 in males and females respectively 
which proves that the diagnostic test was fair.  The details of the analysis were compared with similar 
other studies (Table 4). Table 3 and Table 4 clarify that the present study would be a valuable adjunct 
to the similar existing studies.

Generally, people are concerned when they are found to have hypertension. However, they put 
little emphasis during their pre-hypertensive stage as they are usually unaware of the health status 
(Isezuo et al. 2010; Wang and Wang, 2004). As always said, prevention is better than cure! This calls 
for an urgent need of a public health programme to improve awareness, detection, management, 
prevention and lifestyle modification during pre-hypertensive stage.

In order to prevent and/or delay hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases, pre-hypertensive 
subjects should act as a potential target population for the promotion of lifestyle modifications, 
including losing weight, increasing physical activities, adopting DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop 
Hypertension) eating plan, and moderating alcohol consumption. Clinical trials have proved that 
that these interventions have significantly lowered BP and most of them have been able to prevent the 
development of hypertension (Zhang and Li 2011). All non-pharmacological interventions for pre-
hypertension treatment mentioned above are also found to reduce WC. WC could be used in health 
promotion programmes to identify individuals who should seek and be offered weight management 
(Lean et al. 1995). The DASH eating plan ensures a healthy flexible balanced diet for pre-hypertensive 
patients, which is designed to maintain a low sodium intake. This diet plan, in addition, will eventually 
aid in reducing WC as high sodium intake leads to greater WC (Yi and Kansagra 2014). WC reduction 
is very crucial step for early prevention of hypertension (Luo et al. 2013). Reduction in WC will lead 
to reduction in NC as they both are positively correlated (Table 3). Circumstances where measuring 
WC of individuals become a doubtful or problematic issue, NC measurements could yield the status 
of CO among the pre-hypertensive subjects. The NC cut-offs (≥37.1 cm in males and ≥33.8 cm in 
females) in the present study could aid in discriminating centrally obese pre-hypertensive subjects. 
This could act as a preliminary cautionary signal to put a check on the health management. 
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The present study had some limitations. Primarily, it is a cross-sectional study and as such causal 
pathways underlying the reported associations could not be ascertained. India being a country with 
diverse populations, the results needs to be ratified on other population groups.

Conclusion

Pre-hypertension is the preliminary stage that have higher conversion rate to become hypertension. 
Obesity (in the form of general and/or CO) in this crucial step can be dangerous. Monitoring obesity 
at this earlier stage can put a big full stop to big issues in the later stages of life. The present study 
observed NC to be strongly correlated with WC among pre-hypertensive subjects. NC≥37.1 cm 
and ≥33.8 cm were found to be the best cut-offs for determining CO among pre-hypertensive males 
and females respectively. Hence, the present study concluded that NC could be considered as an 
alternative to WC measurement in screening of CO. Early identification of pre-hypertension cases 
will undoubtedly help in the reduction of the incidence of hypertension among adults in the near 
future. This, in turn, will significantly reduce the hypertension-related health-related burden in the 
country.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the recorded variables
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Table 2. Linear regression analysis of waist circumference by neck circumference
 Females 

Summary of fit 

R=   .748                                    R2= .560 

Parameter Estimates 

 Estimate Std. error p-value 
Intercept 50.618 1.592 .000 
NC .906 .046 .000 
 

Males 

Summary of fit 

R=   .732                                            R2= .535 

Parameter Estimates 

 Estimate Std. error p-value 
Intercept 55.485 2.203 .000 
NC 1.329 .063 .000 
 

Table 3. Correlation between waist circumference and neck circumference conducted by various studies

Study Location Subjects Correlation

Mondal et al., 2016 Assam, India Karbi adult individuals
r=0.578 (males);

 r=0.569 (females) 
(p<0.01)

Mondal et al., 2017 Assam, India Karbi adult individuals
r=0.505 (males);

 r=0.486 (females) 
(p<0.001)

Qureshi et al., 2017 Bangladesh Adult
r=0.61 (males); 

r=0.46 (females)
(p<0.001)

Anothaisintawee et al., 2019 Thailand Prediabetic adult patients r=0.62 (p<0.0001)

Ang and Raboca, 2014 Philippines High-risk adult patients r=0.74 (p<0.0001)

Pie et al., 2018 China Undergraduates aged 18-25 
years

r=0.626 (males);
 r=0.604 (females)

(p<0.05)

Present study West Bengal, India Prehypertensive adults
r=0.732 (males); 

r=0.748 (females)
(p<0.0001)

r r2

r r2
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Table 4. Comparison of estimates of ROC curve analysis conducted by different studies in finding NC cut-offs for screening central 
obesity

Study Location Characteristics 
of  population Sex Cut-offs Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Pie et al., 2018 China Undergraduates 
aged 18-25 years

Males 37.1 cm 76.7% 74.1% 0.835

Females 32.6 cm 83.3% 87.8% 0.863

Ang and Raboca, 
2014 Philippines High-risk adult 

patients
Males 40cm 62.07% 90.09%

0.831
Females 33.8 cm 67.59% 85.56%

Qureshi et al., 2017 Bangladesh Adult
Males 35.25 cm - - 0.83

Females 31.25 cm - - 0.65

Anothaisintawee et 
al., 2019 Thailand Prediabetic adult 

patients
Males 38 cm 67% 84% 0.8138

Females 32 cm 79% 73% 0.8180

Present study India Prehypertensive 
adults

Males 37.1 cm 74.42% 64.18% 0.755

Females 33.8 cm 71.79% 74.72% 0.779

Figure 1. Scatter plot showing association of waist circumference and neck circumference
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Figure 2. ROC curve analysis to find optimal cut-offs of neck circumference to define central obesity among pre-hypertensive (a) 
males [AUC=0.755 (95% CI: 0.738-0.773; S.E.: 0.01; p<0.001)] and (b) females [AUC= 0.779 (95% CI: 0.748-0.811; 
S.E.: 0.01; p<0.001)]

a)

 

b) 
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Introduction

It has widely been accepted that the double burden of malnutrition is a global challenge, specifically 
in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) like India (FAO, 2006). The double burden of 
malnutrition is defined by the co-existence of undernutrition along with overweight or obesity 
(obesity associated with the diet-related non-communicable diseases)in individuals, households and 
population levels or one can suffer by undernutrition as well as overnutrition across the life-course 
(WHO, 2017a). The world statistics shows that currently 462 million adults are underweight, whereas 
1.9 billion adults are overweight. It is interesting to observe that the number of adult obese (more 
than 600 million) is out numbered than underweight adult population. Similarly, there are 155 
million of children suffered by stunting and in contrary 41 million children suffered by overweight or 
obese in their early life (NCDRF Collaboration, 2016). As a result of this paradox, WHO formulated 
the strategies to reduce the double burden of malnutrition in south-east Asian region within 2025 
and also encouraged to conduct more formative research on the social and cultural contexts of double 
burden of malnutrition along with its determinants for effective intervention in the community as 
well as household levels, which have immense anthropological importance (WHO, 2017b; 2017c). 
Generally these decreasing trends of undernutrition and increasing trends of overnutrition is a unique 
phenomenon of nutrition transition (Doak et al., 2005).

Double Burden of Malnutrition of Mother-Child Pairs in 
the Same Households: A Case Study from the Bengali Slum 
Dwellers in West Bengal, India

The coexistence of dual form of malnutrition in terms of mother over-nutrition and child 
undernutrition might be a major public health issue in developing countries like India due to 
rapid nutritional transition and life style change. This study was conducted in order to assess 
the prevalence of dual form of malnutrition of mother-child pairs in the same household among 
the Bengali slum dwellers in West Bengal, India. Altogether 130 households were identified 
by considering specific inclusion and exclusion criteria and random sampling. Socio-economic 
data was collected by using pre-tested questionnaire. The prevalence of overweight mother and 
stunted child pairs (OM/SC) was 12.31%, whereas the prevalence of normal weight mother 
and normal weight child pairs (NM/NC) was 25.38%. Socio-economically, normal weight 
mothers were higher percentage of literacy compare to overweight mothers but most of them 
were housewives and low household monthly income families. In contrary, over weight mother 
had higher household monthly income and expenditure although their literacy rate was low 
and they mostly engaged as housemaid. To understand the patterns and associations of double 
burden of malnutrition within the same household further investigations with large sample size 
along with dietary pattern and physical activity level are necessary.

Height, weight, mother, 
children, double burden of 
malnutrition, urban slum
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There is a growing body of literatures regarding the prevalence and consequences of double burden 
of malnutrition throughout the world (Shrimpton and Rokx, 2013; Ramirez-Zea et al., 2014; Prentice, 
2018). Interestingly a recent systematic review on the prevalence and predictors of double burden of 
malnutrition in households level clearly emphasized that urban residence, income and education may 
have played an important role for double burden of malnutrition but the role of dietary habits and 
physical activities is remain unclear (Kosaka and Umezaki, 2017). The majorities of the study have 
also been concentred on mother-child pairs within households i.e. mother overweight and obesity vs 
child stunting (Oddo et al., 2012; Ihad et al., 2013). Therefore, there was an obvious role of gender 
(mother and father) towards the child nutritional status and also on double burden of malnutrition 
(Vaezghasemi et al., 2014).However, the study in Indian context is lacking and conversely, the recent 
report of National Family Health Survey (NFHS) pointed out these dilemmas, where 27.1% of 
stunted children have overweight mother (NFHS-4, 2017). 

One of the important vulnerable groups with double burden of malnutrition is the urban slum 
dwellers (Chakrabarty et al., 2011). The evidence suggested that there was an increasing trend of 
overweight and its associated non-communicable disease risk factors among the urban slum dwellers 
in India (Acharyya et al., 2014).Therefore, there is an urgent need to look after this problem in 
different population of India specifically among the vulnerable groups like urban slum dwellers.

On the basis of the above discussion, it has been postulated that double burden of malnutrition 
is a real global problem for effective health and nutritional intervention in the community as well as 
household levels (UNDAN, 2015). Al though there are numerous studies on this issue but majorities 
of them is in macro level (Kosaka and Umezaki, 2017). Therefore, there is an urgent need to conduct 
in depth micro level study of double burden of malnutrition in household’s level by considering 
the possible associated factors among the vulnerable group like urban slum population due to its 
negative consequences of urban pull as housing shortage and critical inadequacies in public utilities, 
overcrowding, unhygienic conditions, insufficient knowledge health care practices and nutritional 
needs (Ghosh and Shah, 2004). Besides the decadal growth of urban slums in India is enormous i.e. 
nearly 44% (Census of India, 2011). This necessitated the study of double burden of malnutrition 
and its associated factors with a hypothesis that the urban slum people may have double burden of 
malnutrition and which may be due to their differential socio-economic position.

The main objective of the present study is therefore to estimate the prevalence of double burden of 
malnutrition (both undernutrition and overweight) within households (mother and their respective 
children) and also to find out the association of certain socio-economic factors with the prevalence of 
double burden of malnutrition among the Bengalee Hindu Slum Dwellers population. 

Materials and methods
Population and the study area

For the present study, the Bengalee speaking Hindu religious households was selected. They 
perhaps considered to be the most populated caste group in West Bengal, India, where 70.54% of the 
population identifying themselves as Hindu. Bengalee Hindu populations are distributed throughout 
the 23 districts of West Bengal.  Out of the 23 districts, the most populated district is North 24 
Parganas with a population around 10 lakhs (11.4% of the total population of West Bengal). The 
district town of North 24 Parganas district is Barasat, which comes under the jurisdiction of Barasat 
Municipality (Census of India, 2011). The Barasat town is one of the major urban centres of North 
24 Parganas with a well connected communication system. It is an important business hub for nearby 
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rural villagers, which attract them to come in the Barasat town. As a result the urban growth rate of the 
population has become very high. The growth of urban population is reflected to increase the urban 
slum. It was evident that in 1991 the number of urban slum in Barasat Municipality areas was only 
54 and now it becomes 159 (including all types of slum) with a population more than 50 thousand 
and the majorities are Hindu (Kar, 2012).Therefore, the study will be conducted in urban slums of 
Barasat Municipality areas of West Bengal, India. For the present study, the slum may be identified 
as “a compact area of at least 300 populations or about 60 – 70 households of poorly built congested 
tenements in unhygienic environment usually with inadequate infrastructure and lacking in proper 
sanitary and drinking water facilities” (Census of India, 2011).

Inclusion criteria

Data were collected from Bengalee Hindu household having at least one child aged 2-10 years with 
no health disabilities along with their parents; specifically mother was non-pregnant and non-lactating 
aged 15 to 49 years.“Identified Urban Slum” was selected as per Census of India, 2011.

Sample size and sampling

A total of 130 mother-child pairs were selected for the present study from two major slums namely 
Hatkhola Colony and Dijohori Das Colony under Barasat Municipality areas.  However the sample 
was collected by using random sampling after considering total households of each slum area and also 
as per inclusion criteria. 

Study Design

The study was conducted in two phases: The first phase was cross-section study, where 130 mother-
child pairs were identified as per inclusion criteria and then in the second phase, a comparative 
analysis was done mainly between contrasting nutritional groups between parents and children (e.g. 
overweight/obese mother and stunted children “OM/SC” vs normal mother and normal children 
“NM/NC”) in the selected households.

Data collection and data analysis

Pre-structured and pre-tested schedule was used to collect the cross-section data of household socio-
economic and socio-demographic characteristics (age, sex, education, occupation, income, expenditures 
of different forms, household assets, housing condition, etc) from the sampled households. Afterward 
anthropometric measurements [height (cm), weight (kg) and waist circumferences (cm) for mothers; 
height (cm), weight (kg) and Mid Upper Arm Circumference (cm) for children], was collected by 
using standard procedure from the household members (Weiner and Lourie, 1981). In this present 
study mothers’ overweight were categorized according to their body mass index (BMI) and the BMI 
was ≥ 23.00 kg/m2 indicate overweight and ≥18.5kg/m2 indicate normal weight (Pan and Yeh, 2008). 
Separate anthropometric indices were used for adults (Body Mass Index) and children (height for age 
Z score “HAZ”) for assessing nutritional status (WHO, 1995). Socio-economic parameters (Per capita 
income, expenditure, etc) were categorized as per median values of the present data set. The schedule 
question was validated and moderated accordingly. The ethical clearance was taken from IEC, West 
Bengal State University, Barasat and also from the before the commencement of the present study. 

Statistical analysis

Category-wise distribution and/or descriptive analysis were calculated on all the parameters related 
to anthropometric measures and socio-economic parameters. Then associations of double burden of 
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malnutrition with household socio-economic characteristics were examined by cross-tabulation. The 
significance level was assessed by using Contingency chi-square test. All analyses were conducted with 
SPSS 16.0 version. p values <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the proportion of mother - child pairs among the study sample households. Out of 
130 mother-child pairs with fulfilled selection criteria, the percentage of normal weight mothers and 
normal weight child pairs (NM/NC) was 25.38%, whereas 12.35% mother-child pair of double burden 
of malnutrition (i.e. mother overweight / obese vs stunted child). However in national level, 27.1% of 
mothers had stunted children (NFHS-4, 2017) and indicated an alarming trend of double burden of 
malnutrition. The remaining mother-child pairs that obtained from the present study were UM/NC 
(11.54%), OM/NC (28.46%), UM/SC (7.69%), NM/SC (14.62%). For the purpose of comparative 
analysis 33 NM/NC and 16 OM/SC pairs were included in this study. The remaining pairs were 
excluded as it did not comply with our criteria for data analysis. Similar study design was adapted by 
Khor and Sharif (2003) for exploring undernutrition status of overweight mothers among the Malay 
households in rural Malaysia and found 38.57% of cases. After a decade, Ihab et al., (2013) found 
similar trends with 29.6% cases and they also suggested a big challenge in rural Malaysia especially for 
food intervention programs to be implemented in the future. In 2017, Asian Development Bank, also 
highlights similar increasing trends of intra-household double burden of malnutrition in India, which 
may be due to the reflection of nutrition transition in the Indian subcontinent (Dang and Meenakshi, 
2017). It urges to explore the community and areas specific studies in India, which may be under 
reported yet. In this context, a cross-section study in the poor urban setting in Delhi also revealed 
that One third mother-child dyads characterized by high prevalence of undernutrition, stunting and 
wasting in children, and overweight/obesity in mothers within the same household (Malik et al., 
2018). 

Table 2 represents the mean and standard deviation of anthropometric characteristics and age of 
mother-child pairs which mention that the mean age of normal weight mothers (27.02±4.81years) 
and overweight mothers (27.42±4.79 years) had almost similar. In case of stunted child (6.06±3.48yrs) 
and normal child (6.07±2.79yrs) the mean age difference was not also statistically significant 
(p>0.05). The mean body weight of normal child was higher (16.27±5.22 kg) compared stunted child 
(15.56±7.31 kg). Whereas the normal mothers mean body weight were lower (46.24±4.54 kg) in 
compare to overweight mothers (55.31±7.07 kg). The mean height of both mothers and child were also 
differed. The mean BMI value of overweight mothers and normal mothers were differed significantly 
(p<0.01) i.e. 26.34±2.82 kg/m2 and 20.42±1.41 kg/m2, respectively. The mean waist circumference 
of overweight mothers was higher (83.75±8.11cm) than normal weight mothers (72.75±4.93cm). 
From this study we also found that the HAZ of stunted (-2.68±0.96) and normal (-0.87±0.92) child 
were also differed. But all negative value suggested their poor nutritional status. The mean upper arm 
circumference value was higher in normal weight child (16.59±1.97cm). 

Table 3 shows the socio-demographic characteristics of the sampled households as per OM/SC 
and NM/NC. It was observed that 73.5 % HHD were illiterate, where 68.8% of the households had 
OM/SC. In contrary, 69.4% of mothers were literate with 62.5% of them had overweight mother 
and stunted children. Most of mothers with OM/SC engaged in household activities as non-earner 
(75.0%). On the other hand, economically, more percentage of OM/SC cases were belonged to family 
income higher the median value of per capita family income (Rs. >1666.0). similar observation was 
noted in expenditure pattern as more percentage of OM/SC cases  (68.8%) were belonged to family 
income higher the median value of per capita family expenditure (Rs. >1200.0), which was statistically 
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significant (p<0.05). OM/SC was higher in lower no. living room group (≤ 2) (68.0%) and OM/SC 
was higher in ≤ 5 household size group (56.2%). OM/SC was higher in ≤ 2 no. of children among the 
overweight mother (81.2%) and they were in the ≤ 30 age group in years (68.8%).

Apart from the socio-demographic characteristics, dietary pattern and physical activity levels are 
the two important and fundamental features to understand the causative pathways of double burden 
of malnutrition in household level (OM/SC); however it is beyond the scope of the present study.  The 
general socio-demographic and economic features showed that the majorities of the slum households 
belonged to lower socio-economic group and that may be associated to improper consumption and 
distribution of food habits of the studied mothers. Baiotis and Lino (2002) recommended that over-
nutrition mother in poor and food insufficient households could be engaged in binge eating with 
cheaper and less nutritious (more calorie dense) food when food is available. On the other hand, 
overweight and obesity in the mothers engaged in household duties may be associated to the level of 
physical activity not being in balance with energy intake (Kim et al., 2017).

Conclusion

In spite of the limitation of the present study mainly with lower sample size, it gives a hint on 
a serious public health issue on rising trends of double burden of malnutrition in terms of mother 
overweight/obesity and child stunting among the urban Hindu slum dwellers in West Bengal, India, 
where pattern of expenditure may have played a vital role. To understand the patterns and associations 
of double burden of malnutrition within the same household further investigations with large sample 
size along with dietary pattern and physical activity level including  qualitative approaches such as 
home-stay observations and informal interviews, in order to capture more closely actual intake of 
overweight women are necessary as suggested by others.
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Tables

Table 1: Proportion of mother - child pairs among the study sample households (n = 130)

Nutritional status of  mother - child pairs n %

Normal Mother vs Normal Child (NM/NC) 33 25.38

Overweight Mother vs Stunted Child (OM/SC) 16 12.31

Underweight Mother vs Normal Child (UM/NC) 15 11.54

Overweight Mother vs Normal Child (OM/NC) 37 28.46

Underweight Mother vs Stunted Child (UM/SC) 10 7.69

Normal Mother vs Stunted Child (NM/SC) 19 14.62

Total 130 100.00

Table 2: Mean and SD of Anthropometric Characteristics and age of mother-child Paris

Variables Overweight Mother vs Stunted Child 
(OM/SC) (n=16)

Normal Mother vs Normal Child 
(NM/NC) (n=33)

Mother
Age (years)

Wight (kg)**
Height (cm)*

BMI (kg/m2)**
Minimum Waist Cir (cm)

27.42±4.79
55.31±7.07

144.77±4.19
26.34±2.82
83.75±8.11

27.02±4.81
46.24±4.54

150.40±5.56
20.42±1.41
72.75±4.93

Child 
Age (years)
Wight (kg)

Height (cm)
Height for age (z score)**

MUAC (cm)

6.06±3.48
15.56±7.31

101.19±20.02
-2.68±0.96
15.77±2.31

6.07±2.79
16.27±5.22

109.46±14.29
-0.87±0.92
16.59±1.97

Significant difference between the two groups by t-test, *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 MUAC – Mid Upper Arm Circumference 
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Table 3: Socio-demographic Characteristics of the sampled households as per OM/SC and NM/NC

Variable (OM/SC) (n=16) (NM/NC) (n=33) Total (n = 49)

Educational status of the HHD
         Illiterate 
         Literate 

11
05

68.8
31.2

25
08

75.8
24.2

36
13

73.5
26.5

Educational status of the Mother
         Illiterate 
         Literate

06
10

37.5
62.5

09
24

27.3
72.7

15
34

30.6
69.4

Mother’s earning type
         Non-earner
         Earner

12
04

75.0
25.0

27
06

81.8
18.2

39
10

79.6
20.4

Per capita monthly family income (Rs)
         ≤ 1666.0
         >1666.0

05
11

31.2
68.8

17
16

51.5
48.5

22
27

44.9
55.1

Per capita monthly family Expenditure (Rs)*
         ≤ 1200.0
         >1200.0

05
11

31.2
68.8

20
13

60.6
39.4

25
24

51.0
49.0

No. of living room
         ≤ 2
         ≥ 3

11
05

68.8
31.2

27
06

81.8
18.2

38
11

77.6
22.4

Household Size (No.)
         ≤ 5
         ≥ 6

09
07

56.2
43.8

22
11

66.7
33.3

31
18

63.3
36.7

No. of Children 
         ≤ 2
         ≥ 3

13
03

81.2
18.8

29
04

87.9
12.1

42
07

85.7
14.3

Mother’s age group (years)
         ≤ 30
         ≥ 31

11
05

68.8
31.2

23
10

69.7
30.3

34
15

69.4
30.6

Significant difference between the two groups by chi-square test, *P < 0.05
Overweight Mother vs Stunted Child (OM/SC)
Normal Mother vs Normal Child (NM/NC)
Household Head (HHD)
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Introduction

Economic development tends to the creation of new infrastructures in order to cater to the 
increasing needs of a growing population. It often involves the acquisition of land and other assets, 
which can adversely affect the socioeconomic well being of the people as well as the communities they 
live in. The impacts of development projects include physical relocation, disruption of livelihood and 
potential breakdown of communities (WB, 2004). The number of people displaced by development 
programs and projects intended to promote national, regional, and local development are substantial, 
accounting for nearly 10 million people per year throughout the world; over the last 20 years this 
would mean 200 million people already displaced (McDowell 1996, Cernea 2000, Mathur, H.M 
2006). 

In India it is largely the tribal groups that are paying for the development of the nation. Because most 
of the development projects are being constructed in mountain valleys, forest and remote areas where 
many of the tribal groups have been living for generations together for their survival and sustenance. 
Many tribal pockets are crammed with natural resources such as minerals, making tribals vulnerable to 
displacement. 

Impact of Dam-Induced Displacement and Resettlement: A 
Case Study of Indira Sagar Project Polavaram

development projects, dam 
construction, displacement, 
community resettlement, 
Andhra Pradesh

Involuntary displacement from one’s land and habitat carries with it the risk of the 
migrant becoming poorer than before displacement, since a significant number of migrants do 
not receive adequate compensation for loss of their assets nor effective assistance to re-establish 
them and make them productive. Unless the local government puts special attention to proper 
rehabilitation and resettlement of displaced families, especially tribes, they will continue to 
be victims of such programs and be drawn into pathetic situations. In this backdrop, the 
present study has made an attempt to find out the impact of involuntary displacement and 
rehabilitation of Indira Sagar Project on the tribal community in the State of Andhra Pradesh. 
An ethnographic method has been adopted to carry out this study. The fieldwork of research was 
conducted in December 2015. To collect primary data anthropological tools and techniques 
were used to study the various aspects of displacement, and rehabilitation. Secondary data has 
been collected from books, articles, reports and available literature. The study finds that the 
impact of dam-induced displacement and resettlement brought change among the families 
resettled in the rehabilitation colony.
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Involuntary displacement from one’s land and habitat carries with it the risk of the migrant 
becoming poorer than before displacement, since a significant number of migrants do not receive 
adequate compensation for the loss of their assets nor an effective assistance to re-establish them and 
make them productive. Unless the local government puts special attention to proper rehabilitation and 
resettlement of displaced families, especially tribes, they will continue to be victims of such programs 
and be drawn into pathetic situations. Due to large development projects in tribal areas, millions of 
tribal people have been uprooted from their lands and homes. Thus, affected people face a broad range 
of impoverishment risks (Cernea, 2000). In this backdrop, the present study has made an attempt 
to find out the impact of involuntary displacement and rehabilitation of Indira Sagar Project on the 
tribal community in the State of Andhra Pradesh. 

Anthropology of Displacement

Studies of development-induced displacement had already emerged in the mid-fifties and early 
sixties, in the context of development projects such as the Great Dam of Aswan, the Kariba Dam 
on the Zambezi and the Akosombo Dam on Lake Volta in Ghana. Research on displacement and 
rehabilitation in the anthropological domain began in the 1950s, that is, post World War II, after mass 
population was displaced after country borders were redrawn. This was studied in 1945 by Alexander 
Leightons in his popular monograph ‘The governing of men: general principles and recommendation 
based on experiences at Japanese Refugee camp (Smith 2009). Anthropologists Colson & Scudder 
in 1982 studied the psycho- social impact on the people displaced by the construction of the Kariba 
dam, which later caught the attention of anthropologists living in other parts of the world as well. 

In India the studies on displacement and rehabilitation began in the early 1960s. Anthropologist 
Roy Burman (1961) studied the displacement of tribes due to Rourkela Steel Plant. He highlighted 
various factors affecting the process of displacement. Another study by Karve and Nimbker in 1969 
of the Koyna Dam Project dealt with the impact of displacement and rehabilitation on the family and 
kinship system of the uprooted communities of Maharashtra. The concern of anthropological studies 
after the 1970s and the early 1980s was the issue of economic versus social cost, the antagonism 
towards big dam, the state policies on displacement and rehabilitation, and a macro-level evaluation 
of large dams in India.

Major research studies in the areas of involuntary displacement and resettlement has started in 
early 1970s by anthropologists and researchers from diverse academic disciplines. These studies 
developed theoretical models on displacement to explain the complex and dynamic processes involved 
in displacement. Chamber (Chambers, 1969) in his study in Africa developed three stage-general 
model in the evolution of land settlement schemes in Africa: 

recruitment, 
transition 
development 

Soon after, Nelson confirmed this pattern in a synthesis of many experiences with new land 
settlements in Latin America. Both Chambers’ and Nelson’s models generalized the experiences of 
voluntary settlers and conceptualized the institutional or organizational dimensions of managed land 
settlement programs (Colson, 1999; Cernea, 2000). 

Scudder’s four-stage framework, initially formulated in the late 1970s and refined in subsequent 
years, represents one of the earliest attempts in social science to formulate a coherent analytical 
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framework for involuntary resettlement (Scudder 1981, 1991, 1993, 1997; Scudder and Colson 
1982). Scudder and Colsons (1982) in their model focused on the settlers stress and specific behavioral 
reactions to various stages post-displacement and resettlement. This framework considers how the 
majority of re-settlers can be expected to behave during a successful resettlement process. Scudder 
defined success as development that was environmentally, economically, institutionally and culturally 
sustainable into the second generation. Scudder (2005) divided the process of resettlement into four 
graded stages: 

planning and recruitment, 
adjustment and coping, 
community formulation and economic development, and 
handing over and incorporation. 

Scudder and Colson’s theory has greatly affected resettlement theory and policy across many 
countries. Their theory emphasizes two different but interrelated factors: stress and process. And 
this theory says that the displacement of relocation, whether voluntary or involuntary is a stressful 
experience. This theory deals with how re-settlers will respond to the actions of project authorities. 
This framework is very instructive, enabling resettlement institutions to work out objectives and to 
plan resettlement with a temporal dimension. However, as Scudder (2005) recognized, some concerns 
have been raised when it is applied to the real-world cases of development. One key concern is the 
impact and role of gender in the resettlement process (De Wet 1993). 

Development-induced displacement studies flourished dynamically in the 1980s and 1990s. This 
was the result of large and controversial development projects undertaken in China (the Three Gorges 
Dam) and India (the Sardar Sarovar dam on the Narmada River). The research report entitled Putting 
People First: Sociological Variables in Rural Development (edited by Cernea), published by the World 
Bank in 1985, is considered one of the first attempts to conceptualize the issues of development, 
displacement and resettlement (Terminski, Bogumil, 2013). The study published by Cernea & 
Guggenheim (1993) through what they called ‘anthropological approaches to resettlement’. This 
volume comprises of various case studies and offers some theoretical insights to resettlement. It focuses 
on development-induced displacement whereby the authors pointed out the important differences 
between displacement caused by development projects and other categories of population movement. 
Involuntary resettlement due to civil strife is unplanned and people can still return to their homelands 
when the conflict is resolved. On the contrary, resettlement due to development projects is a result of 
planned political decision embedded in national ideologies which makes the displacement permanent. 

Cernea (1993) pointed out that these differences also induced the emergence of two branches in 
social science research on resettlement, one dealing with development-induced resettlement and the 
other with conflict-induced resettlement. He deplored that “the two bodies of social science research 
do not speak to each other” (p.375). Therefore, the author pleaded for more collaboration between 
researchers involved in involuntary resettlement as they can help each other and share some common 
tools. 

Many anthropological and sociological field studies have documented the qualitative consequences 
of forced displacement in vivid detail (Scudder 1966, 1994; Guggenheim 1989; Baboo, 1992; 
Mathur, 1994; Fernandes 1989, 1991; Salem-Murdock, 1989). These consequences vary with local 
circumstances, but there are basic features these cases share. Comparing the empirical findings of 
many field monographs, Cernea found that the common factor underlying the broad spectrum of 
reported displacement effects is the onset of impoverishment (Cernea, 1995). 
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The above studies have shown that involuntary displacement force people into new physical set-
tings, which are alien social worlds, functioning on unfamiliar lines, and they enter at a structural 
disadvantage, having little educational, cultural or financial capital. The most outstanding study on 
involuntary displacement and its socio-economic impacts was carried out by Cernea. His Impover-
ishment Risks and Reconstruction Model shows how impoverishment can occur as a result of dis-
placement. Cernea risk model says that displacement or relocation leave people worse off and leads 
to the social exclusion of certain social groups of people. It culminates in physical exclusion from a 
geographic territory, and economic and social exclusion from a set of functioning social networks. 

Methodology of the Study

The present study has made an attempt to find out the impact of involuntary displacement and 
rehabilitation of Indira Sagar Project (Polavaram Dam) on the tribal community in Andhra Pradesh. 
An ethnographic method has been adopted to carry out this study. An empirical study conducted in 
west Godavari district Andhra Pradesh. The fieldwork of research was conducted in February 2015 
during the year 2015. For the collection of primary data and to reach the objectives of the study, six 
months of fieldwork conducted in the project-affected area. The present study is empirical, analytical 
and is based on qualitative and quantitative data. Anthropological tools and techniques used to collect 
data and the study collected both primary and secondary data. 

Indira Sagar Project and Displacement of Population

The Indira Sagar project (also known as Polavaram project/dam) is a major multipurpose irrigation 
project which is constructed on Godavari River, close to Ramayyapeta village of Polavaram mandal 
in West Godavari district, Andhra Pradesh. The Indira Sagar Project is the most awaited major 
irrigation project for many decades. Most Central and state-based political parties have given priority 
to construction of this project across the Godavari River. The construction of Indira Sagar dam is a 
political and controversial issue involving political parties, civil society organizations, independent 
researchers and NGOs. Though many people protested against it and there was much opposition, 
finally the project gained momentum in the year 2004. The Andhra Pradesh State Re-organization 

Act, 2014 declared the project as a national project in March 2014 (Government of India, 2014) 

According to the official figures, 371 villages will be directly affected by the Indira Sagar project. 
The project will displace 1,05,601 families, of which tribal families are 55,113 (52.2%). In the project 
area, 4,069 families from 15 villages have been rehabilitated in new villages; the remaining 101,532 
families from 356 villages are yet to be rehabilitated. Official government reports and studies by bodies 
such as research institutes, individuals, NGOs, agencies and civil society organizations show different 
figures on human displacement and submergence of human habitations due to Indira Sagar project. 
According to the Reddy (1996), a total 276 villages are affected by the project housing 1, 77,275 
people consisting 44,574 households. The project involves submerging 28,336 cattle sheds, 69,255 
productive trees. Of these project-affected people, 47% are scheduled tribes and 14.4% are scheduled 
castes. And the IEA, 2005 mentioned based on the information extrapolated from the 2001 Census 
of India, total affected population is 1,70,000. Of the total, scheduled tribes (47%) and scheduled 
castes (14.4%) and the total affected villages are 157. It is reported that over 276 villages in the state 
of Andhra Pradesh are likely to be submerged. In Odisha 10 villages and in Chhattisgarh 7 villages are 
going to be submerged. The total submerging villages in this project are 293 (Reddy, 1996). 

The Adivasis are the main victims of the Indira Sagar project as they constitute 52% of the 
population impacted by the project. Among them, the predominant group is that of Konda Reddy, a 
particular vulnerable tribal groups (PVTGs). According to official sources, around 7,445 Konda Reddi 
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tribal people belonging to 2,446 households have been living in as many as 83 habitations comprising 
more than 20 hilltop habitations in Kunavaram, Chintur, V R Puram, Velerupadu, Aswaraopet and 
Dammapeta mandals in the Bhadrachalam Agency (The Hindu, 2014). The Konda Reddy tribes in 
the project affected area have formed an Adivasi Konda Reddi Sangham (Association) and resisted 
the project to protect their traditional livelihoods and distinct cultural heritage alive. The Adivasis are 
afraid of being evicted from their place of origin to unknown areas. 

Results and Discussion

The Scheduled tribe population in the state of Andhra Pradesh is 27.40 lakhs as per 2011 Census. 
They constitute 5.53% of the total population of the state. There are 34 scheduled tribes out of which 
six tribal groups are categorized as Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs).  An ethnographic 
study was conducted in the tribal village Devaragondi, which is a resettlement site for 116 households 
that have been displaced by the Indira Sagar Project. The study focused on issues relating to the land 
acquisition, R&R compensation scenario, impact of displacement and emerging changes in lifestyle 
among households and developmental interventions. 

The village Devaragondi is a newly established R&R colony, constructed close to the Polavaram 
mandal headquarters which is 2 km from the village. The village was submerged by the Polavaram 
dam and it was the first village relocated near the dam site. The Devaragondi village is a tribal village, 
inhabited Koya community. The villagers moved from the old village to new R&R colony in 2012. 
The total population in the village is 316 of which males constitutes 133 and females are 183. The 
Devaragondi village comprises 104 households (actually, there were 115 households including newly 
married households but after shifting to the new R&R colony, 11 households, who were single, died 
due to ill health and displacement trauma). The 104 houses are pucca houses (buildings) constructed 
under the R&R scheme. 

The primary occupation of most Koya households (95) in the newly settled village is casual wage 
labour in both agriculture and non-agriculture works, engaged in dam construction works, agriculture 
and other allied works. Five households have started petty business/ self-employed and two households 
are settled in government jobs. The secondary occupation is agriculture. Although, the villagers have 
received land-to-land compensation under R&R package for their loss of agriculture land in the old 
village, the compensation land which they received is located nearly 20 km from the newly settled 
village. The villagers are facing difficulties for cultivation so most of the households have given their 
agriculture lands on lease to local farmers. For lease, the farmers will pay Rs. 15,000 to 20,000 per acre 
per a year. In the village, of 58 households who received agriculture land under R&R in new location: 

•	 38 households have leased out their fields to the outside farmers. 
•	 18 households cultivate fields on their own, 
•	 One household is not cultivating his fields because it is submerged by the right canal. 

The major crops are maize, paddy, pulses and vegetables. The compensation lands which the 
villagers received under R&R is totally rain-fed cultivation and very recently, the farmers have received 
bore-wells under land development schemes but the bore-wells are not functioning due to rocky soil. 
Creation of basic infrastructural facilities is the key for the displaced population to settle down in the 
new habitations cohesively without being disintegrated. In the absence of such facilities, the affected 
population faced severe difficulties and may disperse as per their choice of place. 

The term ‘sacrificing people’ is applicable to the inhabitants of Deveragondi village which was 
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submerged by the Polavaram Project. The Devaragondi villagers have had bitter experience and 
dislocated twice in their lifetime from their original places to new locations. The forefathers of the 
people had lived at the river bank of Godavari for many years. Later outsiders had come from the plain 
areas to the Godavari river banks and settled close to the tribal habitations. The tribal people feared the 
new people who looked different, spoke a different language and behaved differently than the tribal 
people. The tribals left their rich lands and habitation place and moved to inside the forest and settled 
in two places at the hill slopes. Subsequently, the places where they settled became Devaragondi and 
Mamidigondi villages. Now, again these habitants were the main victims of the Polavaram project and 
evicted from their rich lands and resources. The word ‘Devara’ means inside and ‘Gondi’ means the 
place located between two hills. The Koya people called their habitation Devaragondi because it was 
between the hills. The place was also registered in government records as Devaragondi. 

The consequences of displacement have driven the tribals into vulnerable conditions altering their 
traditional livelihoods. In the old village, the tribals had many resources and they could manage them 
skillfully. They were happy with their environment and they had never thought that they would be 
dislocated from their place and settle in new location. The Devaragondi village was the main submerged 
village. The displacement wave hit the village first among all submerged villages in the project area. A 
major proportion of income which households used to get from podu cultivation (shifting cultivation) 
is lost because they don’t have access to podu lands in the new resettled village. This has disrupted 
the household income. After the relocation of the village, the traditional livelihoods of the village 
is disturbed. The tribals now don’t have access to the forest for the collection of non-timber forest 
produces and podu cultivation stopped as no podu land is available in the new village. No collective 
work has been initiated in the new village because common property resources is inaccessible. The 
livestock is decreasing because there is scanty land for grazing. Employment opportunities are limited; 
the villagers are engaged in casual labour wage work in both agriculture and non-agriculture and 
around 10 to 15 households are engaged in dam construction works for unskilled labour work. 

A group of women said in a FGD that in the old place they had kitchen gardens on their house 
premises where they grew vegetables such as brinjals, bendi, beans, pumpkin, ridge gourd, drumsticks 
for household needs but in new village they don’t have enough space for proper kitchen gardens. 
However, in the limited space they have on their premises, they have small kitchen gardens with 
few varieties for their consumption. Among the Koya community, a woman plays an important 
role in the decision making at household and community level. In the old village, the women were 
empowered and their economic contribution to the household income was very significant. They 
collected NTFP (such as broom sticks, seasonal fruits, vegetables, Kovela Giguru (gum), soap nuts, 
tubers and roots, vegetable leaves etc) in the forest and CPR for household consumption and for sale. 
The Girijana Cooperative Corporation (GCC) and local traders often visited the village to purchase 
these productions. In addition, both men and women were engaged in fetching fuel wood for sale to 
the local traders. The women were also engaged in VSS work and Forest Department work on daily 
wage basis. In the old village, women had adequate employment resources and the major portion 
of household expenditure was borne by them. In the new village, employment opportunities were 
limited and the condition of women was vulnerable. They were deprived of self-sustainable livelihoods 
and had to depend on wage labour work. 

Conclusion

The Indira Sagar Project (Polavaram) brings misery to more than 2.0 lakh people, by submerging 
and displacing 276 villages - predominantly tribal villages in an area of about one lakh acres including 
forest land. The displaced will be forced to become migrant labourers and urban slum dwellers to which 
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they will not be able to adjust in their lifetime. The people likely to be affected by the submergence, 
mostly tribal people, have not been informed about details of the project since the executive summary 
of the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) report has not been made available to them in their 
local language. They are also not aware of the rehabilitation packages being offered, and in short the 
State administration has totally failed to make the affected people in remote villages understand the 
implications of the project. The people are by and large kept in dark about the project.

During the research work, several issues and concerns of the Project Displaced Families in the 
study village and other affected villages in the project were noticed. The Government should rely and 
take necessary actions to address those problems of displaced population immediately and further, the 
Government should enhance the monitoring mechanism to fulfill lacuna in the implementation of the 
R&R policy in the project-affected area. Due to improper implementation of this policy, the affected 
population especially tribes are not fully compensated.  
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Introduction

In the last few years, an apprehension with the progression of global restructuring has led to a 
substantial increase in research on borderlands all over the world. Today, the study of borderlands 
is providing new insights into the relationship between modern states and transnational linkages 
(Schendel, 2005). “Borders come in many ways. Some are like earthquakes. When the world’s political 
tectonic plates move, they create fissures known as international [or interstate] borders. Many of these 
come about in ways that, for those who experience them are just as overpowering, devastating and 
unpredictable as an earthquake”, shaking and trembling the culture, identity, and life in general of the 
people residing near this political fissure (Schendel, 2005). When anthropologists talk about borders, 
it is not just limited to its territorial or spatial space. Geographical borders come many a time with 
cultural meanings, far beyond their political intentions (Berdahl, 1999). This scrupulous aspect of the 
border has drawn the inquisitiveness of anthropologists so as to see how borders though understood 
rationally as a physical entity in nature, are related to people’s socio-political system (Berdahl, 1999). 
Borderland demonstrates the notion of “the plurality of self ” often synonymously used as Border 
Consciousness (Hammad, 2010).  This border consciousness often generates an idea of oneness, 
a sort of “homeland nationalism” which originates via identity narratives of the borderlands. This 
‘localism’ ideologies yield a “local system of governance” between cross-border state and non-state 
agents which supplements the countryside from inter-nation anomic diplomacy. The current study 

Borderland: a Peril of Cultural Identities

The creation of a political border has led to the surfacing of many socio-cultural activities 
in all the borderlands across the globe, igniting the interest of social scientists worldwide. 
Borderland studies more than often accentuates the history of how the political border came 
into being and its impact on the ethnic identity (articulations, ambiguities, and contradictions 
of identity) of the people residing in the borderland (Berdahl, 1999). The present borderland 
under study has witnessed a parallel upshot of the political border on the identity of the people 
residing in the borderland between West Kameng (Arunachal) and Bhutan. The identity of the 
Monpas* from West Kameng and Sharchops from the Eastern Bhutan has been jeopardized time 
and again. This paper is an attempt to understand the “Plurality of self ” from the periphery of 
Arunachal-Bhutan Borderland from an emic perspective.

*The term Monpa in the present study is used solely for the Monpas residing in the borderland between 
West Kameng in Arunachal Pradesh and Bhutan and hence should not be confused otherwise.

Border, Borderland, 
Borderland Identity, Cultural 
Border, Arunachal-Bhutan 
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focuses on the border between the land of Thunder Dragon King, i.e., Bhutan and the Kalaktang 
circle in the West Kameng district of Arunachal Pradesh, India. 

Methodology

The Indo-Bhutan Border is the international boundary between the Kingdom of Bhutan and the 
Republic of India. The border is 699 km long and links the Indian states of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, 
Sikkim, and West Bengal. 1 Arunachal Pradesh and Bhutan share an international border of 217 km 2. 
This border covers two districts in Arunachal i.e., Tawang and West Kameng. The present paper 
focuses on the borderland between West Kameng and Bhutan border.

The present study was conducted place in two villages i.e., Samdrung (pronounced Cham-drung) 
and Warrangpam, and the Kalaktang circle in West Kameng district, Arunachal Pradesh. Samdrung is 
the last village on the Arunachal side of the border situated 28 km from Kalaktang and 4 km (approx.) 
from Sodang, the last village in Bhutan towards the Indian Territory. All the aforementioned area 
under study is predominated by the Monpas. The Monpas are a Buddhist community in Arunachal 
Pradesh mostly settled in West Kameng, Tawang and Tuting in East Siang districts of Arunachal 
Pradesh. Of the total 28 km stretch from Kalaktang to Samdrung, more than half of the road is in a 
very bad condition and extremely difficult to motor. 

The present study is based on borderland narratives of older folks who have lived enough to 
witness first hand the cultural exchange between the Monpas and the Sharchops in Arunachal-
Bhutan borderland. The data collected is purely qualitative in nature and no fixed sample size has 
been considered prior to collection of information. A total of 26 informants were interviewed for the 
current study of which the eldest member was 67 years old. A semi-structured schedule was used while 
interviewing the subjects. 

All the interviews were voice-taped so that no important information were missed out. The data had 
many local terms, which had been noted down properly cross-checking the spellings with the educated 
youths in the village. Multiple photographs has been taken in the village during the interview for proper 
understanding for the reader and for a clearer picture of the present borderland under study. Secondary 
sources from internet, books and archives from the monastery has been used for refinement in the present 
study.

The monpa and the Sharchop identity

In Bhutan, the administrators, scholars and historians used the Pelela mountain ridge to divide the 
nation into two halves i.e., west and east. This broad binary division gave rise to two separate identities 
for the people living in the east of Pelela and the west of Pelela. The western region came to be known 
as Ngalop and the eastern part was termed as Sharchops. (Gyeltshen, 2006).  So people living in the 
eastern part of Bhutan are called the Sharchops now. But the Sharchop identity again got complex and 
got contested with time. Initially the term Sharchop was used to identify people living in the east of 
Pelela which includes the Mongar, Lhuntse, Trashigang, Trashi Yangtse,Pema Gatshel and Samdrup 
Jongkhar.(Gyelthsen, 2006) but now it is commonly used to identify people who speak Tsanglakha 
(which is the language spoken by the Monpas in Arunachal).

1 Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India, <https://mha.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mha/files/pdf/BM_MAN-IN-
BHUTAN(E).pdf> accessed on 12/6/2019, 3:56 pm

2 Ministry of development of northeastern region, Govt. of India, http://www.mdoner.gov.in/node/202, 
accessed on 11/7/2019, 11:29 pm

https://mha.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mha/files/pdf/BM_MAN-IN-BHUTAN(E).pdf
https://mha.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mha/files/pdf/BM_MAN-IN-BHUTAN(E).pdf
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It was informed that the Monpas of West Kameng and also the Tawangpa (TawangMonpas) have 
a common history of having migrated from Bhutan and Tibet, although there is no written records to 
justify the statement and all the information are on the basis of the oral history that has been passed on 
from generations. There is no record of the time period of the said migration but from what is heard 
it took place in waves over centuries. There are multiple histories of people who claim that Monyul 
(present day Tawang, West Kameng, the Himalayan range south of Tibet and parts of Bhutan and 
Sikkim) had its own King, making it difficult to trace the exact migration and history of Monpas in 
general. The term Monpa is said to have derived from the term Monyul. It is said that people living in 
the “Mon” region are called Monpas. “Pa” basically means people. 

The stories from the periphery again is quite multifaceted. 

• According to Tawangpa, “Sher” means East/the place of sunrise in their local dialect. For them, 
both the Sharchops in the Eastern Bhutan and Kalaktangpas (KalaktangMonpas) and Dirangpas 
(DirangMonpas) are Sharchokpas i.e., People living in the East. 

• The Kalaktangpas again use the term Nukchokpa or Sharchokpa to identify the Sharchops in 
the Eastern Bhutan. The term “nuk” and “sher” is synonymous to the term “East” in the local 
Kalaktangpa language. 

• The Sharchops in Eastern Bhutan again identify the Kalaktangpas as “Sharpa”.
• The West Kameng Monpas also identify themselves as Sharchokpa.

The geographical separation/closeness

Since time immemorial the Monpas of Kalaktang circle have always resided in close affinity with 
the neighboring Sharchops in the Eastern  Bhutan. In fact, before the foundation of the physical/
political border, history has it that some parts of Bhutan beyond Samdrung, (the last village near the 
Arunachal-Bhutan border in West Kameng) were under Monyul. The conception of a political border 
between West Kameng and Bhutan in the year 1973 has bifurcated the border population parting 
people from one geographical area into two different governments. The initial boundary, prior to 
the creation of the current border was up to Chettendzor (now in Bhutan). Samdrung, nowadays 
is the last village in the Indian Territory but the village is relatively new. As to the villagers, the last 
village in the Indian Territory was originally Warrangpam but, when people from Warrangpam later 
migrated from the village and created a village much closer to the Bhutan border which was named 
“Samdrung”. The village, Samdrung has an aggregate of 36 households and a total population of 163 
at present and is the last village geographically in the Indian Territory towards West Kameng-Bhutan 
border.

Warrangpam has its own history of how the village came into existence. For an enhanced 
understanding the migration can be divided into three distinct phases.

1. The First Phase: During the 1962 Indo-China war, some of the families residing near the Bumla 
border in Tawang district absconded from Tawang and settled in Warrangpam. There were 4 
families in Warrangpam during the first migration and people started settling in Warrangpam 
thereafter.  

2. The Second Phase: A second phase of migration took place from Warrangpam to Samdrung. 
After the people started settling in Warrangpam, some villagers found an area suitable for 
settlement and hence gave birth to a new village closer to the border.

3. The Third Phase: Another phase of migration took place from Warrangpam to Kalaktang as 
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the road connecting  to the nearest town Kalaktang was not motorable and a mere 28 km took 
hours. People had to travel hours for clothes and other essentials and consequently some families 
migrated to Kalaktangfor to get everyday necessities easier.

Although there is no motorable road connecting Arunachal to Bhutan, but foot route is centuries 
old. The Monpas residing on the border have always travelled to the other side of the border trekking 
the hilly terrain and vice-versa. The trek route approximately takes about 3-4 hours to reach the 
border. Before the creation of the political border in this section of the country, people from Samdrung 
and Warrangpam and the entire of Kalaktang circle for that matter, have always travelled to the 
neighboring villages in Bhutan, the only change after the border conception is that, now they have to 
mark an entry at the SSB (SashatraSeemaBal) gate bordering the two nations. The duration has to be 
specified whilst making an entry at the SSB gate. 

There are instances where the present border has divided families. One such case is of Mr Tashi 
Dawa’s (a 62 year old, an ex Anchal Samiti member from Samdrung) grandfather, who had land 
possessions in different zones, half of which is now in the Indian Territory and the other half in 
Bhutan resulting in his sons to separate and live in two different nations. There are multiple cases of 
such families whose relatives both maternal and paternal are in different nations now because of the 
border. But the border has never clogged them from visiting the other side to meet and greet with their 
kins. The kinship ties has been very amicably maintained. 

The current foot route from Samdrung is-

Samdrung(Arunachal) - Sodang (nearest village in the Bhutan territory) - Restong - 
Sherdzong - Gonong - Bitchiling - Dungmanma - Zomompa

As to the statement of the villagers, ZangthiSherdzong (now in Bhutan) was once part of Monyul 
and was the starting point of the ethnic boundary but because of amicable political negotiations it 
was shifted to Bhutan. The people residing in this area belonged to the similar ethnic group with the 
Monpas of the border at one point of time and there are many people in the village who still have 
relatives in Indian side of the border. The current border between India and Bhutan in West Kameng 
is at Kekpakchu, where the SSB gate is built.

Cultural exchange

Both the Monpas in West Kameng and the Sharchops in the Eastern Bhutan are Buddhist by 
religion. Both communities follow the Nyingma sect of the Tibetan Buddhism and a few of them 
practice Gelugpa. In the two villages under study not even one family was found to practice a religion 
different from Buddhism. The religion practiced prior to Buddhism seem to have lost its history 
because Buddhism came in around 7th century A.D. and no living inhabitants of the two villages under 
study have any solid knowledge of what animistic religion was followed or what totem was worshipped 
prior to Buddhism. ”Bon” is the shamanistic form of Animism which was practiced in this region as 
informed by few. But this form of animism have been long disappeared from the lives of the people and 
hence a very little significance has been given to it with almost no oral or written records. In terms of 
religion both communities are very similar because of the influence of Buddhism in full swing. 

In the past, prior to the boundary demarcation, marriage was common between the two 
communities. In fact one of my informant’s grandmother was a Nukchokpa (as I was told) who had 
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passed a fortnight prior to my visit to the village. Multiple similar stories can be found in almost all the 
families residing in Warrangpam and Samdrung. The inter-marriage between the two communities has 
subsided to an extent to almost nil today. People are nowadays reluctant in giving their surnames to the 
neighbouring Sharchops of Bhutan. There were times when Sharchop women married to Monpas had 
the right to vote and had an Indian voter ID but now in the last 10-15 years villagers are a bit averse in 
giving the right to vote to someone who do not belong to the village or to the same community. There 
are few older folks who have their relatives in the other side but the young generation do not seem to 
know of any as restrictions has been imposed at customary level. 

Crossing the border is not uncommon in this part of the nation. People travel to and fro from 
both sides with ease. And there is a cultural event called “Bardo”, which basically means dance in the 
Kalaktangpa dialect; that happens in Zangthi Sherdzong (Bhutan) once a year for a period of 2-3 
days wherein Monpas from Warrangpam and Samdrung and other places cross the border on foot, to 
attend the program. To reach the place of the event by foot takes around 9-10 hours of trekking the 
hilly terrains of Bhutan. Whereas coming back, it’s a 3-4 hours route as it is downhill towards this 
side. In a similar scenario people from Bhutan come towards the Indian side for parallel events. One 
such event is the “Bardo Cham”. It is a three - day event that happens in Warrangpam in the month 
of January before the Losar festival. Usually those who come are Lama (Nyingma Lama). For crossing 
the border, the Indians do not require any physical pass. One has to simply enter one’s detail in the 
SSB gate and the time period has to be mentioned for the travel. For the Sharchops coming towards 
the Indian side, they need to show their Voter ID which is then registered by the guards (details 
collected from regular traveler in the village). All these cultural events are the time when the frequency 
of crossing the border is at the maximum. And when the Monpas travel to Bhutan, they usually stay 
in a Bhuatanese house for which they pay a minimal fee of their choice and when the Sharchops come 
to the Monpa Villages this reciprocity is maintained.

The trade route is centuries old and till date people from both the side travel to and fro for business 
purposes. Initially the Bhutanese presence in the Kalaktang market was a normal scene but in 2013 
on the Bhutan side the construction of road from the last village in Bhutan till Trashigang has made it 
convenient for them to go to Trashigang for their daily needs. Prior to the road construction, Kalaktang 
was nearer for them and hence they preferred travelling for business here than to Trashigang. There is 
another activity that takes place between the two nations. There are a bunch of Bhutanese pastoralists 
called Brokpas who come to the Indian side to sell “ghee”. The Brokpas come to these border villages 
by the end of September and pay a tax to stay in these lands for 3-4 months (the whole of winter). 
They come with their cattle as the snowcapped mountains in their area gets too cold for their cattle 
and for no trace of grazing land for their cattle because of the snow cover.

Acculturation and Diffusion no doubt are the biggest factors causing similarities in people living 
geographically close. But the environment also plays an equal role as it dictates the clothing and 
food habits of the people. The food culture and the language of the two communities is similar to 
an uncanny level as described by the villagers who have travelled and witnessed these similarities 
firsthand. The Monpas in Arunachal based on their geographical location can be broadly categorized 
under

1. The TawangMonpa (people living in the Tawang district of Arunachal Pradesh)
2. The DirangMonpa (Monpas from Dirang region)
3. The KalaktangMonpa ( Monpas from Kalaktang region)
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According to the informants there is a place called “Mera Sakteng” in Bhutan where people speak 
the Tawangpa language. And the rest of eastern Bhutan speak a language which resembles almost 80% 
with the Kalaktanpa and Dirangpa languages. In fact the language between Kalaktangpa/Dirangpa 
and Sharchokpa is more similar than the language between Kalaktangpa/Dirangpa and Tawangpa 
even though they belong to the same community and the same nation.

Present disposition and summary conclusion

The cultural resemblance and lifestyle of the Sharchops and Monpas in general is uncanny but 
the creation of a political border has changed the current scenario. Of course the change is valid as 
both the nations are run by two different governments and the imposition of certain social norms has 
changed the social set up of the villages but a diverging link between the two communities is very 
prominent from the narratives of the borderlanders. Till very recently say 2-3 years back, Ngultrum 
(Bhutanese Currency) was accepted in the Kalaktang market and in both Warrangpam and Samdrung. 
But this has changed now as the villagers complained in the complexity of exchanging these notes. 
Initially they accepted Ngultrums because the trade between the two communities was regular and the 
Monpas used the currency to exchange with other Sharchops coming for trade. 

Because of constant travelling and interaction between both the communities the villagers under 
study claimed to have many friends in Bhutan where they stay during their visit to the Bhutanese 
villages for whatever reason they are travelling for. Since the language that they speak (Tsanghla) 
is almost same with just slight variation in the pronunciation it is easy for them to converse and 
smooth interaction is established without any major hurdles. The kinship ties have also been amicably 
maintained and at times people from the village travel to Bhutan to meet their kins and vice versa. 

With all the data and constant interview with the villagers of Samdrung and Warrangpam it can be 
conferred that the Monpas living in the edge of West Kameng-Bhutan border and Sharchops residing 
in the Eastern part of the land of Thunder Dragon King are actually a fractured community which has 
been separated by the political border between Bhutan and Arunachal. This conclusion has also been 
admitted by many of my informants that they were one community at a point of time but the political 
boundary created a separate ethnic identity for both the communities. 

Although the conclusion has been drawn from the narratives of the Borderlanders of Warrangpam 
and Samdrung but a more profound data can be withdrawn from the study of the Bhutanese villages 
neighboring Samdrung. The present study is an endeavor and has its own limitations inviting researchers 
and anthropologists to look into the matter and carry forward what has been so established.
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Introduction

Obesity refers to a condition in which the fat stores are excessive for an individual’s height, weight, 
gender and race, and produce adverse health outcomes. Excessive adiposity results from an imbalance 
in energy, i.e. energy intake either has been or is greater than energy expenditure (WHO 2005). It is 
one of the biggest health problems today, affecting a person not only physically but psychologically 
as well. Although a topic of some medical concern for centuries, obesity has gradually progressed 
from being an amusing curiosity to a major public health issue, as well as a theme for sophisticated 
physiologic and behavioral research. Once considered a problem related to affluence, obesity is now 
rapidly growing in many developing countries and in poor neighborhood of developed countries 
(WHO 2003).

Even in countries like India, which is typically known for its high prevalence of under nutrition, 
significant proportions of overweight and obesity now co-exist with the undernourished (Popkin, 2002). 
The understanding of how and why obesity occurs is incomplete; however, it involves the integration 

Is mother’s employment making a negative impact on the 
obesity level of their daughters?

The present study aims to study the nutrition of the pre-adolescent urban girls from 6-10 
years of age of Guwahati city in relation to some social factors like parental education, parental 
occupation, family income, food habit and family type. A total sample of 222 girls were collected 
cross-sectionally and measured for their stature and body weight. The sample consists of girls of 
different communities like Assamese, Bengali, Marwari, Punjabi and Bihari. All are from the 
elite private schools in the city. The IOTF (International obesity task force) cut-off for BMI were 
used. The prevalence of underweight percentage is 19.63% among the girls whose mothers are 
home workers and 21.05% among the girls whose mothers are service holder. The prevalence 
of normal percentage is 58.90% among the girls whose mothers are home makers and 39.47% 
among the service holder mothers. The present study goes in conformity where the obesity 
percentage is 15.79% among the girls whose mothers are service holders and 3.68% among 
the girls whose mothers are home makers. Same is in the prevalence of overweight percentages 
which is 23.68% among with the service holder mothers and it is 17.79% among the girls with 
home maker mothers. This is statistically significant at 5% level. Mother’s occupation has been 
found to be having a significant effect on their daughter’s nutritional status as the percentages 
of obese girls are significantly higher among the employed mothers than the home makers. All 
the other determinants do not have a significant effect on the nutritional status of the girls. 
It may therefore be concluded that maternal employment may be is empowering the women 
economically and socially but with a bearing on their pre- adolescent daughter’s nutritional 
status pushing them towards obesity.

obesity, maternal occupation, 
food habit, family type
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of social, behavioral, cultural, physiological, metabolic and genetic factors (National Research Council, 
1989).

In developing countries, obesity is more common in middle-aged women, people of higher socio-
economic status and those living in urban communities. In more affluent and developed countries, obesity 
is common not only in the middle-aged, but is also becoming increasingly prevalent among younger 
adults and children. Further- more, it tends to be associated with lower socioeconomic status, especially in 
women, and the urban–rural differences are diminished or even reversed. Obesity has very high costs for 
societies, as the resulting disabilities and diseases create huge burdens for families and health systems. The 
experience of developed countries clearly demonstrates that the cost of morbidity and mortality associated 
with increasing obesity and related non-communicable diseases would be overwhelming for developing 
countries (WHO, 2000). Rapidly changing diets and lifestyles are fueling the global obesity epidemic 
(WHO, 2003).

Obesity, among children is a major public health problem globally (Dehghan.et al, 2005). National 
epidemiological survey showed that the prevalence of childhood obesity in 2006 was 8.9% for boys and 
5.3% for girls, which was 3.6 and 4.7 times higher than that of 1996 for boys and girls respectively (Ding, 
2008) The ongoing epidemic of childhood obesity has highlighted the importance of growth patterns of 
body composition (Li et al, 2005).

It has been examined that the increasing prevalence of obesity during growth and development is 
significantly related to the education of children, and also to that of parents who influence food intake 
and physical activity from the beginning of life. Educational level in the family, i.e. education level of the 
father and of the mother, has also shown a positive impact – the percentage of children with the highest 
BMI	at	the	age	of	6	to	10•99	years	of	age	was	highest	in	families	where	both	parents	had	a	lowest	degree	
of education (Vignerova et al. 2006). The study by Parizkova (2008) showed better results, i.e. the lowest 
prevalence of obesity (BMI above 90th percentile), in children from families with a father with the highest 
level of education and a mother with a middle degree of education. Apparently, higher parental education 
influences significantly the regimen of life in the family including nutrition and also the physical activity 
regimen, preventing over- weight and obesity of children. Education of the mother also has an effect on 
the selection and number of refused foods for their children of preschool age (Franzkova, 2000). More 
educated and knowledgeable mothers selected with greater care foodstuffs for their children, which were 
not suitable for optimal development. The role of mothers was always mostly important, for example, 
familial patterns of overweight were found to be mediated by mother’s dietary disinhibition (Cutting 
et al, 1999). Family lifestyle, parental BMI and parental eating attitudes were shown, for example, by a 
longitudinal study to be a predictor of children’s BMI (Burke et al, 2001). Maternal employment has a 
positive effect on children’s BMI and therefore on excess weight and this is particularly the case for single 
mothers. Consistent with higher levels of excess weight children of working mothers are more likely to 
be sedentary and less likely to eat breakfast regularly. The maternal employment and childhood obesity 
exhibits the same positive association in the United States, United Kingdom and China (Fitzsimons, 2019). 
With the both parents working which leads to the increase in family income, the number of overweight 
and obese girls increases too but the obesity percentages decrease in the highest strata of family income 
whereas the overweight percentages are found to be on the rise in the highest income category. With 
increase in household income, it has been seen that eating habits like junk food, chocolate, eating outside 
at weekend and physical activities like exercise, sports, sleeping habit in afternoon having remarkable 
effect on prevalence on overweight and obesity among middle to high socioeconomic status group among 
the Indian adolescent school going children (Goyal et.al 2010). For the food habit, many studies show 
that vegetarians have a lower prevalence of overweight and obesity and a lower risk of cardiovascular 
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diseases compared with non-vegetarians from a similar background in Western countries, whereas the 
data are equivocal for stroke (Appleby et.al 2016). There is significant association between consumption 
of sweets, eggs, meat and snacks and prevalence of overweight/ obesity. The prevalence is 18.4% among 
non-vegetarians and is 14.7% among vegetarians in Thiruvananthapuram. Lastly, family type – Joint 
family and Nuclear family also has a role to play in the nutritional status of the children. Prevalence of 
overweight/obesity is high among the subjects of Thiruvananthapuram who belong to the family size 
(family members) up to four (20.7%) compared to subjects who belong to family size more than four 
(13.4%) (Ramesh, 2010). This was also seen in a study based in Delhi where obesity was found to be more 
in nuclear families (Bharati et.al 2008).

Objectives

To augment data in the above direction, the present study aims to study:

• The nutritional status of the pre-adolescent girls aged 06 to 10 years of age from private schools 
in Guwahati city.

• To aanalyze the effects of various social factors like parental education, parental occupation, 
family income, food habit and family type on the prevalence of nutritional disorders.

Materials and methods

The present study was undertaken in Guwahati city, Assam. Guwahati, once known as 
Pragjyotishpura (the Light of the East), derives its name from the Assamese words “Guwa” meaning 
areca nut and “Haat” meaning market (Kamrup Metro District, 2016). Guwahati is the largest city 
of Assam, a major riverine port city and one of the fastest growing cities in India (Capital of Assam, 
2015).

The sample of the present cross-sectional study of 222 school going girls belonging to the age group 
of 06-10 years was collected from private schools in Guwahati city. A schedule and a questionnaire 
were used for collecting the data. The schedule was filled up while taking the body measurements by 
the researcher while the questionnaire which consisted of questions about the social factors affecting 
obesity were given to the girls to fill. The children belonging to younger age were suggested to get the 
questionnaire filled up by the parents. Among the total sample of 222 subjects, 201 of the subjects had 
returned the questionnaire back, hence, in the present paper the relation of BMI with the social factors 
is shown considering 201 subjects. The samples include the girls from the Assamese speaking, Bengali 
speaking community, Marwari, Punjabi and Bihari community of greater Guwahati. Since the sample 
is collected from private schools, all the girls are from urban families who are above the poverty line of 
Urban India (1,286 Rupees) (Zhong, 2017).

Guwahati, being the only city of North East is growing rapidly and people are accepting urbanized 
life style. So, it is hypothesized that the percentage of prevalence of obesity and overweight would 
be quite high. Stature and body weight was used to measure BMI in order to study about obesity. 
Body weight was measured using the weighing machine and the stature was measured using an 
anthropometer. Information on parental education, parental occupation, family income, family type, 
food preference of vegetarian, non-vegetarian was gathered using a questionnaire. The nutritional 
status of the girls was measured using the International obesity Task Force classification which is 
again related with the social factors to see its determinants. International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) 
classification was utilized for the estimation of overweight and obese children. Overweight was defined 
as children with BMI value between 85th to 95th percentile for a specific age and sex by Cole (2000).
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•  Below 5th percentile: Underweight 
•  Between 5th and 85th percentile: Normal weight 
•  Between 85th and 95th percentile: Overweight 
•  Above 95th percentile: Obese

Microsoft Excel and SPSS Version 16 was used for the analysis of data. For statistical computation, 
cross-tabs and Chi-square were used.

Results

The analysis of the statistical constants for height and body weight reveals that the mean value 
increases with the increase in age. However, this increase is not found to be uniform in all the 
measurements and at all the age groups.

Table 1, shows the statistical constants of anthropometric measurements among the girls of 
Guwahati city belonging to the age group of 06-10 years. It shows the total increment of 21.04 cm 
in stature from 06-10 years. The highest increment in stature could be seen between 09-10 years is 
7.77cms. The lowest increment in stature 1.39cms could be observed between 08-09 years of age. The 
total increment of body weight is 14.71 kg from 06-10 years. The highest increment in body weight 
could be seen between 09-10 years which is 6.52 kg. The lowest increment 1.59 kgs in body weight 
could be seen between 08- 09 years.

Table 2, shows the age wise distribution of the girls of Guwahati city belonging to the age group 
of 06- 10 years according to their nutritional status. The total of 201 subjects were measured for 
International Obesity Task Force Classification and then categorized as Under-weight, Normal, 
Overweight and Obesity. From the table it can be observed that 27.77% girls are underweight at 7 
years of age, whereas 24.32% girls are found to be overweight in the age-group of 9 and 11.11% girls 
are found to be obese in the age group 10.

From Table 3, the number of overweight and obese girls are found to be prevalent irrespective of the 
parental education, 19.48% of overweight and 6.49% obese girls are found with education of below 
graduate and graduate father. A 17.02% of overweight girls and 4.24% obese girls are found where the 
father has pursued education above graduation. On the other hand, the mother’s with graduate degree 
and below have recorded 19.61% of overweight girls and 5.88% of obese girls. Mother’s with above 
graduate degree have recorded 16.66% of overweight and 6.25 % of obese girls similarly the mother’s 
education has a similar effect.

The number of obese girls is more with professional mothers in comparison to professional fathers. 
In the present study, the result depicts more obese girls among professionally engaged mothers, which 
is statistically significant at the level of 5% between service holder mother’s and home-makers.

In the present study, with the increase in family income, the number of overweight and obese 
girls increases too but the obesity percentages decrease in the highest strata of family income whereas 
the overweight percentages are found to be on the rise in the highest income category which can 
be observed in the Table 3. The number of overweight girls increases from 12.50% to 16.30% to 
24.68% with income below 5 lacs, to between 5-10 lacs to above 10 lacs. However, the increase is not 
statistically significant.
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The effect of food habit on the nutritional status of girls (Table 3) shows that, 22.22% of overweight 
and 9.72% of obese girls are non-vegetarians in comparison to 17.05% of overweight and 3.88% of 
obese vegetarian girls but the difference is statistically insignificant at 5% level.

Lastly, the effect of family type- Joint and Nuclear family type on the nutritional status of girls was 
studied. The number of obese girls is more in nuclear families (8.42%) than the joint families (3.77%) 
but difference is at insignificant level.

Discussion

Body Mass Index is an index between the two body measurements, viz., the height and weight. 
The former is highly influenced by genetic factors and the latter by environmental factors. The first 
measurement is relatively constant for respective age, but the second one is more fluctuating according 
to changing environmental conditions. The resultant index, thus, is the predicator of genetic as well 
as environmental influences. The index in turn is predictive of the health conditions and the effect 
of related factors, such as, adequacy and inadequacy of the food and thereby the chronic energy 
deficiency, etc. Hence, the results of BMI can be verified by the results of dietary intake-adequacy, 
proper-improper, etc. (Kulkarni et al, 2010).

Studies have shown that educational level in the family, i.e. education level of the father and of 
the mother, have also shown a positive impact on the percentage of children with the highest BMI at 
the age of 6 to 10 years was highest in families where both parents had a lowest degree of education 
(Vignerova et al, 2006). The present study goes in conformity with the Vignerova (2006) study that 
lower father’s and mother’s education has a greater number of overweight and obese daughters. But 
this difference in the percentage of overweight and obesity is at insignificant level at 5%. So, parental 
education has been found to be having no impact on the nutritional status on the girls. The study 
by Parizkova (2008) showed better results, i.e. the lowest prevalence of obesity (BMI above 90th 
percentile), in children from families with a father with the highest level of education and a mother 
with a middle degree of education. Higher parental education influences significantly the regimen of 
life in the family including nutrition and also the physical activity regimen, preventing over-weight and 
obesity of children. Education of the mother also has an effect on the selection and number of refused 
foods for their children of preschool age (Franzkova et.al, 2000). More educated and knowledgeable 
mothers selected with greater care foodstuffs for their children, which were not suitable for optimal 
development.

Maternal employment has a positive effect on children’s BMI and this is particularly the case 
for single mothers. Consistent with higher levels of excess weight children of working mothers are 
more likely to be sedentary and less likely to eat breakfast regularly. The maternal employment and 
childhood obesity exhibits the same positive association in the United States, United Kingdom 
and China (Fitzsimons et al, 2019). Another study investigated this relationship for children aged 
between 3 and 11. They find a positive correlation between maternal work intensity (in terms of 
hours per week over the child’s life) and the probability that the child is overweight. Using various 
techniques to account for unobservable heterogeneity, they find no evidence that employed mothers 
are systematically different from non-employed mothers. Interestingly, they find that this relationship 
is driven by higher socioeconomic status families, despite the fact that these children are least likely to 
have weight problems (Anderson et al., 2003).

The present study goes in conformity when the obesity percentage is 15.79% among the girls 
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whose mothers are service holders and 3.68% among the girls whose mothers are home makers. 
Same is in the prevalence of overweight percentages which is 23.68% among with the service holder 
mothers and it is 17.79% among the girls with home maker mothers. This is statistically significant 
at 5% level.

Eating habits like junk food, chocolate, eating outside at weekend and physical activities like 
exercise, sports, sleeping habit in afternoon having remarkable effect on prevalence on overweight and 
obesity among middle to high socioeconomic status group among the Indian adolescent school going 
children (Goyal et al, 2010). This result has contradicted the well-documented inverse correlation 
between family income and childhood obesity. Family income is inversely related to BMI among 
European urban children (Evans, 2012). Another study suggested that overweight/obese status was 
highly prevalent among Massachusetts students varying from 10% to 46% across communities. 
Although there were higher rates of overweight/obese status among African-American and Hispanic 
students, the relation disappeared when controlling for family income. The finding suggested that 
lower socio-economic status play a more significant role in the nation’s childhood obesity epidemic 
than race/ethnicity (Roger et al, 2015). However, in Indian context, the result is found to be similar 
with the present study. Age-adjusted prevalence of overweight was found to be 14.3% among boys 
and 9.2% among girls whereas the prevalence of obesity was 2.9% in boys and 1.5% in girls. The 
prevalence of overweight among children was higher in middle socioeconomic status as compared to 
high socioeconomic status group in both boys and girls whereas the prevalence of obesity was higher in 
high socioeconomic status group as compared to middle socioeconomic status group. The prevalence 
of obesity as well as overweight in low socioeconomic status group was the lowest as compared to 
other groups. The prevalence of overweight and obesity is significantly higher among adolescent in 
Hyderabad who belong to a high socioeconomic background (Laxmaiah et.al, 2007). It was also 
observed that there existed a positive trend for the prevalence of overweight and obesity by increasing 
family income and parental education; however, the trend was not statistically significant among the 
Bengalee children and adolescents in Kolkata. Increasing capacity to purchase fast foods is invariably 
associated with the family income and this could be one possible reason to explain the present trend 
(Ghosh, 2014). 

Many studies show that vegetarians have a lower prevalence of overweight and obesity and a lower 
risk of cardiovascular diseases compared with non-vegetarians from a similar background in Western 
countries, whereas the data are equivocal for stroke (Appleby et.al, 2016). There is significant association 
between consumption of sweets, eggs, meat and snacks and prevalence of overweight/ obesity. The 
prevalence is 18.4% among non-vegetarians and is 14.7% among vegetarians in Thiruvananthapuram 
(Ramesh, 2010). The study by Eshete (2019) concludes in their study that, following a vegetarian diet 
for at least 7-weeks did exhibit significantly lower body composition parameters such as body weight, 
BMI, % BF and FM when compared with consuming non-vegetarian diet for equal period of time 
(7-weeks) by the same participants.

Prevalence of obesity was found to be more in nuclear families (Bharati, 2008) in a Delhi based 
study. From the present study it could be analyzed that the influence of mother’s occupation has 
increased while the father’s occupation has no effect on the nutritional status of their pre-adolescent 
daughters. Pre-adolescence is the period where the impact of environmental factors is found to be 
highest among the children (Ulijszek, 2006). The present findings underscore the effect of parental 
education, food habit and family type of the girls. A negative impact of maternal employment has also 
been found by Dusai (1989) on intellectual ability. The changing role of mothers in the Indian society 
may be is being reflected among the daughter’s nutritional status. Because the time a mother spends at 
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her work place is inversely related to the time she spends with her children. May be to compensate this 
the children are provided with junk food in order to appease the young children with the food items 
suiting their taste buds.

In Guwahati, the people prefer keeping full-time household helper rather than putting their kids to 
creche. As the families are growing smaller and both the parents go out to work, the nuclear families 
look for a full-time helper to help with the household chores and taking care of the kids. The helpers 
take care of the children and the meals they intake with the play time and other activities. Since the 
children usually grow up with the helpers which could be having a bearing on their nutritional status, 
somewhere the actual level of the girls is getting reduced. This needs a call for further study.

Maternal employment empowers women economically and socially but it has a bearing on both 
the child and maternal health (Nankinga, 2019). In the present study, maternal occupation has come 
out as a significant determinant of the nutritional status of pre-adolescent girls.

Conclusion

In the present study, the results show a negative impact of maternal employment in obesity level 
of their daughters. The study was conducted among the school going girls of Guwahati city belonging 
to the age group of 06-10 years. It has been evaluated that with the increase in maternal employment, 
the number of obese girls also increases which is statistically significant at the level of 5%. It may 
therefore, be concluded that maternal employment may be is empowering the women economically 
and socially but with a bearing on their pre-adolescent daughter’s nutritional status pushing them 
towards obesity.
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Tables and Pictures
 Table 1. Descriptive statistics of school girls from Guwahati city.

Age N Stature (cm) Mean± SD Body Weight(kg) Mean± SD Body Mass Index Mean± SD

(yrs) N Stature (cm) Mean± SD Body Weight(kg) Mean± SD Body Mass Index Mean± SD

6+ 47 121.28±5.01 22.70±4.71 15.23±2.35

7+ 55 128.36±5.80 25.27±5.86 15.32±2.76

8+ 41 133.16±5.77 29.30±6.63 16.33±2.57

9+ 41 134.55±6.52 30.89±7.20 16.93±3.00

10+ 38 142.32±6.36 37.41±9.99 18.29±4.02

Table 2: Nutritional status of school girls from Guwahati as per BMI.

Age 
group

N Under-weight Normal Overweight Obese

N % N % N % N %

6+ 40 09 22.50 23 57.50 06 15.00 02 5.00

7+ 54 15 27.77 28 51.85 07 12.96 04 7.41

8+ 34 06 17.65 19 55.88 08 23.53 01 2.94

9+ 37 05 13.51 22 59.46 09 24.32 01 2.70

10+ 36 05 13.89 19 52.78 08 22.22 04 11.11

Total 201 40 111 38 12
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Table 3: Nutritional status of Pre-adolescent Guwahati girls as per social variables

Categories
Underweight Normal Overweight Obesity  ꭓ2 Probability 

value

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Father’s education

Graduate and below 83 53.89 31 20.12 30 19.48 10 6.49
.645 .886

Above graduation 28 59.57 09 19.15 08 17.02 02 4.25

Mother’s education

Graduate and below 84 54.90 30 19.61 30 19.61 09 5.88
.215 .975

Above Graduation 27 56.25 10 20.83 08 16.66 03 6.25

Father’s occupation

Business 23 18.25 78 61.90 20 15.87 05 3.97
7.099 .069

Service holder 17 22.66 33 44.00 18 24.00 07 9.33

Mother’s occupation

Home maker 32 19.63 96 58.90 29 17.79 06 3.68
11.228 .011*

Service holder 8 21.05 15 39.47 09 23.68 06 15.79

Family Income    

Below 5 lacs 06 18.75 20 62.50 04 12.50 2 6.25

5.509 .480Bet 5-10 lacs 18 19.57 51 55.43 15 16.30 8 8.70

Above 10 lacs 16 20.78 40 51.94 19 24.68 2 2.60

Food habit

Vegetarian 23 17.83 79 61.24 22 17.05 5 3.88
4.670 .198

Non-veg 17 23.61 32 44.44 16 22.22 7 9.72

Family type

Joint 17 16.04 64 60.38 21 19.81 4 3.77
6.435 .092

Nuclear 23 24.21 47 49.47 17 17.89 8 8.42
P value= *.011<0.05, hence statistically significant.
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Introduction

India is a mosaic of numerous cultures. It is a pluralist country, with rich diversity, reflected in 
the multitude of cultures, religions, languages, and racial stocks. The Indian population includes 
different castes, communities, and social groups. The prevalence of such pluralism has made the social 
fabric stratified and hierarchical, consequently, social and economic and educational opportunities 
are differentially distributed on the lines of caste, tribe and class affiliations. Education is a key to 
development. Education is an effective tool for the upliftment of an individual and society in every 
way whether it is personality development, social and economic development and so on. It also plays 
an important part in the emerging occupational pattern of society. Occupation is considered more 
than a means of fulfilling one’s basic needs. It affects all aspects of one’s life. But till today most of the 
tribal communities in India educationally are very backward.

Scheduled Tribes in India

There are over 700 Scheduled Tribes notified under Article 342 of the Constitution of India, 
The population of Scheduled Tribes (STs) in the country, as per Census 2011 is 10.45 crore. STs 
constitute 8.6 percent of the country’s total population and 11.3 percent of the total rural population. 
The population of ST males is 5.25 crore and ST females are 5.20 crore. Decadal growth of ST 
population in 2011 as compared to 2001, ST female population growth rate (25%) is higher than 
ST male population growth rate (23%). The sex ratio in respect of STs is 990, which is higher than 
the national average of 943. Also, the ST sex ratio has improved from 978 females per 1000 males in 
2001 to 990 in 2011. 

Status and Problems of Jenukuruba Tribal Students in Mysuru 
District of Karnataka

The Jenukuruba community is a Particularly Vulnerable Tribal group of India, they are 
inhabiting Karnataka, Kerala, and the Tamilnad States of south India.  They are geographically, 
socially isolated and an economically and educationally very backward community. In the after 
Independence period, sincere and concerted efforts were made for the economic and educational 
development of the Jenukuruba tribe. Despite these efforts, the performance of the Jenukuruba 
tribe in education is much lower than that of the other Scheduled tribal communities. The 
present study suggests that the policymakers’ approach paid little attention to culturally linked 
education. This has led to dropouts and directly impacted their overall educational status.

Jenukuruba, Tribal 
Education, Students, 
Mysuru, Scheduled Tribe
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As per the 2011 Census, the literacy rate for STs in India improved from 47.1% in 2001 to 59% 
in 2011. Among ST males, the literacy rate increased from 59.2% to 68.5% and among ST females, 
the literacy rate increased from 34.8% to 49.4% during the same period. The literacy rate for the total 
population has increased from 64.8% in 2001 to 73% in 2011. There is a gap of about 14 percentage 
points in the literacy rate of STs as compared to the all-India literacy rate. Gaps in literacy rates in 
respect of persons, males and females for the years 1991, 2001 & 2011,  States, namely, Tamil Nadu, 
Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal and Kerala have shown gap of more than 18 percentage points 
in literacy rate of STs as compared to the total population during 2011. However, all States registered 
a decline in the literacy rate gap between 2001 and 2011.

Tribal Scenario in Karnataka

Tribal communities constitute a significant segment of Indian society and civilization. The Scheduled 
Tribe population in the State has increased from 34, 63,986 in the 2001 Census to 42,48,987 in 
2011, registering a decennial growth rate of 22.66 percent. The proportion of the Scheduled Tribe 
population to the total population of the State is 6.95 percent. Bellary has the highest population 
(10.6%) of Scheduled Tribes (ST) as a percentage of the ST population in the State. Raichur (8.6%) 
has the second-highest percentage of ST population followed by Mysuru (7.8%) Chitradurga (7.1%) 
and Belgaum (6.9%). Bellary (4,51.406), Raichur (3,67,071), Mysuru (3,34,547), and Chitradurga 
(3,02,554) are also the districts where the maximum number of tribals reside. Raichur has the highest 
population of the STs as a percentage of the total population of the district (19.03%), followed by 
Bellary (18.41%) and Chitradurga (18.23%) districts. The ST population of Karnataka is primarily 
rural (84.7%). District-wise distribution of ST population shows that the tribal population is present 
in all 30 districts of the State. (Census of India, 2011).

The sex ratio for Scheduled Tribes in Karnataka is 990 females per 1000 males which are higher than 
the all-India average of 964 for STs as well as the State’s overall average of 973 females per 1000 males 
population. The sex ratios of the ST population in rural and urban areas of Karnataka are 990 and 993 
females per 1000 males, respectively which increased from 975 and 960, respectively in 2001. There has 
been a perceptible improvement in the sex ratio of STs since 1991 when it was only 961 females per 1000 
males.

The literacy rate of STs in Karnataka is a cause for concern, as it has consistently been lower than that 
of the total population. The literacy rate among the tribes, which was 36.0 percent in 1991, increased 
to 48.3 percent in 2001 and further increased to 62.1 percent (male 71.1% and female 53.0) in 2011. 
The literacy rate among the tribal population in Karnataka is 74.8 percent in urban and 59.0 percent in 
rural areas.

PVTGs in Karnataka

In 2006, the Government of India renamed the PTGs as particularly vulnerable Tribal Groups 
(PVTGs), PVTGs have some basic characteristics -they are mostly homogenous, with a small 
population, relatively physically isolated, social institutions cast in a simple mold, absence of a written 
language, relatively simple technology, a slower rate of change, etc. The various studies conducted 
by the government observe that these vulnerable communities have experienced a ‘decline in their 
sustenance base and the resultant food insecurity, malnutrition and ill-health have forced them to live 
in the most fragile living conditions and some of them are even under the threat of getting extinct’. 
The government of Karnataka has identified (i) Jenu Kuruba; and (ii) Koraga tribes as Primitive Tribal 
Groups (PVTGs). Jenu Kuruba tribes are originally from Mysuru, Chamarajanagar, and Kodagu 
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districts and Koraga tribes are from Udupi and Dakshina Kannada (Bano, 2016).

Brief profile of study area

The study was conducted in the Mysuru district of Karnataka. Earlier to first November 1975, 
Karnataka State was known as Mysuru. Mysuru city is now the headquarters of the district and 
the Revenue Division. Mysuru district consists of seven taluks namely Heggadadevanakote, Hunsur, 
Krishnarajanagar, Mysuru, Nanjangud, Tirumakkudal Narsipur and Piriyapatna. The total area of the 
Mysuru district is 6307 sq. km. It has 1,336 villages and 9 Statutory Towns and 10 Census Towns. 
total population District is  30, 01,127 stands at 3rd place in the State.  The literacy rate of the District 
is 72.8 percent and is placed at 18th position in the State. The male literacy rate in the district is 78.5 
percent and the female literacy rate is 67.1 percent. The scheduled Tribe population contributes 11.1 
%  (3,34,547) to the total population of the district.

About Studied Population

The Jenu Kuruba is one of the major tribal groups of Karnataka. The population of Jenukurubas 
is 36,076 in Karnataka mostly living in the districts of Mysuru, Kodagu, and Chamarajanagar. A 
few are also found outside the State mostly in the border forests of Tamilnadu and Kerala. The prefix 
Jenu means “honey”, Kuruba indicates their cast name. The Kuruba is the name of a large shepherd 
community of Karnataka Plateau (Aiyappan, 1948). They have their own dialect known as ‘Jenukuruba 
Bhashe or Jenunudi” and follow the Kannada script. They speak Kannada with outsiders. The literacy 
rate among the Jenukurubas in Karnataka 56.1 Percent. The male literacy rate (59.1%) is higher than 
the female literacy rate (53.1%). These statistics indicate Jenukuruba tribal people are very backward 
in educationally and also socioeconomically. (Census Report, 2011)

Table 1: Jenukuruba tribal Population in Karnataka

Census Year Population

1961 3,623

1971 6,655

1981 34,747

1991 29,371

2001 29,828

2011 36,076
Source: Census report-2011

Review of Literature

The educational development of tribes in different regions of the country focusing on various 
dimensionalities have been studied by a number of researchers. Dhebar committee (1961) pinpointed 
that the poor economic conditions of parents, unsuitable school, medium of instruction through 
unknown language and inappropriate content and coverage of syllabus as the major hurdles in 
educating the tribals. Another committee headed by Renuka Ray (1962) expressed the need for special 
textbooks, a medium of instruction through local language, sufficient and efficient trained women 
teachers to accelerate the process of tribal education.

Ambasht (1970) examined the existing system of education in the tribal area of Ranchi district 
with a view to understand the problems of education and gain a sense of direction for the future. He 
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observed that the family was the basic unit of education. It was observed that a number of changes in 
additional and material aspects of their culture which they had adopted was due to education. There 
were changes in the attitude towards the way of life, social aspiration, and tribal culture which would 
be attributed to formal education.

Rathnayya, E.V (1977) studied the socio-economic constraints, dealing with the cultural aspects 
of the educational system; psychological constraints arising out of the fact that most of the tribals are 
first-generation learners who are shy by nature, resulting in low participation; and constraints of the 
educational system itself which lead to quick drop-out, the medium of instruction, faulty textbooks, 
difficulty in finding tribal teachers and problems of administration and supervision.

Gaur, C.B (1990) studied the difference between the facilities available and facilities utilized by 
scheduled tribe students of various sub-communities of the scheduled tribe in Rajasthan, between 
1984 and 1987. The major findings of the study were the existence of hardly any relationship between 
the school curriculum and the traditional occupation and culture of the tribal population. Only two-
thirds and one-third of the facilities provided were being availed by Scheduled Tribe boys and girls, 
respectively.

According to Sridhar N (2000) education is embedded in culture and culture is cradled by 
education. But the education being imparted to tribal children, the country over is kneaded in the 
dough of non-tribal culture. Consequently, the insipidity of the learning process can hardly succeed 
in attracting the tribals. This factor is one of the important causes constraining educational growth 
among the tribals.

One of the important works done by Naidu (2000) finds out that dropouts are very high in number 
in the interior and distant tribal villages; female dropouts are more in number than male dropouts, 
and in Tamilnadu, female dropouts are high compared to other states. In Kerala, the percentages of 
rural dropout children are more than in the Kurumbar and Mudugar areas. In Andhra Pradesh, the 
majority of dropout children belong to Kondora, Bagatha and Porangi Praja. In Karnataka, female 
dropout is less than male dropout. The percentage of dropouts is more in the age group of 10-15 years. 
Economic necessity and parent’s compulsion, absence of Mid-day Meals schemes, improper provision 
of uniforms and textbooks lead to large-scale dropouts in all the states.

Pradhan (2001) conducted a case study on the problems of educating children in tribal communities. 
The main objective was to study the ground realities, through a case study approach, pertaining to the 
factors that de-motivate tribal children and their parents from pursuing formal education. The major 
finding is that there are fewer enrolments and a high rate of dropout cases in primary school among 
tribals. Lack of pre-primary system of 25 schoolings in the community and inadequate infrastructure 
in the village schools are the additional difficulties 

Lal, M (2005) found that among all school dropouts, Adivasis and Dalits form the biggest group. 
Further, the largest group amongst them is girls. Education, thus for the weaker sections of the society 
needs to become the panacea and an inclusive growth strategy for their economic and social upliftment. 
Education has special significance for the SCs and STs who are facing a new situation in the development 
process.

Chugh (2011) found that risk factor to add up even before students enroll in a school that is 
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poverty, low educational level of parents the weak family structure, pattern of schooling of sibling 
and preschool experiences, family background and domestic problems create an environment which 
negatively affects the value of education and responsible for children dropping out. Children from 
unhealthy family environments are very prone to school dropout, alcoholism of parents, and family 
schism are some of the negative factors.

Jay & Srihari (2014) conducted a study on Paniyan tribes of Kerala. This study finds out that 
most of the dropped-out children are living with their families: the majority of their parents do 
not have proper education and they are early dropouts. The reason their dropout were poverty and 
unemployment. But now the situation has changed a lot. The parents of the dropped out assert that 
poverty and finance are no more the issues for their children’s dropout. The parents are aware that 
the project plans that are being implemented for the benefit of tribal uplift. As far as the parents are 
concerned, the reasons for dropping out are purely related to individual attitude on education.

Manjunatha B R (2014) has also opined that most of the reasons for the dropout of tribal children 
center around their social and economic problems. Large numbers of tribal children are facing lot of 
problems. Further, he has stated that the problems of education of the tribal people are of varying 
nature. They revolve around enrolment, language, textbooks, curriculum, non-availability of school 
facilities such as adequate stipends and scholarships, etc.

Statement of the Problem 

The Jenukuruba Tribal people are living in around and in forest areas of Karnataka. The present 
study deals with the study of the education status and problems faced by Jenukuruba tribal children.

Objectives of the Study 
• To find out the Educational Status of the Jenukuruba Tribal children. 
• To study the Educational Problems of students belonging to Jenukuruba Tribe 
• To give suitable suggestions for the educational development of the Jenukuruba Tribal Community

Methodology

The study was conducted in tribal settlements of H D Kote, Periyapatna, and Hunsur Taluk of the 
Mysuru district. Primary data collected from 100 sample households following the purposive sampling 
method. The interview schedule is used to collect data and also used Participant observation, group 
discussion, and case study methods. The study considered both quantitative and qualitative methods 
of data collection. To improve the quality and reliability of the information collected from the sample 
survey.

Table 2: Profile of Study area and the sample households 

Name of Tribal Settlements Taluk Total Household Sample Households

Basavarajanakatte

H.D.Kote

26 6

Bheemanahalli 63 13

Kunterihaadi 41 8

Vaddaragudi 57 12

Prabhanagara 26 6
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Ranigate

Periyapatna

32 6

80 Acre colony 27 6

Abbalati (A&B) 82 16

Bharathvaadi

Hunsur

48 10

Kerehaadi 16 3

Chikkahejjuru 22 4

Dasanapura 49 10

Total 2 489 100
Source: Fieldwork

Result and Discussion 

As per our research, it is essential to know and discuss the socio-economic and educational profile of 
the tribal students and their families. Because education has an important r role to play in the holistic 
development of society. In this connection, the need to study the socio-economic and educational 
profile of the students. There are 194 children between the age group of   6 to 18 years in the studied 
household. Out of these children, 108 (55.7%) are studying in various classes. Due to dropout and/
or not enrolled in school, the remaining children are not attending school.

Table 3: Gender wise distribution of students

Gender Frequency Percentage

Boys 61 56.5

Girls 47 43.5

Total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

The gender-wise distribution of the students is presented in Table No. 3. It is generally observed 
that the education of children on the whole and particularly in the case of girls is neglected in Indian 
societies. As the girls help in the household work the parents cannot afford to send them to school. 
Among total schooling children, boys are higher (56.0%) girls (43.50). at the same time dropout rate 
highest in Girls.

Table 4: Age wise distribution of students

Age Group Frequency Percentage

6-10 71 65.7

11-14 23 21.3

15-18 14 13.0

Total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

The above table shows that 65.7 students are in the age group between 6-10, 21.3% of students age 
group between 11-14, 13.0% of the children have come 15-18 years age group.
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Table 5: class wise Distribution of students

Class Level Frequency Percentage

Lower Primary 67 62.0

Higher Primary 16 14.8

High school 13 12.0

Pre University 12 11.1

Graduation and Above 0 0.0

Total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

As we have discussed earlier that most of the students are boys and between the age group of 6 to 
10 years.  In continuation of this, it is necessary to point out the class-wise distribution of the students 
from the studied family. Most of the children are studying at the lower primary level. Only 14.8% 
of the students studying higher primary level. The remaining 12.0% of students are studying in high 
school and 11.1% of children are studying at Pre-University level (+2)

Table 6: Educational Level of Head of the Family/Parents.

Education Level Frequency Percentage

Illiterate 77 71.3

Lower Primary 18 16.7

Higher Primary 7 6.5

High school 4 3.7

Pre University (+2) 2 1.9

Graduation and Above graduation 0 0

Total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

The educational level of head of the family is very important role in their children education. 
Here, we have found that 71.3% of the family’s head are illiterate. 16.7% of the family head have 
educational qualification of Lower primary and 6.5% of families head are Higher primary.  However, 
3.7% of urban family heads have educational qualification of either high school or higher secondary 
and 1.9% even has in better condition. Parental involvement in their children education is the most 
important factor. 

Table 7: Parents occupation of Students 

Occupation Frequency N=108 Percentage

Agriculture labour/ daily wages 106 98.1

Agriculture 36 33.3

Collection of minor forest product 48 44.4

Self-employee 4 3.7

Other 2 1.9
Source: Fieldwork
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When observing parents occupation, almost all of the tribal parents working as agriculture labor, 
and 33.3% are engaged in cultivation, and 44.4% depends on minor forest product.  Only 3.7% 
engaged in their own occupation.

Table 8: Family Income of Student 

Income Frequency Percentage
Below 10000 54 50.0
10001 - 20000 39 36.1
20001 - 30000 13 12.0
Above  30000 2 1.9

total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

Family income affects children’s education. But the income of Jenukuruba tribal families is very 
low. Half of the total Jenukuruba family has a low level of income. According to this study, 50.0% 
of families have income below 10,000. Next 36.1% of Jenukuruba families’ income varies from Rs. 
10,001 to 20,000. Next,1 2.0% Jenukuruba families income varies from Rs.20,001  to 30,000. 
Further, 1.9% Jenukuruba family’s income is more than Rs.30, 000.

Table 9: Details of problem faced by students

Particulars Frequency Percentage

Yes 58 53.7

No 33 30.6

Not Answer 17 15.7

total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

Most of the children are facing problems in studying in the schools. Most of the tribal students 
are studying in government schools. patterns of schooling are not good, irregularity of teachers, low 
standards of teaching, lack of infrastructure, and the medium of instruction, etc., present study depicts 
that 53.7% students facing problems But 30.6% students say they have not faced any problems.   

Table 10: details of school attendance of students  

Attendance Frequency Percentage

Regularly 51 47.2

Irregularly 57 52.8

total 108 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

An important question that arises here is that are tribal Students are really attending schools 
regularly? Because The present study found that the children of 47.2 Students are attending schools 
regularly, while more than half of the students (52.8%) do not. socio-economic status of family and 
illiteracy of parents affects the schooling of their children. We have found that there is a direct link 
between poverty and the educational attainment of the tribals.
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Table11:  Reason for Irregularly/absenteeism

Particulars Frequency Percentage

Poverty 5 8.8

Disinterest and illiteracy of parents 10 17.5

Disinterest of students 8 14.0

Economic activities and Household work 12 21.1

Learning disability 8 14.0

Illness 3 5.3

Lack of Transport 8 14.0

Migration of parents 2 3.5

Socio-cultural factor 1 1.8

other 0 0.0

Total 57 100.0
Source: Fieldwork

Irregularly or absenteeism is most common among tribal students because of poverty, (8.8%),  
disinterest and illiteracy among the parents (17.5%), the disinterest of Students (14.0%),  engage in 
economic activities (21.1%). learning disability, transportation problem, Migration of parents,  health 
issue, and various Socio-cultural aspects are reasons for absenteeism of tribal students.

Summary and Conclusion

Education is a necessity for the development of any community or society.  So, the tribal community 
is no exception to it. Because it is only through education that they socially and economically can 
be developed, There are some socio-cultural constraints in a tribal society, which render the spread 
of formal education difficult among the tribes. Tribal ecosystem, habitat, and culture, lack of school, 
lack of transport, the attitude of parents, the disinterest of children,  constitute major constraints 
that prevent the generation of any enthusiasm for formal education. Language is a part, product and 
vehicle of culture and as such, it is very crucial for education. A child’s informal education and the 
process of enculturisation are accomplished through his/her mother tongue. A child’s cognitive system 
is in perfect correlation with its language system and hence, his/her receptivity is higher when s/he is 
taught in his/her mother tongue.

The Jenukuruba tribes have their own language. It’s different from the medium of instruction. 
A tribal child, coming to the school for the first time, finds all the activities of the school conducted 
in another language, which s/he can’t follow, hence the difference between the mother tongue 
and the school language acts as a major obstruction for the Jenukuruba tribal children. As the 
medium of instruction is in Kannada (regional) language and the teaching methods are rural-urban 
based, curriculum different from tribal culture the tribal child feels separated from his/her native 
language/dialect and lifestyle which eventually reduces his/her participation in studies. Textbooks 
used in tribal schools are also the same in general schools and the contents of the books do not 
take into account the socio-cultural environment of the tribal area and culture.  The books based 
on rural and urban culture, contain ideas, concepts, and themes unknown to the tribal children 
which not only create problems in learning, they also create in tribal learners a negative attitude 
toward themselves and their culture. Moreover, scattered population, small size habitation, lack 
of facilities of communication, non-availability of tribal teachers or teachers knowing tribal 
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languages and lack of economic development these factors are responsible for the educational 
backwardness of the Jenukuruba community.

When so many countries all over the world have special educational programmes for tribal 
and minorities, in India, there are no special education programmes for the tribals. Of course, 
there are separate Ashrama schools and residential schools for tribal children. But these schools 
have nothing special to offer or cater to the special educational needs of tribal students. After the 
attainment of Independence, because of government efforts, many changes have been noticed 
in various aspects of tribal life. But till today they are educationally very backwards compare to 
other community in India. Therefore, Government and non-governmental organizations should be 
implement new programmes, policy and strategy for development tribal education.
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Introduction

General mental ability is a terminology that represents an individual level of learning, perceiving 
command, and resolve problems (Performance Group International Ltd., 2020). Kumar (2016: 
36) quoted ‘Stern (1914) view that the “Intelligence is usual efficiency of any individual to careful 
adaptation of their thought in new environment”’. Test of general mental ability is estimated by 
cognitive ability test that comprises verbal, non-verbal, numerical, reasoning, memory, social ability 
and any problem solving ability (Faremi et al., 2017).

Galton (1869) was a first who introduced the scientific concept of general mental ability (Rushton 
and Ankney 2009). Then the idea was reconceptualized by Spearman (1904), according to him 
individual who performed better in one area (e.g. science) will also faithfully express in other domain 
(e.g. language, mathematics). Further he summarized term general intelligence or ‘g’ for such basic 
trending better performance factor in wide and different area while difference in performance among 
people is due to person’s specific ability (Sikdar, 2015).

General Mental Ability and Head Size of fifth standard 
Children’s of Five Schools of Bhatgaon Cluster, Baloda Bazar, 
Chhattisgarh

General mental ability is a terminology that represents an individual level of learning, 
perceiving command, and resolve problems. Objectives of the present study are to assess the 
mental ability of children’s belonging to different socio-economic class; to examine the sexual 
difference in general mental ability and head size and to find the relationship between head 
size and general mental ability. The study was conducted among 100 (50 boys and 50 girls) 
of fifth standard children’s at schools of Bhatgaon cluster, Baloda Bazar, Chhattisgarh. The 
general mental ability is assessed by General Mental Ability Test for children (GMATC) and 
the mathematical analysis was carried out using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 
16.0). The maximum number of children’s belongs to upper lower socio-economic class and 
dolichocephalic head size. Out of 100 children’s 26 were outstanding, 25 were excellent, 20 
were very good, 18 were good and 11 children’s came in the category of scope for improvement. 
There is no significant sexual difference in general mental ability (t= 0.06; p<0.05)and cephalic 
index(t= -0.84; p<0.05). Head circumference shown a significant difference (t= 3.00;p<0.05). 
Significant weak correlation (r=0.255; p<0.05)) was found between head size and general 
mental ability. Significant medium correlation (r= 0.588; p<0.01) was observed between 
parental socio-economic-educational status and general mental ability.

General mental ability, 
cephalic index, head 
circumference
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Rushton and Ankney (2009) cited Broca (1861); Darwin (1871); Morton (1849); Topinard 
(1878); Galton (1888) works to say that measurable correlation exist between general mental ability 
and brain size or head size that was universally accepted during nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. According to Broca skilled workers, eminent individual and mature adult has bigger brain 
size in comparison to unskilled; less eminent and less mature one. A similar result was found from 
the Galton’s (1883) collected data on head size and educational and occupational information of 
thousands of South Kensington Natural Science Museum visitors in London (Rushton and Ankney, 
2009). Later on Pearson in 1906 reexamined the Galton’s data and obtained small positive relation 
between head size and university grade (Rushton and Ankney, 2009).   

The given research problem has certain practical and theoretical implications (Fig. 1), some of 
them are first, assessment of general mental ability of children’s who belongs to different cultural-
social-economical section of society (Lesser et al., 1965). Second, sex and school type differentiation in 
general mental ability and head size. Third, the influence of parental socio-economic-educational status 
on children’s general mental ability because a children’s primarily learn from their parents (Dekhtyar 
et al., 2015). So family plays a key role in children’s achievements. Fourth, the ill health, disease, or 
sickness or genetical problems may affect the mental ability of children’s in scholastic achievement not 
only that but later-life status attainment and success also. Other than that the time spent in self-study, 
parents and teacher effort to teach children and gadgets and technology also impacted on cognitive 
development and outcomes of the children’s. 

Thus the present study aims; first to assess the general mental ability of studied children’s belonging 
to different socio-economic class. Second, to examine sex difference in general mental ability and head 
size and finally to correlate the head size and parental socio-economic condition with general mental 
ability of studied children’s. 

Research Methodology
Study Area and Sampling

The study was conducted in five private and government schools coming under Bhatgaon cluster 
within Bilaigarh block of Baloda Bazar district, Chhattisgarh, India. The total 100 (50 boys and 
50 girls) of fifth standard (age between 9-12 years) students were purposively selected in this cross 
sectional study. The all students present in the day of study were regarded as sample of the study. Table 
1 shows the distribution of sample in different schools. 

Table 1: Sample distribution in different schools (Source: Primary Data, 2019)

School Name School type Frequency Percentage (%)

Govt. Primary School Bhatgaon “B” Government 21 21%

Govt. Primary school Durug Government 13 13%

Govt. primary school Rohina Government 22 22%

Lotus Public School Private 22 22%

Sambhavi Public School Private 22 22%

Total 100 100

Tool and techniques

The general mental ability of students were assessed by General Mental Ability Test for children 
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(GMATC) prepared by Dr. R. P. Srivastava and Dr. Kiran Saxena. The test includes two forms: verbal 
and non-verbal, having five subtests: classification, reasoning problems, number series, analogy and 
absurdities and one mark was provided for each correct answer. A questionnaire schedule was provided 
to the students in order to assess the general mental ability containing 25 questions from each verbal 
and non-verbal. Student’s interview was carried to gather information on parent’s socio-economic 
status. Finally anthropometric measurements were taken to measure the head size of studied children’s. 
The spreading calliper was used to take measurement of head length (g-op) and head breadth (eu-eu) 
and non-stretchable measuring tape was used to measure the horizontal head circumference (g-op-g) 
of subjects. The land marks used for measurements:

• Glabella (g): It is the most anterior point in the mid-sagittal plan between the eye brows when 
head is placed in Frankfurt horizontal plan. 

• Opisthocranion (op): It is a most posterior point on the back of the head in mid-sagittal plan 
when head is placed in Frankfurt horizontal plan.

• Euryon (eu): It is the most laterally placed point on the parietal side of head.

Analysis of Collected Data

The accumulated data from primary source was analyzed in SPSS version 16.0. The statistical 
analysis (frequency analysis, student t test and pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient) were carried 
to explore the children’s distribution in different categories, and to see the significant difference and 
correlation between test variables. The socio-economic status of parents was examined according to 
Modified Kuppuswamy scale (2019).The general mental ability of children’s was interpreted according 
marks (calculated in per cent) obtained in the test and remarked in five categories as represented in 
table 2. The head size (cephalic index calculated by dividing maximum head breadth to maximum 
head length and multiplied by 100) of sample unit was calculated and categorized according to the 
classification given by Martine and Saller (1957).

Table 2: Norm for interpretation of general mental ability 

Obtained Marks (%) Remark

90-100 Outstanding

75-89 Excellent

56-74 Very Good

35-55 Good

Below 35 Scope for Improvement

Result

Table 3 shows the distribution of children’s in different socio-economic class and respective head 
size. The maximum number of children’s belongs to upper lower socio-economic class (40) and 
dolichocephalic head size (37) while the least, four children’s belongs to the upper class and nine 
came in the category of brachycephalic head size. 27 children’s falls within the upper middle socio-
economic class and hyperdolichocephalic, mesocephalic head size. Remaining other children’s belongs 
to lower middle (19) and lower (10) socio-economic class respectively. Out of 100 sample size 26 
were outstanding, 25 were excellent, 20 were very good, 18 were good and 11 children’s came in the 
category of scope for improvement.  

Table 3:  General mental ability in different socio-economic class and head size
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Socio-Economic Class (n)

General Mental Ability

Outstanding 
(26)

Excellent 
(25)

Very Good 
(20)

Good 
(18)

Scope for 
Improvement 

(11)
Total

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Upper Class (4) 3 1 - - - - - - - - 3 1

Upper Middle Class (27) 5 9 4 7 1 1 - - - - 10 17

Lower Middle Class (19) 4 1 3 2 2 1 2 - 2 2 13 6

Upper lower Class (40) 3 - 2 5 5 8 6 7 3 1 19 21

Lower Class (10) - - 2 - - 2 2 1 1 2 5 5

Total 15 11 11 14 8 12 10 8 6 5 50 50

Head Size (Cephalic Index)

Hyperdolichocephalic 
(27) 3 3 - 5 2 4 5 2 2 1 12 15

Dolichocephalic (37) 5 3 3 5 3 4 4 5 2 3 17 20

Mesocephalic (27) 5 3 8 2 2 3 1 - 2 1 18 9

Brachycephalic (9) 2 2 - 2 1 1 - 1 - - 3 6

Total 15 11 11 14 8 12 10 8 6 5 50 50

In table 4 an independent sample t-test confirms that there is no significant sexual difference found 
in cephalic index (t=-0.84;p<0.05). The mean and standard deviation of cephalic index was 74.15±4.41 
and 74.98±5.10 for boys and girls respectively and the mean difference was -0.87. Again there is no 
significant difference found in general mental ability (t= 0.06;p<0.05) as mean and standard deviation 
of general mental ability test score were 69.52±24.66 for boys and 69.20±22.90 for girls with mean 
difference of 0.32. While significant difference exist for head circumference (t= 3.00;p<0.05). The 
mean and standard deviation of head circumference were 51.79±1.94 for boys and 50.68±1.73 for 
girls and the mean difference was 1.10.  

Table 4: Sex difference in Cephalic Index, Head circumference and General Mental Ability

Test Variables Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Mean 
Difference t Calculated Significance 

(2-tailed)

Cephalic Index
Boys (50) 74.15 4.41 -0.84 -0.87 Not significant
Girls (50) 74.98 5.10

Head circumference
Boys (50) 51.79 1.94 1.10 3.00 Significant
Girls (50) 50.68 1.73

General Mental 
Ability

Boys (50) 69.52 24.66 0.32 0.06 Not significant
Girls (50) 69.20 22.90

* 0.05 significant level

Table 5 shows the Pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient, it shows a weak linear correlation 
between general mental ability and head size (cephalic index and head circumference; r=0.25, 
p<0.05 for both). Again Pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient shows a medium linear correlation 
(r=0.588,p<0.01) between parental socio-economic status and general mental ability.

Table 5: Correlation between test variables General Mental Ability with Cephalic Index, Head Circumference, and Parental 
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Socio-economic-educational status

Test Variables General Mental Ability

Pearson’s Correlation (r) p-Value 

Cephalic Index 0.25* 0.01

Head Circumference 0.25* 0.01

Parental Socio-economic-
educational status

0.58** 0.00

* 0.05 Significant level; ** 0.01 Significant level

Discussion

The present study purposes to assess the general mental ability of studied children’s belonging to 
different socio-economic class; to examine sex difference in general mental ability and head size and to 
correlate the head size and parental socio-economic condition with general mental ability of studied 
children’s. The study resulted that 26 children’swere outstanding, 25 were excellent, 20 were very 
good, 18 were good and 11 children’s came in the category of scope for improvement belonging to 
different socio-economic class and head size as clearly represented in table 3. In the present study an 
independent sample t-test confirms that there was no significant sexual difference found in cephalic 
index (t= -0.84;p<0.05) and general mental ability (t= 0.06;p<0.05). While significant difference exist 
for head circumference (t= 3.00;p<0.05) among studied children’s.

Similar studies were reviewed in the same line, reported varying results. There was no significant 
difference in mental ability found with respect to age (F= 0.16; p>0.05) and sex (t= 0.08; p>0.05) 
(Faremi et al., 2017). There was no significant difference in verbal absurdities with respect gender 
and age (Sikdar, 2015). Opposite to that again Sikdar (2015) reported that verbal analogy shown 
significant difference on the basis of gender (t= 2.07; p<0.05) and age (t =2.73; p<0.01). There were 
also significant difference in verbal classification (t= 2.70; p<0.01), verbal number series (t= 3.57, 
p<0.01), verbal reasoning (t= 2.18; p<0.05),  non- verbal analogy (t= 1.96; p<0.05), non-verbal 
classification (t= 2.13; p<0.05), non-verbal number series (t= 2.78; p<0.01) and non-verbal reasoning 
(t= 2.68; p<0.01) on the basis of age. Low intelligence (t= 9.18; p<0.01) and achievement motivation 
level (t= 3.44; p<0.01) were reported among Santal against non-Santal students (Singh & Sinha). 
Significant difference in Mental Ability of B.Ed. Teacher Trainees was again reported as they belong to 
different stream (t= 2.97; p<0.05), institution types (t= 10.11; p<0.05) and parental income (F= 8.46; 
p<0.05) (Chiramel& Vasuki, 2019).

Again in the present study it was tried to correlates the head size with general mental ability. Table 
5 shows the Pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient resulted a weak linear correlation between head 
size (cephalic index and head circumference; both had same (r=0.25, p<0.05 value) with general mental 
ability. But medium linear correlation (r=0.588,p<0.01) exist between parental socio-economic status 
and general mental ability.

Similarly Ayotola & Adedeji (2009) reported that there were low correlation of student’s 
mathematics achievement with age (r= -0.027; p< 0.05) and general mental ability(r= 0.179; p<0.05). 
A positive correlation (r= 0.28) between full scale IQ and head circumference was reported at (0.005) 
level of significance (Desch et al., 1990). Lindley et al., (1999) also explain head circumference 
correlates (r= 0.55; p<0.003) with brain volume. It was illustrated that the person born with small 
head circumference at birth faces low early-life school performance and lifetime occupational prestige 
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(Dekhtyar et al., 2015). The general mental ability was significantly correlated (r = 0.83; P<0.01) with 
academic performance (Dev, 2016).

Conclusion

Thus present study concluded that the maximum number of children’s (40) belongs to upper 
lower class and dolichocephalic head size (37). Least, four children’s belongs to the upper socio-
economic class and nine came within the brachycephalic head size. Out of 100 children’s 26 were 
outstanding, 25 were excellent, 20 were very good, 18 were good and 11 children’s came in the scope 
for improvement. There was no significant sexual difference found between incephalic index (t= -0.84; 
p<0.05) and general mental ability (t= 0.06;p<0.05). But there was significant difference exist for head 
circumference (t= 3.00;p<0.05). At last Pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient test result shown a 
weak linear correlation (r= 0.25; p<0.05)) between head size (cephalic index/head circumference) and 
general mental ability. But there was medium correlation (r= 0.58; p<0.01) between parental socio-
economic-educational status and general mental ability found in the study. Finally it is suggested to 
conduct the study in large sample size or try to compare the general mental ability and head size of 
enrolled normal children’s with physically disabled (blind, feebleminded) or genetically abberated 
enrolled children’s to see the differences which is impactfully associated with development process of 
children’s and it is well known fact the cognitive and mental outcomes is key influencing factors of 
later life success of the children’s.
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Introduction

Over the years several extensive studies have been conducted to understand the distribution of 
ABO blood group frequency at global level by researchers around the world. Indian anthropologists 
too have generated huge amounts of anthropometric data across the length and breadth of the county. 
In similar line, several studies have also been undertaken in Arunachal Pradesh on the biological 
aspect of the Arunachalee tribes at different times by different scholars. Some of the significant works 
on serology and biochemical traits includes Bhattacharjee (1954) on the blood group of the Abor 
(now Adis); Kumar (1955; 1975) on blood group and secretor frequency among the Gallong (now 
Galo); Bhattacharjee (1957) on the ABO, MN, and ABH secretion among the Noctes; Kar (1975) on 
the Rh blood group among the Adis of Pasighat; Duarah (1979) on the distribution of ABO, MN 
and Rh blood groups among the Mishmis; Duarah (1980) on the ABO blood groups of the Sulung 
(now Puroik) of Subansiri District; Kotal et al. (2003) on the frequency and distribution of ABO and 
Rh (D) blood group among Digaru Mishmis;. However, the most extensive anthropological research 
on the different tribes of Arunachal Pradesh covering the various physical, biological, and genetic 
aspects - Anthropometry, Blood groups, PTC taste sensitivity, and Dermatoglyphics was done by M. 
C. Goswami and P. B. Das in 1990 in their work The People of Arunachal Pradesh: A Physical Survey. 

Distribution of ABO and Rhesus blood groups among Tribal 
Students of Arunachal Pradesh, India

All human populations share the same known blood systems. The best-known blood type 
classification is the ABO system, which is often coupled with another system, the Rhesus blood 
type (expressed as Rh+ve or Rh-ve). Overall, in human, the O blood type (usually resulting from 
the absence of both A and B alleles) is very common around the world while the majority of 
the human in the world have the Rh+ve blood type. The goal of the present study was to find 
out the distribution and prevalence of ABO and Rh Phenotype blood groups in the students’ 
population belonging to different tribes. A total of 664 blood samples were collected over a 
period of one year from the students of BSc and BCom belonging to 21 different tribes of the 
state. However, due to insignificant number of some tribes, only students from five tribes were 
considered for the data interpretation namely Nyishi(378)>Galo(81)>Apatani(51)>Tagin(5
1)>Monpa(41). Accordingly, determination of various blood groups namely (ABO and Rh) 
blood groups were performed. Results: Out of the total sample the most common blood was O 
blood group comprising 263 (39.6%) followed by A group 181 (27.3%), B 161 (24.24%) 
and AB 59 (8.9%). 656 (98.8%) of the total samples were Rh positive while 8 (1.2%) were 
Rh negative. The distribution of blood group O was highest among the students closely followed 
by A, B and AB. The frequencies of Rh positive and Rh-negative students are 98.8% and 1.2% 
respectively.

ABO, blood groups, 
rhesus, Apatani, Galo, 
Monpa, Nyishi, Tagin

http://www.antrocom.net/upload/sub/antrocom
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All these works are valuable piece of sources to be consulted for any analysis of blood frequency and 
distribution among the different tribes of Arunachal Pradesh.

Undoubtedly, the most extensive and more importantly, comparative work has been the work 
of Goswami and Das (1990). The study reveals that A blood group occurs in the highest frequency 
among the Khowa, Sherdukpen, Kalaktang Monpa and Miji followed by O, B and AB blood groups. 
Among the Nyishi and Dirang Monpa O and A occur almost in equal frequencies followed by B but 
among the Tawang Monpa O, A and B occur almost in equal frequencies. The Aka show highest 
frequency of O blood group, followed by A, B and AB. In Hill Miri blood group O (44.08%) occurs 
in the highest frequency, followed by A (33.06%) B (16.33%) and AB (6.53%). In Tagin A (36.88%) 
is closely followed by B (33.44%). In Apatani frequency of A (41.56%) is much higher than that 
O (27.40%). In Galo, O blood group occurs in the highest frequency (40.19%). O blood group is 
followed by A (31.52%), B (20.86%) and then AB (7.03%) in Galo. Among Digaru Mishmi, Miju 
Mishmi, Idu Mishmi and Khampti, O blood groups occur in the highest frequency. The percentage of 
O blood group in Digaru Mishmi and Miju Mishmi is as high as 64.20 and 53.96 respectively. In Idu 
Mishmi and Khampti, it is almost equal being 45.34 and 44.71 respectively. A blood group is more 
frequent than B blood group in Digaru Mishmi, Miju Mishmi and Idu Mishmi, but reverse is the case 
in Khampti. Among the Nocte, Singpho, Tangsa and Wancho populations’ O blood group occurs in the 
highest frequency. The frequency of A is higher than B among the Nocte, Wancho and the Singpho but 
among the Tangsa the reverse is true.

No doubt several studies have been undertaken to examine the distribution of blood groups among 
different tribes over the years. Still our knowledge of the prevalence and distribution of ABO and Rh 
blood group in the state is insufficient to draw a clear picture. Hence, in this paper, an attempt is made 
to understand the status of the students of five tribes (Nyishi, Galo, Apatani, Monpa, and Tagin) of 
Dera Natung Government College with respect to the selected serological markers.

Arunachal (the Land of Dawn) is located in the extreme north-eastern corner of India. It is bordered 
by Bhutan on the west, China (Tibet) on the north and north-east, Myanmar on the east and south-
east and the States of Assam and Nagaland to its south. The State has a territory of 83,743 square 
kilometer. It is the homeland for a large number of tribes that exhibit cultural heterogeneity in spite 
of having some common cultural and linguistic elements (Chaudhuri & Tayeng, 2015). Of the many 
communities, the more prominent ones (due to their numerical strength) are the Nyishi, Adi, Galo, 
Apatani, Mishmi, Tagin, Khampti, Khamiyang, Singpho, Tangsa, Nocte, Wangcho, Monpa, Sherdukpen, 
Aka, Bugun, Bangro, Yobin, Memba, Nah, Puroik, Meyor, Sartang and Miji.

The ABO blood groups are fairly widely known. All human populations share the same known 
blood systems (Mourant 1962: 291). Overall, we know of more than 15 different blood type systems 
whose alleles appear in variable frequencies across the human species (Agustín, 2012: 312). The first 
deliberate observations on the incidence of the blood groups in different populations were carried 
out by Hirszfeld & Hirszfeld in 1919 at Salonica at the end of the First World War (Mourant, 1959: 
140). Today, ABO blood group and Rhesus factor are the most investigated blood group system in 
man, and because of the ease of identifying their phenotypes, they have been used a genetic markers 
of populations (Reid et al., 2001).

Overall, in human, the O blood type (usually resulting from the absence of both A and B alleles) 
is very common around the world. About 63% of human share it. The A blood allele is somewhat 
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more common around the world than B. About 21% of all people share the A allele. B is the rarest 
ABO blood allele. Only 16% of humanity have it (Molnar, 2002). Nation wise, blood groups O is the 
prevalent group among the British, American, Malaysians, Saudi Arabian (Giri et al., 2011). Similarly, 
a study of Nigerian by Eru, Adeniyi and Jogo (2014) showed prevalence of O blood group in Nigeria. 
However, according to Raja et al (2016) there is a prevalence of B blood group in India. So far Rhesus 
factor distribution is concerned, the percentage frequency of Rhesus negative is higher in several 
countries (Giri et al., 2011). Ganong (2003) noted Rhesus negative is most common in Caucasians, 
less common in Blacks and rare in Asians.

The knowledge of the distribution of ABO and Rh blood groups are useful in population genetics, 
researching population migration patterns, interaction patterns, as well as resolving certain medico-
legal issues, particularly of disputed paternity and more importantly in compatibility test in blood 
transfusion practice. Hence, the knowledge of blood group distribution among different students 
belonging to five different tribes is of important dependable information and it will aid a lot in 
furthering population genetic studies.

The study depicts the distribution of ABO and Rh blood groups among the student community of 
Dera Natung Government College, Arunachal Pradesh. Though done on a small-scale, hopefully this 
study will throw light on the distribution of ABO and Rh blood frequency among five different tribes.

Materials and Methods

This cross sectional observational study conducted over BSc and BCom students of Dera Natung 
Government College, Itanagar for a period of one year (from 2019-2020). Stream of all Bsc and Bcom 
i.e. IInd, IVth and VIth semester of the session 2019-2020 were taken as sample. The students list 
of the Bsc and Bcom stream as well as the blood group status and tribal status of every student were 
collected from the recorded data in the student profile from the Dera Natung Government College 
website. After this student were sorted according to their domicile and schedule tribe status and 
accordingly non Arunachal Pradesh Schedule Tribe (APST) and the students outside the domicile of 
the state were excluded in the study.

After the sortation of 644 students thoroughly, it was found that the students belonged to 21 
different tribes –Nyishi, Galo, Apatani, Tagin, Monpa, Adi, Nocte, Tangsa, Wancho, Memba, Aka, 
Khamti, Mikir, Sartang, Miji, Mishmi, Singhpho, Miri, Puroik, Sherdukpen and Tutsa as shown in 
Table I. However, due to the geographical location of the college, the students belonging to Nyishi 
tribes were extensively higher in number as compared to the rest. Adi students were 19 in number and 
while students of the remaining of the 16 tribes population were found to be insignificant. Hence, 
only students from five tribes (Nyishi, Galo, Apatani, Tagin and Monpa) were considered for the data 
interpretation though students from other tribes were also studied. As such among the selected sample 
were Nyishi (378)>Galo (81)>Apatani (51)>Tagin (51)>Monpa (41). Therefore, the total number of 
selected samples for analysis were (378+81+51+51+41)=602.

After the sortation of the students according to their blood status, schedule tribe status and 
domicile status, statistical analysis was then performed. The frequency of each O, A, B and AB and 
Rh+ve and RH-ve blood group was calculated by direct count. The collected data were then entered 
into Microsoft excel sheet and then were presented in text, tables and histograms.

Results
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The study depicts the distribution of ABO blood groups and Rh blood group among the students 
of Dera Natung Government College belonging to five different tribes. Out of the total sample the 
most prevalent blood group was O blood group comprising (39.6%) followed by A group (27.3%), 
B (24.24%) and AB (8.9%) as shown in Table II. So far, Rh blood group is concerned, the overall 
students have Rh positive (98.8%) and Rh negative (1.2%) as shown in Fig I.

Nyishi: As shown in the Fig II, among the 378 students 157 had O blood group (41.5%). Of this 
154 (98.08) had Rh+ve and 3 (1.9%) had Rh-ve. 116 had A blood group (30.7%). 114 had Rh+ve 
and 2 had Rh-ve. 76 had B blood group (20.1%). 75 had Rh+ve and 1 had Rh-ve. 29 had AB blood 
group (7.7%). All were Rh+ve. I.e. O>A>B>AB.

Galo: As shown in Fig III, among the 81 students 35 had O blood group (43.2%). All had Rh+ve. 
16 had A blood group (19.8%). All were Rh+ve. 23 had blood group (28.4%). All were Rh+ve. 7 had 
AB blood group (8.6%). All were Rh+ve. I.e. O>B>A>AB.

Apatani: As shown in Fig IV, among 51 students 15 had O blood group (28.3%). All were Rh+ve. 
16 had A blood group (30.2%). All were Rh+ve. 15 had B blood group (28.8%). All were Rh+ve. 7 
had AB blood group (13.2%). All were Rh+ve. I.e. A>0>B>AB.

Tagin: As shown in Fig V, among 51 students 17 had O blood group (33.3%). All were Rh+ve. 
15 had A blood group (29.4%). All were Rh+ve. 13 had B blood group (25.5%). All were Rh+ve. 
6 had AB blood group (11.8%). Of this 5 (83.33%) were Rh+ve and 1 (16.66%) was Rh-ve. I.e. 
O>A>B>AB.

Monpa: As shown in Fig VI, among 41 students 15 had O blood group (37.5%) and all were 
Rh+ve. 2 had A blood group (5%). All were Rh+ve. 17 had B blood group (42.5%). All were Rh+ve. 
6 had AB blood group (15%). All were Rh+ve. I.e. B>O>AB>A.

The overall student students have shown O blood group of 263 (39.6%), A blood group of 181 
(27.3%), B blood group of 161 (24.24%) and AB blood group of 59 (8.9%). The overall students 
have shown Rh positive blood group of 656 (98.8%) and Rh negative blood group of 8 (1.2%).

Discussion

This study revealed that the overall blood group distribution of the tribal student followed the 
general pattern of blood group frequency found around the world, O>A>B>AB (39.6%) blood group 
have the highest frequency followed by A (27.3%), B (24.24%) and lastly AB (8.9%) had the lowest 
frequency.

The study also revealed that the blood group distribution of Nyishi and Tagin students were in 
accordance with the overall blood group frequency distribution, O>A>B>AB. However O blood group 
frequency (41.5%) of Nyishi was more similar with the overall O blood group frequency (39.6%) than 
Tagin (33.3%).

It was also observed that the rest of the students belonging to the three tribes-Apatani, Galo and 
Monpa showed deviation from the overall blood group distribution. Galo had O blood group as 
the leading blood group frequency but B blood group (28.4%) followed O instead of A (19.8%). 
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In Apatani A blood group had the highest (30.2%) frequency. Monpa showed the largest deviation 
in blood group distribution from the overall norm. B blood group was found to have the highest 
frequency (42.5%), followed by O (37.5%) blood group and then AB (15%) blood group. A blood 
group had the least frequency (5%).

In comparing the present study with the earlier study conducted by Tage Dumi (2019), it was found 
that both the study showed similar pattern of overall blood group distribution i.e. O (39.1%)>A(30
.65%)>B(22.24%)>AB(7.28%). Nyishi and Tagin showed similar pattern, O(42.56%)>A(30.06%)>
B(20.94%)>AB(6.41%) and O(33.3%)>A(30.03%)>B(21.21%)>AB (15.15%) respectively. Apatani 
also showed the same sequence, A(34.78%)>O(32.06%)>B(23.91%)>AB(8.69%). Only Galo tribe 
showed deviation, earlier study showed O(39.28%)>A(30.35%)>B(23.21%)>AB(8.69%) but present 
study showed O>B>A>AB.

After comparing the present scenario of blood group distribution of the five tribes, it was compared 
with the earlier work done in 1990 by M.C. Goswami and P.B. Das (the only extensive work done 
on the tribal population of Arunachal Pradesh). During comparison it was found that the Nyishi 
tribe followed the same sequence, O (33.58%)>A (32.23%)>B (25.25%)>AB (8.68%). Galo tribe 
showed difference, previous study followed general norm O>A>B>AB but the present study showed 
O>B>A>AB. Apatani showed similar pattern, A (44.13%)>O (27.83%)>B (19.78%)>AB (8.24%). 
Previous study of Tagin tribe followed A>O>B>AB in contrast to present observation. And lastly 
Monpa showed B>A>O>AB in earlier study and B>O>AB>A. Here also Monpa showed largest 
deviation in each study. 

According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, the norm followed in eastern 
India and overall India were O (34.8%)>B (33.6%)>A (23.9%)>AB (7.7%) and O (37.12%)>B 
(32.3%)>A (22.9%)>AB (7.74%) respectively. According to Raja et al (2016), B blood group (34%) 
was found more prevalent than O (32%) in India. This data showed dissimilarity from our finding of 
O>A>B>AB. 

In Rhesus system our study showed that Rh positive blood group was more prevalent, in fact it 
consisted of 98.8% of total sample population in contrast to meager 1.2% of Rh negative population. 
Overall distribution of Rh frequencies in India shows 94.61% Rh+ve and 4.39% Rh-ve (Giri et al, 
2011).

During the project another set of fact came into the view. After the Data analysis and formulation 
of result it was discovered that the frequency distribution of A, B, Antigen in these five tribes was 
found to be relatively higher than the normal/general standard. The general percentage for A, B 
antigen frequency distribution for a population is 55%, but the observation that we derived from our 
survey was Nyishi (58.5%), Galo (56.8%), Apatani (71.7%), Tagin (66.7%) and Monpa (62.5%).

The inference that we can draw from this table is the sequence of A, B antigen frequency distribution 
among the tribe: Apatani> Tagin> Monpa> Nyishi> Galo.

Apatani had the highest percentage of antigen distribution i.e. almost 72% of the total Apatani 
students had antigens present in their RBC. This high percentage can be attributed to the presence of 
high frequency of A and B blood group among the population. The high AB blood group (13.2%) 
frequency in the population can also be accredited to this. It is followed by Tagin tribe with a 
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frequency of 67%. The high % of AB blood group (11.8%) must be due to the presence of high 
antigen frequency and low O group %. Monpa tribe follows Tagin tribe and have high % of A, B 
antigen (63%). The antigen frequency of Galo (56.8%) and Nyishi (58.5%) tribe are closer to each 
other and to the standard value of 55%. The inference that we can arrive is that this five major tribe 
have high frequency of A, B antigen present on the RBC in a population.

Conclusion

It is quite clear from the study that distribution pattern is complex. The extent to which these tribal 
groups resemble or differ from each other suggests complicated evolutionary history and migration. 
We observed from our study that the most common blood group among the tribal students is O blood 
group (39.6%) and the least prevailing is AB blood group (9.1%). Rhesus positive (98.8%) is much 
more common than Rhesus negative (1.2%) among tribal population in respect to Indian population. 
The tribal population of Arunachal Pradesh shows high percentage of presence of A, B antigen in the 
Erythrocytes/RBC.

The present study concludes that the distribution of Blood group O is highest among the students 
comprising (39.6%) closely followed by A group (27.3%), B (24.24%) and AB (8.9%). Majority of 
the samples showed positivity for Rh (98.8%). The study also reveals that O blood group occurs in the 
highest frequency among the students of Nyishi, Galo, and Tagin. While among the Apatani students 
show highest frequencies of A. Whereas among Monpa students B has the highest frequencies. In 
Nyishi, O blood group is followed by A, B and AB. In Galo, O blood is followed by B, A and AB. 
In Tagin, O blood group is followed by A, B and AB. Among Apatani, A is followed by O, B and 
AB while among Monpa, B is followed by O, AB and A. The percentage of Rh+ve is high among all 
students belonging to five different tribes. The distribution of AB is very low among all the students, 
however further study is required on a larger scale as this study was done in a college set up that too 
in a very short period of time.
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Tables
Table 1. Representation of ABO blood groups among students belonging to different tribes

Tribe
Blood Groups Rh

Total 

O+ve O-ve A+ve A-ve B+ve B-ve AB+ve AB-ve
  

Rh+ve
   RH 

-ve

 Nyishi 154 3 114 2 75 1 29   372 6 378

Galo 35   16   23   7   81 0 81

Apatani 15   16   15   7   53 0 53

Tagin 17   15   13   5 1 50 1 55

Monpa 15   2   17   6   40 0 40

Adi 7   6   4 1 1   18 1 19

Nocte 4   3   1       8 0 8

Tangsa 3   2   1   1   7 0 7

Wangcho 3   1   2       6 0 6

Memba 1   1   2       4 0 4

Aka 3           1   4 0 4

Khamti         3       3 0 3

Mikir 1       1       2 0 2

Sartang             1   1 0 1

Miji         1       1 0 1

Mishmi 1               1 0 1

Singpho         1       1 0 1

Mising/Miri     1           1 0 1

Puroik     1           1 0 1

Sherdukhpen     1           1 0 1

Tutsa 1               1 0 1

Total 260 3 179 2 159 2 58 1 656 8 664

Table 2. Tabular demonstration of ABO blood group among students of five different tribes

Sl.No Tribe Total O O% A A% B B% AB AB%

Nyishi 378 157 41.5% 116 30.7% 76 20.1% 29 8.6%

Galo 81 35 43.2% 16 19.8% 23 28.4% 7 8.6%

Apatani 53 15 28.3% 16 30.2% 15 28.3% 7 13.2%

Tagin 51 17 33.3% 15 29.4% 13 25.5% 5 11.8%

Monpa 40 15 37.5% 2 5% 17 42.5% 6 15%

Table 3. Tabulation of antigen frequency distribution
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Tribe 0 % A, B Antigen

Nyishi 41.5 58.5

Galo 43.2 56.8

Apatani 28.3 71.7

Tagin 33.3 66.7

Monpa 37.5 62.5

Figures
Fig 1: Pie Chart depicting the overall percentage of Rhesus factor distribution among students

Fig 2: Histogram depicting overall percentage of blood distribution among Nyishi students (in the table, we put full-stop instead 

of a comma).

Fig 3: Histogram depicting overall percentage of blood distribution among Galo students (in the table, we put full-stop instead 
of a comma).
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Fig 4: Histogram depicting overall percentage of blood distribution among Apatani students (in the table, we put full-stop instead 
of a comma).

Fig 5: Histogram depicting overall percentage of blood distribution among Tagin students (in the table, we put full-stop instead 
of a comma).
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Fig 6: Histogram depicting overall percentage of blood distribution among Monpa students (in the table, we put full-stop instead 
of a comma).
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Introduction

Children under the age of five are the most vulnerable and deprived section of the society 
(Dasgupta et al., 2014). In first two years of children, the rate of growth is much faster than the later 
age for height and weight both (Goswami, 2016). First 1000 days of life of children is very crucial 
and need sufficient nutrition and special attention for their proper growth and development (Titoria 
et al., 2019). There are many factors which are linked with anthropometric failure of under 5 years of 
children like, poverty, social, economical, political issues, inadequacy of proper food, breast feeding 
practices, colostrums is given or not, birth weight, vaccination, sanitation, lack of drinking water, de-
worming, place of delivery, low maternal height, low maternal education and occupation of mother 
(Subramanian et al., 2009; UNICEF, 2012). Country-wise study reveals that anthropometric failure 
is more throughout low-to middle income countries (Finlay et al., 2011; Ponce et al., 2018). Globally 
161 million under five years of children were found chronically undernourished (UNICEF, 2015). 
India has been reported the largest number of stunted and underweight children in the world (Anwar 

Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure among 2-5 years 
Anganwadi Children of Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, India

Background: Nutritional status of children is of paramount interest of all health surveys 
world-wide. Anthropometry is an important parameter for assessing nutritional status of children 
of growing age. Severe and acute undernutrition can be easily assessed using anthropometry. 
Objective: To assess the nutritional status using Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure 
(CIAF) among 2-5 years of anagwadi children of Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh. Method: A cross-
sectional study was conducted among 502 children (268 boys and 234 girls) aged 2-5 years 
from 30 anganwadi centers in Bilaspur District, Chhattisgarh. Data were collected after 
obtaining verbal consent from the parents of children prior to commencement of measurement. 
The statistically significant value was considered at P < 0.05.Results: The result shows that 
the Overall 42.30 % of the children (boys: 45.9%; girls: 41.5%) reported no anthropometric 
failure (Group A). And 56.17% shows anthropometric failure (Group B-Y). Similarly, 
more girls (58.5 %) than their counterpart (54.1 %) are undernourished. The sex combined 
mean difference in weight and height was observed statistically significant at (p< 0.001) 
level. Conclusions: The result shows that the children under study are in critical situation 
with respect to their nutritional status. And CIAF has capacity to improve the efficiency of 
the various ongoing nutritional intervention programs by identifying the single or double or 
multiple failure groups. Therefore, the CIAF for become essential to introducing the nutritional 
intervention program in the community based population.

Undernutrition, Anganwadi, 
Nutritional status, 
Anthropometry, Children
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et al., 2013; Bharali, 2019). Though India’s economic growth is remarkable in the past decade, but 
child malnutrition has been observed exclusively slow (Boregowda et al., 2015). In Bilaspur District, 
Chhattisgarh, 34.1% stunted, 26.8% wasted and 33.3% children were found underweight (NFHS, 
2015-16). Chronic undernutrition affects the early stages of life of children, causes improper growth 
and development to their full potential, both mentally and physically (gupta et al., 2015). Nutritional 
problems are extensive in almost all state in India, but they are particularly widespread in Central 
and Eastern India like Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, and Orissa (Arnold, 2009). 
Overall in Chhattisgarh, 37.6% children below the five years are reported stunted; 23.1% are wasted 
(acute undernutrition); 37.7% are underweight (both acute and chronic undernutrition) and 3% 
children are overweight respectively (NFHS 4, 2015-16). It is necessary to identify the factors affecting 
children’s appetite and anorexia. It is a kind of psychiatric illness of eating disorder which leads to 
an extremely low body weight relative to their height and body type (Morris and Twaddle, 2007). 
For better health of children many nutritional programme are running by government. Integrated 
Child Development Services (ICDS) programme has been implemented for over-all development 
of children, and its main aim is to reduce morbidity, malnutrition and mortality by providing 
supplementary food, immunization, psychological, physical and social development (Daral et al., 
2017). This scheme benefits more than 8.4 crore preschool children throughout the country (Sahoo 
et al., 2016). ICDS is a globally recognized community based early child care programme which runs 
through huge network of Anganwadi workers and helpers in all Anagwadi centres (Manhas et al., 
2012). With this brief background the main objective of the present study is to assess the nutritional 
status using composite index of anthropometric failure (CIAF) among 2-5 years of anganwadi children 
of Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh. 

Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF):

The Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) is a useful tool to identify the association 
between morbidity risk and malnutrition (Svedberg, 2000). For the first time Professor Peter Svedberg 
proposed CIAF in 2000 but this classification was further modified by Nandy et al., in 2005 because 
stunted children can be wasted or underweight; underweight children can be wasted or stunted 
and wasted children can be wasted or stunted. Another subgroup for those children who are only 
underweight but not stunted or wasted (group-Y) (Nandy et al., 2005). Total 7 (Group A-Y) groups 
of anthropometric failure were identified in the model. Group A represents those children who are 
not anthropometric failures, their height weight is appropriate for their particular age, where as Group 
B-Y shows the anthropometric children. Group B (wasting only), Group F (stunting only) and Group 
Y (Underweight only) shows single anthropometric failure, Group C (wasting and Underweight) and 
Group E (stunting and underweight) shows double anthropometric failure and Group D (wasting, 
stunting and Underweight) shows multiple anthropometric failures (Nandy et al., 2005). Svedberg 
argued that children experiencing multiple anthropometric failures would be at greatest risk of ill 
health (Nandy and Svedberg, 2012). 

Materials and Methods

A cross-sectional study was conducted among 502 sample size (268 boys and 234 girls) from 30 
Anganwadi Centers in Bilaspur District, Chhattisgarh. The age of the children ranges from 2-5 years 
and were recorded from birth certificate provided by Primary Health Centre (PHC). Information was 
collected on anthropometric measurement, socioeconomic, demographic and biological factors. Data 
were collected with verbal permission from the parents of children and necessary approval from the 
anganwadi centers, village authorities. Parents were informed about the aims of the study. Interview 
schedule was opted for collecting data. 
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Measures of under nutrition

The following are the commonly used indicators of undernutrition that are based on anthropometric 
data:

• Underweight: Weight for Age < –2 standard deviations (SD) of the Standards median in the 
reference population. Severe underweight is considered if WAZ is < -3 (WHO, 2010).

• Stunting: Height for Age < –2 SD of the WHO Child Growth Standards median in the reference 
population. Severe stunting is considered if HAZ is < -3 (WHO, 2010).

• Wasting: Weight for Height < –2 SD of the Standards median in the reference population. Severe 
wasting is considered if WHZ is < -3 (WHO, 2010).

• Composite Index Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) : The CIAF aggregating the children suffering 
from single, double and multiple failures. There total 7 groups, Group A shows No Anthropometric 
failures where as Group B-Y shows different anthropometric failures (Nandy et al., 2005)

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyzes were done using the Statistical Packages for Social Sciences- 21 (IBM SPSS 
Statistics). Descriptive analysis was done to calculate frequency, mean and standard deviation. Figures 
and graph were prepared in Excel sheet. ANOVA and Chi-square were used to see the significant 
difference. The statistically significant value was considered at p< 0.05. Nandy et al., (2005) 
classification of Composite Index of Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) were adopted. 

Formula to calculate z-score
z = (x – μ) / (σ / √n) 
Where, z = z-score 
x & μ = sample mean,  n & σ = Standard deviation

For measuring prevalence of malnutrition in children, CIAF was followed. According to CIAF 
classification children can be divided into following seven groups: 

Group Variable Wasting Stunting Underweight

A No Failure No No No

B Wasting only Yes No No

C Wasting and underweight Yes No Yes

D Wasting, stunting and underweight Yes Yes Yes

E Stunting and underweight No Yes Yes

F Stunting only No Yes No

Y Underweight only No No yes

Source: Nandy et al., 2005

Result
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Table 1: Age and Sex composition of the studied preschool children

Age (years) Boys
 n (%)

Girls 
n (%)

Total 
n (%)

2 38 (14.2) 27 (11.5) 65 (12.9)

3 67 (25.0) 78 (33.3) 145 (28.9)

4 83 (31.0) 59 (25.2) 142 (28.3)

5 80 (29.9) 70 (29.9) 150 (29.9)

Total 268 (100) 234 (100) 502 (100)

Table 1 shows overall combined age and sex composition of the studied children. Out of 502 
children boys constitute 268 (53.3%) and girls constitute 234(46.6%) respectively. The highest 
frequency of children 150 (29.9%) were found in the age group of 5 years and the lowest frequency 
of children were found in the age group of 65 (12.9%) respectively. 

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of weight, height and BMI of studied children

Age in Years Sex (n) Body weight (kg) Height (cm) BMI (kg/m2)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2 Boys (38) 11.58 2.42 86.90 8.27 15.49 3.37

Girls (27) 9.60 1.09 82.89 9.14 14.49 2.49

3 Boys (67) 12.04 2.04 90.99 7.38 14.59 2.11

Girls (78) 11.61 1.78 89.62 7.40 14.51 1.88

4 Boys (83) 14.03 2.27 97.09 8.05 14.91 1.96

Girls (59) 12.51 1.65 95.08 6.39 13.90 1.75

5 Boys (80) 15.75 2.90 101.79 7.21 15.17 2.10

Girls (70) 14.13 2.35 100.43 7.97 14.13 3.01

Total Boys (268) 13.70 2.92 95.50 9.29 14.99 2.29

Girls (234) 12.36 2.35 93.45 9.46 14.24 2.32

F 71.898 86.886 1.033

P 0.000 0.000 0.378

Where; F= ANOVA, p = Significance level

Table 2 show the age and sex composition of the studied children. Out of 502 children, boys 
comprised (53.3%) and girls constitute (46.6%) respectively. Table also shows overall mean and 
standard deviation of weight of boys and girls are 13.70 kg (2.92 kg) and 12.36 kg (3.04 kg) respectively. 
Moreover, after combining all ages, the mean body mass index (BMI) of boys (14.99 kg/m2, ± 2.29) 
is slightly higher than girls (14.24 kg/m2, ± 2.32). This table clearly shows that there is significant age 
difference for mean height (p<0.001) and weight (p<0.001), except for BMI. 

Table 3:  Prevalence of Composite Index Anthropometric Failure among studied children
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Age (in years) à

Sex

2
(n=65)

3
(n=145)

4
(n=142)

5
(n=150)

TOTAL
(n=502) Overall Sex 

differenceGroup(CIAF)
â n % n % n % n % n %

A
Boys 18 47.4 25 37.3 41 49.4 39 48.8 123 45.9

X2=11.895, 
df=6, 0.064

Girls 14 51.9 36 46.2 20 33.9 27 38.6 97 41.5

B
Boys 8 21.1 6 9.0 4 4.8 5 6.3 23 8.6

Girls 2 7.4 8 10.3 4 6.8 4 5.7 18 7.7

C
Boys 0 0 5 7.5 4 4.8 3 3.8 12 4.5

Girls 2 7.4 8 10.3 2 3.4 5 7.1 17 7.3

D
Boys 2 5.3 2 3.0 2 2.4 1 1.3 7 2.6

Girls 1 3.7 1 1.3 4 6.8 8 11.4 14 6.0

E
Boys 2 5.3 19 28.4 13 15.7 19 23.8 53 19.8

Girls 6 22.2 21 26.9 18 30.5 14 20.0 59 25.2

F
Boys 6 15.8 7 10.4 15 18.1 11 13.8 39 14..6

Girls 2 7.4 4 5.1 7 11.9 6 8.6 19 8.1

Y
Boys 2 5.3 3 4.5 4 4.8 2 2.5 11 4.1

Girls 0 0 0 0 4 6.8 6 8.6 10 4.3

CIAF(B-Y)
Boys 20 52.6 42 62.7 42 50.6 41 51.3 145 54.1

Girls 13 48.1 4 53.8 39 66.1 43 61.4 137 58.5
*Chi-square analysis: p<0.05

Table 3 depicts that an overall of 42.30% of the children (boys: 45.9%; girls: 41.5%) have no 
anthropometric failure (Group A). On the other hand 56.17 % (overall) are suffering from CIAF 
(Group B-Y) (boys: 54.1% and girls: 58.5%). It has been further observed that the girls were more 
affected in sex-specific undernutrition in different CIAF categories (i.e. Groups C, D, E and Y) than 
boys, except in Group B and F. The overall sex difference in CIAF categories were observed statistically 
non-significant (x2=11.895; df = 6, p< 0.064). 

Table 4: Sex specific nutritional status (Stunting, underweight, wasting and CIAF) among the studied children

Age (in years) →
Sex

2
(n=65)

3
(n=145)

4
(n=142)

5
(n=150)

TOTAL
(n=502)

Nutritional status (category) ↓ n % n % n % n % n %

Stunted
Boys 10 26.3 27 40.3 32 38.5 31 38.8 100 37.3

Girls 09 33.3 27 34.6 29 49.1 27 38.6 92 39.3

Underweight
Boys 6 15.8 29 43.3 24 28.9 25 31.2 64 31.3

Girls 10 37.0 31 39.8 28 47.4 33 47.1 102 43.5

Wasted
Boys 11 29.9 15 22.3 12 14.4 09 11.2 47 17.5

Girls 05 18.5 17 21.7 12 20.3 17 24.3 51 21.7

CIAF
Boys 20 52.6 42 62.7 42 50.6 41 51.3 145 54.1

Girls 13 48.1 42 53.8 39 66.1 43 61.4 137 58.5
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Table 4: depicts shows that 54.1% boys and 58.5% girls are suffering from single, double and 
multiple failures. The prevalence CIAF is found highest among Girls (58.5 %); stunted (39.3 %); 
underweight (43.5 %) and wasted (21.7%) than boys, CIAF: (54.1 %); stunted (37.3 %); underweight 
(31.3 %) and wasted (17.5 %) respectively. 

Table 5: Nutritional status (Stunting, underweight, wasting and CIAF) among the studied children

Age (in years)
→

2
(n=65)

3
(n=145)

4
(n=142)

5
(n=150)

TOTAL
(n=502)

Nutritional 
status(category)

↓
n         % n         % n         % n         % n         %

Stunting 19 29.23 54 37.24 61 42.95 58 38.70 192 38.24

Underweight 16 24.16 60 41.37 52 36.61 58 38.70 186 37.05

Wasting 16 24.60 32 22.06 24 16.90 26 17.33 98 19.52

CIAF 33 50.70 84 57.93 81 57.04 84 56.0 282 56.17

Table 5 shows the sex combined prevalence of nutritional status of studied children. Overall (56.1 
%) children were identified with CIAF (Group B-Y). Prevalence of stunting is highest (38.24%) 
followed by underweight (37.05%) and wasted (19.52%) among studied children. The prevalence of 
stunting, underweight, wasting and CIAF were found highest at the age of 4 years, 3 years, 2 years 
and 3 years respectively. 

Table 6: Association between socio-demographic characteristics and anthropometric failure among studied children

Sl. 
No.

Socio-demographic 
characteristics Total

Anthropometric Failure (CIAF) Chi-square
(χ2)Present N (%) Absent N (%)

Exclusively breast feeding
Yes = 460 255 (55.4) 205 (44.5) 1.225, df=1; 

0.268No =  42 27 (57.1) 15 (35.7)

Colostrums
Yes =  432 242 (56.0) 190 (43.9) 0.031, df=1; 

0.860No = 70 40 (57.1) 30 (42.8)

De-worming
Yes =  382 217 (56.8) 165 (43.1) 0.258, df=1; 

0.611No =  120 65 (54.1) 55 (45.8)

Delivery Place
Home = 288 165 (57.2) 123 (42.7) 0.020, df=1; 

0.886Hospital = 214 121 (56.5) 83 (38.7)

Delivery Type
Normal = 447 252 (56.3) 195 (43.6) 2.072, df=3; 

0.558Caesarean= 56 32 (57.1) 24 (42.8)

Sanitation
Open  = 285 154 (54.0) 131 (45.9) 0.045, df=1; 

0.817Close =  217 115 (52.9) 102 (41.0)

Gestational age

Preterm =  17 10 (58.8) 7 (41.1)
2.446, df=2; 

0.294Term = 365 212 (58.0) 153 (41.9)

Post Term=120 60 (50.0) 60 (50.0)

Birth weight
Low Birth weight (LBW)= 94 55 (58.5) 39 (41.4) 0.256, df=1; 

0.613Normal birth weight = 408 227 (55.6) 181 (44.3)
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Education status of 
Mother

Illiterate = 167 98 (58.6) 69 (41.3)

2.234, df=4 ; 
0.693

Primary = 137 76 (55.4) 61 (44.5)

Secondary = 96 55 (57.2) 41 (42.7)

Higher Sec.= 51 24 (47.0) 27 (52.9)

Undergraduate = 51 29 (56.8) 22 (43.1)

Occupation status of 
Mother

Housewife = 135 78 (57.7) 57 (42.2)

4.134, df=4; 
0.388

Wage labor = 262 146 (55.7) 116 (44.2)

Cultivation = 85 51 (60.0) 34 (40.0)

Service = 19 8 (42.1) 11 (57.8)

Table 6 shows that, exclusively breast feeding, colostrums intake, delivery place, delivery type, 
sanitation, gestational age, birth weight, education of mother has positive effect on the presence of 
anthropometric failure among the studied children. Similarly, de-worming and occupation of mother 
has a negative effect on anthropometric failure among them. But the difference is not significant for 
any variables used.

Discussion

The CIAF helps to decide the actual proportions and to find out the relative risk of undernourishment 
in various disaggregated sub-groups (Groups B–Y) (Solanki et al., 2014). Chronic undernutrition 
is linked to slower cognitive development and serious health issues later in life that decreases the 
living standard, education, labor efficiency, and also the economic productivity of people of a country 
(Dhone et al., 2012; Kumar 2015). 

Figure 1 shows the comparison of present study with other nation studies. It shows that the 
prevalence of CIAF of present study is found lower than six reported studies: National average (Nandy 
et al 2005), Purulia West Bengal (Das & Bose, 2009), Bankura West Bengal (Mukhopadhyay & 
Biswas 2010), Raipur Chhattisgarh (Boregowda et al 2015), Tirki Khurd, Delhi (Gupta et al 2017), 
North West Delhi (Titoria et al 2019) and found higher than Singur, West Bengal (Dasgupta et al 
2014), Kolkata, West Bengal (Dasgupta et al 2015), Ballbgarh, Haryana (Gupta et al 2015), Odisha 
(Goswami M., 2016), Banglore (Keri et al 2016), Sonowal Kachari, Assam (Bharali et al 2019), North 
Kolkata (Lahiri and Lahiri 2020). It has been observed that the girls were more affected (Groups C, 
D, E and Y) than boys, except for Group B and Group F. Overall 56.17% (Group B-Y) children are 
suffering from anthropometric failures. It is essential to know the socioeconomic conditions and food 
consumption patterns and nutritional status due to which malnutrition has become the major issue.

Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the comparison of mean height (cm) of present studied boys and girls 
with national and international references. It shows that the mean height of the present study boys 
and girls were lower than other standards (CDC 2000 & WHO 2006) except for the values of ICMR 
(2010). The mean height of the present study is slightly higher than the ICMR standards from the 
age of 2 to 4 years for both boys and girls but at the age of 5 years for boys and girls both the mean 
height is almost similar to the ICMR standards. Among both boys and girls the height is increasing 
with their age. 

Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the comparison of mean weight (kg) of present studied boys and girls 
with national and international references. Mean weight of both boys and girls (present study) were 
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observed lower than all reference standards (CDC 2000 and WHO 2006) except for ICMR (2010). 
Mean weight for both boys and girls is slightly above than ICMR values but at the age of 3 years of 
boys the mean weight is almost same to the ICMR value and in case of girls at the age of 3 and 5 years 
the mean weight is almost same as ICMR standards. Overall increasing rate of boys weight is higher 
than the increasing rate of girls weight, 

Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the comparative chart of mean BMI (kg/m2) of both boys and girls with 
national and international references. For boys at the age of 2 and 3 years the mean BMI is less than 
the other standards but from the age of 4 to 5 years mean BMI has been increased above the ICMR 
standards. In case of girls the mean BMI is found lower than the all other standards.  

Conclusion

The extent of undernutrition can’t be expressed by simple conventional indicators of child 
undernutrition. It requires combined measure of nutritional assessment method, that better reflect 
the incidence then mere single method. Employing of CIAF will help in assessment of both severe 
and acute cases of undernutrition and it also facilitate in examine the trend of growth of the children 
suffering from different extent of anthropometric failure. Overall 56.17% (boys: 54.1% and girls: 
58.5%) children were suffering with anthropometric failure (Group B-Y) that shows the serious and 
critical situation. The present study shows that the nutritional status of children is not satisfactory and 
they need special attention. The CIAF has potential to improve the quality and outcome of the various 
ongoing nutritional intervention programs by identifying the single or double or multiple failure 
groups. Therefore, the CIAF become important for introducing the nutritional intervention program 
in the community based population.
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Figures

Figure 1: Comparison of present study with other similar studies using CIAF

Figure 2 (a & b): Comparison of mean height (cm) of present studied boys and girls with National and International references.
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Figure 3 (a & b): Comparison of -mean weight (kg) of present studied boys and girls with National and International references.

Figure 4 (a & b): Comparison of mean BMI (kg/m2) of present studied boys and girls with National and International references.
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Introduction

Anthropologists universally accept the fact that in isolated, homogeneous, and non  literate small 
communities, social relations are informal, close, and multifaceted. All kinds of social relations are 
patterned as per the principles underlying the kinship and affinity rules of a particular society. Hence, 
there are several categories of kin and affine including kin through adoption or by ritual incorporation. 
Kinship not only defines biological relationships, but very often fictive kinship also substitutes and 
supplements actual kin. On the contrary, in large-scale, complex, heterogeneous, stratified and 
centralized societies, and particularly in the urbanized and industrialized ones, kinship has a rather 
small scope to cover up social interactions. In Kinship Organization in India, Irravati Karve (1953) 
points out that to understand the kinship web not only kinship terminologies are important, but also 
ritual practices, gift exchanges, folklore and other forms of cultural communication. 

Traditionally kinship was regarded as both biological and heteronormative, with the blood bond 
serving as the basis for the creation and continuation of family kinship systems, but as Carsten (2000) 
remarked, our understanding of what makes a person a relative has been transformed by radical 
changes in marriage arrangements and gender relations, and by new reproductive technologies. 
“Both anthropological and sociological work on kinship increasingly reveal that people have complex 
relationships with relatives and others whom they may define as close or kin of choice. Central to this 
work is the growing importance of the distinction between biological and social kinship, biological 
and social parenting, and the biological and social construction of the family.” (Logan 2013:36) The 
focus of this paper  deals with the Thadou Kukis’ the new perception of kin and kinship, due to 
Christianization as well as the intergenerational differences about kinship obligations.  

The Thadou Kukis

Perceptions on Kinship obligations among the Christianized 
Thadou Kuki community of Manipur.

The Thadou Kuki of Manipur have undergone a number of social changes due to the 
advent of Christianity and the elements of the western culture which came with it. With the 
conversion to Christianity the definition of kinship has become ambiguous, and a new type of 
fictive kin, spiritual kin, emerged. Actually, people seem emotionally more attached to them 
than to blood relatives. Moreover, perceptions on kinship obligations have intergenerational 
differences.

Kinship, obligations, 
Thadou Kuki, Christianity, 
Perceptions, Spiritual 
kin, Manipur
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The Kukis live in Manipur, Nagaland, Assam, Mizoram and Tripura. In Manipur they live in all 
the five hill districts and in certain areas in the Imphal Valley. The Thadou Kuki, who belong to the 
Tibeto-Burman family of the Sino-Tibetan languages, are the most numerous and constitute the 
second most populated tribe in the state of Manipur.

In Myanmar, the Kukis are generally classified as Chin, whereas in Bangladesh they are identified 
as Kuki, Bawm, Lushai, etc. Though they are recognized differently, they exhibit a common history, 
origin and traditions with slight variation in language and practices. On the basis of the 2011 Census of 
India, and available Census reports of Bangladesh and Myanmar, Kuki population in India, Myanmar 
and Bangladesh is estimated to be around 9-10 million (Chongloi 2018).

Thadou settlements are located in forests, and sites on the tops of ridges or just below ridges are 
preferred. Villages are not arranged according to an established urban plan and there is no marking 
of the perimeter of a village (Gangte 1991, 1993). In discussing the relationship between ‘Land’ and 
‘Identity,’ Sitlhou (2011) studied how external factors such as the colonial and the post-colonial State 
caused the restructuring of Thadou Kuki society, both in terms of geographical relocation as well as 
in the ideological and cultural reconstitution. The two are interdependent, he writes, as geographical 
restructuring is always followed by ideological revolution. 

The debate about traditional chieftainship and its relationship with republican institutions is still 
hot today in Manipur (see, for example, Haokip 2018, and Chongloi 2018). Traditionally, the Kukis 
lived in small settlements in the jungles, each ruled by its own chief. The eldest son of the chief 
inherited his father’s property, while the other sons were provided with wives from the village and sent 
out to found villages of their own. The village chief ’s house is usually the largest dwelling within the 
village. Outside it as well as outside the homes of wealthy villagers, there is a platform upon which 
men gather to discuss matters of importance and to mediate disputes (Gangte 1993).

According to Chongloi (2018), a Kuki village is generally headed by a chief who is called ‘Haosa’ 
assisted by his council of ministers called ‘Semang-Pachong’ or ‘Haosa-Upa’. Though the ministers 
are either elected or nominated from time to time, the position of the chief remains inherited. The 
chief decides, administers and commands the army through the advice of the council of ministers. 
Every household pays tributes as a mark of due recognition to the chief as a legal inheritor and 
protector of the village. The chief treats all villagers, irrespective of clans, as his own kinsmen. This 
scholar, however, points out that since the initial contacts around 1776, British officials and writers, 
as distant observers, could not agree to the nature of the function of chieftainship, which, they felt, 
was autocratic in nature. Colonial antagonism against the institution of chieftainship increased, as it 
became a binding force to oppose the colonial influence in the region. The colonial influence on the 
area not only spurred changes in the relationship with the land (Sitlhou 2011), but also brought about 
a change in the religious beliefs of many Thadou Kukis with the advent of Christianity. 

Christianity is the second-largest religion in Manipur, a state of India in its Northeast region, 
according to 2011 census data published by the Government of India. It can be traced back to Anglican 
missionary William Pettigrew who started to work in Manipur in 1894. At first Pettigrew was met by 
the hostility of both the British officials and the local chiefs; he persevered, however, and succeeded 
in establishing a permanent mission, but not before 1919-1920. Most Manipur Christians belong 
to different Protestant denominations, but there are also Catholics. According to the 2011 census 
about the percentage of Christians in the Scheduled Tribes, 98.03%, of the Kukis and 97.85%. of the 
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Thadou Kukis are Christian. This fact has affected Kuki institutions, among them their kin system, 
which had not passed through the colonial and post-colonial periods unscathed.

Methodology

Between the time of the 19th century precursors of modern kinship studies and the present era, 
a huge body of literature on kinship and marriage has accumulated: actually, in the first half of the 
20th century it accounted for more than a half of the total anthropological literature. At least since 
Malinowski’s work on the Trobriandese, kinship came to be seen as indispensable for the proper 
understanding of small-scale societies. Notwithstanding a shift in the focus on kinship studies and 
a more refined contextualization, especially in the second half of the 20th century, kinship (and its 
obligations) is still a useful conceptual tool.

My fieldwork was conducted among the Thadou Kukis of Kangpokpi district from June to 
October 2017 and in Chandel District from January to March 2018, and among the residents of 
Imphal between 2015-2016.

The study group comprised 25 families consisting of primary and secondary kin, a total of 320 
participants without including the individuals below 18 years of age. The group consisted of 140 
females and 180 males.
Table 1: Generation, gender, and the median age of the participants from the study group:

Generation
Total Males Females

Age included
N % n % N %

First Generation 35 10.93 20 11.11 15 10.71 56 yrs-100yrs

Second 
Generation 120 37.5 70 38.89 50 35.71 31yrs -55yrs 

Third Generation 165 51.56 90 50.00 75 53.57 18yrs -30 yrs

Total 320 100 180 100 140 100

The purpose of my research was to understand the nature of the obligations between individuals 
and their preferences in their choices of kin, that is either extended blood kin or fictive kin.  Hence, the 
perceptions on kin and kinship obligations were taken into consideration, and the attitudes towards 
kinship obligations amongst different generations were compared and analyzed.

In order to have a more detailed picture, my first question was: Is there anyone very close to your 
family who is not blood or marriage-related but is treated just like a relative? 

Fig. A shows that 75% of respondents said they had someone who was not related by blood 
or marriage, but who was nevertheless considered a relative. The highest number of these people 
belong either to the same-faith group or the same Christian community, and the second highest 
number was scored by people living in the same village or nearby. Although the reasons given by the 
respondents vary, yet most believed that the advantage of having a non-blood relative consists in the 
lack of traditional obligations enforced by the customary laws of Kuki society, thus allowing a freer 
relationship.
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Hence, we can say that in the Christianized Thadou Kuki society of Manipur the weight of kinship 
networks has shifted from blood kinship to fictive kinship developed with the so-called brothers and 
sisters in Christ. I termed this new kind of kinship fictive kinship or spiritual kinship. This fact has 
led, on the one hand, to an identity crisis and a conflict between this relatively new kinship network 
which does not necessarily follows the rules of traditional Kuki blood kinship, and on the other hand 
to the opening of new chances to people marginalized for various reasons by the patriarchal traditional 
kinship system.

Perceptions of obligations

Some of the respondents replied to the question about what kind of obligations does one have to 
the kin or relatives this way:

Hemmang (60 years) replied that 

obligations are very much needed in the society and the family. According to me, it is 
inevitable for the smooth running of the families since we are people with customs and tradition, 
I believe the fulfillment of customs and traditions of the family is the most important obligation 
for a person. In doing one’s duty of fulfilling the customary obligations people will be closely knit 
together in the family circle and maintain the closeness of different families who live near and 
far. For instance, it is customary for a person to do certain things in life such as in the naming 
of a child, arranging or organizing a prayer feast for one’s married daughters children or sister’s 
children, giving different designated parts of the animal killed and slaughtered to the designated 
persons within the family and clan as customary. In fulfilling these duties, I feel that a person 
has done his obligations in life.

Nengchin (45 years) stated that 

the obligation to me is to give regards and respect to all the elders of the family friends. It is 
respect that binds everything together. When you respect somebody one will surely fulfill his or 
her responsibilities willingly and diligently. So, having and building regards and respect in itself 
is a form of showing obligations to one another.

Lalthanglen( 40 years) said that 

obligations are very important part of one’s life in order to be able to stay in the loop of 
the society and family. It holds the society and family together but I think the most important 
obligation of all is obedience to my parents and do things according to their expectations and 
wishes. My parents are old and deserve my respect. They are the type of parents who don’t expect 
much financial assistance or money, but they expect respect and obedience on my part and 
consider it the most important obligation that a son owes them. They wanted me to always be 
beside them and never leave them alone for anything in the world. They expect me to support 
their decisions and these are all the things I also want from my children, and it will make me 
happy if they do so because I learned from my parents that respect and obedience to parents are 
the best obligation to be fulfilled for the family.

Lunkholet ( 30 years ) said 
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the most important obligation to me is that my kin must be beside me on the day of joy and 
sorrow. There may be a lot of obligations that must exist between relatives and friends, while 
some may also be prescribed by the society to different individuals, but me and my family, 
making oneself available at the time of needs is the most significant obligation a person could 
have because it is during this hour of need that our degree of closeness could be understood even 
if its within the families. Especially among our tribe, we have different occasions where we do 
expect the least from our relatives to be available on that occasion irrespective of their residential 
location. Near or far we want them to be present there. It is during this time which brings the 
kin together so it is obligatory on every person to be present. For those living in close proximity, 
we expect a regular visit while for the further ones we consider their absence for petty things but 
expect them to be available at least on important occasions.

Lhaineikim (28 years ) stated that 

obligations to kin and the near and dear ones may be a lot but for me, but they provide to 
grant the basic needs when required by their kin. To provide economic aid is the best way of 
showing obligations to the near and dear ones. Because it is only from our near and dear ones 
we can expect financial aid without feeling embarrassed or to fear reciprocity. These obligations 
I think it is what differentiates one’s kin from the other. For instance, I am pursuing higher 
studies and for that, I require a huge amount of financial assistance and will depend on my kin 
for support besides my parents. Even my married brothers are obligated to provide me such help. 
How can I depend on others for economic aid? Even my distant kin every now and then supports 
me in such matters so, I think giving financial assistance is what differentiate kin from others.

Satpu (20 years) said that 

the kind of obligation that we have towards our kins is to look after one another in times of 
need. There are certain things in life that we cannot simply depend on other people except our 
family members and some close relatives. So, we expect certain obligations and are expected from 
us by our kin. If one is not of any use to the kin in times of trouble then, there is no point in being 
a family or kin. For instance, my father was hospitalized for a chronic illness for so many years 
and my family was facing a lot of hardship at those times and if it was not for my uncles and 
aunt we would not have survived those times. Some of my relatives don’t even show up during 
those times and we are not very close anymore with them as my family feels that they were not 
beside us when we needed them the most, when we as kin have to decide certain crucial things.

The spontaneous answers have been coded in different categories which are (see Fig. B):

•	 regards and respect
•	 non-economic aid ( physical presence when required) 
•	 emotional support
•	 maintain close social contact,
•	 economic aid as and when required.
•	 others

The most common reply was that the specific obligation to kin is to provide non-economic aid 
which may help in different forms requiring the physical presence during certain works or feasts 
or customary rites. The next highest response dealt with the emotional support to kin in different 
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ways. Giving economic and financial aid was the third-highest response; this question was put on 
to kin in general without specifically mentioning which type of kin. But when these questions was 
rephrased differentiating between either blood kin related by blood or through marriage (-in-laws) or 
fictive kin, it was found that giving economic aid scored the second-highest response. However, non-
economic aid stood out even if the category or kin typology was differentiated. Now we will analyze 
the intergenerational attitude in kinship obligations. 

The coded obligations were further modified removing the ‘others’ category, according to what 
people considered an ideal pattern of kinship behavior. These questions when rephrased and coded 
responses were put before the interviewees.

•	 non-economic aid ( physical presence when required) , 
•	 regards and respect and obedience
•	 emotional support 
•	 maintain  close intimate social relationships 
•	 economic aid as and when required.

From these responses, we could also answer the questions about intergenerational attitude towards 
ideal norms of kinship obligations.

From figure C (see Fig. C) comparing three different generations we can see that all the three 
generations consider the physical presence of a (both blood and fictive) relative is an ideal norm of 
kinship behaviour. We can also see, however, that from the first to the third generation there is a 
decline in the frequency of the non-economic motive.

The 1st and 2nd generation gave the second-highest frequent response concerning economic aid 
as the ideal norm of obligation, but maybe surprisingly the third generation gave the same number of 
responses for both the economic and the non-economic norms of obligation. 

Emotional support has a positive growth curve from the first to the third generation, and is the 
latter’s third choice. Maintaining close intimate social contact finds the highest support amongst the 
2nd generation, but it is the least frequent amongst the 3rd generation. Regard and respect have a 
negative curve as we move from the 1st generation to the third one; when we asked the reason why 
they did not choose respect and regard as the ideal norm, many felt that people who are respectful are 
expected to give economic as well as non-economic support to kin automatically.

In sum, the ideal norm of kinship obligation that scores the highest frequency is a non-economic 
one: the physical presence and participation on an individual to both happy and sad events as well as 
customary rites and feasts is considered the most important obligation, which reinforces kin’s closeness.

The maintenance and reinforcement of kinship ties and obligations depend strongly upon the 
frequency of contact with kin (Lévi-Strauss 1969). 

As Aldrich et al. (1973) noted, both descent theory and alliance theory have been subjected to 
strong criticism, because they tend to view kinship in normative terms, ignoring the variations of 
gender and of different social actors and omitting the experiential and emotional sides of kinship. 
Moreover, they exclusively dealt with “primitive” cultures, and are lacking in the analysis of residence 
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and other aspects of kinship. In fact, these scholars write, industrialization and urbanization usually 
cause value changes which place each generation in conflict with the following one on the issue of kin 
obligations. Kinship interaction patterns play a vital role in understanding the relationship between 
family value systems, socialization practices, attitudes and behavior of offspring in communities 
especially experiencing rapid social change. Blood (1972), in turn, pointed out that the objective need 
for assistance /aid is the main motivator for the establishment of fictive kin.

The relationship between modernization and extended kinship may have been forgotten in the 
West, but it is alive in the East Asian newly industrializing countries (NICs). In fact,  as Marsh and 
Hsu (1995) remark, they contain a patrilineal extended kinship system, at least as an ideal pattern, 
which modernization may indeed affect. Moreover, they add, the weakening of extended kinship ties 
represents a greater threat in the East Asian NICs, since they are not yet sufficiently welfare states 
where one can leave the care of extended kin to what accrues to them from state welfare arrangements. 
Modernization theorists make an analytical distinction between ideal normative patterns and actual 
behavioral patterns of extended kinship. Marsh and Hsu data from Taiwan indicate that ideal 
obligations to extended kin declined, while actual behavioral ties to extended kin increased. 

Among the Thadou Kuki fictive or spiritual kin related to Christian religious-based groups are 
considered to be closer than extended blood kin. As to the fulfilling of obligations to kin, people feel 
they are more obligated towards their fictive kin in comparison to the extended blood kin.

A number of studies have shown that participation in religious institutions facilitates the civic 
incorporation of contemporary immigrants. Negotiations and disagreements between generations 
shape the civic engagement of multigenerational Christian congregations. Kurien’s  research (2013) 
on congregations consisting of first- and second-generation immigrants belonging to the ancient 
Malankara Mar Thoma Syrian Christian church based in Kerala, shows how first- and second-
generation Mar Thoma American conceptions regarding ethnic and religious identity and social 
obligations mandated by religion were based on very different understandings about Christian worship, 
evangelism, social outreach, and their interrelationship. Kurien found that the immigrant generation’s 
ideas were shaped by the doctrines and practices of the Mar Thoma denomination in India, whereas 
those of the second generation were influenced by nondenominational American evangelicalism. The 
second generation developed ideas of American identity and Christian obligation in interaction with 
and often in opposition to those of their parents’ generation, with the result that contradictory forces 
affected the civic engagement of these multigenerational congregations. 

Conclusion

Among the Thadou Kukis I found a different intergenerational attitude towards kinship obligations, 
in particular as to non-economic support and physical participation to kin events, although there is 
a decline in the frequency of the respondents about non-economic aid as we move from the first 
generation down to the third one. Economic support scores the second-highest figure for the first and 
second generations, but it scores the same figure as the non-economic support for the third one. Close 
intimate social contact is the most important norm for the second generation, but the least important 
for the third one, whereas regard and respect drops from the first generation to the third one. The 
advent of Christian denominations to Malipur has influenced the kinship structure of the Thadou 
Kukis, which tend to privilege fictive, spiritual kinship above extended blood kinship. This is a trend 
that can be perceived in the intergenerational different weight people put on obligations. 
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Figures

Fig. A

Fig. B
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Fig. C.
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